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“An"angry"monster”"©"Lasse"Skriver"Jørgensen,"2012"

“I"am"at"the"in=house"editor’s"office"to"collect"the"proofed"version"of"this"paper."He"greets"me"
with"an"anecdote"about"a"frustrated"academic"who"wrote"a"short"story"about"oranges"and"apples"
to"let"off"some"steam;"he"even"suggests"a"title"for"my"paper:"‘Sour"Grapes’”"(Paper"II:"“The"
Deluge”)."

“[We"must"track"down]"all!varieties"of"fascism,"from"the"enormous"ones"that"surround"and"crush"
us"to"the"petty"ones"that!constitute"the"tyrannical"bitterness"of"our"everyday"lives”"(Foucault,"
2004,"p."xvi)."
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ABSTRACT 
This"study’s"objective"is"to"contribute"to"the"further"development"of"the"early"

childhood"education"and"care"(ECEC)=relevance"of"the"Continental"Didaktik"

tradition,"as"a"response"to"postmodernistic"challenges."Didaktik"is"a"body"of"

theories"that"conceptualize"and"structure"thinking"about,"planning,"executing,"

and"evaluating"Bildung=centered"formative"teaching."Bildung"is"about"formation:"

Traditionally,"it"refers"to"the"individual’s"self=formation"(as"in"comprehensive"

personal"development),"but"the"study"develops"a"postmodern"variant"concerned"

with"Bildung"as"the"formation"of"contextualized"relationships."

Literacy"(as"a"field"of"policy,"research,"and"practice)"is"exemplary"with"regards"

to"studying"the"influence"of"contemporary"educational"policies"that"

overemphasize"skills"and"testing"in"ECEC."Didaktik"must"respond"

simultaneously"to"both"1)"these"policies"and"their"social,"practical,"and"

theoretical"consequences,"and"2)"serious"challenges"from"postmodernism"

regarding"its"ideas"about"objectives,"content,"and"a"legitimizing"base."

The"study"finds"that"Didaktik"remains"possible"on"a"postmodern"basis."Bildung"

(as"formation)"is"reconceptualized"from"self=formation"to"relation=formation."

Postmodern"Didaktik"thus"operates"with"the"relation"as"the"fundamental"

category."Postmodern"Didaktik"can"move"from"a"legitimizing"base"of"humanism"

and/or"critical/unclouded"consciousness"to"contextualized"bricolages"of"the"

professional,"the"political,"and"the"personal."

The"study"concludes"that"Didaktik"(on"the"Threshold"between"critical"and"

postmodern"Bildung)"can"inform"contemporary"issues"related"to"teaching"and"

researching"literacy"in"ECEC"in"the"following"ways:"

• The"Bildung"concept"still"provides"the"practitioners"of"Didaktik"(the"

Didaktikers)"with"thinking"tools"to"construct"a"critical"position"inside"

ECEC"literacy."Teacher"and"pedagogue"alike"can"use"Bildung"to"work"

outside"skill=rationales"for"teaching"literacy"and"thus"to"experiment"with"
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project"work"wherein"literacy"competences"are"developed,"as"the"

children"participate"in="and"contribute"to"meaningful"projects."

• Didaktik"calls"on"the"teacher"and"the"pedagogue"as"a"Didaktiker"to"take"

responsibility"for"his/her"literacy"teaching"by"reflecting"on"the"general"

relationship"between"the"state,"the"Lehrplan"(the"state’s"open"

curriculum),"and"Bildung."The"Didaktik"researcher"can"contribute"to"the"

literacy"curriculum’s"repoliticization"by"working"with"emergent"

methods,"along"with"postmodern"approaches"to"knowledge"and"power."

" "
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INTRODUCTION 
This"study"is"intent"on"analyzing"a"complex"of"contemporary"issues"related"to"

teaching"and"researching"literacy"in"early"childhood"education"and"care"(ECEC)."

ECEC"comprises"theory,"discourses,"values,"institutions,"and"practices"related"to"

caring"for,"bringing"up,"and"educating"children"from"birth"to"eight"years"old."I"

draw"on"the"work"of"the"World"Organization"for"Early"Childhood"Education"

(OMEP,"its"abbreviation"is"from"the"French"title,"Organisation"Mondiale"pour"

l’Education"Prescolaire)"(OMEP,"2006),"the"United"Nations"Educational,"

Scientific,"and"Cultural"Organization"(UNESCO,"n.d.),"the"Organisation"for"

Economic"Co=operation"and"Development"(OECD,"2001,"p."14),"and"the"

literature"of"the"field"for"the"ages"spanning"birth"to"eight"years."

This"study"departs"from"a"Danish"context,"but"it"has"an"international"

perspective."In"Denmark,"daycare!services![dagtilbud]"is"an"overall"term"used"for"

all"public"daycare"centers"for"children,"come"under"the"recently"revised"Day"

Care"Services"Act"(Socialministeriet,"2011)]."The"term"comprises"municipal"and"

independent"daycare"centers,"and"private"centers"based"on"local=authority"

grants."Thus"daycare"services"are"a"significant"part"of"Danish"ECEC."

A"major"type"of"daycare"service"is"the"municipal"daycare!center![daginstitution].!

It"consists"of"either"or"both"of"the"following"arrangements:"

• Crèche"[vuggestue]"(children"between"nine"months"to"three"years)."

• Kindergarten![børnehave]"(children"between"three"and"six"years)."I"

deliberately"chose"kindergarten"over"preschool,"which"is"the"

international"default"term"for"this"kind"of"facility."Kindergarten"is"the"

most"accurate"translation"of"the"Danish"term"(literally"meaning"“garden"

of"children”),"and"the"preschool"concept"has"an"unwanted,"built=in"

emphasis"on"school."In"the"United"States,"however,"kindergarten"is"that"

level"immediately"preceding"first"grade."In"addition,"one"can"attend"

preschool"and"kindergarten,"depending"on"family"circumstances."One"can"
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also"attend"kindergarten"and"then"go"home."Alternatively,"one"can"be"

homeschooled"with"no"institutions"at"all."

Although"it"is"not"mandatory"for"children"to"attend"a"daycare"center,"daycare"

enrollment"in"Denmark"ranks"among"the"world’s"highest"percentages."

Approximately"90"%"of"children"between"ages"one"and"three"attend"either"a"

daycare"center"or"a"comparable"service"organized"by"the"municipality."About"95"

%"of"three="to"five=year=olds"attend"a"daycare"center"(Statistics"Denmark,"2009)."

A"daycare"center"in"Denmark"is"a"whole=day"type"of"arrangement"combining"

childminding"with"pedagogy"in"the"sense"of"care,"upbringing,"education,"

teaching,"and"learning."Different"daycare=center"variations"exist."Some"daycare"

centers"are"“themed”"in"that"they"emphasize"sports,"nature,"music,"and"so"forth."

Denmark"also"has"“forest"kindergartens,”"which"are"kindergarten"spaces"located"

in"or"nearby"forests;"these"emphasize"outdoor"life"and"play"in"natural"

surroundings."

Pedagogues"staff"the"daycare"centers"together"with"noncredentialed"assistants."

According"to"the"Danish"Union"of"Early"Child"and"Youth"Educators"([Børne="og"

Ungdomspædagogernes"Landsforbund]"abbreviated"as"BUPL,"2009),"the"

pedagogues’"union,"the"word"pedagogue"holds"a"specific"meaning"in"Danish,"one"

most"comparable"to"preschool!teacher"in"other"countries."A"pedagogue"holds"a"

Bachelor"of"Arts"degree"in"social"education."

As"the"name"implies,"a"school@based!free@time!center"[in"Danish"abbreviated"as"

an"SFO"(skolefritidsordning),"used"hereafter]"is"a"center"mainly"open"during"

after=school"hours"that"children"from"Grades"Zero"to"Three"(ages"approximately"

six"to"nine)"can"attend."Pedagogues"and"assistants"staff"SFOs."As"an"SFO"is"a"unit"

inside"the"school"(although"not"necessarily"in"the"physical"sense),"it"is"subject"to"

the"Public"School"Act"(Danish"Ministry"of"Education,"2010a)."

The"year"a"child"turns"six,"s/he"has"the"right"to"be"enrolled"for"free"(at"no"charge"

to"the"parents)"in"the"public!school"[Folkeskole],"which"in"Denmark"unifies"what"

is"known"elsewhere"as"primary"and"lower"secondary"school."Alternatives"to"

public"school"do"exist"–"private"schools"and"home"schooling"–"but"the"great"
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majority"of"children"attend"public"schools,"which"are"subject"to"the"Public"

School"Act"(Danish"Ministry"of"Education,"2010a)."

The"first"three"years"of"school"are"usually"viewed"together"as"the!first!years!of!

school"[indskoling]."The"period"covers"the"first"three"years"in"school"when"

children"start"in"the"kindergarten@class,"and"then"advance"to"first"and"second"

grades."A"pair"of"pedagogues"staffs"the"kindergarten=class."One"pedagogue,"the"

kindergarten@class!leader,"has"the"main"responsibility"for"teaching;"the"other"

assists"and"often"works"part"time"in"the"SFO."

Teachers"staff"the"remaining"public"school"levels."A"teacher"holds"a"Bachelor"of"

Arts"degree"in"education,"with"a"focus"on"subject=matter"curriculum"theory"and"

teaching"in"practice."It"is"common"for"SFO"pedagogues"to"work"together"with"the"

teachers"in"Grades"One"to"Two"during"school"hours."

Among"other"entities,"the"ECEC"field"consists"of"daycare"centers,"after=school"

free=time"centers,"and"the"first"years"of"school."Pedagogues,"teachers,"and"

noncredentialed"assistants"are"chief"among"those"who"practice"in"the"ECEC"field."

At"times,"I"will"refer"to"them"collectively"as"the"practitioners."

Although"ECEC"is"sometimes"defined"as"institutions"and"facilities"children"enter"

before"beginning"their"formal"schooling,"I"think"that"the"first"years"of"school"

should"be"included"as"well"to"enable"a"sufficient"understanding"of"the"following"

important"ECEC"research"themes:"

1. Transition"between"daycare"and"school"

2. Collaboration"between"pedagogues"and"teachers"

3. Continuity"concerning"holistic"approaches"to"care,"upbringing,"teaching,"

learning,"well=being,"and"comprehensive,"personal"development"

To"work"with"this"broad"concept"of"ECEC"–"stretching"from"daycare"services"

inclusive"of"the"first"years"of"school"(including"SFOs)"–"it"is"also"critical"to"

respond"to"economic"discourses"emphasizing"an"earlier"school"start"(see"e.g.,"

Lynge"&"Linnebjerg,"2011)."As"Dahlberg"and"Moss"(2005,"p."24)"argue:"“To"focus"
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on"only"one"type"of"provision"in"isolation"and"to"ignore"the"rest"both"denies"

possibilities"to"many"children"and"risks"undermining"attempts"to"reform.”"In"my"

opinion,"we"should"extend"holistic"ideas,"still"relatively"strong"in"the"daycare"

centers,"into"the"first"years"of"school;"a"broad"definition"of"ECEC"is"a"tool"in"this"

regard,"which"I"cover"in"detail"below"(see"p."155)."

In"contemporary"ECEC,"the"curricular"question"all"too"easily"divides"those"who"

are"critical"and"those"who"are"forcing"the"school"upon"the"daycare"service"(this"

is"called"schoolification,"see"e.g.,"Jensen,"Broström,"&"Hansen,"2010)"and"thus"

upon"the"hurried"children,"to"paraphrase"Elkind"(1981)."Examples"of"positions"

from"the"critical"side"of"this"divide"are"various"childhood"sociological"

approaches"(see"Broström,"2006a),"in"which"the"emphasis"is"on"the"

institutionalized"childhood"(Kampmann,"2003)"and"the"social"construction"of"

the"child"and"childhood"(James,"Jenks,"&"Prout,"1998)."In"addition,"recent"

postmodern"and"poststructural"approaches"to"ECEC"share"these"interests,"as"

they"argue"for"rethinking"practice,"politics,"and"ethics"outside"instrumentalist"

and"economic"domains"(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005;"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007;"

Mac"Naughton,"2005)."When"curricula"are"viewed"as"neoliberal"state"

technologies"for"governing"children"and"professionals"from"a"distance,"then"to"

be"critical,"one"must"denounce"curricula."

Didaktik"in"German"and"in"Danish"translates"into"didactics"in"English."The"word"

originates"from"the"Greek"didaskein,"which"means“to"teach,"to"be"a"teacher,"to"

educate”"(Hopmann"&"Riquarts,"2000)."The"contemporary"Continental"

understanding"of"Didaktik"is"that"it"denotes"the"art,"study,"or"science"of"teaching."

In"Denmark,"general"Didaktik"is"a"separate"curriculum"subject"in"schoolteacher"

education."Didaktik"is"also"integrated"into"the"subjects"in"which"teachers=in=

training"can"choose"to"specialize."This"is"called"subject"Didaktik;"or"in"German"

Fachdidaktik"(Westbury,"2000)."

While"the"links"between"neoliberalism"and"current"discourses"of"ECEC"curricula"

are"as"contemporary"as"can"be,"it"is"important"to"keep"in"mind"that"the"

Continental"tradition"of"Didaktik"has"been"working"with"curricula"(in"the"form"
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of"Lehrplanen,"see"below)"since"the"late=sixteenth"century."Since"the"1960s,"

critical"strands"of"this"Didaktik"tradition"have"theorized"curriculum"as"part"of"a"

critical"agenda"for"education"in"general."In"the"1970s"–"more"than"three"decades"

before"a"Danish"state"ECEC"curriculum"was"mandated"by"legislation"–"educators"

in"the"critical"Didaktik"tradition"were"working"with"curriculum"in"Danish"ECEC"

as"a"part"of"children’s"emancipation"and"towards"an"Utopian"future"for"children"

and"adults"alike"(Broström"&"Rasmussen,"1981)."

Contemporary"challenges"facing"education"are"as"serious"as"they"are"complex."

ECEC"is"being"recast"as"the"first"step"in"the"mandatory"project"of"lifelong"

learning,"which"in"turn"is"linked"to"the"multinational"capital’s"need"for"a"

competitive"and"innovative"workforce."Therein"is"found"a"true"democratic"

deficit"–"a"real"loss"of"freedom"–"in"the"widespread"consensus"that"concerns"

ECEC"being"about"basics"and"what"is"developmentally"appropriate."The"Didaktik"

tradition"has"something"to"offer"in"this"struggle"for"freedom"and"democracy."It"

always"has."Because"some"postmodern"perspectives"criticize"critical"Didaktik"

for"relying"on"outdated"notions"of"humanity"and"critical"consciousness,"Didaktik"

does"need"to"address"these"criticisms,"while"at"the"same"time"continuing"its"own"

work"with"theorizing"curriculum"and"content"issues"in"relation"to"freedom."

Instead"of"struggling"over"whether"or"not"to"have"ECEC"curricula,"we"should"join"

forces"in"the"common"attempts"to"theorize"ECEC"in"terms"of"freedom,"resistance,"

and"democracy."

OMEP"is"a"nongovernmental"organization"(NGO)"currently"established"in"more"

than"sixty"countries."It"is"represented"at"meetings"of"the"United"Nations"

Educational,"Scientific,"and"Cultural"Organization"(UNESCO),"the"United"Nations"

Children’s"Fund"(UNICEF),"and"other"international"organizations,"where"it"

advocates"for"all"aspects"connected"to"ECEC,"as"well"as"defending"and"promoting"

the"child’s"right"to"education"and"care"worldwide."

According"to"OMEP,"current"worldwide"trends"in"educational"policy"are"at"odds"

with"fundamental"values"and"even"with"children’s"rights,"as"ensured"by"the"

United"Nations:"
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Today,"because"of"political"and"financial"problems,"most"

governments"are"overemphasizing"the"swift"development"

of"literacy"and"numeracy"skills"for"our"children"when"they"

start"school."This"results"in"dramatically"restricting"the"

holistic"approach"to"early"childhood"education."

This"situation"is"destroying"the"basis"and"the"sense"of"

early"childhood"education."This"results"in"the"loss"of"

crucial"values,"creativity,"imagination,"open=mindedness,"

expressive"arts,"thus"deeply"affecting"the"right"and"the"joy"

to"learn"through"play"(OMEP,"2010)."

Inspired"by"this"OMEP"declaration"and"the"literature"on"literacy"(see"method"

section"below),"I"view"literacy"(as"a"field"of"policy,"research,"and"practice)"as"

exemplary"with"regards"to"studying"contemporary"educational"policies’"

influence"that"overemphasizes"skills"and"testing."I"want"to"use"Didaktik"to"

attempt"to"open"up"a"process"of"experimentation"in"an"ECEC"literacy"field"of"

closure."If"it"can"work"here,"it"can"work"with"other"curriculum"subjects"that"are"

less"restricted."

For"now,"I"will"promote"a"common"lexical"definition"of"literacy,"defined"as"the"

ability"to"read"and"write."Teaching"and"researching"literacy"in"ECEC"then"

becomes"a"matter"of"teaching"children"to"read"and"write,"along"with"research"on"

the"same"issue."

Thus"I"established"the"following"objective"of"the"study:"

The"objective"is"to"contribute"to"the"further"development"of"the"
ECEC=relevance"of"the"Continental"Didaktik"tradition,"as"a"
response"to"the"challenges"from"postmodernism."

I"will"work"towards"the"objective"through"the"following"research"question:"

How"can"Didaktik"inform"contemporary"issues"related"to"
teaching"and"researching"literacy"in"ECEC?"

! !
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METHODOLOGY 
The"study’s"main"interest"is"in"developing"the"general"Didaktik"tradition."Issues"

related"to"teaching"and"researching"literacy"are"analyzed"for"the"purpose"of"

developing"general"Didaktik."Thus"the"study’s"main"contribution"to"the"existing"

research"is"to"the"field"of"general"Didaktik."The"study"also"contributes"to"the"

field"of"literacy"in"ECEC,"but"I"want"to"make"clear"that"this"study"is"primarily"a"

general"Didaktik"study"and"not"an"early"literacy"study."Neither"is"it"a"general"

critical"pedagogy"study."These"priorities"are"reflected"in"both"the"methodology"

and"the"structure"of"this"dissertation,"including"the"literature"reviewed."

Literacy"is"chosen"because"it"–"as"a"field"of"policy,"research,"and"practice"–"is"

exemplary"with"regards"to"studying"contemporary"educational"policies’"

influence"that"overemphasizes"skills"and"testing."

Didaktik"must"respond"simultaneously"to"these"policies,"their"social,"practical,"

and"theoretical"consequences,"and"serious"challenges"from"postmodernism"

regarding"its"ideas"about"objectives,"content,"and"a"legitimizing"base."I"stress"

that"I"aim"to"contribute"to"general"Didaktik."Indirectly,"this"implies"contributions"

to"subject=matter"Didaktik"(literacy=Didaktik"in"this"case),"but"it"is"very"

important"for"this"study’s"conception"that"the"reader"appreciates"how"I"depart"

first"and"foremost"from"Didaktik=notions,"such"as"freedom"and"Bildung,"and"not"

literacy=competence"and"linguistic"awareness."

The"object"of"this"study"thus"makes"up"a"complex"interplay"of"policy,"research,"

and"practice:"

• Theoretically,"literacy"in"ECEC"is"simultaneously"divided"between"two"

significantly"different"perspectives"yet"swept"up"in"a"consensus"discourse"

that"constructs"the"field"as"being"in"an"enlightened,"peaceful"state."

• In"the"realm"of"contemporary"public"administration,"both"generally"and"

specifically"related"to"governing"ECEC,"administrative"practices"and"

discourses"are"limiting"both"the"children’s"freedom"and"that"of"the"

practitioners,"with"regards"to"educational"objectives"and"content."
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• Extending"outward"from"the"Didaktik"tradition,"I"want"to"create"a"

theoretical"framework"for"analyzing"and"critiquing"the"issues"mentioned"

above."

This"is"a"paper=based"dissertation"divided"into"two"main"parts:"Part"I,"in"which"

these"lines"are"printed,"is"also"called"the!Kappa"[Kappen"in"Danish],"because"it"is"

like"a"cape,"both"encircling"and"creating"a"common"context"for"the"four"papers."

The"four"papers"make"up"Part"II"(starting"from"p."182)."

The"Kappa"is"structured"in"a"very"traditional"academic"way,"as"I"think"this"is"the"

format"that"best"presents"the"study"as"sufficiently"substantiated"in"theoretical"

perspectives"from"the"existing"literature."This"means"that"the"Kappa"consists"

mainly"of"a"theoretical"framework"and"also"a"methodology"section."Theory"and"

method"will"provide"a"solid,"traditional"backdrop"by"which"to"perceive"the"

contributions"of"the"papers,"especially"Paper"II,"which"challenges"the"traditional"

academic"format."The"Kappa"also"adds"to"the"theoretical"perspectives"of"

Didaktik"and"postmodern"perspectives"in"ECEC"discussed"in"Paper"I,"as"well"as"

to"the"notions"of"teaching"literacy"and"developing"literacy"curricula"in"ECEC"

(papers"III=IV)."

As"I"will"return"to"below,"my"intent"is"to"challenge"certain"rules"of"academic"

writing"as"a"part"of"this"study."I"am"passionately"invested"in"how"policy,"

research,"and"practice"engage"the"literacy"curriculum"field"in"ECEC;"accordingly,"

I"speak"from"the"heart"–"directly"beneath"the"various"theoretical"discussions"and"

analyses"(to"paraphrase"Rhedding=Jones,"2005,"p."121)."

As"stated"in"the"introduction,"this"study’s"objective"is"to"contribute"to"the"further"

development"of"the"ECEC=relevance"of"the"Continental"Didaktik"tradition,"as"a"

response"to"postmodernistic"challenges."

At"this"point,"it"is"useful"to"highlight"what"the"study’s"objective"is"not:"

• The"objective"is"not"to"question"the"legitimacy"or"relevance"of"certain"

scientific"paradigms,"that"is,"experimentalism,"or"certain"approaches"to"

teaching"literacy"and"reading"skills,"such"as"those"based"on"a"simple"view"
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of"reading."The"objective"is"to"examine"the"tensions"in"literacy"curriculum"

in"ECEC"and"in"the"process,"criticize"the!consensus@like!hegemony!of"these"

approaches"and"thus"to"point"to"marginalized"alternatives"working"with"

democracy,"diversity,"and"so"forth."No"such"thing"as"best"practice"exists"

in"the"field"–"there"are"only"ways!of!thinking!and!knowing"that"are"better"

in"sync"with"the"dominant"discourses"than"others"are."

• The"objective"is"not"to"argue"children"should"not"learn"to"read"or"reading"

instruction"is"instrumentalist"per"se,"characterized"as"“evil,”"or"otherwise"

undesirable."I"fully"acknowledge"the"cognitive"aspects"of"reading"and"

literacy;"what"I"do"not"acknowledge"is"a"widespread"disregard"for"linking"

perspectives"on"reading"instruction"and"literacy"to"wider"issues"related"

to"discourses"governing"ECEC,"general"questions"about"ECEC’s"purpose,"

and"what"counts"as"good"in"ECEC."

As"stated"in"the"introduction,"I"will"work"towards"the"objective"of"contributing"

to"further"developing"the"Didaktik"tradition"through"the"following"research"

question:"

How"can"Didaktik"inform"contemporary"issues"related"to"teaching"and"

researching"literacy"in"ECEC?"

The"methodology"I"choose"for"addressing"this"research"question"is"a"three=step"

process:"

1. I"deploy"various"postmodern"perspectives"on"education"to"establish,"

challenge,"and"develop"the"(critical)"Didaktik"tradition."Didaktik"must"

take"into"consideration"contemporary"theories"on"education"to"

adequately"address"contemporary"educational"issues"of"any"kind."

2. I"analyze"aspects"of"contemporary"society"and"educational"policy"to"

provide"a"societal"base"for"working"with"Didaktik"in"relation"to"teaching"

and"researching"literacy"in"ECEC."

3. I"establish"the"field"of"literacy"teaching"and"researching"in"ECEC."I"use"the"

fundamental"distinction"between"cognitive"and"social"approaches"to"
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literacy"combined"with"analyses"of"key"policy=informing"reports"on"

literacy"teaching."

I"undertake"and"connect"these"steps,"with"various"emphases,"throughout"the"

papers"located"in"Part"II"of"this"dissertation."The"Kappa"provides"background"for"

the"papers."In"the"Kappa,"theoretical"development"and"analyses"are"more"

developed,"compared"with"their"discussion"in"the"papers."

In"what"follows,"I"will"flesh"out"the"above=mentioned"three=step"process."

Establishing,!challenging,!and!developing!Didaktik!on!

postmodernism’s!doorstep!
Key"sources:"

• Literature"on"the"Didaktik"tradition"from"the"classic"(Kant,"2009/1784;"

Von"Humboldt"2000/1793)"to"the"critical"(Broström,"2009;"Klafki,"2005;"

Schnack,"2003)"variants."

• Educational"theories"inspired"by"postmodernism"(Biesta,"2002,"2005,"

2011),"some"of"which"specifically"address"ECEC"issues"(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"

2005;"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007;"Mac"Naughton,"2005)."

• Critical"qualitative"research"(Denzin,"2010a)"with"an"emphasis"on"

creative"analytical"writing"practices"and"experimental"modes"of"

presenting"and"doing"research"(Denzin,"2009;"Richardson"&"St."Pierre,"

2005)."

According"to"Klafki"(2005,"Study"1),"every"new"contribution"to"Bildung"(and"the"

implicated"Didaktik)"must"take"into"account"the"tradition"to"be"fully"informed."It"

should"also"recognize"the"undeniable"historical"distance"to"Bildung’s"classical"

theories."We"cannot"adopt"and"apply"the"classic"Bildung"concept"in"a"

straightforward"way,"but"rather"must"reconceptualize"it"to"do"justice"to"the"

tasks,"problems,"and"possibilities"of"our"present"time"(Klafki,"2005,"Study"1)."To"

adhere"to"Klafki’s"demand"for"a"fully"informed"contribution"to"Bildung,"I"will"

depart"from"the"classic"Bildung"concept,"as"I"analytically"deal"with"two"

approaches"to"Bildung:"classic"and"critical."
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In"this"distinction"between"classic"Bildung"and"critical"Bildung,"I"draw"on"Klafki"

(2005,"Studies"1=3)"and"the"terms"he"uses:"

• Classic"Bildung"refers"to"Klafki’s"notion"of"what"he"terms"classical"

theories"of"Bildung"that,"for"the"first"time,"became"the"central"focus"of"

German"educational=philosophical"thought"in"the"period"1770=1830."This"

period"was"full"of"tensions,"as"it"linked"multiple"cultural"projects,"that"is,"

the"later"part"of"the"Enlightenment"and"Romanticism."When"I"refer"to"the"

Bildung"concept"of"this"period,"I"will"call"it"classic"Bildung."It"could"also"

be"called"Romantic"Bildung"(Beiser,"1998)."I"will"draw"mainly"on"the"

influential"thought"of"von"Humboldt"(2000)"and"Kant"(2009),"along"with"

Lüth’s"(2000)"discussion"of"Humboldt’s"theory"of"Bildung."

• Critical"Bildung"refers"to"a"Bildung"concept"inspired"by"critical"theory"

(Habermas,"2004;"Horkheimer"&"Adorno,"1972)."In"my"analysis,"I"have"

limited"myself"to"Klafki’s"concept"of"Bildung"as"a"part"of"his"Critical@

Constructive!Didaktik,"and"to"Schnack"(1992,"2004)"and"Broström"(2009,"

2012),"as"Danish"proponents"of"this"critical"Bildung."Broström’s"writings"

are"of"special"interest"in"this"regard,"as"he"is"a"contemporary"critical"

Didaktik=theorist"who"has"published"extensively"on"Didaktik"in"relation"

to"ECEC."

The"analysis"of"the"Bildung"concept"aims"to"create"a"background"for"

understanding"the"problems"facing"contemporary"critical"Didaktik."As"I"discuss"

below"(and"throughout"my"papers)"capitalist"globalization,"accountability=

driven"modernization"of"the"public"sector,"and"a"world"filled"with"political"and"

economic"instability"presents"education"with"serious"and"concrete"challenges"of"

the"kind"that"critical"Didaktik"is"equipped"to"theorize."We"are"at"what"Peters"

(2005)"calls"the"reflexive"turn"in"critical"theory;"critical"pedagogy"(and"thus"also"

critical"Didaktik)"must"respond"to"postmodern"criticisms"of"its"universal"

humanistic"foundation,"and"at"the"same"time,"rise"to"face"the"challenges"of"a"

seemingly"universal,"global"logic"of"capital."
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Based"on"my"readings"of"the"referenced"literature,"I"structure"the"analysis"

around"the"following"three"aspects"of"the"Bildung"concept:"

• Objective."Towards"what"is"Bildung"aiming,"and"for"whom/what"is"

Bildung"aiming?"

• Content."What"content"contributes"to"Bildung?"

• Legitimizing!base."Why"is"Bildung"educationally"desirable"–"and/or"even"

possible?"

Biesta"(2005)"uses"three"points"(the"impossibility"of"education,"the"impossibility"

of"demystification,"and"the"impossibility"of"justice)"to"structure"his"discussion"of"

how"to"develop"(a"North"American=oriented)"critical"pedagogy"in"response"to"

postmodernism."At"some"points,"my"argument"overlaps"Biesta’s"argument."One"

main"difference"is"that"in"the"present"study,"I"am"fully"focused"on"the"specific"

Continental"approach"to"critical"pedagogy"called"critical"Didaktik,"with"emphasis"

on"the"works"of"Klafki."Because"I"work"from"a"Didaktik"position,"I"use"the"notion"

of"content"as"one"of"the"analytical"categories."Content"is"also"an"important"

category"for"me"to"preserve"in"my"analysis"of"literacy"as"educational"objective"

and"content"in"ECEC."My"objective"category"is"somewhat"similar"to"Biesta’s"

critique"of"the"very"possibility"of"education."My"legitimizing"base=category"

overlaps"with"Biesta’s"notion"of"the"impossibility"of"truth"and"justice."

I"undertake"this"analysis"of"classic"and"critical"Bildung"to"sketch"postmodern"

Bildung."My"position"is"somewhere"between"critical"Bildung"and"postmodern"

Bildung."I"take"critical"Didaktik"to"postmodernism’s"doorstep,"but"I"keep"lurking"

at"this"doorstep,"hesitant"to"fully"enter"into"and"embrace"postmodern"Bildung."

The"postmodern"concept"of"Bildung"includes"the"concept"of"bricolage."I"explore"

what"this"might"mean"for"ways"of"doing"and"presenting"Didaktik"research"in"the"

Kappa,"and"in"Papers"I"and"II."Paper"II"is"itself"structured"as"an"experimental"

bricolage"of"postmodern"Didaktik"reasoning."
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Analyzing!the!societal!and!political!climate!in!which!

ECEC!Didaktik!is!working!
Key"sources:"

• Critical"theories"on"globalization"(Hardt"&"Negri,"2003,"2006)."

• Theories"on"neoliberal"management"technologies,"such"as"accountability"

(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."3;"Rasmussen,"2007)"and"quality"assurance"(Dahlberg,"

Moss,"&"Pence,"2007)."

• Various"documents"as"examples"of"accountability"and"quality"assurance"

in"Danish"ECEC."

I"provide"a"societal"critique"of"globalization"and"of"what"Giroux"and"Giroux"

(2006)"call"free"market"fundamentalism."Then"I"discuss"how"the"dominant"

trends"in"ECEC"educational"policy"can"be"summarized"in"two"main,"interrelated"

discourses:"accountability"and"quality."These"discourses"influence"objectives"and"

content"in"ECEC"practice,"which"is"why"they"present"a"serious"challenge"to"

Didaktik"that"traditionally"rests"on"practitioners’"relative"freedom,"as"they"

establish"objectives"and"content."

Establishing!issues!related!to!teaching!and!researching!

literacy!in!ECEC!
• Key"sources:"Literature"on"literacy"(Snow,"2008)"and"reading"acquisition"

from"a"cognitive"perspective"(Elbro,"2006;"Hoover"&"Gough,"1990)"and"a"

social"perspective"(Gee,"2001,"2008)."

• Policy=preparing"reports"from"groups"of"literacy"experts"–"both"Danish"

and"international"(National"Reading"Panel,"2000;"Rose,"2006;"

Søndergaard"et"al.,"2005)."

The"social"perspective"can"best"accommodate"Bildung,"but"this"perspective"is"

marginalized"by"the"dominant"discourses."The"discourse!of!the!(end!of!the)!

reading!wars"makes"it"harder"for"Didaktik"to"gain"a"foothold"in"issues"related"to"

literacy."The"discourse"articulates"the"literacy"field"as"now"being"in"an"
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enlightened"state,"based"on"evidence"from"research."Thus"Didaktik"and"Bildung"

must"struggle"against"evidence=based"discourses"of"what"works"and"“the"

basics.”"

SelfEreflexivity!
Self=reflexivity"is"about"reflecting"on"and"explicating"how"I,"as"a"person,"am"

implicated"in"the"study’s"academic"concepts,"claims,"and"analyses."It"is"about"

how"my"personal"worldviews,"values,"and"life"story"influence"the"text"and"

argument."

Critical"theorist"Gur=Ze’ev"states"that"the"masses"are"not"discontented"with"

modernity."This"makes"the"critical"philosopher/educator"(who"certainly"is"

discontented)"a"lonesome"witness"to"a"cause"that"mainstream"life"perceives"as"

ridiculous"or"unnecessary."S/he"is"like"a"neurotic"who"refuses"to"be"cured,"but"

instead"insists"on"curing"healthy,"normal/mainstream"people"(Gur=Zeʼev,"2003,"

p."83)."

Gur=Ze’ev"might"be"right"in"pointing"out"that"the"rationalization"and"loss"of"

meaning"and"freedom"in"everyday"life"are"lonely"subjects"to"pursue"in"research"

and"practice."Nevertheless,"at"the"same"time,"they"reflect"real"issues"implicitly"

and"explicitly"permeating"ECEC"discourse"and"practice"in"the"tired"modernity"of"

the"Empire"(see"below"on"p."97)."Where"do"we"go"from"here?"

Gur=Ze’ev’s"neurotic"refuses"a"cure."Instead,"he"insists"on"curing"the"healthy"

masses."In"a"sense"I"too"feel"like"the"critical"philosopher."Critical"Didaktik"is"a"

somewhat"lonely"project."Yet"contrary"to"Gur=Ze’ev’s"neurotic,"I"do"not"insist"on"

curing"the"healthy"masses."Postmodernism"has"taught"me"to"hesitate"to"seek"to"

cure"or"otherwise"enforce"my"perspective"on"the"Other"(see"my"critique"of"

critical"theory"below"on"p."66)."

I"have"never"set"out"to"prove"anything."This"study"was"and"is"at"least"partly"

motivated"by"an"interest"in"self=understanding."Exploring"Bildung"in"academia"

has"been"personal"Bildung"for"me,"in"the"classic"sense"of"a"journey"of"self=

understanding"(see"p."54)."I"do"not"desire"to"speak"for"others."I"am"not"
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motivated"by"the"need"to"convince"(cure)"the"Other."I"think"of"my"dissertation"as"

a"travel"diary,"a"map"of"the"different"terrain"I"have"covered"for"more"than"three"

years"of"studying"Didaktik"and"myself"as"a"Didaktiker"(a"practitioner"and/or"

researcher"of"Didaktik)."

In"the"second"year"of"the"project,"I"began"to"immerse"myself"in"literature"on"

autoethnography,"which"is"an"emergent"ethnographic"approach"emphasizing"

the"study"of"the"self"(the"ethnographer)"(e.g.,"Spry,"2006)."For"a"period,"I"

planned"to"write"my"dissertation"as"an"autoethnography."Somewhere"along"the"

way,"I"settled"on"an"article=based"dissertation"with"one"experimental"paper"and"

the"rest"of"the"dissertation"being"rather"traditional."I"am"under"the"impression"

that"autoethnography"is"considered"an"experimental"method"–"one"that"breaks"

the"rules"and"thus"only"should"be"undertaken"once"you"have"already"proven"

yourself"worthy"in"traditional"academia."Even"though"Richardson"and"St."Pierre"

(2005)"argue"against"viewing"autoethnography"as"experimental,"I"believe"I"have"

been"advised"along"the"way"that"emergent"methods"are"to"be"undertaken"only"

by"seasoned"professors"who"have"proven"themselves"over"their"tenure."In"other"

words,"you"must"show"you"know"the"rules"before"you"can"break"them."

The"drawing"of"the"angry"monster"that"appears"at"the"beginning"of"this"

dissertation"alludes"to"how"I"have"been"perceived"as"an"angry"man"(Gur=Ze’ev’s"

neurotic)"by"fellow"academics,"because"of"my"desire"to"link"critical"perspectives"

to"education"in"a"very"explicit"and"personal"way."The"neurotic"has"been"a"role"

that"academia"made"available"to"me"during"the"project."

As"an"empirical"example,"a"reader"of"an"earlier"draft"of"the"introductory"chapter"

wondered"who"is"asking"for"this"and"at"what"level."If"it"is"at"my"level"as"the"

researcher,"it"is"questionable"that"anyone"else"would"want"to"join"this"

pedagogical"revolution."

In"answer"to"the"above"queries,"it"is"more"that"I"view"myself"as"the"frustrated"

academic"in"the"second"quotation"accompanying"the"illustration."The"frustration"

comes"from"disappointment"with"how"I,"as"researcher,"citizen,"and"subject"–"at"

one"and"the"same"time"–"feel"the"need"to"criticize"the"dominant"discourses"that"
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govern"our"postmodern"life"yet"am"frustrated"in"difficulty"I"experience"in"

articulating"this"critique."

Critical"Didaktik"was"part"of"my"childhood."As"an"adult,"I"seek"out"critical"

Didaktik"again,"in"part"motivated"by"the"above=mentioned"frustration."In"this"

way,"I"am"personally"engaged"in"this"project."I"communicate"in"theory"and"

analyses,"but"I"clearly"speak"from"the"heart."I"will"explain"below."

I"was"born"in"1979."I"attended"a"Marxist"private"school"in"the"nearby"woods"for"

my"first"years"of"school."I"still"carry"some"great"memories"from"my"time"spent"

there."We"had"a"completely"integrated"curriculum,"teachers"and"pedagogues"

working"together,"project"work"instead"of"subjects"and"lessons."The"first"time"I"

heard"a"real"school"bell"(and"thus"the"first"time"I"experienced"the"45=minute"

timeslot"known"as"a"lesson)"was"when"I"started"at"the"local"public"school"in"

second"grade."

In"those"earliest"years,"Stig"Broström,"who"would"later"become"my"PhD"

supervisor,"visited"the"private"school"to"give"a"lecture"on"Marxist=inspired"

structured"pedagogy"(Broström"&"Rasmussen,"1981),"a"theme"that"would"later"

evolve"into"the"Klafki"(2005)=inspired"critical"Didaktik"for"ECEC"for"which"he"is"

widely"recognized"today."I"do"not"remember"Stig,"but"it"is"very"possible"that"

while"my"parents,"teachers,"and"pedagogues"were"engaged"in"discussion"with"

him"and"his"colleague,"Kjeld"Rasmussen,"about"critical"Didaktik,"I"was"outside"on"

the"school’s"playground"with"the"other"children."

My"childhood"was"as"happy"and"safe"as"can"be."But"still"the"pressing"key!

problems"(Klafki,"2005)"of"the"surrounding"world"influenced"me."I"can"see"in"my"

old"drawings"from"that"period"that"I"was"curious"about"nuclear"power"and"war."I"

remember"how"in"school,"we"learned"to"sort"the"trash"many"years"before"it"

became"mandatory"in"the"municipality."Later,"I"made"a"project"for"which"I"

calculated"how"much"radioactive"fallout"Copenhagen"would"get"from"a"nuclear"

meltdown"of"the"nearby"Swedish"nuclear"power"plant."Every"Wednesday"at"

noon,"the"Danish"civil"defense"authorities"tested"the"air=raid"sirens"to"keep"the"
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public"aware"of"the"overarching"danger"of"the"Cold"War"turning"into"a"full=

blown"war."

After"transferring"to"public"school,"I"had"teachers"who"also"emphasized"project"

work"and"the"developing"of"a"critical"conscience"about"what"Klafki"would"call"

key"problems."

In"the"first"year"of"this"project,"I"interviewed"my"old"teacher"who"remained"with"

the"class"all"the"way"to"graduation"in"the"ninth"grade."I"also"did"ethnographic"

fieldwork"in"my"old"(public)"school,"observed"teaching,"and"conducted"

interviews"with"teachers"and"pedagogues"from"the"school"district."This"was"the"

period"when"I"believed"my"project"would"still"be"most"effective"as"a"contribution"

to"the"social"approach"to"literacy."

I"worked"the"data"from"these"interviews"into"data=poems"(Richardson,"2001),"

and"presented"them"at"the"European"Early"Childhood"Education"Research"

Programme"(EECERA)"conference"in"Birmingham"(England)"in"2010."At"that"

time,"I"thought"the"study,"as"a"whole,"would"be"far"more"experimental,"with"

regards"to"challenging"the"scientific"genre."

Even"though"the"personal"and"experimental"is"now"limited"to"just"one"paper"

(Paper"II),"it"is"a"theme"running"throughout"the"study."I"like"to"think"of"my"

dissertation"as"an"attempt"to"legitimize"the"personal"and"to"provide"new"ways"of"

understanding"the"relations"and"possibilities"between"the"professional,"the"

political,"and"the"personal"in"contemporary"Didaktik"reasoning."

Terms!
In"defining"nontheoretical"terms"related"to"ECEC"(and"Danish"ECEC"in"

particular),"I"draw"mainly"on"the"2000"report"compiled"by"the"Ministries"of"

Social"Affairs"and"Education"drafted"for"the"first"of"OECD’s"“Starting"Strong”"

reviews."I"also"draw"on"definitions"suggested"by"Stig"Lund"(personal"

communication,"8th"March,"2012),"who"is"responsible"for"the"international"

affairs"of"the"BUPL."
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The"terms"apply"to"the"text"in"the"Kappa."Because"the"papers"in"Part"II"were"

written"for"particular"journals"(with"different"preferences"for"key"terms),"some"

inconsistency"regarding"these"terms"appears"throughout"the"papers."In"Part"II,"

as"part"of"the"presentation"of"each"paper,"I"will"account"for"these"variations"as"

necessary."

The!research!process!and!the!four!papers!
I"will"outline"my"research"process."I"also"give"an"overview"of"the"four"papers"and"

how"they"fit"with"the"research"process"as"a"whole."Please"keep"in"mind"that"I"

define"the"papers"collectively"as"Part"II"of"the"dissertation,"starting"on"page"159."

Part"I"is"the!Kappa,"the"text"that"leads"up"to"Part"II"and"metaphorically"wraps"

around"the"papers"(pages"1=159)."

Point!of!departure:!The!EASE!project!
As"discussed"in"Paper"IV,"Denmark"was"one"of"eight"European"countries"that"

participated"in"the"early"years"transition"program"(EASE)"(EASE,"2009)."EASE"

was"a"research"project"that"ran"from"2008"to"2010."It"aimed"at"creating"strong"

and"equal"partnerships"between"daycare"centers"and"schools"with"the"goal"of"

improving"educational"continuity"and"facilitating"children’s"transition"from"

kindergarten"to"school"(kindergarten=class)."I"joined"this"project"as"a"research"

assistant"in"the"year"leading"up"to"my"PhD"project"and"continued"as"part"of"the"

Danish"research"team,"after"starting"my"own"research."

The"EASE"project"explicitly"drew"on"the"social"pedagogy"approach"identified"by"

OECD"(2006)"that"emphasizes"“social"values"and"competences”"rather"than"

“prespecified"knowledge"and"skills”"(EASE,"2009)."In"line"with"this"approach,"the"

EASE"project"employed"a"sociocultural"view"on"early"literacy."

The"project"generated"the"early!literacy!stories"tool,"which"was"an"adaptation"of"

the"learning"story"approach"developed"by"Margaret"Carr"(2005)"in"New"

Zealand."Learning"stories"document"children’s"learning"processes"in"the"form"of"

small"narratives"often"accompanied"by"photos,"drawings,"or"other"ways"of"

illustrating"the"events"documented."These"stories"are"completed"on"a"
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predesigned"sheet,"which"also"prompts"pedagogues"and"teachers"to"reflect"on"

“what"happened”"and"“what"could"be"next”"in"relation"to"the"story"(Mellgren,"

Jensen,"&"Hansen,"2010)."

The"early"literacy"stories"tool’s"purpose"is"to"assist"pedagogues"and"teachers"

who"want"to"document"and"work"with"the"world"of"literacy"not"necessarily"

limited"to"prefabricated"textbooks,"narrow"assignments,"regimented"tasks,"and"

so"forth."In"this"way,"the"tool"has"been"created"to"support"an"integrated,"holistic"

approach"to"literacy"curriculum."

My"PhD"project"thus"reflects"the"EASE"project’s"influence."In"the"beginning,"I"

imagined"my"work"would"extend"the"project,"refining"and"further"developing"

points"concerning"equal"partnerships"between"pedagogues"and"teachers,"and"

the"emphasis"on"the"integrated"literacy"curriculum,"which"encompasses"

principles"of"comprehensive"personal"development,"democracy,"and"so"forth."I"

initially"thought"I"would"achieve"this"objective"by"approaching"literacy"from"the"

sociocultural"perspective"but"soon"found"myself"assuming"a"more"limited"stance"

in"a"reading=war"trench"(for"a"discussion"on"reading"wars,"please"refer"to"p."

130)."

Turning!to!politics!and!the!Threshold!
Instead,"in"my"project,"I"have"moved"from"a"sociocultural"view"of"literacy"to"the"

politics"of"literacy"curriculum."I"realized"a"need"to"move"beyond"the"literacy"

curriculum’s"established"borders"to"fully"explore"and"contribute"to"an"

integrated"curriculum"and"democracy."I"wanted"to"study"issues"that"were"not"

isolated"to"literacy"curriculum"but"were"part"of"a"complex"of"power,"discourse,"

and"marginalization"hidden"under"a"consensus"contingent"on"the"dominance"of"

technical"rationality."I"needed"to"take"a"position"close"to"the"literacy"curriculum"

and"from"there,"contribute"to"the"struggle"against"technical"rationality,"imposed"

gold"standards,"and"the"democratic"deficit,"which"are"general"issues"in"ECEC."To"

this"end,"I"studied"critical"Didaktik"and"postmodern/poststructural"literature,"

and"the"Threshold"between"them."
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In"fall"2012,"as"I"revised"the"dissertation"in"accordance"with"critical"feedback"

from"the"assessment"committee,"I"have"further"emphasized"the"Didaktik"

tradition"as"the"basis"of"the"study."

Despite"this"turn"towards"the"politics"of"early"literacy"curriculum,"the"

sociocultural"perspective"remains"evident"in"the"first"two"papers"(Papers"III"and"

IV),"because,"to"some"extent,"I"still"pursued"this"perspective"in"relation"to"my"

PhD"study"at"the"time"of"writing."My"final"two"papers"(Papers"I"and"II)"reflect"the"

turn"towards"democratic"deficits,"discourse,"and"so"forth,"which"eventually"

became"the"dissertation’s"main"focus."

Thus"Papers"III"and"IV"reflect"my"priorities"throughout"the"first"half"of"the"study."

Papers"I"and"II"reflect"my"decision"to"disengage"with"the"social"perspective"on"

literacy,"allowing"me"to"adequately"address"accountability,"consensus"–"and"

possibly"the"Threshold"–"as"themes"going"across"borders:"from"society,"in"

general,"to"education,"to"ECEC,"and"to"literacy"curriculum."Together,"the"four"

papers"form"a"unified"whole"consistent"with"the"critical"pedagogy"dimension"of"

the"Didaktik"tradition:"Didaktik"must"work"on"the"level"of"critically"analyzing"

contemporary"society"and"connect"this"social"critique"to"curricula,"teaching,"and"

so"forth"(Klafki,"2005)."This"is"reflected"in"the"numbering"of"the"papers,"going"

from"social"and"discursive"criticism"(Papers"I"and"II)"to"curriculum"matters"and"

teaching"examples"(Papers"III"and"IV)."
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At!a!glance:!The!chronology!of!the!study!
I"present"the"following"table"to"provide"a"brief"overview:"

Year Main Ideas and Topics Activities Related to the Four Papers 

2009 
(Fall) 

The sociocultural approach to 
early literacy   

2010 
(Spring) 

Critical Didaktik Paper IV: “Early Literacy – Towards a 
Unified Approach for Childcare and 
School” 

2010 
(Fall) 

Critical Didaktik and postmodern 
perspectives. Beginning the 
decentering of sociocultural 
literacy 

Paper III: “Versatile Literacy Curriculum” 
(early draft) 
 

2011 
(Spring) 

Discourse. The politics of 
evidence. Diversity. The 
Threshold 

Paper I: “Didaktik in ECEC.” Inquiring into 
Didaktik and postmodern perspectives. 
Formulating first drafts on the idea of the 
Threshold 

2011 
(Fall) 

Emergent methods. Performance 
texts in Didaktik research. The 
Threshold 

Paper II: “The Deluge.” Experimenting 
with emergent methods. Marginalization. 
Starting to write the Kappa 

2012 
(Spring) 

The four discourses framing the 
study and constituting the 
research object to be approached 
from the Threshold 

Finished Paper III. Writing the dissertation 

2012 
(Fall) 

Postmodern Bildung. Analysis of 
the Bildung tradition. Revisions   

Figure!1:!The!chronology!of!the!study!

"

"  
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This"section"explicates"the"study’s"theoretical"framework."It"undertakes"the"

following"task:"

= Substantiating"the"papers"by"providing"a"thorough"theoretical"

background."The"methodology"is"a"review"of"the"literature,"with"special"

attention"to"literature"and"perspectives"not"already"presented"in"the"

papers."As"I"review,"I"discuss"theory"and"make"conceptual"connections,"

along"with"criticizing"and"theorizing"along"the"way,"to"develop"the"

conceptual"framework."In"this"regard,"the"approach"can"be"understood"as"

a"narrative!review"(Bryman,"2008,"Ch."4;"Cronin,"Ryan,"&"Coughlan,"

2008)."This"task"aims"to"provide"a"background"for"the"papers"and"to"

demonstrate"(together"with"the"theoretical"work"in"the"papers)"that"the"

key"concepts"are"sufficiently"substantiated"to"function"as"the"study’s"

conceptual"base"on"a"doctoral"level."

Critical!pedagogy!
This"section"aims"to"describe"critical"pedagogy"in"general."Applying"this"

background,"I"will"then"engage"with"Didaktik"as"a"Continental/German"tradition"

(see"Biesta,"1998)."

This"study"is"situated"within"the"critical"pedagogy"tradition,"with"an"emphasis"

on"the"European/Continental"tradition"of"critical"Didaktik"and"Bildung."This"

emphasis"causes"me"to"focus"on"the"works"of"the"influential"German"Didaktik=

theorist"Wolfgang"Klafki"(2005)"and"interpreters"of"his"work"(e.g.,"Danish"

professors"Stig"Broström"(2009)"and"Karsten"Schnack"(2003)),"while"paying"

less"attention"to"American"educators"who"worked"in"a"similar"vein,"such"as"John"

Dewey"(2005)."Biesta"(1995,"p."499)"notes"that"some"authors"still"work"with"this"

German"critical"pedagogy"tradition,"even"though"it"had"its"heyday"in"the"1960s"

and"1970s."I"take"pride"in"considering"myself"to"be"one"such"author."

Danish"educational"theorist"Karsten"Schnack"(1992)"argues"that"a"critical"

pedagogical"way"of"thinking"is"characterized"by"efforts"to"include"reflections"
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about"the!system."Critical"pedagogy"means"to"depart"from"an"assumption"that"

the"pedagogical"and"the"political"are"intertwined"to"such"a"great"extent"that"one"

simply"cannot"treat"them"separately"in"most"important"matters."In"line"with"

Schnack,"Giroux,"and"Giroux"(2006)"argue"that"critical"pedagogy"is"about"making!

connections!between"pairs"of"elements:"pedagogy"to"politics,"learning"to"social"

change,"education"to"democracy,"and"knowledge"to"citizenship."In"making"these"

connections,"critical"researchers,"among"other"things,"can"question"the"

assumptions"and"dominant"discourses"of"Western"world"societies,"that"is,"

problematize"and"contest"the"dominant"notions"of"freedom"and"democracy"

(Kincheloe"&"McLaren,"2005)."

Speaking"from"an"American"perspective,"Kincheloe"and"McLaren"emphasize"

how"contemporary"critical"theory"must"expose"the"problematic"activities"of"

what"they"call"the"“invisible"empire,”"by"which"they"allude"to"the"United"States."

Below"(p."97)"I"use"the"work"of"Hardt"and"Negri"(2005)"to"reconceptualize"

empire"in"reference"to"a"new,"colonizing,"and"repressive"global"order"that"

operates"beyond"the"limits"of"nation=states"and"their"interests."I"think"it"is"

important"to"operate"with"a"global"critical"perspective"to"rise"to"the"challenges"

presented"by"globalized"capital."As"Giroux"and"Giroux"(2006)"argue,"the"

dominant"neoliberal"world"order"(what"they"call"free!market!fundamentalism)"

results"in"a"crisis"in"critical"pedagogy"springing"from"tensions"between"values"of"

the"marketplace"and"democracy"–"between"multinational"corporate"profits"

versus"the"public"good,"as"the"democratic"citizen"is"recast"as"the"consumer"(see"

also"Biesta,"2011,"(p."101)"in"the"discussion"of"accountability"below)."

Giroux"and"Giroux"depart"from"this"observation"to"claim"that"“schools"more"

closely"resemble"either"jails"or"high=end"shopping"malls,"depending"on"their"

clientele,"and"teachers"are"forced"to"get"revenue"for"their"school"by"hawking"

everything"from"hamburgers"to"pizza"parties”"(Giroux"&"Giroux,"2006,"p."22)."

They"also"argue"that"critical"thinking"in"education"is"under"attack,"and"Kincheloe"

and"McLaren"(2005)"are"concerned"with"what"they"call"an"epistemological!

naïveté"–"the"belief"that"dominant"American"ways"of"seeing"both"the"United"
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States"and"the"world"are"rational"and"objective"–"is"the"political"and"intellectual"

base"for"teaching"and"curriculum"development."

From"a"Danish"perspective,"I"cannot"readily"accept"Giroux"and"Giroux’s"(2006)"

use"of"jail"and"mall"metaphors"or"Kincheloe"and"McLarens"(2005)"warning"

against"epistemological"naïveté."In"any"case,"these"examples"may"not"be"the"

concepts"best"able"to"provide"a"background"for"understanding"the"situation"in"

the"contemporary"Danish"ECEC"field"in"which"most"of"the"policy"documents"

analyzed"throughout"the"study"are"found."

Despite"this"criticism,"I"concur"with"the"belief"that"the"perceived"crisis"of"critical"

pedagogy"as"education"should"be"depoliticized."My"focus"in"this"study"is"how"the"

processes"of"depoliticization"make"it"harder"to"legitimize"critical"research"on"

ECEC,"that"is,"research"that"attempts"to"connect"politics"to"education"(see"Papers"

I"and"II)."I"want"to"bring"this"focus"all"the"way"into"the"domain"of"literacy"

curriculum"in"ECEC"(see"p."121),"and"provide"theoretical"resources"to"

understand"how"depoliticization"at"such"a"point"results"in"a"political"and"

theoretical"overemphasis"on"cognitive"skills"(Papers"III"and"IV)."

I"claim"the"critical"pedagogy"perspective"to"allow"myself"to"perceive"these"

problems"(and"thus"the"possibilities"of"resistance"and"alternatives)"as"

interconnected"and"thus"to"be"able"to"work"on"issues"related"to"teaching"and"

researching"literacy"as"objects"of"politics,"research,"and"practice:"
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Figure!2:!Literacy!in!ECEC!constructed!from!a!critical!pedagogy!perspective:!In!the!
tensions!between!politics,!research,!and!practice!

"

I"want"to"create"a"context"for"my"research"objectives"that"will"challenge"what"

Moss"(2007a,"p."17)"calls"the"“depoliticization"of"pedagogy.”"Indeed,"critical"

educational"research"must"be"political"that"it"might"contribute"to"what"Foucault"

(quoted"in"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."144)"calls"“the"real"political"task,”"

namely,"criticizing"“the"workings"of"institutions"which"appear"to"be"both"neutral"

and"independent”"and"making"policymakers"aware"of"“a"growing"movement"

that"questions"…"narrow"and"impoverished"technical"questions"of"the"‘what"

works?’"variety”"(Moss,"2007a,"p."17)."

As"explained"in"the"methodology"chapter,"I"am"drawn"to"the"critical"potential"of"

contemporary"developments"in"the"social"and"human"sciences,"the"agenda"for"

qualitative"research"in"what"Denzin"(2010a)"defines"as"the"Eighth!moment"(from"

2005=present)"in"which"research"is"set"on"contributing"to"“critical"conversations"

about"democracy,"race,"gender,"class,"nation=states,"globalization,"freedom,"and"

community”"(p."13)."

In"combining"the"work"of"both"Moss"(2007a)"and"Denzin"(2010b),"I"sketch"the"

contours"of"my"critical"pedagogy"agenda:"To"repoliticize"literacy"in"ECEC"(see"

the"triangle"above)"by"questioning"the"dominant"discourse"of"what"works"to"

emphasize"issues"related"to"democracy,"globalization,"and"freedom,"all"in"

Literacy in ECEC 

Politics 

Research Practice 
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relation"to"literacy"curriculum."In"this"regard,"my"study"is"an"attempt"to"

contribute"with"a"theoretical"resource"to"better"understand"how"the"above=

mentioned"issues"are"at"work"in"ECEC"literacy."

According"to"Biesta"(2011),"politics"is"concerned"with"the"common,"with"

determining"and"distributing"values,"and"about"influencing"society’s"

development."Research"into"an"endeavor"as"seemingly"uncontroversial"as"

children’s"education"and"learning"cannot"avoid"a"certain"political"dynamic,"given"

that"this"research"must,"among"other"characteristics,"be"based"on"a"fundamental"

(human,"value=laden)"determination"of"what"counts"as"learning"(Bråten,"2002;"

Sfard,"1998)."This"determination"can"have"far=reaching"consequences"for"how"

institutions,"children,"and"adults"in"the"ECEC"field"evaluate"activities,"behavioral"

forms,"themselves,"and"each"other."A"perspective"on"learning"is"a"political"stance"

in"the"sense"it"is"an"approach"that"makes"allowances"for"certain"discourses,"

groups,"ways"of"thinking,"and"forms"of"practice"yet,"at"the"same"time,"

marginalizes"others."Taking"research"literature"as"my"starting"point"in"defining"

concepts"is"thus"merely"characteristic"of"traditional"academic"craft"and"is"

neither"a"plea"of"neutrality"nor"an"attempt"to"evade"the"political"(see"also"p."17"

for"a"discussion"of"the"dissertation’s"methodology)."

Working"from"a"critical"pedagogy"position,"my"argument"moves"back"and"forth"

between"politics"and"pedagogy."During"the"course"of"my"research"project,"I"have"

grown"aware"that"this"movement"can"generate"some"confusion"and/or"

resistance."Thus"I"want"to"offer"the"following"clarifications"before"further"

developing"my"argument,"both"to"attune"my"reader’s"expectations"and"to"

introduce"the"premises"upon"which"I"build"my"project:"

• Politics"and"pedagogy"are"intertwined."Theorizing"education,"including"

curricular"matters,"is"to"a"certain"extent"theorizing"politics"and"society."

• This"dissertation"is"meant"to"contribute"to"the"field"of"ECEC,"primarily"to"

Didaktik"and"secondarily"to"literacy."

• My"social"critique"depicts"contemporary"society"as"a"rather"grim"and"

tired"epoch."This"image"is"not"without"political"references."For"example,"I"
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draw"on"Hardt"and"Negri’s"(2003)"Empire,"which"has"been"received"by"

some"as"the"communist"manifesto"of"the"early=twenty=first"century."As"a"

reader,"one"can,"for"political"reasons,"disagree"with"this"view"of"

contemporary"society."One"can"also"disagree"with"the"theoretical"and"

political"sources"underpinning"my"argument."The"fact"remains"that"the"

disappointment"with"rationalism"and"the"Enlightenment"project"of"

modernity"is"(and"has"been,"at"least"since"the"dawn"of"critical"theory)"a"

well=established"paradigm"of"research"informing"educational"theory"and"

practice."Sources"from"this"paradigm"will"be"quoted"throughout"the"

dissertation."

• It"is"impossible"to"conduct"nonpolitical"research."To"actively"disconnect"

pedagogy"from"the!system"is"a"political,"value=laden"decision."To"pretend"

that"they"are"disconnected"by"default"is,"of"course,"also"a"political,"value=

laden"stance."

• While"writing"about"equity"and"race"in"educational"research,"Mac"

Naughton"(2005)"states"something"of"general"relevance:"“I"can"do"

research"that"aims"to"defend"and"to"document"what"has"been"formed"in"

early"childhood"education"through"our"policies,"training,"and"practices."

Or,"I"can"choose"to"explore"what"has"been"silenced"or"hidden"and"in"doing"

this"become"an"inventor"of"what"might"become"and"what"could"be"

different”"(pp."175=176)."Following"in"Mac"Naughton’s"footsteps,"I"thus"

write"with"political!intent"(p."143)."

• My"social"critique"serves"as"motivation"for"the"discontent"some"feel"with"

neoliberal"globalization"and"interconnected"educational"policies."It"also"

serves"to"motivate"my"political"intent"to"transgress,"and"act"outside,"

current"dominant"educational"policies"and"discourses."

Based"on"this"critical"pedagogy"perspective,"I"construct"a"theoretical"framework"

using"concepts"and"ideas"from"both"the"literacy"field"and"wider"societal"

perspectives."I"connect"literacy"to"ECEC,"which"in"turn"I"connect"to"politics."
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Democracy!
This"section"aims"to"establish"and"substantiate"democracy"as"a"concept."I"will"

consider"democracy"in"relation"to"both"globalization"and"education."As"the"

critical"pedagogical"stance"prescribes,"society"and"education"must"be"connected."

Further"on,"I"will"use"this"concept"to"refer"to"the"democratic"deficit"in"policy,"

research,"and"practice,"as"well"as"in"connection"with"critical"Didaktik"in"my"

papers."

The"term"originates"from"the"fifth=century"BCE"Greek"dēmokratía"meaning"rule!

of!the!people"(dêmos"(people)"and"kratos"(power)),"where"it"referred"to"the"

political"systems"of"the"city=states"of"ancient"Greece."At"that"time,"male"citizens"

over"a"certain"age"directly"participated"in"political"discussions"and"decision=

making"in"public"forums."Women"and"slaves,"however,"were"excluded"from"this"

democracy"(Hardt"&"Negri,"2005)."

The"Enlightenment"movement"of"the"seventeenth"and"eighteenth"centuries"saw"

significant"cultural"developments"that"eventually"linked"democracy"to"

liberalism."The"early"liberal"thinker"John"Locke"argues"that"each"man"has"a"

natural"right"to"life,"liberty,"and"property"(Locke,"1689)."In"this"regard,"liberty"

and"equality"are"fundamental"principles"of"what"we"describe"as"the"project"of"

modernity."

Ideas"such"as"free"and"fair"elections,"civil"rights,"freedom"of"press,"freedom"of"

religion,"and"free"trade"are"drawn"from"such"underlying"liberal"principles"and"

ideals."Locke’s"writing"is"today"widely"associated"with"democracy,"but"it"should"

be"noted"that"Enlightenment"thinkers"of"the"seventeenth"and"eighteenth"

centuries"discussed"democracy"with"a"certain"amount"of"ambivalence."Rousseau"

(1762/1975)"writes:"“If"there"were"a"nation"of"gods,"it"would"govern"itself"

democratically."A"government"so"perfect"is"not"suited"to"men.”"The"ambivalence"

had"in"part"to"do"with"scale:"While"(direct)"democracy"might"have"worked"in"the"

relatively"small"city=states"of"ancient"Greece,"it"would"not"work"in"more"

extensive"territories"of"modern"nation=states."Thus"democracy"was"eventually"

linked"to"representation,"the"idea"that"the!people"(another"Enlightenment"idea)"
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in"recurring"referendums"vote"for"representatives"to"be"granted"the"power"to"

make"political"decisions"(Hardt"&"Negri,"2005)."

Jensen"(2009)"describes"the"modern"(liberal)"democracy."Modern"democracy"is"

a"form"of"government"in"which"representative"democracy"operates"under"the"

principles"of"liberalism."In"many"countries,"it"is"characterized"by"elections"

between"multiple"distinct"political"parties."Power"is"separated"into"different"

branches"of"government."The"law"protects"human"rights"and"civil"liberties"for"all"

persons"are"protected."In"Denmark"we"have"Grundloven"(The"Constitution)."

Fukuyama"(1992)"argues"that"Western"liberal"democracy"is"the"end"point"of"

humanity’s"sociocultural"evolution"and"the"final"form"of"human"government:"

What"we"may"be"witnessing"is"not"just"the"end"of"the"Cold"War,"

or"the"passing"of"a"particular"period"of"post=war"history,"but"the"

end" of" history" as" such:" that" is," the" end" point" of" mankind’s"

ideological"evolution"and"the"universalization"of"Western"liberal"

democracy"as" the" final" form"of"human"government" (Fukuyama,"

1992,"para."4)."

Hardt"and"Negri"would"disagree"with"Fukuyama."They"express"a"sense"of"

discontent,"motivated"by"an"unequal"balance"of"social"justice"seen"in"the"

dominant"models"of"liberal"democracy"and"representation."Representation"links"

the"government"to"the"people"(of"modernity’s"nation=states),"while"at"the"same"

time"separating"them."The"democratic"project"of"modernity"is"unfinished"and"

contradictory,"because"it"carries"the"radical"notion"of"the"rule"of"everyone"(the"

people),"but"it"is"also"inscribed"in"notions"of"representation,"which"produces"

institutions"and"modes"of"thinking"that"have"enabled"the"twenty=first=century"

repressive"global"order"of"Empire"(Hardt"&"Negri,"2005,"p."241;"see"also"p."97"

and"onward"in"this"dissertation)."For"Hardt"and"Negri,"the"current"model"of"

liberal"democracy"is"not"humankind’s"ideological"evolutionary"endpoint."

Instead,"they"discuss"the"promise"of"direct"democracy"on"a"global"scale,"which"

fundamentally"breaks"democracy"free"from"the"notion"of"representation,"the"
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notion"of"nations=states"(the"corresponding"“people”),"and"also"challenges"the"

notion"of"private"property."

It"should"be"noted"that"Fukuyama"does"not"argue"for"a"global"assimilation"of"the"

current"American"democracy."Elsewhere,"he"(Fukuyama,"2007)"states"the"

European"Union"(EU)"is"closer"to"his"vision"of"liberal"democracy"at"the"end"of"

history."He"points"out"how"in"many"ways,"the"EU"challenges"and"transcends"the"

modern"concept"of"sovereignty"linked"to"the"nation=state"and"the"people."Hardt"

and"Negri"in"fact"also"appreciate"the"EU"project’s"postnation=state"attributes."

They"discuss"the"EU"as"a"somewhat"inspirational"structural"framework"for"a"

promising"global"(and"thus"postnation=state)"democracy"but"tend"to"view"it"

merely"as"a"step"on"the"way"towards"a"vision"of"global"direct"democracy."

In"the"perspectives"of"both"Fukuyama"and"Hardt"and"Negri,"I"see"the"contours"of"

modernity"versus"postmodernity"with"regards"to"democracy"(see"more"on"these"

concepts"below):"Western"liberal"democracy"understood"as"free"and"

enlightened,"its"ideas"only"in"need"of"continuous"tweaking"and"optimization"

(Fukuyama),"versus"the"same"democracy"as"being"fundamentally"in"crisis,"

upholding"a"repressive"global"world"order,"but"also"inspiring"an"uncertain"yet"

Utopian"agenda"of"possible"–"but"radically"different"–"futures"(Hardt"&"Negri)."

Geopolitically"as"well"as"theoretically,"modernity’s"liberal"democracy"

understands"the"process"of"democratization"as"colonization,"one"with"a"stable"

and"powerful"democratic"“we”"that"draws"ever"more"subjects"into"the"

democratic"whole,"with"limited"emphasis"on"contesting"and"developing"the"core"

notion"of"democracy"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."6)."

In"this"study,"I"do"not"work"my"way"towards"directly"connecting"literacy"

curriculum"and"ECEC"to"Hardt"and"Negri’s"ideas"about"global"direct"democracy."

But"when"I"use"the"concept"of"democracy"in"relation"to"Didaktik,"I"am"inspired"

by"their"radical"discontent"with"contemporary"Western"world"democracy"

(modernity’s"unfinished"project),"combined"with"their"firm"belief"in"a"

reconceptualized"democracy"as"a"central"theoretical"figure"in"attempts"to"

imagine"possible"futures"on"a"critical"agenda"for"social"change."
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I"understand"democracy"from"a"deliberative"perspective,"and"thus"I"emphasize"

public"discussions"about"the"common"good,"and"how"to"justly"distribute"

common"resources"and"society’s"goods."The"common"good"is"potentially"in"

conflict"with"individual"desires."Thus"a"central"feature"of"democratic"politics"is"

transforming"private"desires"into"public"needs"(Biesta,"2011,"p."121)."Private"

concerns"are"translated"into"public"issues"(Biesta,"2011,"p."113)."I"will"come"

back"to"this"notion"of"public"issues"when"I"discuss"Didaktik"below."

The"public"sphere"is"a"space"wherein"strangers"meet"as"equal"partners"to"

participate"in"society’s"common"life."In"this"sense,"the"public"sphere"is"separated"

from"two"other"influential"spheres,"namely"the"market"sphere"(buy,"sell)"and"the"

private"sphere"(love,"friendship)"(Marquand,"2004)."

While"I"think"it"important"to"be"analytically"aware"of"the"different"domains"so"

that"the"market"sphere"does"not"colonize"the"public"sphere,"I"also"agree"with"

Hardt"and"Negri"(2005)"when"they"argue"that"in"our"postmodern,"globalized"

world"we"are"never"able"to"isolate"ourselves,"our"relationships,"and"our"

communication"from"capital"and"the"mass"media."Any"ethical"redemption,"and"

any"resistance"and"democratic"action,"must"be"constructed"and"undertaken"

from"a"position"inside"the"system"(p."261)."In"this,"they"criticize"Habermas’"

(2004)"concept"of"a"lifeworld"that"exists"outside"the"systems"of"instrumental"

reason"and"capitalist"control."

Democracy!as!a!pedagogical!concept!

Denmark"passed"from"monarchy"to"democracy"as"a"form"of"government"in"

1849."According"to"Korsgaard"(forthcoming),"this"did"not"mean"that"democracy"

became"an"educational"concept"at"the"same"time."The"first"curriculum"guide"in"

Denmark"was"the"Sthyrian!Circular!Letter![Styhrske"cirkulære]"from"1900,"

signed"by"the"Minister"for"Culture"H.V."Styhr."This"guide"does"not"mention"

educating"people"in"principles"of"democracy."It"was"the"fascist="and"Nazi"

experience"of"World"War"II"that"sparked"the"Danish"discussion"about"

democracy"as"an"educational"concept."
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The"cultural=radical"society"known"as"Liberal!Cultural!Struggle"[Frisindet"

Kulturkamp]"existed"during"the"years"1935=1939."It"was"a"society"for"

intellectuals"that"fought"for"democratic"ideals"in"fascism’s"growing"shadow."This"

society"counted"among"its"members"a"number"of"influential"intellectuals"at"the"

time,"and"they"promoted"democracy"as"a"pedagogical"concept:"

• Inger"Merete"Nordentoft"(1944),"a"school"principal"of"the"period,"argued"

for"democracy"as"an"educational"concept"to"promote"free"thought,"

responsibility,"co=determination,"and"autonomy."She"emphasized"

tolerance"and"respect,"as"she"contrasted"democracy"with"Nazism."

• Poul"Henningsen"(1946),"an"internationally"recognized"Danish"architect,"

also"emphasized"democracy"as"an"educational"concept."According"to"

Henningsen,"education"for"democracy"is"about"learning"to"discern"

propaganda"from"truth."It"is"also"a"break"with"totalitarian"school"systems"

in"favor"of"free,"critical"thinking"and"a"comprehensive,"personal"

development"(which"I"will"refer"to"as"Bildung"when"I"discuss"Didaktik"

below)."The"school’s"main"task"is"to"form"every"student"into"a"free"and"

autonomous"citizen."

• Alf"Ross"(1946),"a"lawyer"and"philosopher,"emphasized"democracy"as"a"

form"of"government"based"on"the"notion"of"freedom."Democracy"is"a"

formal"procedure"connected"to"politics,"representation,"voting,"and"the"

political"power"that"comes"with"majority."In"1946,"shortly"after"the"end"

of"WW"II,"Ross"argued"that"democracy’s"fate"in"the"long"term"depended"

on"education"for"democracy"in"public"educational"settings,"that"is,"

schools"and"popular"education."

• Hal"Koch"(1945/1991),"a"professor"of"church"history"(and"not"associated"

with"Liberal"Cultural"Struggle),"linked"democracy"to"freedom"and"

humanity."In"contrast"to"Ross,"Koch"argued"that"democracy"is"not"in"the"

vote."It"is"an"attitude,"a"life"form"characterized"by"deliberation."The"

“democratization”"of"the"citizens"is"an"educational"matter."

Despite"these"early"efforts"at"reforming"thought,"it"was"several"decades"before"

the"Act"on"Public"School"from"1975"(www.folkeskolen.dk,"2009)"introduced"the"
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concept"of"democracy"into"the"preamble:"“The"Public"School"prepares"the"

students"for"co=living"and"co=determination"in"a"democratic"society,"and"to"take"

a"shared"responsibility"for"the"common"tasks."The"teaching"and"daily"life"in"the"

school"must"therefore"be"grounded"in"free"thought"and"democracy”"(my"

translation)."

On"the"international"front,"the"American"philosopher"John"Dewey’s"influential"

work,"Education!and!Democracy,"had"been"published"in"1916."In"it,"he"argues"

that"democracy"primarily"is"a"mode"of"associated"living."For"Dewey,"education"is"

a"social"process"that"contributes"to"developing"this"democratic"mode"of"living"by"

strengthening"interaction"and"trust"between"different"social"groups."

In"Sweden,"Dewey’s"ideas"gained"strength"during"WWII."The"Swedish"teachers"

Ester"Hermansson"and"Elsa"Skäringer=Larsson"went"on"a"trip"to"the"United"

States"to"study"the"project"method"in"1939."Hermansson"wrote"about"this"in"“I"

amerikanska"skolor”"[In"American"schools]"(Hermansson,"1940)"and"in"“Social"

forstran”"[Social"upbringing]"(Hermansson,"1952)."Alva"and"Gunnar"Myrdal,"two"

social"democrats,"co=wrote"“Kontakt"med"Amerika”"[Contact"with"America]"in"

1941,"which"is"also"about"education"and"democracy,"and"was"inspired"by"

Dewey’s"writing."

Reggio"Emilia"is"a"region"in"Northern"Italy"world"famous"for"its"child=centered,"

progressive"early"childhood"education."They"promote"diversity,"difference"and"

pluralism"as"pedagogic"values,"as"a"reaction"to"the"fascist"experience"of"WWII"

(Dahlberg,"1995)."The"review"above"suggests"that"antifascism"also"seems"to"be"

(at"least"partly)"the"Danish"connection"between"education"and"democracy,"even"

though"the"Danish"discourse"focused"less"on"ECEC"and"more"on"public"schools,"

high"schools,"and"popular"education."

Therefore,"when"Foucault"speaks"against"fascism,"and"when"he"is"invoked"in"

educational"theory,"I"see"a"possible"connection"to"work"with"democracy"in"

education:"
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“[We"must" track"down]" all!varieties"of" fascism," from" the"

enormous" ones" that" surround" and" crush" us" to" the" petty"

ones" that! constitute" the" tyrannical" bitterness" of" our"

everyday"lives”"(Foucault,"2004,"p."xvi)."

With"the"demise"of"the"widespread"fascism"of"WWII,"we"are"today"facing"

myriads"of"microfascisms"(Holmes"et"al.,"2009)"making"themselves"visible"in"the"

democratic"deficit"and"the"crisis"of"democracy"discussed"elsewhere"in"this"

dissertation."This"makes"the"connection"between"democracy"and"education"as"

important"as"ever."Following"Korsgaard"(2009),"this"is"democracy"as"an"

educational"concept"founded"on"political"conflict"and"multiple"perspectives."The"

German"tradition"of"Didaktik"is"strong"with"regards"to"connecting"democracy"to"

the"student’s"comprehensive,"personal"development"(Bildung)."But"a"new"set"of"

problems"emerges,"as"the"postmodern"condition"challenges"Didaktik:"Who"

defines"democracy"and"the"good"democrat"as"educational"objectives?"Are"

democracy"and"education"processes"of"democratization"wherein"those"who"are"

not"yet"part"of"the"democratic"sphere"are"included"(Biesta,"2011)?"The"

educational"task"of"creating"a"good"democrat"is"certainly"visible"in"the"

statements"of"those"post=WWII"Danish"intellectuals."

When"education"and"democracy"are"connected,"it"often"falls"to"education"to"

create,"uphold,"and/or"protect"democracy."Biesta"(2009)"connects"this"

perspective"to"two"influential"strands"of"thinking"concerning"the"subject"of"

democracy."First"is"the"individualistic"perspective,"with"roots"in"the"Kantian"

(2009/1789)"emphasis"on"the"rational"human"subject."Here,"the"task"for"

education"is"to"create"the"rational,"autonomous"subject."Hence"education"to"

democracy"is"about"the"individual"developing"autonomy,"rational"thinking,"and"

so"forth."Second"is"the"social"perspective"on"the"democratic"subject,"emphasized"

by"Dewey"(2005)."According"to"Dewey,"the"democratic"subject"emerges"from"

participation"in"the"democratic"life."Subjectivity"is"socially"mediated"(see"also"

Honneth,"2006)."This"perspective"is"education"through"democracy"but"with"the"

creation"of"the"democratic"subject"as"an"educational"objective."
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Biesta"(2009)"argues"for"transgressing"these"two"perspectives"in"favor"of"a"third"

perspective,"based"Arendt’s"work"(2005)."I"will"return"to"this."For"now,"I"point"

out"that"recent"changes"to"the"preamble"in"the"Public"School"Act"(discussed"

below"on"p."105)"could"seem"to"indicate"a"shift"from"a"social"perspective"to"an"

individual"perspective"on"democracy"(at"the"educational"policy"level,"at"least):"

The"emphasis"now"is"on"the"school"as"a"provider"of"skills"and"knowledge"for"the"

individual"child,"while"democracy"no"longer"is"the"foundation"of"the"teaching"

and"daily"life"in"the"school."Of"course,"this"also"could"be"interpreted"as"a"general"

downgrading"of"democracy"as"an"educational"concept."I"am"interested"here"in"

how"democracy"and"democratic"deficits"connect"to"the"loss"of"freedom"in"

everyday"life"for"the"children"and"adults"engaged"in"ECEC."

Democratic!deficit?!
Tormey"(2004)"points"to"a"democratic!deficit"created"by"the"mismatch"between"

an"advanced"economic"globalization"process"propelled"by"transnational"capital"

(Hardt"&"Negri’s"Empire)"but"lacking"in"global"participatory"democracy."Biesta"

(2007,"2011c)"points"to"a"democratic"deficit"in"the"policy–research–practice"

relationship,"because"policy"governs"research,"which,"in"turn,"governs"practice"

through"discourses"of"what"works."Chomsky"(2009)"sums"it"up"in"this"manner:"

“That"feeling"of"helplessness,"impotence,"everything"is"run"by"somebody"else,"I"

can’t"do"anything"about"it"–"that"reflects"a"democratic"deficit.”"Therefore,"a"

democratic"deficit"occurs"when"one"group"finds"itself"subjugated"to"the"means"

and"ends"of"another"group"or"even"an"individual,"with"little"or"no"real"

opportunities"for"participation."Dahlberg"and"Moss"(2005)"describe"it"as"

working"with"someone"else’s"goals."

The"democratic"deficit"connects"via"the"concept"of"technocracy,"which"refers"to"a"

form"of"government"in"which"experts"in"technology"are"in"control"of"all"decision=

making."In"2011,"2,119"Danish"citizens"participated"in"a"survey"that"asked"about"

values,"society,"government,"and"so"forth."The"survey"was"administered"by"

Analyse"Danmark"(a"nationally"renowned"institute"for"generic,"social"analyses)"

and"published"by"Ugebrevet"A4,"which"is"a"newsletter"published"by"the"Danish"
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Confederation"of"Trade"Unions"(LO)"(Analyse"Danmark"&"Ugebrevet"A4,"2011;"

Larsen,"2011)."Nearly"all"the"participants"(94.4"%)"felt"positive"about"having"a"

democratic"political"system."This"resonates"well"with"Denmark’s"long,"solid"

tradition"as"a"democratic"country."Despite"this"widespread"democratic"

consensus"among"the"participants,"however,"one"in"four"expressed"a"positive"

attitude"towards"the"idea"of"having"experts"(instead"of"a"democratically"elected"

Parliament)"govern"Denmark."The"question"was"worded:"“What"do"you"think"

about"the"following"political"ways"of"government"as"ways"to"govern"Denmark?"–"

To"let"experts,"and"not"the"Parliament"or"government,"decide"on"what"they"

deem"to"be"in"the"country’s"best"interest”"(Analyse"Danmark,"2011,"p."3,"my"

translation)."One"in"nine"even"expressed"a"positive"attitude"towards"having"a"

strong"leader"who"need"not"worry"about"being"elected"(a"dictator)."The"question"

was"worded:"“What"do"you"think"about"the"following"political"ways"of"

government"as"ways"to"govern"Denmark?"–"To"have"a"strong"leader,"that"does"

not"need"to"worry"about"the"Parliament"or"political"elections”"(Analyse"

Danmark,"2011,"p."3,"my"translation)."

On"the"one"hand,"if"people"gather"around"a"strong,"uncompromising"leader,"it"

can"be"considered"an"unwanted"manifestation"of"fascism."On"the"other"hand,"if"

they"gather"around"a"strong,"uncompromising"idea,"it"might"be"viewed"as"

common"sense,"evidence,"or"reason."I"recognize"(of"course)"that"contemporary"

ECEC"is"not"a"totalitarian,"fascist"system"in"the"traditional"sense,"but"subtle,"

polymorphous"intolerances"in"thought"and"practice"–"what"Holmes"et"al."(2006)"

describe"as"“polymorphous"microfascisms”"–"are"of"grave"concern."Recall"in"

Foucault"(2004)"a"similar"thought;"he"advocates"for"the"“tracking"down"of"all!

varieties"of"fascism,"from"the"enormous"ones"that"surround"and"crush"us"to"the"

petty"ones"that!constitute"the"tyrannical"bitterness"of"our"everyday"lives”"(p."

xvi)."

Didaktik!
This"section"aims"to"establish"Didaktik"as"the"free"teacher’s"approach"to"

educational"aims"and"content."Within"the"bounds"of"this"study,"the"teacher"
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denotes"both"the"schoolteacher"and/or"the"pedagogue"in"kindergarten,"SFO,"or"

first"years"of"school."As"I"will"demonstrate,"Didaktik’s"notion"of"the"free"teacher"

does"not"mean"that"the"teacher"can"do"whatever"s/he"wants;"Didaktik"means"a"

fundamental"commitment"to"the"concept"of"Bildung."In"this"regard,"Bildung"

functions"as"the"legitimizing"base"of"Didaktik"and"the"free"teacher."Bildung’s"

dimensions"–"along"with"its"legitimizing"base"–"will"be"the"topic"of"the"section"

following"this"one."

This"section"is"based"on"general"Continental"Didaktik"and"Bildung"theory"in"an"

international"perspective"(Westbury,"Homann,"&"Riquarts,"2000),"together"with"

critical"Didaktik"perspectives"(Broström,"2011a;"Klafki,"2005;"Schnack,"2003),"

some"of"which"specifically"address"the"ECEC"field"(e.g.,"Broström,"2009,"2012)."

Broström"(2011a)"lays"out"how,"to"this"day,"the"Didaktik"tradition"has"a"

turbulent"existence"within"Danish"daycare"settings,"even"though"it"seems"there"

is"a"growing"consensus"that"learning"and"educational"content,"and"reflections"on"

both,"form"an"important"part"of"Danish"daycare"practice."The"late"1970s"and"

early"1980s"saw"an"interest"in"preplanned"activities"and"educational"content,"or"

structured"pedagogic"practices"(Broström"&"Rasmussen,"1981)."These"

structured"practices"built"on"reflections"concerning"goals"and"content"connected"

to"a"Marxist"epistemology,"mirroring"influential"strands"in"Danish"Didaktik"in"

general"at"that"time"(Nordenbo,"1995)."The"Didaktik"concept"was"established"in"

the"public"school"and"the"teacher"education"training,"but"during"this"period,"it"

was"not"yet"used"in"the"Danish"daycare"sector"(contrary"to"Norway,"where"the"

book"Didaktikk!for!førskolelærere"[Didaktik"for"daycare"educators,"trans.]"by"

Arve"Gunnestad"was"published"in"1983"(Gunnestad,"1983),"with"the"practice"

having"been"established"for"some"time)."

A"decade"later,"the"1993"Act"on"Parental"Boards"in"Daycare"Facilities"stated"that"

each"year,"daycare"educators"should"develop"a"document,"an"activity!plan"

[virksomhedsplan],"describing"their"particular"daycare"facility’s"values,"

strategies,"and"educational"content,"in"collaboration"with"the"parental"board."It"

was"around"this"time"that"the"Didaktik"concept"emerged"in"the"daycare"
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pedagogy"(Broström,"1996)."The"Social"Service"Act"of"1998"introduced"the"

concept"of"learning,"followed"by"the"Curricula"Act"of"2004"(see"the"revised"

version"in"Danish:"Socialministeriet,"2011)"that"prescribed"six"overall"content"

themes,"along"with"the"demand"for"documenting"the"pedagogical"practice."

Pedagogues"tend"to"use"terms"such"as"projects,"courses,"pedagogical!activities,"or"

simply"activities"instead"of"teaching."There"are"certainly"reflections"on"

objectives"and"content"in"the"daycare"services,"however,"and"thus"Didaktik"has"a"

role"to"play."

Even"though"this"dissertation"is"written"in"English"I"choose"to"keep"the"German"

(and"Danish)"spelling"of"Didaktik."I"will"likewise"use"the"German"word"Bildung"

(dannelse"in"Danish"and"formation"in"English)"to"denote"the"child’s"

comprehensive"personal"development,"which"could"also"be"called"self=

formation."As"I"will"show,"postmodern"Bildung"might"take"the"point"of"Bildung"

as"formation,"but"instead"of"emphasizing"formation"of"subjects,"it"can"emphasize"

formation"of"ethical"relations."

In"keeping"the"German"spelling,"I"am"inspired"by"Westbury,"Hopmann,"and"

Riquarts"(2000)."I"think"that"Bildung"is"an"established"concept"in"the"literature"

(e.g.,"Bieser,"1998;"Biesta"2002;"Løvlie,"Mortensen,"&"Nordenbo,"2003)."I"am"also"

inspired"by"the"Danish"educational"researcher"Karsten"Schnack,"who"has"

recently"retired"from"a"position"as"professor"of"Didaktik"at"Aarhus"University."

According"to"Schnack"(1999),"the"term"didactics"has"an"unwanted"connotation"

of"something"overly"schoolish"or"rigid"and"drill=like"in"the"English=speaking"

world."In"the"Nordic"countries,"there"is"divergence"on"this"translation"issue,"and"

some"speak"of"early=childhood"didactics"(e.g.,"Pramling"&"Pramling"Samuelsson,"

2011)."As"I"choose"to"spell"it"Didaktik"in"this"dissertation,"I"want"to"convey"a"

commitment"to"some"of"this"particular"teaching"tradition’s"central"aspects,"most"

significantly"the"notion"of"Bildung"(see"below)."

According"to"Schnack"(1999),"the"Continental"concept"of"Didaktik"is"somewhat"

comparable"(although"different)"to"the"English/Anglo=American"concept"of"

curriculum"(or"curriculum"studies/theory"as"it"is"sometimes"called,"but"I"will"
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use"curriculum"for"short)."Much"research"has"been"done"on"comparing,"

discussing,"and"integrating"these"two"traditions"(e.g.,"Schnack,"1999;"Westbury,"

Hopmann,"&"Riquarts,"2000),"which"are"both"working"with"educational"means"

and"ends,"reflections"on"educational"content,"teaching"methods,"children’s"

learning,"and"so"forth."In"ECEC,"Didaktik"is"also"concerned"with"the"practice"of"

teaching,"upbringing,"and"caregiving"in"an"institutional"setting,"and"it"is"about"

reflections"on,"and"discussions"of,"this"practice"(Broström,"2006c,"2011b)."

Didaktik"is"a"body"of"theories"that"conceptualize"and"structure"thinking"about,"

planning,"executing,"and"evaluating"Bildung=centered"formative"teaching."We"

have"Didaktik"analysis"(Klafki,"2000)"and"Didaktik"models"(Jank"&"Meyer,"

2006)."It"is"a"teacher’s"framework,"not"an"administrator"or"policymaker’s"

(Westbury,"2000)."A"Didaktiker"is"one"who"engages"in"Didaktik."Sometimes,"I"

differentiate"between"researchers"and"practitioners"of"Didaktik,"but"the"teacher,"

pedagogue,"and"researcher"are"all"to"be"considered"Didaktikers."

The"question"of"educative!substance"[Bildungsgehalt]"–"the"content"question"–"

subordinates"all"other"questions"and"problems,"that"is,"teaching"methods"and"

organization,"and"it"also"subordinates"other"disciplines,"such"as"educational"

psychology"and"instructional"research"(Künzli,"2000)."

Drawing"on"the"above=mentioned"literature,"I"will"now"point"to"two"interrelated"

determinants"of"Didaktik"that"have"particular"importance"for"my"study."

First,"the!Lehrplan!is!broad!and!open."The"Lehrplan"(literally"“learning"plan”"or"

“plan"for"learning”"is"the"state’s"formal"framework"for"education."The"Lehrplan"

is"not"a"detailed"curriculum."Ideally,"the"Lehrplan"contains"the"cultural"

resources"(subject,"topics,"problems)"for"Bildung,"and"thus"it"indicates"the"

educational"content"in"broad"terms."The"teacher"or"pedagogue"must"interpret"

and"reflect"on"the"Lehrplan."It"also"communicates"communal"values"(Westbury,"

2000)."

Using"Didaktik"reflection,"the"teacher"(or"pedagogue)"connects"the"Lehrplan"to"

the"student’s"Bildung."Or"rather,"the"teacher"reflects"on"how"to"transform"the"
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Lehrplan’s"content"into"an"educative"subject"matter"in"a"given"context."This"

context"is"the"local"curriculum,"the"curriculum"drawn"up"by"the"teacher"in"

response"to"the"state’s"Lehrplan."Thus"Didaktik"creates"the"teacher"as"an"expert"

professional,"capable"of"professional"self=determination,"based"on"attention"to"

factors,"such"as"the"educational"setting,"the"content,"and"the"student,"all"in"the"

light"of"Bildung"as"an"educational"ideal"(Westbury,"2000)."

In"relation"to"my"study,"the"Lehrplan"allows"for"an"emphasis"on"its"broad"and"

open"nature."The"Lehrplan"can"be"used"to"create"a"background"for"

distinguishing"between"narrow"and"broad"approaches"to"the"relation"between"

administration"and"education:"The"narrow"approach"of"a"detailed"standardized"

curriculum"(see"the"discussion"of"accountability"and"quality"below"p."101)"and"

the"broad/open"approach"of"the"Lehrplan,"which"in"turn"commits"the"Didaktiker"

to"interpretation"and"contextualized"teaching"formulated"in"local"curricula."

General"Didaktik"analyzes"the"whole"life"of"a"culture"(cultural"studies)"to"

identify"the"subjects"significant"for"Bildung."The"Lehrplan"is"a"broad"framework,"

as"it"covers"the"culture."Yet"it"is"open,"as"in"open"to"the"Didaktiker’s"

interpretation."In"this"way,"the"Lehrplan"concept"corresponds"with"a"view"of"the"

pedagogue"and/or"teacher"as"a"Didaktiker."

Second,"Didaktik!emphasizes!the!teacher!or!pedagogue!as!a!free!and!responsible!

entity!with"regards"to"planning"(including"formulating"aims)"and"teaching"

(Schnack,"1999)."The"fundamental"characteristic"of"German"Didaktik"is"the"

predominance"of"the"teaching"content"aspect"(Künzli,"2000,"and"see"below"in"

the"analysis"of"the"Bildung"concept)."The"Didaktiker"draws"on"his/her"analysis"

of"the"Bildung"potential"of"the"content"in!this!particular!setting"(Klafki,"2000)."

Schnack"(2004)"emphasizes"the"professional"courage"involved"in"the"free"

planning,"as"he"distinguishes"between"the"practitioner"(guided"by"

contextualized,"normative"practical"reason)"and"the"technician"(guided"by"

universal,"decontextualized"knowledge)."The"transformation"of"content"

challenges"the"Didaktiker"to"ask"what"is"good"education,"as"this"transformation"

must"take"into"account"the"qualification,"socialization,"and"subjectification"

rationales"identified"by"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."1)."This"is"seen"in"Broström’s"(2008)"
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emphasis"on"the"dual"rationale"for"Didaktik"in"kindergarten:"The"kindergarten"

must"prepare"the"child"for"school"(adjustment,"according"to"Broström;"

qualification"and"socialization,"according"to"Biesta)"AND"the"kindergarten"must"

also"commit"to"liberating"or"freeing"the"child."The"Didaktiker"is"a"free"and"

responsible"entity,"a"category"that"corresponds"well"to"Biesta’s"(2011,"Ch."3)"

discussion"concerning"the"accountability"discourse’s"limitations,"in"which"he"

distinguishes"between"being"accountable"(in"an"administrative,"technical"

domain)"and"being"responsible"(in"a"democratic"domain)."When"Rasmussen"

(2007)"and"Hatch"(2002)"discuss"de=professionalization"of"the"teacher,"the"

teacher"as"Didaktiker"is"at"stake."Biesta"(2007)"examines"how"research’s"

technical"role"is"limited"to"a"technical"what=works"relation"to"practice."Didaktik"

opposes"the"image"of"the@practitioner@as@technician."In"relation"to"my"study,"the"

teacher"or"pedagogue"as"a"free"and"responsible"Didaktiker"adds"to"the"

background"by"which"to"appreciate"the"subtle"democratic"deficits"of"

contemporary"educational"policy/research/"practice"discourses,"pointed"out"by"

Biesta"(2007)."

In"sum,"in"this"study"I"understand"Didaktik"as"the"free"teacher"or"pedagogue’s"

approach"to"pedagogical"aims"and"content."The"freedom"means"that"s/he"is"

trusted"as"an"expert"professional,"with"regards"to"planning,"executing,"and"

evaluating"teaching"and/or"project"work"that"facilitates"the"child’s"Bildung,"

which"is"his/her"comprehensive"personal"development."S/he"is"free"yet"remains"

committed"to"Bildung’s"ideals."This"view"of"the"teacher/pedagogue"is"matched"

by"a"broad"and"open"state"curriculum"called"Lehrplan."The"Lehrplan"

corresponds"to"the"Bildung"ideal,"insofar"it"is"broad"in"the"sense"that"it"covers"a"

multitude"of"subject"matters"for"a"general"educational"and/or"personal"

development"purpose."It"is"open"in"the"sense"that"it"is"open"for"interpretation"

(by"the"Didaktiker)."This"interpretation"can"take"the"form"of"Didaktik"analysis."

When"I"discuss"how"accountability"plays"out"in"the"contemporary"Danish"ECEC"

(p."101),"it"should"be"noted"that"the"national"curriculum"for"daycare"services,"

with"its"six"broad"themes"for"content,"open"for"the"pedagogues"to"interpret"and"

document"as"they"see"fit,"is"very"close"to"the"concept"of"Lehrplan"discussed"
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above."Likewise,"the"national"curriculum"for"the"public"school"is"still"relatively"

open,"even"though"there"is"a"more"elaborated"central"control"with"regards"to"

input"(objectives,"content)"and"output"(tests)."To"fully"appreciate"the"openness"

of"the"state’s"curricula,"one"needs"to"engage"in"Didaktik,"which"is"why"I"want"to"

contribute"to"challenging"and"updating"the"tradition."

As"I"have"demonstrated,"the"literature"understands"Didaktik"as"activities"related"

to"educational"objectives"and"content"in"ways"that"correspond"with"the"

following"determinants:"

• Didaktik"engages"with"the"child’s"Bildung"as"the"overall"objective"of"

education."

• Didaktik"analysis"inquires"into"possible"approaches"to"transform"the"

content"of"the"Lehrplan"(where"the"content"is"described"in"broad"terms)"

into"a"specific"educative"subject"matter"in"a"given"context"for"a"given"

child/group"of"children."

• Didaktik"creates"the"teacher/pedagogue"as"a"Didaktiker,"which"is"a"

relatively"free"professional"entity"bestowed"with"the"necessary"trust"and"

competences"for"performing"Didaktik"analysis"to"bring"together"the"

Lehrplan"and"the"child"under"Bildung’s"umbrella."

Didaktik"is"the"link"between"the"state’s"Lehrplan"and"the"student’s"Bildung."As"I"

have"already"hinted"above,"Bildung"is"the"fundamental"category."At"this"point,"I"

am"engaging"the"rich"tradition"of"Didaktik."Even"so,"here"I"will"provide"a"

theoretical"point,"based"on"the"above"review."This"point"anticipates"some"of"the"

analytical"work"of"the"Bildung"concept"in"the"next"section."It"also"situates"

Didaktik"in"ECEC."I"will"formulate"it"as"a"“lesson”"from"Didaktik:"

Didaktik"in"ECEC"is"concerned"with"freedom."It"is"concerned"
with"the"teacher’s"and"pedagogue’s"freedom"to"choose"content"
and"set"down"aims,"based"on"Didaktik"analysis."It"is"concerned"
with"the"child’s"freedom,"as"the"ultimate"rationale"for"the"
pedagogic"practice"and"the"Didaktik"analysis."

I"will"now"analyze"the"Bildung"concept"to"create"a"background"for"further"

understanding"this"relationship"between"freedom"and"Didaktik."I"have"argued"
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that"Bildung"somehow"legitimizes"Didaktik"and"the"freedom"of"the"child"and"

teacher/pedagogue."What"happens"to"Didaktik"when"Bildung"is"less"universal"

and"has"less"of"an"intrinsic"value"than"it"once"had?"

Please"refer"to"the"methodology"chapter"for"the"details"concerning"how"the"

following"analysis"is"structured"around"the"categories"objective,"content,"and"

legitimizing!base."

Classic!Bildung!
The"project"of"modernity"began"in"the"eighteenth"century,"and"central"to"this"

project"was"(and"is)"belief"in"enlightenment:"Humankind"stood"at"the"beginning"

of"a"linear,"progressive"road"emerging"from"a"period"characterized"by"the"

superstition"and"barbarism"of"the"early"medieval"period"and"was"looking"

towards"a"bright"and"shining"future"of"liberty,"equality,"and"brotherhood."

Science"and"critical"thinking"were"the"tools"of"reason,"with"reason"as"a"universal,"

objective"category."

Romanticism"is"the"attitude"characterized"by"its"focus"on"the"individual,"the"

subjective,"the"irrational,"the"creative,"and"the"emotional."It"was"a"reaction"to"the"

Enlightenment,"insofar"as"romantics"turned"to"the"medieval"period"for"

inspiration"towards"a"simpler,"more"enchanted"life."

According"to"Lüth"(2000),"Wilhelm"von"Humboldt’s"importance"in"the"German=

speaking"world"can"be"compared"with"that"of"John"Dewey"in"the"United"States."

His"is"a"key"figure"in"the"German"transition"from"Enlightenment"to"Romanticism"

and"German"classicism."I"will"draw"mainly"on"Humboldt"in"my"attempt"to"

characterize"classic"Bildung."I"will"also"draw"on"Lüth’s"interpretation"of"

Humboldt."In"addition,"I"will"draw"on"Kant"(2009),"who"is"another"key"figure"of"

the"Enlightenment."Further,"I"will"use"Biesta’s"(2002,"2009,"Ch."6)"and"Klafki’s"

(2000b,"2005,"Study"1)"views"on"Kant"as"well"as"their"views"on"classic"Bildung."

The"following"figure"provides"an"overview"of"classic"Bildung,"according"to"the"

analytical"categories"of"this"study."I"will"elaborate"on"these"categories"in"the"rest"

of"this"section."
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Aspect Definition 

Objective Every individual’s self-formation as the development of all 
powers in the domains of knowledge, morality, and 
aesthetics  

Content The totality of humanity and its cultural objects 

Legitimizing base Universal, unchanging reason combined with the notion of 
humanity, with Bildung as an intrinsic value 

Figure!3:!The!objective,!content,!and!legitimizing!base!of!classic!Bildung!

"

The$objective$of$classic$Bildung$
Classic"theories"view"Bildung"as"the"individual’s"development"of"all"human"

powers."Wilhelm"von"Humboldt"(1793)"emphasizes"this"multidimensionality."

Another"example"is"Johann"Heinrich"Pestalozzi’s"(1931)"Bildung"of"head,"heart,"

and"hand,"and"Johann"Friedrich"Herbart’s"emphasis"on"the"many=sidedness"of"

interests"in"relation"to"Bildung"(Klafki,"200b)."

According"to"Klafki"(2000b),"the"above=mentioned"elements"fall"into"three"

categories:"knowledge,"morality,"and"aesthetics."This"corresponds"to"Kant’s"

(2009)"concepts"of"reason:"theoretical,"practical,"and"aesthetical."

• Knowledge:"Kant"distinguishes"between"Verstand"as"instrumental"

rationality"(know=how),"and"Vernunft"denoting"a"reflective"mode"of"

rationality."Vernunft"inquires"into"possibilities"and"limits"of"the"

instrumental"rationality"for"a"human"existence,"and"seems"to"have"

embedded"criteria"for"the"use"of"powers,"technology,"and"so"forth."

• Morality:"the"capacity"for"moral"action,"readiness"for"moral"action,"and"

belief"in"moral"responsibility."Klafki"(2000b)"argues"that"in"classic"

Bildung,"the"individuality"concept"is"supplemented"by"the"element"of"

communality."

• Aesthetics:"explores"fantasy,"feelings,"imagination,"the"capacity"to"enjoy,"

to"play,"the"capacity"for"aesthetic"judgment."Aesthetics"is"not"just"great"

literature"or"classical"works;"it"also"denotes"everyday"experiences."
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In"classic"Bildung,"developing"these"powers"in"concert"is"the"basis"of"reasonable"

self=determination."Humboldt"argues"that"the"scientific"(educational)"activities"–"

the"work"with"the"subject=matter"–"is"an"inward"process"of"self=understanding."

Yet"this"does"not"mean"classic"Bildung"is"solely"an"individual"matter."

Social"relations"play"a"major"role"in"Bildung."In"a"relation,"each"individual"can"

acquire"the"richness"of"the"other,"and"thus"counter"biases"in"character"(von"

Humboldt,"1793)."The"relationship"is"described"as"the"interlocking"of"beings"

(Lüth,"2000)."It"depicts"processes"whereby"the"individual"must"be"able"to"absorb"

yet"remain"independent."What"an"individual"already"possesses"must"be"

compared"with"what"is"received"from"the"other."It"is"not"to"transform"one"into"

another"but"to"open"up"routes"of"access."

The"encounter"with"the"other"presents"a"crisis"for"the"individual"(challenges"

his/her"understanding"of"self),"and"this"crisis"activates"his/her"powers,"and"thus"

Bildung."

The"exposure"to"pure"and"determined"characters"can"lead"to"personal"

development."The"self"is"formed"in"purity"and"determination"when"exposed"to"

others"that"have"these"personal"features"(von"Humboldt,"1793)."As"I"will"

demonstrate,"this"view"of"the"relation’s"qualities"is"contested"by"postmodern"

ethics"(i.e."Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005)."

Even"though"social"relations"play"an"important"role"in"classic"Bildung,"I"argue"

the"fundamental"category"is"the"individual."Bildung"is"self=formation,"self=

understanding,"and"development"of"one’s"(human)"powers."This"individual"is"

the"free,"autonomous"individual"of"the"Enlightenment."It"is"the"Kantian"

understanding"of"subjectivity"and"rationalism"(Biesta,"2012,"Ch."6)."Thus"classic"

theories"view"Bildung’s"objective"as"the"individual’s"development"of"all"his/her"

powers."

Bildung’s"objective,"as"the"formation"of"all"of"an"individual’s"powers,"

theoretically"expands"to"include"all"individuals"(see"below"with"regards"to"a"

legitimizing"base)."
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The$content$of$classic$Bildung$
I"argue"above"that"classic"Bildung"emphasizes"relations"as"an"important"medium"

for"Bildung."The"content"(the"matter)"is"also"important"because"it:"1)"facilitates"

means"of"expressing"and"exercising"powers;"2)"serves"as"a"potential"stimulus"for"

human"development;"3)"forms"a"counterpart"that"defines"the"(borders"of)"the"

individual;"4)"provides"a"medium"for"objectivizing"ideas,"for"one"man’s"Bildung"

to"leave"a"mark"on"the"world,"thereby"creating"tradition"and"content"by"which"

others"can"be"stimulated"(Lüth,"2000)."

The"classic"theories"of"Bildung"view"the!content!of!Bildung!as"the"totality"of"

humanity"and"its"cultural"objects."The"individual"encounters"diverse"cultural"

objects,"and"through"this"encounter,"the"individual"acquires"the"diverse"

knowledge"these"objects"represent."This"process"of"cultural"acquisition"is"the"

Bildung"process."Various"situations"will"challenge"people"to"open"themselves"in"

more"ways"and"will"lead"to"livelier"inner"activity"(Bildung)."The"(real)"world"

contains"this"diversity"that"is"an"important"external"precondition"for"Bildung"

(von"Humboldt,"1793)."

Classical"Greek"culture"offered"important"content"to"Humboldt."These"studies"

should"inspire"inquires"into,"and"social"transformation"of,"the"present"(Lüth,"

2000)."In"Lüth’s"interpretation"of"Humboldt,"we"see"social"criticism"and"social"

change"as"categories"linked"to"Bildung."This"draws"further"attention"to"the"fact"

that"even"though,"as"I"argue,"the"fundamental"category"of"classic"Bildung"is"the"

individual,"there"is"more"to"it"than"mere"inward"self=reflection."

Løvlie"and"Standish"(2003,"p."5)"point"out"that"the"educational"content"of"

neohumanist"(classic)"Bildung"was"classical"(Greek)"texts"molded"into"a"German"

cultural,"political,"and"moral"context."

The$legitimizing$base$of$classic$Bildung$
The!legitimizing!base!of!classic!Bildung"is"universal,"unchanging"reason"(von"

Humboldt,"1793)."The"notion"of"humanity,"in"which"Bildung"plays"a"central"role,"

is"linked"to"this"universal"concept"of"reason."When"classic"theories"on"Bildung"
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view"it"as"a"category"of"intrinsic"value,"it"is"because"Bildung"is"nothing"less"than"

the"task"of"our"human"existence."The"purpose"of"humanity"is"Bildung,"and"

Bildung"is"a"process"whereby"the"self"becomes"linked"to"the"world."An"example"

of"this"link"between"Bildung,"universal"reason,"and"humanity"is"Humboldt’s"

definition"of"humankind’s"true"aim:"“The"true"aim"of"humankind"–"dictated"not"

by"changing"whim,"but"by"unchanging"Reason"–"is"the"highest"and"most"

proportional"Bildung"of"its"powers"to"form"a"whole”"(von"Humboldt,"1793,"Vol."

1,"p."64,"cited"in"von"Humboldt,"1793/2000)."

Freedom"is"an"important"external"precondition"for"Bildung,"as"it"“answers”"

directly"to"universal"unchanging"reason."Thus"the"state"should"not"interfere"

directly"in"education"(bearing"in"mind"the"discussion"of"Didaktik"and"the"

Lehrplan)."Students"must"remain"able"to"choose"the"activities"in"which"they"

involve"themselves."Accordingly,"the"teacher"must"likewise"remain"relatively"

autonomous"with"regards"to"content,"objectives,"and"aims,"because"s/he"(at"the"

time"it"was"“he”)"must"interpret"the"situated"qualities"of"the"content,"relations,"

and"the"students"on"the"basis"of"universal"unchanging"reason."

A"being"is"born"free."It"has"the"capacity"for"being"educated"(Gebildet)"for"

humanity."Humans"have"the"capacity"for"autonomy"and"free"rational"thought."

This"must"be"cultivated"in"a"process"of"mutual"adaptation"concerning"nature’s"

adapting"to"humanity’s"conceptual"forms"and"humanity’s"conceptual"forms"

adapting"to"nature"in"all"its"diversity"(Lüth,"2000)."According"to"Lüth"(2000),"

Humboldt"perceived"humankind’s"objectives"as"an"open"discussion,"even"though"

he"mentioned"stepwise"progress"and"the"perfection"of"humankind"(as"in"his"

definition"of"humanity’s"true"aim)."Bildung"can"never"be"complete,"because"no"

one"can"absorb"the"totality"of"humanity"and"its"cultural"objects."In"Lüth’s"(2000)"

interpretation,"this"means"that"the"future"is"open,"and"thus"that"Bildung"has"no"

prespecified"telos"(purpose);"it"cannot"be"ascertained"in"advance"which"

individualities"will"emerge"from"the"Bildung"process."Compare"this"with"Biesta"

(2011,"Ch."4)"discussed"below."
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Critique!of!classic!Bildung!
We"should"acknowledge"our"undeniable"historical"distance"from"the"classic"

theories"of"Bildung."We"can"still"learn"from,"and"be"inspired"by,"classic"Bildung,"

but"in"this"process,"we"must"formulate"adequate"criticism."

In"sum,"I"criticize"classic"Bildung"for"a)"lacking"a"social=critique"mechanism"so"

that"it"is"unable"to"commit"to"theorizing"education"in"relation"to"the"radical"

social"changes"inherent"in"the"Bildung"concept"itself;"and"b)"installing"universal"

categories,"such"as"unchanging"reason"and/or"humanity"under"its"notions"of"

freedom"and"diversity,"leading"to"potentially"normalizing"pedagogical"practices."

Aspect Definition Criticism 

Objective Every individual’s self-formation 
as the development of all 
powers in the domains of 
knowledge, morality, and 
aesthetics  

Lack of social critique makes classic 
Bildung unable to theorize the 
important societal preconditions for 
its objective of Bildung for all (general 
Bildung) 

Content The totality of humanity and its 
cultural objects 

Following from the criticism of the 
objective, classic Bildung is criticized 
for its lack of focus on educational 
content that addresses the societal 
preconditions for general Bildung 

Legitimizing 
base 

Universal, unchanging reason 
combined with the notion of 
humanity with Bildung as an 
intrinsic value 

The general, universal, and objective 
is problematized. Humanism 
constitutes a norm 

Figure!4:!Criticism!of!classic!Bildung!

"

Even"though"classic"Bildung"scholar"Schleiermacher"(1836)"emphasizes"the"

contradictory"relationship"between"structural"inequality"and"the"possibilities"of"

Bildung"for"all,"classic"Bildung"does"not"sufficiently"take"into"account"the"

societal"limitations"on"the"possibility"of"Bildung"as"a"right"and/or"possibility"of"

all"individuals"(Klafki,"2000b,"2005,"Study"1)."Pestalozzi"(1931)"offers"

progressive,"Utopian"visions"reaching"beyond"the"feudal"system"of"his"time,"but"

his"Utopia"was"a"society"based"on"vocation"and"social"estate,"and"thus"on"an"

acceptance"of"unequal"forms"of"living"and"participation"in"social"life."Classic"
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Bildung"fails"to"realize"the"radical"societal"implications"of"its"own"war"cry"of"

freedom"and"equality"(through"Bildung)"for"humanity"(all"individuals)."

Because"of"the"lack"of"social"critique"as"a"theoretical"resource"for"Bildung,"it"

generated"into"a"social"privilege,"as"the"democratic"reforms"and"revolutions"of"

the"eighteenth"century"lost"their"momentum."Bildung"became"a"mechanism"of"

social"delineation"against"the"uneducated"masses"that"emerged"with"the"

industrial"revolution."It"became"a"stabilizing"factor"in"an"unequal,"class=ridden"

society."Thus"further"development"of"the"Bildung"tradition"must"emphasize"

Bildung"as"political"Bildung;"this"is"one"of"the"lessons"from"classic"Bildung"

(Klafki,"2000b)."

According"to"Biesta"(2005,"2011,"Ch."4),"the"classic"Bildung"concept"is"limited"

because"of"its"legitimizing"base"of"humanism."There"is"only"one"definition"of"

being"human"(the"norm"of"humanity),"and"it"is"the"Kantian"autonomous"rational"

individual."This"limiting"concept"of"humanity"is"linked"to"the"Enlightenment"

project"of"technological"and"cultural"progress"being"the"only"true"destiny"for"

humankind."

Humboldt"argues"that"while"a"being"is"born"free,"it"must"be"educated"for"

humanity,"and"that"this"education"(Bildung)"is"the"purpose"of"human"life."It"

operates"with"a"fundamental"inequality"between"the"Gebildet"(those"who"have"

Bildung)"and"those"who"have"not"yet"acquired"Bildung,"that"is,"the"teacher/child"

relation"is"asymmetrical."If"humanity"is"something"that"requires"education"

(Bildung),"Bildung"is"a"mechanism"for"distinguishing"between"humans"and"

those"who"are"not"yet"humans."This"Bildung"concept"marginalizes"those"deemed"

to"be"irrational,"savage,"uncivilized,"uneducated."It"marginalizes"children,"as"

they"are"per"definition"in"need"of"Bildung"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."4)."

Schnack"(2003)"interprets"humanism"differently,"for"he"notes"from"a"humanist"

perspective,"it"is"not"the"teacher’s"job"to"form"the"students"into"something"

particular,"apart"from"him/herself."In"Lüth’s"(2000)"interpretation"of"Humboldt,"

as"I"have"already"mentioned,"he"argues"Bildung"has"no"prespecified"telos;"it"

cannot"be"ascertained"in"advance"which"individualities"will"emerge."
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Whether"or"not"humanism"inspires"normalizing"educational"thinking"is"a"matter"

of"interpretation."While"I"can"follow"Biesta’s"(2002,"2011,"Ch."4,"2012,"Ch."6)"

critique"of"the"limiting"and"normalizing"effects"of"Kantian"Bildung,"I"also"

recognize"Schnack’s"and"Lüth’s"interpretations"of"humanism"as"inspiring"

diversity"and"freedom."Biesta"(2012,"Ch."6)"argues"that"his"position"(and"thus"his"

critique"of"humanism)"is"about"leaving"“radically"open”"the"question"concerning"

what"constitutes"humanity"and"humanness."In"my"interpretation,"Schnack"and"

Lüth"agree"with"this"openness,"but"they"find"a"place"for"it"inside"humanism."This"

is"partly"why"I"choose"to"place"myself"at"the"Threshold"between"modernism"and"

postmodernism"with"regards"to"Didaktik"(see"below)."

What"I"remain"most"critical"of"is"the"Enlightenment"notion"of"universal,"

unchanging"reason."Biesta"(2002)"draws"on"Latour"(1983),"who"argues"that"the"

universal"is"in"fact"the"effect"of"a"specific"local"practice’s"successful"extension."As"

I"will"return"to"in"the"critical"Bildung"critique,"Biesta"(2002)"also"criticizes"the"

idea"that"power"and"knowledge"can"be"separated."Even"though"Kant"

distinguishes"between"Verstand"(pure,"instrumental"reason)"and"Vernunft"

(reason"stemming"from"knowledge"plus"(moral)"reflections"over"this"

knowledge),"I"agree"with"Biesta"that"classic"Bildung"addresses"reason"as"a"

universal,"objective"category."

Critical!Bildung!
According"to"Biesta"(2002),"the"concept"of"Bildung"was"exchanged"for"

psychological"and"sociological"notions"during"the"1960s."At"the"same"time,"a"

new"generation"of"German"educational"theorists"confronted"the"fascist"

involvements"of"their"forebears."The"critical"theory"of"the"Frankfurt"School"and"

Neo=Marxist"perspectives"were"gaining"momentum."Wolfgang"Klafki"is"a"

significant"contributor"to"Didaktik;"now"a"professor"emeritus,"he"comes"from"

this"generation"of"German"educational"theorists"(Künzli,"2000)."

The"following"figure"provides"an"overview"of"critical"Bildung,"according"to"this"

study’s"analytical"categories."I"will"elaborate"on"these"categories"in"the"

remainder"of"this"section."
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Aspect Definition 

Objective Every individual’s self-formation into an autonomous, 
free-thinking subject by the development of all human 
powers supporting three skills: a) self-determination; b) 
co-determination; c) solidarity 

Content Key problems; exemplary content 

Legitimizing base True emancipation and liberation from a position outside 
social and historical determination and ideology. The 
possibility of an in-depth understanding of society, and 
thus societal “rights” and “wrongs” 

Figure!5:!The!objective,!content,!and!legitimizing!base!of!critical!Bildung!

"

The$objective$of$critical$Bildung$
Klafki"(2005)"and"Schnack"(2003)"write"from"a"humanist"perspective."In"this"

perspective,"the"human"subject"has"intrinsic"value."The"human"subject"as"a"

socializing,"acting,"feeling,"and"knowing"entity"must"be"the"fundamental"

category"for"every"attempt"to"understand,"explain,"or"interpret"the"human"

condition."

Klafki"(2005,"p."68)"defines"his"critical"concept"of"Bildung"as"a"process"directed"

towards"three"fundamental"abilities"that"should"be"cultivated"in"every"human"

being"(thus"Bildung"for"all"–"or"Allgemeinbildung"meaning"general"Bildung):"1)"

self=determination;"2)"co=determination;"and"3)"solidarity,"understood"as"the"

ability"to"make"an"effort"for,"and"unite"with,"those"people"who"are"partly"or"

wholly"prevented"from"developing"and"exercising"self="and"co=determination"

because"of"oppressive"societal"structures."

Schnack"(2003)"discusses"Bildung"in"relation"to"democracy,"and"stresses"that"

democracy"as"an"educational"category"can"and"must"be"defined"in"a"way"

connecting"with"freedom,"equality,"and"brotherhood,"mirroring"modernity’s"war"

cry."Thus"corresponding"concepts"of"self=determination,"co=determination"and"

solidarity"can"serve"in"a"general"framework,"orienting"education"for"democracy"

–"or"more"precisely:"democracy"as"a"Bildung"concept"(Klafki,"2005)."
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Self=determination"is"connected"to"freedom."This"is"not"the"freedom"to"do"as"one"

wants"here"and"now"but"rather"the"competence"and"will"to"take"responsibility"

for,"and"act"on,"one’s"own"situation"and"life."Self=determination"as"an"aspect"of"

Bildung"for"all"encompasses"a"central"tenet"of"the"Enlightenment"(Klafki,"2005,"

p."114),"namely"the"right"and"possibility"of"every"human"to"develop"a"self=

determination"ability,"which"Kant"(2009)"famously"described"as"man’s"release"

from"his"self=incurred"tutelage."Klafki"stressed"the"societal"conditions"for"this"

self=determination,"as"we"will"read"below."

Co=determination"corresponds"with"equality"in"a"similar"way."From"the"Klafkian"

perspective,"democracy"is"characterized"by"a"continuous"effort"to"level"

differences"in"power."The"demand"for"co=determination"is"fundamentally"a"

critique"of"every"authoritarian"arrangement."

Solidarity"is"a"direct"antifascist"idea."For"those"who"do"not"possess"the"material"

and/or"mental"resources"to"handle"competition,"equality"and"justice"are"tough"

as"stand=alone"concepts."The"self="and"co=determining"subjects"must"commit"to"

the"notion"of"solidarity."

Along"the"lines"of"Habermas"(2004),"Klafki"(2005)"argues"that"Bildung"is"about"

settling"disagreements"with"reasoning,"or"solving"matters"by"the"force"of"the"

better"argument"(Klafki,"2005,"pp."79=80)."Therefore,"Bildung"is"used"to"counter"

“wrong”"perceptions"of"societal"matters"that"uphold"inequality"(pp."132=133)."In"

this"way,"Bildung"also"brings"with"it"an"aspect"of"critical"conscientiousness."

Klafki"also"identifies"a"category"that"he"defines"as"instrumental"knowledge,"

abilities,"and"skills,"by"which"he"means"reading"and"writing"skills"(this"holds"

importance"for"the"literacy=dimension"of"my"study),"basic"algebra,"observation"

ability,"craft"skills,"and"information"handling,"along"with"virtues,"such"as"self="

discipline,"ability"to"concentrate"and"to"focus,"willingness"to"participate,"and"so"

forth."The"main"category"of"critical"Bildung"is"the"individual,"who"must"acquire"

the"basic"skills"of"self=determination,"co=determination,"and"solidarity,"yet"still"

develop"all"dimensions"of"the"personality."While"Klafki"(2000b)"stresses"that"

Bildung"occurs"between"the"poles"of"individuality"and"commonality,"
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nevertheless,"his"Bildungsideal"(the"objective"of"Bildung)"prescribes"Bildung"as"

abilities"each"individual"student"must"develop."

The$content$of$critical$Bildung$
Klafki’s"(2005,"Study"2)"critical"Bildung"presupposes"certain"content,"which"falls"

into"two"categories:"

First"is"societal/global!content,"contained"in"five"problems"that"–"in"our"given"

epoch"–"have"global"relevance"and"are"thus"termed"“key"problems"of"the"modern"

world”"(Klafki,"1996,"p."9)."These"problems"are"concerned"with"war/peace,"the"

environment,"inequality,"information"technology,"and"what"Klafki"(2005)"terms"

problems"related"to"“I–You"relationships,”"those"concerned"with"love,"sexuality,"

and"the"interpersonal"(Klafki,"1996,"pp."9=13;"2005,"pp."79=80)."

Second"is"the"individual!content,"which"targets"the"“multidimensionality”"of"

human"existence"through"aesthetics,"emotions,"cognition,"society,"and"practical"

work,"partly"functioning"as"an"antipole"to"tensions"arising"from"working"with"

the"key"problems"(Klafki,"2005,"pp."87=88)."

These"two"content"categories"refer"to"what"Klafki"(2005,"pp."93=94)"describes"as"

emancipatory"aims,"content,"and"powers."These"are"directly"tied"to"humanistic"

and"democratic"educational"principles,"and"as"such,"they"are"directly"linked"to"

developing"self=determination,"co=determination,"and"solidarity."

The"above=mentioned"instrumental"skills"must"be"developed"in"close"relation"to"

the"three"main"powers"(self=determination,"co=determination,"and"solidarity),"

because"the"instrumental"skills"do"not"themselves"contain"criteria"for"their"use."

For"example,"can"literacy,"understood"as"reading"and"writing"skills,"be"used"in"

relation"to"domination,"war,"and"conflict,"as"well"as"serve"in"peaceful"democratic"

projects?"This"is"why,"according"to"critical"Bildung,"one"must"not"teach"these"

instrumental"skills"as"basics,"in"the"sense"that"a"student"learns"pure"skills"first,"

and"after"mastering"them,"is"ready"to"be"immersed"in"more"demanding"content"

of"the"emancipatory"category"(Klafki,"2005,"p."93)."When"learning"to"read"(when"

developing"a"contextualized"literacy=competence)"one"must"develop"the"formal"
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skills"in"tandem"with"the"three"general"emancipatory"powers."This"also"calls"for"

skills"not"being"taught"in"isolation"but"always"as"part"of"projects"revolving"

around"the"emancipatory"content"categories."Instrumental"skills"are"part"of"

what"I"call"herein"critical"Bildung,"but"they"are"viewed"as"secondary"virtues,"

which"are"always"subordinated"to"the"emancipatory"themes"in"teaching"

processes"and"reflections"over"content."

Bildung"relies"on"the"learner’s"access"to"exemplary!content."This"content"has"the"

quality"that"the"learner"can"work"his/her"way"from"this"specific"content"to"the"

general"knowledge,"powers,"and"mindsets"of"which"this"content"is"an"example"

(Negt,"1975)."Exemplary"content"inspires"the"learner"to"work"from"the"

particular"to"the"general"and"thus"to"gain"insight"into"–"and"develop"his/her"

powers"in"relation"to"–"issues"that"are"on"a"structural,"principal,"and/or"typical"

level"(i.e.,"the"key"problems,"see"Klafki,"2005,"fourth"study)."Here,"we"clearly"

understand"the"link"to"the"notion"of"the"modern"world’s"key"problems"and"the"

discussion"about"instrumental"skills"above."

Paraphrasing"Klafki"(1967),"I"argue"that"content"for"critical"Bildung"must"

correspond"to"all"of"the"following"criteria;"it"must"be:"

• exemplary"

• relevant"for"the"student’s"future"

• connected"and"relevant"to"the"student’s"present"experiences"and"reality""

• something"that"contributes"to"the"student’s"spiritual/intellectual/moral"

life"

The$legitimizing$base$of$critical$Bildung$
Two"emancipatory"but"different"approaches"to"critical"Bildung"dominated"

Danish"Didaktik"of"the"1970s"and"1980s"(Nordenbo,"1995):"namely,"a"Marxist,"

class=struggle=oriented"approach"and"a"cultural=critique"approach."The"former"

aimed"to"develop"“Neo=Marxist"Didaktik"in"the"interest"of"‘children"and"the"

working"class’”"(p."177),"while"the"latter"was"primarily"interested"in"the"“lack"of"
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connexion"between"the"theoretical"knowledge"learned"at"school"on"the"one"

hand"and"the"pupils’"experiences"and"behavior"on"the"other”"(p."177)."

The"legitimizing"base"of"critical"Bildung"is"the"critical=theory"concept"of"ideology"

as"a"set"of"ideas"privileging"the"dominant"class"in"society,"or"Marxist"thinking,"

such"as"Freire’s"(2000)"notion"of"conscientization,"as"an"in=depth"understanding"

of"the"world"that"enables"one"to"discern"power"behind"knowledge"and"thus"

illuminates"oppression."

The"individual"who"has"acquired"critical"Bildung"can"determine"true/false,"

right/wrong"with"regards"to"societal"beliefs,"arrangements,"and"so"forth."

Bildung"is"concerned"with"a"state"of"critical"consciousness"that"will"enable"the"

subject"to"see"through"ideology"and"thus"expose"the"“wrong"perceptions"of"

societal"matters”"(Klafki,"2005,"p."132)."Concepts"such"as"ideology"and"false"

consciousness"function"as"a"modernistic"dualism"like"right/wrong"(perceptions"

of"social"reality)."Along"this"line,"an"explicitly"Marxist"ECEC"Didaktik"of"the"

1970s"and"1980s,"the"so=called"dialectic!structured!pedagogy,"argued"for"

attention"to"both"children’s"“objective"needs”"and"their"“objective"societal"

conditions”"(Broström"&"Rasmussen,"1981,"p."79,"my"translation)"when"

planning"and"reflecting"on"the"pedagogic"practice."See"also"the"section"on"self=

reflection"in"the"methodology"chapter"of"this"Kappa."

According"to"Gur=Ze’ev"(2003),"the"Frankfurt"School’s"critical"theory"preserves"a"

nonhistorical"dimension"in"its"critique"of"the"historical"moment,"what"Biesta"

(2002)"refers"to"as"an"Archimedean"point"(see"more"in"criticism"below),"in"the"

sense"that"critical"Bildung"needs"a"position"of"objectivity"or"in=depth"

(nonideological)"understanding"of"the"real"world."

Klafki"(2005)"is"able"to"specify"group=based"project"work"as"an"emancipatory"

teaching/learning"method"per"se,"and"even"recommends"this"approach"as"a"way"

to"balance"instrumental"content."Another"similar"collective"project=based"

approach"to"teaching"that"was"discussed"is"one"in"Denmark"in"the"1970s"and"

1980s"by"critical"Didaktik=theorist"Knud"Illeris"(1976,"1981)."Krejsler"(2004)"

and"Kvale"(2004)"are"among"those"who"criticize"this"line"of"thinking."
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Critique!of!critical!Bildung:!Towards!critical!Didaktik!on!

postmodernism’s!doorstep!
This"section"aims"to"evaluate"critical"Bildung"to"develop"the"postmodern"

Bildung"concept."I"choose"the"label"postmodern!Bildung,"as"it"seems"most"

congruent"with"the"analysis"I"am"undertaking"in"this"study."Thus"I"do"not"claim"

to"have"invented,"or"otherwise"claim"for"my"own"in"general,"the"concept"of"

postmodern"Bildung."It"could"also"be"called"Bildung"on"postmodernism’s"

threshold,"or"Bildung"inspired"by"postmodernism."

I"will"use"the"analytical"categories"objective,!content,!and"legitimizing!base"to"

structure"the"critique,"as"I"have"done"with"classic"and"critical"Bildung"in"the"

previous"section."Compared"with"the"previous"section,"this"section"is"more"

detailed,"with"each"category"having"its"own"subsection"of"critique"and"of"the"

category"developed"in"response"to"the"critique."This"is"because"this"section"

contains"the"generative"core"of"my"study:"the"discussion"of"the"tensions"between"

critical"Didaktik"and"postmodern"perspectives."

This"section"departs"from"postmodern"perspectives."During"my"doctoral"study,"I"

have"become"aware"that"claiming"postmodernism"is"a"potentially"controversial"

act"in"contemporary"academia."It"seems"to"me"that"postmodernism"is"widely"

interpreted"as"an"invitation"to"pursue"an"anything=goes"approach"to"theory"and"

practice,"in"which"form"and"communication"replace"content."Rasmussen"(1996)"

describes"this"as"“postmodern"indulgence”"(p."9,"my"translation)."I"agree"with"

Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"(2007)"and"Biesta"(1995,"2005)"that"this"

interpretation"of"postmodernism"ignores"the"paradigm’s"political"and"ethical"

agenda."It"is"precisely"postmodern"politics"and"ethics"that"I"will"focus"on"in"this"

section"in"which"I"want"to"respond"to"the"criticism"of"critical"Bildung"by"turning"

postmodernism,"as"the"primary"source"of"criticism,"into"the"primary"source"of"

inspiration."

First,"one"should"distinguish"between"postmodernism"as"a"real=life"situation"

(postmodernism"as"a"condition)"and"as"a"theoretical"analysis"of"this"condition"

(postmodernism"as"position)"(Biesta,"1995)."In"making"the"same"distinction,"but"
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with"different"concepts,"Rhedding=Jones"(2005)"argues"that"poststructuralism"is"

characterized"by"a"deconstruction"of"discourse"and"text"with"a"view"to"dispute"

meanings."Poststructuralism"is"theorization"in,"and"of,"the"postmodern"age:"

“Poststructuralism"theorizes"the"postmodern"[condition]”"(p."124,"my"insert)."

Biesta"(1995)"claims"that"even"though"postmodernism"and"poststructuralism"as"

concepts"are"sometimes"used"indiscriminately,"postmodernism"is"the"less"

ambiguous"term."

During"the"peer"review"period"for"this"dissertation’s"Paper"I"(in"the"process"of"

its"being"accepted"for"publication"in"the"journal"for"which"it"was"written),"this"

discussion"about"how"to"label"postmodernism"as"a"position"and"a"condition"

became"an"issue."I"also"received"criticism"for"referring"to"the"work"of"Dahlberg,"

Moss,"and"Pence"(2007),"as"an"example"of"ECEC=theory"from"a"postmodern"

position."This"is"partly"why"(in"that"paper)"I"chose"Koro=Ljungberg’s"(2008)"very"

pragmatic"approach"of"writing"“postmodernism/poststructuralism”"in"Paper"I"in"

the"first"place."But"this"move"on"my"part"then"attracted"criticism"from"the"

dissertation"committee"appointed"to"access"the"scientific"quality"of"this"

dissertation."As"I"want"the"reader"to"appreciate"the"“contestedness”"of"the"very"

label"of"postmodernism,"I"wish"to"make"the"following"point"clear"in"relation"to"

my"study:"

• I"treat"postmodernism"mainly"as"a"condition"in"the"section"containing"the"

analysis"of"life"in"the"Empire."

• I"treat"postmodernism"mainly"as"a"theoretical/epistemological"position"

in"this"section"containing"the"critique"of"critical"Bildung."

• When"I"refer"to"postmodern"Bildung,"postmodern"Didaktik,"and/or"

Didaktik"and"Bildung"at"postmodernism’s"doorstep,"I"refer"to"both"the"

condition"and"the"position."Postmodern"Bildung"is"a"concept"of"Bildung"

with"relevance"for"this"epoch"of"time"(condition),"because"it"engages"with"

postmodern"theoretical"insights"(theory)."In"my"opinion,"it"makes"sense"

to"claim"that"as"critical"pedagogy"connects"the"system"to"the"pedagogy"

(Schnack,"1992)"and"connects"the"society"to"education"(Giroux"&"Giroux,"

2006),"it"connects"postmodernism"as"condition"with"postmodernism"as"
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theory."It"repoliticizes"education,"as"it"links"societal"diagnosis"with"a"

critical"theoretical"response"(Biesta,"1995)."

Using"the"umbrella"term"postfoundationalism,"Moss"(2007b,"p."231)"reviews"

approaches"that"are"skeptical"of"“the"stable"and"coherent"self,"the"transparency"

of"language,"the"rationality"of"humans,"and"the"ability"of"reason"to"overcome"

conflicts"between"truth,"power,"and"knowledge.”"As"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"

(2007,"Ch."2)"argue,"the"project"of"postmodernity"covers"the"following"three"

themes:"

First,"the"postmodern"project"implies"a"critique"of"history"and/or"human"

development"as"a"linear"process."Trust"in"the"grand"narratives"of"human"culture,"

such"as"Enlightenment"accounts"of"scientific"and"cultural"progress"through"

industrialization"and"modernization"(see"Paper"II,"and"Lyotard,"1984),"are"

replaced"by"curiosity"towards"slight,"contextual"narratives."Postmodernism"

problematizes"universalism."

Second,"the"postmodern"project"implies"a"critique"of"modernity’s"disinterested,"

objective"science."Science"holds"no"monopoly"on"truth,"and"therefore,"science"

cannot"be"used"to"legitimate"or"privilege"certain"forms"of"thinking"and"

practicing."Rather"than"being"a"mediator"of"the"truth"about"ways"of"being,"doing,"

and"knowing,"science"itself"is"a"particular"form"of"thinking"and"practicing"

(research"methods,"paradigms,"etc.)."This"might"mean"that"thought"and"practice"

must"turn"to"new"ways"of"legitimizing"themselves,"as"they"cannot"appeal"to"

truth/science."It"also"means"that"science"must"legitimize"itself."This"issue"is"

discussed"throughout"the"study."

Third,"postmodernists"reject"claims"to"representation."There"is"no"single,"

universal,"transcendent"reality"–"instead,"there"is"an"unlimited"complex"of"

multiple"perspectives,"entangled"and"interacting"in"the"co=construction"of"

diverse"realities."Claims"to"representation"are"tools"to"project/hide"power;"

representation"privileges"one"perspective,"set"of"values,"or"practices"–"and"by"

this"gesture,"it"marginalizes"and"silences"others."Claims"to"representation"
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accordingly"are"claims"to"truth"and"as"such"are"viewed"as"normalizing"practice"

from"a"postmodern"perspective."Construction"replaces"representation."

To"this"list,"I"want"to"add"the"critique"of"the"individual"(human)"autonomous"

subject"as"the"fundamental"category."Postmodernists"–"or"more"precisely"

posthumanists"–"are"skeptical"of"this"idea"of"the"human"subject."When"Foucault"

announced"the"death"of"the"human"subject,"it"was"this"idea’s"death"he"had"in"

mind."Analytical"focus"shifts"from"the"individual"subject"to"how"subjectivity"(and"

autonomy"–"together"with"every"trait"otherwise"associated"with"subjectivity)"–"

is"a"feature"of"the"relation;"subjectivity"stems"from"inter=subjectivity"–"and"not"

the"other"way"around"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."4;"2012)."As"one"might"guess,"this"has"a"

potentially"serious"impact"on"Bildung"theory!"

Even"though"I"find"hard"to"separate"the"above"categories"clearly"from"one"

another,"I"will"use"them"as"a"springboard"to"define"postmodernism"(as"a"

theoretical"position)"for"this"study."In"my"study,"postmodernism"denotes"

critiques"of:"

• grand"narratives"

• universalism,"objectivity,"and"decontextualized"truth"

• representation"

• the"idea"of"the"autonomous"human"subject"

Or,"in"positive"terms,"postmodernism"denotes"an"interest"in:"

• contextualized"meanings"and"‘little’"narratives"

• diversity,"contextuality,"complexity"

• how"the"“real”"is"socially"and"discursively"constructed"

• how"subjectivity"and"autonomy"are"contingent"on"relationships"and"

contextual"matters"

The"above"should"establish"that"postmodernism"does"not"mean"anything"goes."

The"project"of"postmodernity"does"not"have"a"monopoly"on"being"skeptical"of"

claims"to"universal"truth,"reason,"and"science"as"proprietors"of"disinterested,"
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objective"knowledge."Critical"theorists"such"as"Habermas"(2004),"Adorno"and"

Horkheimer"(1972),"and"Marcuse"(1964)"have"already"brought"forward"fierce"

critiques"of"modernity."

The"following"critique"of"critical"Bildung"and"the"development"of"a"postmodern"

Bildung"concept"rely"on"several"different"theoretical"sources"from"the"

postmodern"(as"defined"above)"realm."The"most"important"of"these"sources"are"

(in"nonprioritized"order):"a)"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"(2007)"and"Dahlberg"

and"Moss"(2005)"for"their"work"on"minor"politics"in"ECEC,"contextualized"

knowledge,"critical"perspectives"on"power/knowledge"in"ECEC,"and"their"

interpretation"of"postmodern"ethics"of"both"Bauman"(1993)"and"Levinas"(1989)"

in"the"ECEC"setting;"b)"Biesta"(1995,"2005,"2011,"2012)"for"his"work"on"

specifically"addressing"the"issues"with"critical"theory,"Bildung,"and"

postmodernism,"including"his"interpretation"of"Arendt"in"relation"to"the"concept"

of"action;"and"c)"Broström"(2006a,"2011a,"2012)"for"his"work"on"bringing"the"

tensions"between"Didaktik/Bildung"and"postmodernism"directly"into"ECEC."

Primarily"based"on"this"literature,"I"have"formulated"my"critique"of"critical"

Bildung."In"the"figure"below,"I"have"connected"it"to"the"analytical"categories"I"use"

in"my"Bildung"analysis"to"provide"an"overview."In"the"rest"of"this"section,"the"

criticisms"sketched"in"the"model"will"be"fleshed"out,"and"in"the"process"of"

criticizing"critical"Bildung,"I"develop"the"approach"to"postmodern"Bildung"that"

guides"my"study."
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Aspect Definition Criticism 

Objective Every individual’s self-formation 
into an autonomous, free-thinking 
subject by the development of all 
human powers supporting three 
abilities: a) self-determination; b) 
co-determination; c) solidarity 

Subjectivity is socially and 
discursively constructed 
 
Self-determination, co-
determination, and subjectivity 
might be possible qualities of the 
relationship/context, not individual 
powers 
 
Freedom is a quality of the relation, 
not something to be acquired by the 
subject 

Content Key problems; exemplary content. 
Content with emancipatory potential 

Following from the criticism of the 
objective, content in itself is not 
emancipatory. Freedom is not in 
the content; it is in the relation, in 
the possibility for action 

Legitimizing 
base 

True emancipation and liberation 
from a position outside the social 
and historical determination and 
ideology. The possibility of an in-
depth understanding of society, and 
thus societal “rights” and “wrongs: 

Humanism is a normalizing 
concept. Power and knowledge 
cannot be separated, which 
challenges any notion of true or in-
depth knowledge  

Figure!6:!Criticism!of!critical!Bildung!

"

The$socially$constructed$subject$
Subjectivity"can"be"seen"as"socially"and"discursively"constructed."The"social"

construct"of"subjectivity"problematizes"the"whole"idea"about"the"autonomous"

individual"who"stands"apart"from"–"but"encounters"–"the"world"to"understand"

him/herself"and"develop"his/her"powers."Subjectivity"is"not"developed"from"

within,"but"it"is"constructed"in"the"social"realm"–"in"the"relation."An"example"is"

Fendler’s"(2001)"concept"of"developmentality,"which"is"a"term"based"on"

Foucault’s"notion"of"governmentality."Developmentality"captures"the"

normalizing"social"processes"at"play,"when"developmental"psychology’s"

emphasis"on"biological"stages"of"development"creates"a"social"norm"of"the"

scientific!child"(Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."46)"by"which"children"and"

adults"alike"learn"to"relate"to,"and"govern,"themselves."Because"language"is"

performative,"discourses"create"subjects"and"possibilities"for"subjectivity."
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Another"example"of"how"the"relation"is"constitutive"of"subjectivity"is"Arendt’s"

(2005)"notion"of"vita!activa."In"vita"activa,"Arendt"distinguishes"between"three"

activities"of"ontological"character:"Labor"is"about"upholding"life,"necessity,"

consumption,"and"reproduction;"work"is"about"developing"and"sustaining"

culture;"and"action"is"about"freedom."In"labor"and"work,"objectives"are"extrinsic"

to"the"activity."Action"is"an"end"in"itself."Here"Arendt’s"connection"to"Aristotle’s"

notions"of"poesis"(labor"and"work)"and"praxis"(action)"is"clear."Freedom"exists"in"

action,"and"subjects"are"free"as"long"as"they"act;"or"rather,"the"subject"is"free"as"

long"as"action"is"possible."

Where"critical"and"classic"Bildung"view"freedom"in"terms,"such"as"an"

autonomous"subject,"with"autonomy"being"a"quality"of"the"rational,"self=

determining"subject,"Arendt"(2005)"and"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."4)"emphasize"how"

freedom"is"a"quality"of"human"interaction."Freedom"is"a"quality"of"the"relation,"

not"of"the"individual,"expressed"in"the"terms"I"use"in"this"analysis"of"the"Bildung"

concept."Subjectivity"is"a"quality"of"human"interaction"(Biesta,"2009,"p."125)."As"

Biesta"(2011,"Ch."4)"develops"“a"pedagogy"of"interruption,”"with"inspiration"

drawn"from"Arendt,"he"emphasizes"how"the"notions"of"activity"and"freedom"

correspond"to"a"public"sphere"whereby"freedom"can"come"into"being."As"such,"

freedom"is"a"quality"of"interaction"and"relation."Action"is"a"two=fold"concept:"

First,"it"is"about"taking"initiative,"starting"something."It"is"about"bringing"

something"unique"into"the"sphere."Second,"it"is"about"responses"to"these"

initiatives."Action"is"never"possible"in"isolation."In"action,"and"thus"in"freedom,"

everything"depends"on"how"others"receive"and"respond"to"our"initiations."The"

subject"is"an"initiator,"as"well"as"someone"affected"by"and"responding"to"others’"

initiations."

A"third"example"of"the"relation’s"centrality"is"Levinas’"(1989)"work"on"the"Ethics"

on"an"Encounter."Like"Løgstrup"(1983),"Levinas"works"with"a"situated"ethics,"

wherein"the"relation"in"terms"of"the"face=to=face"encounter"takes"primacy."In"the"

encounter,"we"are"responsible"for"each"other,"and"we"must"commit"to"this"

responsibility."Løgstrup"famously"expressed"this"as"holding"a"little"bit"of"the"life"

of"the"Other"in"your"hands."For"Levinas,"individual"autonomy"is"replaced"by"the"
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obligation"to"not"grasp"the"Other,"in"the"sense"of"not"forcing"one’s"preconceived"

notions"upon"the"Other;"neither"directly"nor"indirectly"(as"in"categorizing"the"

Other,"essentially"making"the"Other"into"a"variation"of"the"Same)."The"Other"is"

fundamentally"incomprehensible."Thus"the"subject"should"be"a"host,"welcoming"

and"taking"responsibility"for"the"Other"(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005)."

We"see"the"contrast"to"Bildung"most"clearly"in"von"Humboldt’s"(1793)"classic"

theory"of"Bildung"in"which"the"individual’s"project"of"self=formation"benefitted"

from"exposure"to"“pure"and"determined”"characters"(see"above,"p."55)."In"

addition,"classic"Bildung’s"notion"of"the"individual"acquiring"the"richness"and"

diversity"of"the"Other"marks"a"fundamentally"different"approach"to"the"relation"

as"a"category"in"Bildung."In"critical"Bildung,"the"notion"of"ideology"and"the"idea"

that"truth"can"be"uncovered"from"beneath"ideology,"under"which"it"is"buried,"

does"not"instantly"sync"up"with"the"commitment"to"not"grasping"an"

incomprehensible"Other."In"a"relation"governed"by"truth"or"some"form"of"in=

depth"understanding,"the"Other"is"not"fundamentally"incomprehensible,"but"

instead"the"Other"might"be"suffering"from"false"consciousness,"objectively"

wrong"perceptions"of"social"reality,"and"so"forth."

This"part"of"the"critique"can"be"summarized"in"this"way:"Through"its"objective"

(the"Bildungsideal)"critical"Bildung"addresses"the"individual"subject"and"the"

development"of"powers"as"this"individual’s"qualities,"and"as"such,"it"does"not"

sufficiently"take"into"account"the"relation"as"the"fundamental"category"for"

morality"and"subjectivity."The"very"notion"of"Bildung"as"self=formation"is"

logically"problematized"in"postmodernism"that"contests"the"idea"of"the"(isolated"

and"autonomous)"self."But"how"will"Bildung"–"and"especially"the"objective"of"

Bildung"–"manage"without"the"self"(individual)"as"the"fundamental"category?"

I"take"this"opportunity"to"reconceptualize"the"word"Bildung."It"translates"

directly"to"formation"–"which"is"not"necessarily"self=formation."Based"on"the"

criticism"above,"I"propose"that"the"objective"of"postmodern"Bildung"is"relation@

formation:"
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The$objective$of$postmodern$Bildung$

Aspect Definition 

Objective Forming ethical relations whereby action is possible 

Figure!7:!The!objective!of!postmodern!Bildung!

"

Postmodern"Bildung’s"object"is"the"context"and"not"the"individual."The"objective"

of"postmodern"Bildung"is"to"form"the"context"and"the"relation."Forming"ethical"

relations"is"thus"not"a"project"the"adult"(teacher"and/or"pedagogue)"executes"on"

the"individual"child;"instead"it"is"a"shared"commitment"to"develop"a"shared,"

mutually"welcoming"context."The"principles"of"welcoming"and"nongrasping"

(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005)"are"seen"as"contextual"qualities."Self=determination,"

co=determination,"and"solidarity"(Klafki,"2005)"might"likewise"be"viewed"as"

contextual"qualities."When"Bildung’s"objective"is"seen"as"forming"ethical"

relationships,"it"is"committed"to"a"situated,"contextualized"ethics"of"openness"

and"welcoming."Both"classic"and"critical"Bildung"work"with"emancipating"the"

individual"through"a"Bildungsideal"(objective"of"Bildung),"specifying"powers"the"

individual"must"develop"to"be"set"free."Postmodern"Bildung"works"with"freedom"

as"a"relational"quality"through"an"objective"specifying"subjects’"shared"

responsibility."

While"the"critical"Bildung"approach"does"critique"an"overemphasis"on"skills,"it"

still"operates"with"the"needy"child;"the"child"is"in"need"of"Bildung"(or"

comprehensive"personal"development)."Postmodern"Bildung"aims"to"disturb"the"

consensus"around"this"very"notion"of"the"needy"child."In"a"way,"the"proposed"

postmodern"Bildung"takes"the"pressure"off"the"child"to"live"up"to"some"

prespecified"ideas"about"what"a"good"democrat"looks"like."Although"there"is"

quite"a"difference"between"developmental"psychology"(Burman,"1994;"Fendler,"

2001)"and"critical"Bildung,"the"latter"cannot"fully"reject"the"criticism"that"

installing"a"Bildungsideal"for"the"child’s"self=formation"enforces"yet"another"

norm"by"which"children"and"adults"must"attempt"to"govern"themselves"(Biesta,"

2011,"Ch."4;"2012)."I"will"return"to"this"idea,"as"I"proceed"further"into"my"critique"

of"critical"Bildung"below."
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Even"though"Broström"(2006,"2011a),"as"a"critical"Bildung"theorist,"emphasizes"

the"traditional"Klafkian"focus"on"the"individual"and"developing"the"three"general"

powers,"the"move"from"individual"to"relationship"that"I"propose"here"is"

consistent"with"his"observations"(2011a)"on"what"constitutes"postmodernism"in"

ECEC."

From$the$general$and$universal$to$the$common$and$political:$

Content$in$postmodern$Bildung$
When"subjectivity"is"a"relational"matter"of"freedom"and"action"(see"above),"

educational"content"can"be"understood"in"relation"to"subject=matter"learning,"

and"as"having"to"do"with"qualifications"(skills"and"knowledge)"and"socialization"

(adjustment"to"the"existing"societal"and"political"structures)"(Biesta,"2011,"Chs."

1,"4,"and"5)."Acquiring"abstract"knowledge"is"not"a"process"that"is"relevant"with"

regards"to"subjectification,"which"is"a"term"that"denotes"the"opposite"of"

socialization"–"a"mode"of"living"that"is"independent"of"existing"structures"

(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."1)."

In"my"opinion,"this"is"where"Didaktik,"with"its"content=emphasis,"should"hold"its"

head"up"high."Even"though"I"argue"for"shifting"the"analytical"weight"from"the"

individual"to"the"relation,"I"see"no"reason"to"downplay"Bildung’s"content"aspect,"

despite"arguments"by"Arendt"(2005)"and"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."4;"2012),"we"can"well"

understand"that"freedom"is"not"in"the"content;"rather,"the"content"is"always"in"

the"context"of"forming"the"relation."As"Broström"(2006)"notes"in"a"discussion"

about"care"and"relations,"the"relation"between"the"child"and"the"pedagogue"is"

always,"at"least"partly,"characterized"by"a"shared"experience."Freedom"is"

contingent"on"action,"and"action"is"contingent"on"a"public"sphere"in"which"the"

subject’s"initiations"are"to"obtain"responses."The"content"question"is"then"the"

question"of"how"to"create"this"public"sphere:"With"which"themes,"problems,"

materials,"and"projects"can"the"pedagogue"create"a"public"sphere"for"reacting"to"

the"children’s"initiations"in"a"project"on"water,"for"example."The"content"

translates"to"the"context"of"the"ethical"relation"whereby"action"is"possible;"in"

this,"it"relates"to"postmodern"Bildung’s"objective."
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The"ethical"relations"I"discussed"above"always"take"place"in"particular"contexts."

With"Arendt"(2005)"and"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."4),"we"observed"how"action"as"

initiation"is"about"an"individual"bringing"something"unique"into"the"world"and"

how"action"as"reaction"is"about"responding"to"others’"beginnings"and"initiatives."

Bildung’s"content"category"marshals"due"interest"in"the"content=aspect"of"this"

activity"that"is"initiated"and"its"content=aspect"entails"the"response."Before"I"

proceed"further,"I"want"to"further"explore"content"in"relation"to"Biesta’s"(2011,"

Ch."1)"notions"of"qualifications,"socialization,"and"subjectification."

Proponents"of"critical"Bildung,"such"as"Klafki,"Schnack,"and"Broström,"tend"to"

include"all"three"of"Biesta’s"(2011,"Ch."1)"aspects"of"education"(qualification,"

socialization,"and"subjectification)"in"the"Bildung"concept."Subjectification"as"an"

emancipatory"category"is"fundamental"to"the"critical"Bildung"concept."An"

example"is"Broström"(2008)"arguing"that"kindergarten’s"objective"of"is"to"

contribute"to"the"child’s"school"readiness,"and"in"doing"so"(socialization"and"

qualifications),"it"must"have"a"critical,"liberating"foundation"that"reaches"beyond"

school"readiness"or"any"other"existing"category,"for"that"matter"

(subjectification)."Another"example"is"Klafki’s"(2005,"Study"3)"discussion"of"

instrumental"content"that"is"included"in"–"but"subordinated"to"–"emancipatory"

content."What"we"can"take"from"Klafki"is"the"(problematic)"notion"of"

emancipatory"content,"or"at"a"minimum,"a"willingness"to"distinguish"between"

forms"of"content,"with"regards"to"Bildung."A"final"example"is"Nielsen’s"(1973)"

point"that"(critical)"Bildung"has"two"dimensions:"a)"One"must"acquire"relevant"

skills"and"knowledge"(content);"and"b)"One"must"develop"criteria"for"using"these"

skills"and"this"knowledge"(parallel"to"Kant’s"(2009)"distinction"between"

Vernunft"and"Verstand,"see"under"Classic"Bildung)."The"notion"of"criteria"

commits"the"student"(and"the"teacher/pedagogue)"to"take"responsibility"for"the"

content,"a"responsibility"with"regards"to"where,"when,"how,"and"to"what"ends"to"

use"the"skills,"knowledge,"and"insight"acquired"from"such"educational"content."

These"concepts"of"criteria"and"responsibility"are"rooted"in"the"legitimizing"base"

of"critical"Bildung."Thus"they"are"based"on"humanistic"norms"and/or"the"

distinction"between"ideology"and"(real)"truth"(see"next"section),"along"with"a"
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clear"understanding"that"responsibility"is"connected"to"the"individual"subject"

(see"previous"section),"and"these"concepts"fall"outside"Biesta’s"definition"of"

subjectification."Even"so,"they"still"denote"a"shared"(with"subjectification)"

common"orientation"towards"transgressing"the"existing"social"norms"and"orders"

in"the"name"of"freedom."

With"regards"to"the"educational"content"–"the"Bildung"side"–"it"is"important"to"

not"downplay"that"Klafki"does"not"concern"himself"with"teaching"children"to"

cope"with"our"modern"era’s"global"problems."The"general"core"problems"are"to"

be"viewed"and"analyzed"in"tandem"with"diverse,"individual,"and"aesthetic"

content."

Biesta"(2002,"2011,"Ch."5)"evaluates"both"classic"and"critical"Bildung’s"attempt"

to"establish"themselves"as"general"Bildung,"including"universal"content,"and"

does"not"disregard"the"idea"of"educational"content."He"emphasizes"

subjectification"and"thus"argues"that"the"content"question"must"be"approached"

from"the"perspective"of"subjectification,"which"means"that"content"must"be"

judged"in"terms"of"how"it"can"provide"and/or"support"action"(and"thus"freedom)"

to"occur"in"the"teaching"process."This"is"very"close"to"Klafki’s"(2005)"point"that"

(emancipatory)"Bildung"must"be"given"primacy"in"educational"matters."In"my"

opinion,"Klafki"(2005)"perceives"exactly"the"key"problems"as"the"educational"

content"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."5,"pp."118=119)"has"in"mind,"when"he"(Biesta)"

emphasizes"how"content"must"be"something"to"which"the"students"can"relate,"

something"for"them"to"consider,"and"something"that"provides"them"with"

possible"access"to"the"world."

For"clarification,"the"following"figure"demonstrates"my"interpretation"of"a"

possible"relation"between"critical"Bildung"and"Biesta’s"(2011,"Chs."1,"4)"work"on"

the"three"rationales"for"education"(qualification,"socialization,"and"

subjectification),"along"with"his"notion"of"a!pedagogy!of!interruption"in"which"

subjectification"plays"a"central"role."
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Figure!8:!Didaktik!and!a!pedagogy!of!interruption!

"

The"model"explained:"Klafki’s"critical"Didaktik"emphasizes"critical"Bildung"as"(in"

Biesta’s"terms)"qualification,"socialization,"and"subjectification."If"critical"

Bildung"did"not"contain"the"subjectification,"it"would"not"be"Bildung,"only"

adjustment"(Broström,"2012)."Biesta’s"work"with"subjectification,"as"it"is"

undertaken"in"relation"to"the"notion"of!a!pedagogy!of!interruption,"is"not"

concerned"with"all"dimensions"of"education"but"specifically"targets"the"

subjectification"aspect"(Biesta,"2011,"pp."87,"113)."According"to"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."

1),"all"dimensions"must"be"considered"when"examining"the"complex"question"of"

what"constitutes"good"education."In"a"discussion"with"Oelkers"(2000),"Biesta"

(2011,"Ch."5)"connects"content=emphasis"to"the"qualification"rationale"and"

explicitly"states"that"while"educational"content"is"important,"it"is"not"(a"main)"

category"in"the"pedagogy"of"interruption."The"model"does"not"indicate"that"

critical"Didaktik"contains"the"pedagogy"of"interruption,"as"there"are"

fundamental"epistemological"differences"between"these"approaches"(see"

below)."The"model"tries"to"engage"these"two"approaches"in"dialogue,"and"I"

provide"an"overview"of"this"element"in"my"analysis"of"the"Bildung"concept."

In"my"proposal"for"the"content=aspect"of"postmodern"Bildung"I,"will"retain"

Didaktik’s"main"idea"about"the"content’s"centrality."Content"is"part"of"the"

relation’s"context,"and"when"Bildung"is"relation=formation,"Bildung"must"attend"

to"how"content"plays"into"attempts"at"forming"ethical"relationships."Freedom"

(emancipation)"is"in"the"possibility"for"action,"and"thus"content"must"be"selected"

on"based"on"to"which"degree"it"can"facilitate"action"by"facilitating"a"public"
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sphere"capable"of"reacting"and"responding"to"children’s"initiations."Only"in"this"

sense"does"critical"Bildung’s"emancipatory"content"notion"continue"to"make"

sense."

I"will"establish"two"main"principles"for"content"inspired"by"the"above=mentioned"

postmodern"literature."These"principles"do"not"present"a"break"with"the"critical"

Bildung"tradition,"rather"a"reconceptualization"in"terms"of"the"postmodern"

literature."

The$content$of$postmodern$Bildung$

Aspect Definition 

Content Common issues 
Must facilitate a public sphere 

Figure!9:!The!content!of!postmodern!Bildung!

"

Content"must"support"the"child’s"beginnings"and"initiatives."It"must"also"support"

genuine"responses"to"these"beginnings."Such"support’s"radical"consequences"

will"place"a"premium"on"the"content"produced"by"children."Of"course,"content"is"

not"only"understood"in"material"terms"but"also"as"themes,"problems,"and"

perspectives"that"are"part"of"the"educational"process."Olsson"(2009)"gives"an"

example"in"her"description"of"how"the"pedagogues"set"aside"preplanned"project"

work"in"a"kindergarten"to"support"and"document"the"children’s"spontaneous"

interest"in"an"overhead"projector."The"children"experimented"with"light"and"

projected"shadows."They"also"experimented"with"placing"toys"and"other"

material"on"the"plate"to"count"and"categorize"it."It"is"described"as"a"series"of"

playful,"experimental"relations"that"ran"for"some"days"at"the"children’s"own"

initiative."They"took"turns"generating"ideas"among"themselves"and"formed"their"

own"responses."In"this"example,"the"children"literally"experiment"with"different"

ways"of"coming"into"presence"and/or"into"the"world"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."4),"

dressing"up"in"costumes"and"casting"different"silhouettes"on"a"white"screen"in"

the"light"from"the"projector,"much"to"the"excitement"of"the"rest"of"the"group."
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In"my"work"with"literacy"(see"Papers"III"and"IV,"and"below"in"this"Kappa),"I"

emphasize"this"child=centered"content"aspect."This"is"a"main"reason"why"my"

Didaktik"approach"to"literacy"in"ECEC"in"this"regard"overlaps"with"the"

sociocultural"approach"to"literacy."This"approach"argues"for"taking"into"account"

children’s"linguistic"practices,"and"thus"different"cultural"backgrounds."In"other"

words,"it"is"important"that"literacy=pedagogy"invite"the"child"to"come"into"

presence"–"with"literacy"(Paper"III)."

Even"though"I"embrace"and"cherish"children’s"initiations"and"argue"for"thinking"

about"content"in"relation"to"such"initiative,"I"see"an"important"criterion"for"

content,"based"on"the"notion"of"the"common"and/or"common"concerns."

Postmodern"Bildung"is"committed"to"diversity"in"everyday"life,"as"an"intrinsic"

value."This"diversity"is"contingent"on"an"integrated,"open"curriculum"(meaning,"

we"still"need"the"Lehrplan"discussed"above)."If"participation"and"equality"are"to"

mean"something"in"ECEC,"it"is"important"that"children"are"allowed"to"work"with"

their"own"actual"experiences"and"interests."Themes"from"the"real"world"–"the"

children’s"world"–"are"diverse"and"complex"(Broström,"2006)."Thus"diversity"is"

not"something"invented"or"injected"into"everyday"life"–"it"is"a"question"about"

how"to"link"ECEC’s"everyday"life"to"that"found"in"the"surrounding"world"(see"

Papers"III"and"IV)."The"challenge"is"to"see"real"world"problems"–"what"Klafki"

terms"“key"problems”"–"in"children’s"initiations."Along"with"this"interest"of"

viewing"the"children’s"world"(and"their"actions)"as"connected"to"the"public"

sphere,"I"also"take"into"consideration"James,"Jenks,"and"Prout’s"(1998)"warning"

concerning"the!tribal!child!view."The"authors"themselves"write"from"what"can"be"

called"the"childhood"sociology"paradigm"(see"also"Kampmann,"2003)."The"tribal"

child"view"warns"against"studying"children"as"if"childhood"is"a"tribe"into"which"

children"are"initiated"but"a"sphere"in"which"adults"cannot"ever"fully"participate"

yet"are"charged"with"observing"and"describing"in"all"its"exoticism."Childhood"is"a"

category"in"its"own"right"–"but"children’s"lives"of"course"are"interlinked"with"the"

general"societal"condition."Postmodernism"as"a"condition"(see"above)"is"an"

experience"for"children"and"adults"alike."Childhood"content"is"interlinked"with"

adulthood"content,"from"themes,"ideas,"and"values"to"material"objects."
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It"is"not"as"if"(at"least"mainstream,"Western=based"cultural)"childhoods"are"not"

already"entangled"with"the"key"problems."As"children"play"and"ask"questions"in"

the"daycare"center,"they"do"this"in"part"influenced"by"television"watching"when"

at"home"(Broström,"2006a,"p."5)."Regardless"of"whether"the"daycare"facility"

works"with"core"problems,"adult"themes"of"war,"the"environment,"religion,"and"

so"forth"are"visible"in"the"actions,"thoughts,"and"words"of"children"every"day;"

these"issues"are"woven"throughout"(postmodern)"Western"civilization."In"

commuter"trains"connecting"Copenhagen"(the"capital"of"Denmark)"and"its"

suburbs,"video"monitors"in"every"compartment"broadcast"a"combination"of"

breaking"news"and"commercials"to"every"traveler"–"children"and"adults"alike."

Ziehe"(1998)"argues"that"the"border"to"the"adult"world"is"as"“transparent”"(p."

77)"as"it"has"ever"been"in"the"last"two"hundred"years."

Biesta"(2011,"Chs."5=6)"describes"the"notion"of"deliberative"democracy"as"

individual"desires"translated"into"common"concerns."He"does"not"in"particular"

discuss"criteria"for"educational"content"but"rather,"how"democracy"can"be"

understood"in"relation"to"education."I"have"found"his"work"to"be"an"important"

source"of"inspiration"for"connecting"ideas"about"content"to"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"

Pence’s"(2007)"notion"of"the"preschool"as"a"democratic"sphere"and"Broström’s"

similar"emphasis"on"democracy"in"ECEC."

The"public"sphere"is"a"dimension"of"the"social"life"characterized"by"democracy"in"

the"sense"of"collective"deliberation"as"a"transformative"process:"the"

transformation"of"private"concerns"into"public"issues"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."5)."The"

overarching"objective"is"the"common"good"and"the"common"life."In"other"words,"

the"public"sphere"is"that"space"in"which"one"participates"in"the"ongoing"project"

work"about"realizing"the"common"life"and"the"common"good."This"is"a"starting"

point"for"content:"Content"must"inspire"and"support"the"children"in"contributing"

to,"and"participating"in,"collective"project"work,"with"themes"inspired"by"the"

connection"between"their"own"initiations"and"the"surrounding"world."This"idea"

is"further"developed"using"practical"examples"in"Paper"III."
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As"I"argue"in"Paper"IV,"a"holistic,"inclusive"approach"to"early"literacy"teaching"

aims"to"recognize"the"child"by"opening"the"horizon"of"values"(Honneth,"2006)."

This"opening"of"a"horizon"should"not"be"understood"as"an"invitation"to"

aggregate"particularistic"desires"but"instead"as"a"commitment"to"create"a"public"

sphere"as"one"literacy"teaching"dimension."

In"Paper"IV,"I"likewise"argue"for"1)"structuring"the"participatory=oriented"early"

literacy"learning"processes"around"common,"diverse"projects"on"which"the"

whole"class"can"work,"and"2)"including"some"forums"whereby"the"children,"

either"individually"or"in"small"groups,"can"present,"perform,"or"otherwise"act"in"

ways"that"make"their"contributions"(to"the"common"projects)"visible"and"thus"

objects"for"recognition"(Honneth,"2006)."They"should"be"allowed"and"

encouraged"to"act"(Arendt,"2005;"Biesta,"Ch."4)."By"participating"in"these"

common"projects,"the"children"can"acquire"new"literacy=relevant"

principles/techniques"for"decoding"(see"Paper"IV)"or"they"might"expand"their"

lexical"comprehension"when"working"with"new"words,"but"the"point"is"that"this"

activity"is"done"as"a"contributory"function"to"common"projects/practices,"not"as"

an"end"in"itself."

When"formal"early"literacy"learning"in"ECEC"is"not"first"and"foremost"about"

acquiring"some"measure"of"prereading"phonemic"awareness"or"basic"reading"

and/or"writing"skills"but"is"primarily"about"participating"in,"and"contributing"to,"

common"media"projects"involving"print,"drawings,"computer"graphics,"and"so"

forth,"each"child"has"more"opportunities"to"make"valuable"contributions"that"

add"to"individual"self=worth"and"literacy"capabilities."Biesta"(2012)"emphasizes"

how"the"content"must"be"something"to"which"the"child"can"react."Multiple=

choice"worksheets"and"prefabricated"drawing"exercises"do"not"support"the"

child’s"initiations."

Thus"we"understand"how"the"Didaktik"perspective"on"literacy"in"ECEC"couches"

the"issues"in"terms"of"freedom"and"Bildung"rather"than"in"reading=war"trenches"

of"social"and"cognitive"approaches"to"teaching"and"learning."
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From$truth$to$bricolage:$The$legitimizing$base$of$postmodern$

Bildung$
Klafki’s"(2005)"critical"Bildung"enables"the"subject"to"judge"whether"societal"

matters"are"right"or"wrong."Paraphrasing"Krejsler"(2004)"and"Kvale"(2004),"I"

argue"this"right/wrong"approach"presents"a"problem"for"critical"pedagogy."It"

makes"it"immune"to"criticism,"for"it"sits"atop"a"mountain"of"intrinsic,"humanistic"

values."

It"is"unaware"that"it"itself"is"nothing"more"than"a"perspective."It"does"not"take"

into"account"that"knowledge"always"comes"entangled"in"power."To"paraphrase"

Kvale"(2004),"critical"Bildung"invites"a"Teflon=like"critical"pedagogy."Teflon"(the"

material"used"in"nonstick"cookware),"is"invoked"because"criticism"will"not"stick"

to"critical"pedagogy."Because"critical"pedagogy"knows"and"defines"which"

abstractions"matter"–"the"critical"or"democracy"or"freedom,"and"so"forth"–"so"

does"it"oversee"a"powerful"normative"monopoly"of"ethical"concerns"and"moral"

judgments."

When"truth"is"a"function"of"power,"truth"becomes"a"matter"of"politics."Truth"is"

constructed"with"regards"to"political"and"ideological"criteria"in"support"of"what"

counts"as"evidence,"objectivity,"and"so"forth."These"criteria,"and"thus"the"

construction"of"truth,"are"the!politics!of!evidence"(Denzin,"2008;"Denzin"et"al.,"

2006;"Denzin,"2010b)."

As"an"example"of"the"politics"of"evidence"at"work,"from"2000"to"2008"under"the"

U.S."presidency"of"George"W."Bush,"evidence"had"to"meet"three"criteria:"1)"it"had"

to"look"like"a"fact,"2)"it"had"to"be"patriotic,"and"3)"it"had"to"be"in"line"with"a"

neoconservative"political"agenda"(Denzin"et"al.,"2006,"p."775)."Denzin"and"

colleagues"claim"these"criteria"were"at"work"before"and"throughout"the"war"in"

Iraq"(in"the"work"of"intelligence"agencies"gathering"evidence"of"Saddam"

Hussein’s"supposed"possession"of"weapons"of"mass"destruction)"and"continuing"

into"the"present"in"the"dominant"strands"of"policy"on"global"environmental"

issues."
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The"concept"of"the"politics"of"evidence"points"to"the"political,"value=laden"nature"

of"science,"evidence,"methodology,"and"so"forth,"making"the"question,"“What"

counts"as"evidence?”"(or"What"counts"as"truth?)"a"important"matter"of"public"

concern."

The"Danish"government"(2010)"has"published"a"general"political"strategy"aimed"

at"overcoming"the"financial"crisis"with"special"regard"to"the"themes"of"

knowledge,"economic"growth,"prosperity,"and"welfare."Based"on"a"critical"

reading"of"the"early"literacy"parts"of"this"political"strategy"(see"Paper"IV),"I"argue"

it"promotes"research"and"practice"that"meet"the"following"criteria:"1)"reading"is"

treated"as"a"discrete,"“fundamental”"skill"to"be"mastered"(put"“in"place”)"(The"

Danish"Government,"p."16)"in"accordance"with"the"componential"or"simple!view"

of"reading/literacy"(Hoover"&"Gough,"1990;"Snow,"2008);"2)"learning"is"viewed"

in"individual,"cognitive"terms"(Bråten,"2002;"Sfard,"1998);"and"3)"effective"

teaching"is"cast"as"an"intervention"that"ensures"every"child"meets"the"

requirements"of"given"norms"at"given"times"(i.e.,"a"reading=skill"level"deemed"

sufficient"for"a"given"age),"thereby"ensuring"no"child"is"left"behind"(Noddings,"

2007)."This"is"elaborated"in"Paper"IV."

Biesta"(2002)"is"critical"of"what"he"calls"the"Archimedean"point"from"which"

critical"Bildung"(and"thus"critical"theory=based"Didaktik)"can"perform"its"critical"

analyses."The"Archimedean"point"is"a"nonhistorical"platform"for"a"critique"of"

historical"processes."This"Archimedean"point"legitimizes"critical"Bildung’s"

emphasis"on"in=depth"understanding"and"right/wrong"perceptions"of"social"

reality."To"perform"its"analyses"of"ideology,"critical"Bildung"seems"to"need"a"

platform"unclouded"by"ideology."It"needs"a"platform"of"truth"–"or,"at"a"minimum,"

a"platform"of"pure"knowledge"–"to"criticize"the"workings"of"power."The"

postmodern"view"on"power/knowledge"combinations,"contextualized"and"

historicized"meanings,"and"so"forth"causes"a"crisis"in"critical"Bildung’s"

legitimizing"base."

Social"constructivism"(Berger"&"Luckmann,"1966)"and"its"postmodern"

descendants"(i.e.,"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007;"Foucault,"1991;"Gergen,"2001)"
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emphasize"how"reality"is"socially"and"discursively"constructed."In"relation"to"my"

study,"I"take"social"constructivism"as"a"critique"of"the"idea"concerning"an"

objective,"reason=informed"(universally"applicable)"judgment"of"what"counts"as"

ideology"(i.e.,"false"perceptions"of"social"reality)."An"example"is"social"

constructionist"Gergen’s"(2001)"argument"that"we"should"replace"“["..."]"truth"

verified"by"nature"with"truth"created"in"community”"(Gergen,"2001,"p."119)."This"

notion"of"truth"could"be"understood"as"a"meaningful"proposition"about"the"real"

and"the"good."Gergen"(2001,"p."119)"notes:"“All"meaningful"propositions"about"

the"real"and"the"good"have"their"origins"in"relationships.”"

Biesta"(2011,"Ch."4,"2012)"criticizes"the"normalizing"aspects"of"humanism."

Humanistic"Bildung"(through"the"concept"of"Bildungsideal)"already"has"a"norm"

that"functions"as"an"objective"for"Bildung’s"formation"practice."Biesta"argues"

that"it"is"problematic"to"prescribe"forms"of"subjectivity,"and"by"this,"effectively"

limit"which"subjects"will"come"into"presence,"with"a"reference"to"Arendt"(2005)."

Humanism"claims"a"universal"human"essence,"making"it"difficult"for"humanism"

to"be"open"to"the"possibility"that"newcomers"(new"members"of"the"human"

species)"can"radically"change"the"cultural"norm"about"what"is"means"to"be"

human."Biesta"(2012,"p."20)"mentions"Nelson"Mandela,"Mother"Theresa,"and"

Gandhi"as"examples"of"persons"who"have"radically"changed"our"ideas"about"

humanity."They"have"set"new"standards"for"what"it"could"mean"to"be"human,"so"

to"speak."

Even"though"Bildung"prescribes"the"autonomous"and"free"subject,"the"very"act"

of"specifying"an"educational"outcome"(and"even"more"so,"when"this"outcome"is"

linked"to"the"notion"of"being"human/humanity)"is"a"normalizing,"authoritarian"

act."What"is"most"dangerous:"To"define"what"it"means"to"be"human,"or"to"let"the"

question"remain"open"(Biesta,"2012"p."138)?"

Schnack"(2003),"drawing"on"Klafki"(2005),"seems"to"agree"with"Biesta"on"the"

importance"of"keeping"open"the"question"about"human"subjectivity."He"

disagrees,"though,"with"regards"to"whether"setting"down"a"Bildungsideal"

constitutes"an"(definitive)"answer"to"this"question."As"Schnack"(2003)"notes,"
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from"a"humanistic"perspective,"it"is"not"the"job"of"teachers"or"educators"to"

“induce”"a"certain"behavior"in"children"(p."13)."Humanistic"Bildung"does"not"

seek"to"turn"children"into"something"or"someone"in"particular."In"my"discussion"

of"classic"Bildung,"I"drew"on"Lüth"(2000)"to"argue"that"even"with"this"classic"

concept,"it"is"impossible"to"know"which"individualities"will"emerge,"and"thus"it"is"

humanism"with"the"most"open"horizon."

The"following"section"sketches"postmodern"Bildung’s"legitimizing"base"in"

response"to"the"criticism"outlined"above."

The$legitimizing$base$of$postmodern$Bildung$

Aspect Definition 

Legitimizing base Bricolages of the personal, the professional, and the 
political 

Figure!10:!The!legitimizing!base!of!postmodern!Bildung!

"

Postmodern"Bildung"must"take"into"account"that"knowledge"and"power"cannot"

be"separated"–"knowledge"is"infatuated"with"power,"and"knowledge"cannot"be"

used"to"combat"power"(Biesta,"1998)."As"I"discuss"in"Paper"I,"universal"

dichotomies,"such"as"rational"><"irrational"and"emancipation"><"alienation"are"

problematized."Rational"–"from"which"perspective?"Emancipatory"–"for"whom?"

If"postmodern"Bildung"and"Didaktik"want"to"work"on"these"new"frontlines"of"

socially"and"discursively"constructed"truths"and"complex/multiple"ways"of"

knowing,"the"Didaktiker"must"transgress"the"universal"and"dichotomous"

without"abandoning"ideals"about"freedom,"democracy,"solidarity,"and"equality."

As"a"pedagogical=political"artist,"a"Didaktik"bricoleur,"the"teacher,"pedagogue,"

and/or"researcher"must"assemble"fragments"of"1)"insights"from"the"field"of"

pedagogy,"research,"traditions,"and"practice;"2)"critical"policy;"and"3)"his/her"

subjective,"personal"experiences,"values,"worldviews,"and"dreams"for"a"more"

just,"free,"and"democratic"world."I"will"now"provide"examples"of"these"three"

different"elements"of"the"postmodern"Didaktik"bricolage."
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Bricolage$

In"the"art"world,"a"bricolage"is"an"experimental"work"constructed"from"various"

readily"available"materials"."In"our"example,"the"first"element"in"the"Didaktik"

bricolage"is"the"professional."The"professional"denotes"the"trade’s"traditions,"as"

well"as"inspiration"from"research"and"practice."The"postmodern"Didaktiker"

must,"as"always,"rely"on"insights"gleaned"from"pedagogical"research,"both"to"be"

able"to"work"and"to"legitimize"this"work."These"could"come"from"insights"in"

developmental"psychology"(Stern,"2004),"theories"of"learning"(Illeris,"2006),"or"

models"for"Didaktik"analysis"(Jank"&"Meyer,"2006)."Add"to"this"the"knowledge"

related"to"teaching"specific"subject=matter,"that"is,"literacy"("Jensen"&"Broström,"

2012;"Kjertmann,"2004)."In"line"with"Denzin’s"(2010a)"call"for"diversity"in"

research,"the"first"element"of"the"bricolage"consists"of"knowledge"and"insights"

produced"from"various"paradigms,"with"various"methods,"ranging"from"

quantitative"approaches,"such"as"the"randomized"controlled"trial"(RCT"–"see"

below,"and"in"Paper"II)"to"qualitative"approaches,"for"example,"ethnographic"

fieldwork"and"discourse"analysis."This"element"is"also"concerned"with"traditions"

and"practical"wisdom"–"everything,"for"example,"that"constitutes"the"pedagogue"

as"a"professional"(BUPL,"2007;"see"also"additional"notes"on"evidence,"p."131)."

I"provide"some"examples"of"the"bricolage’s"second"element,"critical"policy,"in"

Paper"I."The"postmodern"Bildung"project"is"an"explicit"political"project."The"

Didaktiker"cannot"claim"a"universal"rationale,"such"as"humanism,"but"instead"

must"get"his/her"hands"dirty"in"continuous"attempts"at"forming"ethical"relations"

wherever"action"is"possible"(postmodern"Bildung’s"objective)."Politics"must"

travel"all"the"way"into"the"nursery"(Moss,"2007a),"and"the"postmodern"

Didaktiker"works"deliberately"with"political"intent"(inspired"by"Mac"Naughton,"

2005)."Educational"objectives"related"to"subject"matter"must"be"established,"

based"on"critical"policy."It"makes"a"difference"with"regards"to"how"to"

understand;"that"is,"the"pedagogues’"work"to"stimulate"children’s"language"

skills,"whether"curriculum"formulations"about"the"child’s"linguistic"development"

are"presented"as"technical"statements"or"tied"to"critical"policy"like"OMEP’s"world"

declaration"(see"Paper"I,"and"the"introduction"of"this"Kappa)."
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The"third"element"is"the"personal"and"subjective."The"Didaktiker"must"invest"

and"engage"him/herself"in"the"work"by"creating"possibilities"for"forming"ethical"

relations."To"use"the"personal"in"an"attempt"to"legitimize"the"postmodern"

Bildung"is"an"ultimate"consequence"of"the"perspective"that"knowledge"is"always"

infatuated"with"power."Knowledge"is"always"knowledge"from"a"perspective,"and"

that"perspective"is"partly"personal."The"previous"two"elements"of"the"bricolage"–"

the"research"insights"and"the"critical"policy"–"are"interconnected"and"rooted"in"

personal"hopes,"dreams,"and"experiences."In"pedagogic"practice,"personal"

engagement"and"responsibility"form"the"central"part"of"relations"between"child=

child"and"adult=child."Parallel"to"this,"the"postmodern"Didaktik"researcher"must"

search"out"new"terrain"to"produce"knowledge"with"the"same"emphasis"on"the"

personal"(see"the"methodology"section"in"this"Kappa"for"more"details,"and"Paper"

II"for"a"concrete"example"of"combining"research"politics"and"the"personal"in"an"

experimental"way)."

The"postmodern"Didaktiker"(pedagogue,"teacher,"or"researcher)"uses"the"

bricolage"to"contextualize"grand/universal"ideas."Postmodern"Didaktik"is"not"

based"solely"on"pedagogical"traditions"and"research"from"various"paradigms,"

but"rather"is"also"explicitly"political"and"personal."As"the"bricolage"replaces"the"

individualistic"Bildungsideal"of"classic"and"critical"Bildung,"postmodern"Bildung"

invites"neither"universalism"nor"relativism."The"postmodern"pedagogue"and/or"

teacher"must"ask"him/herself:"Is"my"local"curriculum"a"technical"document"with"

narrow"educational"objectives"for"the"children,"or"is"it"a"living,"diverse,"and"

collective"set"that"inspires"taking"chances"with"the"undefined"work"of"freedom"

(paraphrasing"Foucault,"1984)?"

The"postmodern"Didaktik"is"a"humble,"honest"Didaktik,"insofar"that"s/he"does"

not"hide"behind"grand"narratives"of"humanity,"reason,"democracy,"and"

revolution."The"postmodern"Didaktiker"(practitioner"as"well"as"researcher)"is"a"

somewhat"naked"and"vulnerable"character."

Didaktikers"(researcher,"teacher,"pedagogue)"must"collectively"construct"the"

legitimizing"base"for"working"with"critical"perspectives"in"postmodern"ECEC."
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This"construction"activity"includes"reading"and"analyzing"policy"documents"

critically"with"the"intent"of"creating"a"critical"policy"base"to"ground"and"

legitimize"research"and"practice."

Postmodern"Bildung’s"epistemological"base"is"postmodernism."It"views"

power/knowledge"as"entangled."The"subject"is"socially"constructed."The"master"

narratives"have"declined."To"legitimize"and"claim"democracy"and"diversity,"one"

must"work"in"the"tensions"between"the"personal,"the"professional,"and"the"

political."This"means"emergent"methods"in"Didaktik,"as"well"as"evocative"

argumentation"to"supplement"and"contrast"traditional"analytical"reason"(see"

Paper"II)."It"also"means"the"Didaktiker"cannot"claim"humanism"or"any"other"

universal"norm"but"instead"must"work"to"assemble"a"legitimizing"base"of"policy"

documents."

Summing!up!postmodern!Bildung!

Aspect Definition 

Objective Forming ethical relations wherever action is possible 

Content Common issues 
Must facilitate a public sphere 

Legitimizing base Bricolages of the personal, the professional, and the 
political 

Figure!11:!Objective,!content!and!legitimizing!base!of!postmodern!Bildung.!

"

As"postmodernism"challenges"critical"Didaktik,"Bildung"is"no"longer"possible"as"

a"means"of"forming"the"human"subject"in"a"certain"way."Nor"is"Bildung"a"quality"

or"trait"of"the"individual"human"being."Bildung"as"formation"is"concerned"with"

forming"ethical"relations"whereby"action"is"possible."Concepts"such"as"action"

and"freedom"remain"as"important"for"postmodern"Bildung"as"they"were"for"

critical"Bildung,"even"though"the"relation"replaces"the"individual"as"the"

fundamental"category."

Some"content"enables"and"invites"the"child’s"beginnings"and"provides"a"space"

for"responding"to"these"beginnings"(a"public"sphere),"whereas"some"does"not."
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Even"so,"content"is"always"part"of"the"relation’s"context."Thus"it"still"makes"sense"

to"use"the"concept"emancipatory!content."

"The"legitimizing"base"is"not"a"solid,"universal,"indisputable"Bildungsideal"

grounded"on"truth,"pure"knowledge,"and"so"forth."Instead,"it"is"a"messy"bricolage"

of"the"professional,"the"political,"and"the"personal."

Lurking!at!the!Threshold!to!postmodern!Bildung!
The"section"aims"is"to"discuss"critical"Didaktik"in"relation"to"postmodern"

Didaktik"to"explain,"theoretically,"how"it"is"I"keep"lurking"at"the"fine"line"(the"

Threshold)"between"them."In"my"study,"I"work"with"both"modernism"and"

postmodernism."

Biesta"(1998)"argues"he"does"not"view"critical"pedagogy"as"being"in"a"crisis"

state."I,"however,"do"think"that"crisis"properly"describes"critical"Didaktik’s"

present"state"of,"with"its"core"notion"of"(critical),"Bildung."

Critical"Didaktik"was"initially"developed"as"a"reasoned"response"to"the"naïveté"of"

Bildung’s"classic"theories."Yet"in"the"new"millennium,"it"is"critical"Didaktik"that"

seems"naïve"in"the"face"of"social"constructivism"and"various"postmodern"

insights"regarding"the"inseparability"of"power"and"knowledge,"the"socially"and"

discursively"constructed"subject,"and"the"problematizing"of"the"general,"the"

universal,"and"the"true."

It"might"seem"difficult"to"engage"the"postmodern"focus"on"contextualized"

relations"in"a"fruitful"dialogue"using"a"Didaktik"approach"emphasizing"content"

derived"from"common,"epoch=specific"core"problems."

Gur=Ze’ev"explains:"

At"first"glance,"the"project"of"Bildung"and"the"various"

“postmodern”"theories"and"approaches"to"texts,"concepts,"

and"realities"seem"to"be"bona"fide"oppositions."This"is"

because"Bildung"is"a"developmental"educational"process,"

and"postmodernism"rejects"linear"processes."Bildung"
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presupposes"progress,"both"personal"and"social,"while"

postmodernism,"so"it"is"commonly"assumed,"opposes"a"

belief"in"progress"and"tries"to"display"the"power"relations"

that"progress"rests"upon"and"the"oppression"of"certain"

possibilities"and"of"its"Other"that"it"involves."Bildung"

presupposes"the"autonomy"of"the"subject,"while"

postmodernism"rejects"this"belief"and"deconstructs"its"

accompanying"“Western,"colonialist,"elitist,"and"chauvinist"

pre=assumptions”"(Gur=Ze’ev,"2003,"p."87)."

Is"it"then"a"matter"of"“at"first"glance”"or"are"Didaktik"(based"on"an"emancipatory"

Bildung"ideal)"and"postmodern"theories"really"fundamentally"incompatible?"

There"is"no"consensus"in"this"regard"within"contemporary"critical"research."

Broström"(2006a)"argues"that"ECEC"research"must"“combine"the"concepts”"(p."

14)"of"modern"(Didaktik/Bildung)"and"postmodern"theories."Broström’s"

(2006c)"work"tying"concepts"of"care,"upbringing,"and"education"into"a"unified"

approach"applicable"in"practice"and"research"across"ECEC"(and"thus"not"limited"

to"the"daycare"sector)"should"also"be"seen"in"this"light."To"facilitate"well=being,"

learning,"and"Bildung"for"children,"Broström"argues"for"pedagogical"approaches"

that,"on"the"one"hand,"do"not"shy"away"from"employing"educational"content"via"

learning"activities"initiated"by"educators"and"teachers,"and,"on"the"other"hand,"

remain"sensitive"towards"children’s"perspectives,"needs,"and"interests."This"

means"a"dynamic"approach"to"curriculum"(Print,"1993,"p."111),"as"the"educator"

needs"to"be"able"to"“think"on"her"feet”"(Broström,"2006a,"p."13)"to"connect"the"

children’s"activities"to"educational"content"and"aims"in"meaningful"ways."

Denzin"works"with"his"postmodern,"postpragmatist"approach"of"“no"absolute"

truths,"no"absolute"principles”"(Denzin,"Lincoln,"et"al.,"2006,"p."776),"while"at"the"

same"time"seeking"performative"methodologies"to"connect"critical"pedagogy"

with"Marxist"participatory"action"theories"(Denzin,"2009,"p."263)."

Dahlberg"and"colleagues"explicitly"argue"for"working"with"both"modernism"and"

postmodernism"(Dahlberg,"et"al.,"2007,"Ch."2;"Moss,"et"al.,"2000,"p."113)."
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Postmodernity"is"not"a"rejection"of"modernity"but"rather"an"invitation"to"

reflection"on,"and"critique,"modernity’s"constraints."They"argue"that"modernity"

and"postmodernity"have"a"shared"interest"in"issues"related"to"democracy;"

therefore,"the"theoretical"work"can"be"a"practice"of"combining"paradigms."This"is"

strikingly"similar"to"Broström’s"interest"in"combining"the"concepts"mentioned"

above"and"resonates"well"with"Biesta’s"(2011a)"work"on"“updating"and"

reconnecting”"educational"ideas"from"both"modernism"and"postmodernism."

Biesta"(1995)"embraces"postmodernism"as"an"invitation"to"repoliticize"

education"as"a"contributor"to"education’s"emancipatory"interests."Biesta"(1998,"

2005)"emphasizes"how"postmodernism"shares"an"ethical"and"political"agenda"

with"critical"pedagogy,"and"argues"that"postmodernism"should"not"be"

considered"critical"pedagogy’s"enemy"but"rather"a"friend"offering"an"

opportunity"to"further"develop"critical"pedagogy."

Critical"Didaktik"is"first"an"approach"focused"on"democratic"values,"a"broad"

curriculum"of"well=being,"all=around"development,"and"Bildung"through"

working"with"selected"content"and"themes"(Broström,"2004,"2006a,"2009;"

Klafki,"1996,"2005)."Second"in"importance"are"its"postmodern"perspectives"that"

likewise"emphasize"democracy"–"not"through"Bildung"and"preplanned"content"

but"through"deconstructing"and"contesting"both"modernist"common"sense"and"

truths"that"engulf"contemporary"ECEC,"limiting"local"experimentation"and"

participation"(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005;"Dahlberg"et"al.,"2007;"Moss"et"al.,"2000)."

As"Lyotard"(1984,"p."277)"argues,"“‘postmodern’"signifies"not"the"end"of"

modernism"but"another"relation"to"modernism.”"

I"consider"my"own"work"to"be"along"the"lines"of"Broström,"Dahlberg"et"al.,"and"

Biesta"–"with"regards"to"experimenting"with"possibilities"in"the"tensions"

between"modernity"and"postmodernity,"and"those"between"critical"Didaktik"and"

postmodernism."While"I"create"postmodern"Bildung"as"a"theoretical"position"in"

response"to"the"challenges"to"critical"Bildung,"I"hesitate"to"fully"embrace"this"

position."This"is"why"I"consider"myself"to"be"lurking"on"the"Threshold"to"

postmodernism."
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Critical!pedagogy!disregards!postmodern!perspectives!
Rikowski"and"McLaren"(2002)"are"skeptical"about"the"possibility"of"working"

with"postmodernism"on"a"critical"pedagogy"agenda."They"emphasize"Marxist"

structural"themes,"such"as"class"struggle"and"“the"reality"of"social"inequality,”"

and"find"postmodernism’s"focus"on"discourse"and"diversity"superficial"and"

“useless”"in"this"regard"(pp."5=6)."According"to"McLaren"and"Farahmandpur"

(2002,"p."242),"however,"other"contemporary"scholars"are"rediscovering"the"

“rich"historical"and"theoretical"contribution”"of"Marxism,"whereas"others"are"

riding"the"“fashionable"currents”"of"postmodern"theories."McLaren"and"

Farahmandpur"recognize"that"attempts"are"being"made"to"bridge"(a"Marxist"

approach"to)"Bildung"with"various"postmodernisms,"but"“[t]oo"often,"such"

attempts"have"witnessed"social"relations"of"production"becoming"buried"in"the"

synergistic"swirl"of"theoretical"eclecticism”"(p."242)."

Rikowski"(2002)"is"intent"on"the"traditional"Marxist"vision"of"a"classless"society"

as"a"promised"Utopia"at"a"specific,"but"future,"point"in"history."He"argues"that"a"

Marxist"critique"of"“capitalist"social"life"must"expand"and"adapt,"until"its"

usefulness"dissolves"as"the"force"of"millions"implodes"capitalist"social"relations”"

(p."17)."In"the"meantime,"Rikowski"sees"himself"(and"fellow"Marxists)"as"“radical"

dinosaurs”"(p."17);"the"dinosaur"image"is"meant"as"a"badge"of"honor,"because"

“postmodern"thinkers"on"education"disallow,"curtail,"and"denigrate"a"form"of"

social"analysis"that"can"yield"dangerous"consequences"for"the"very"things"that"

they"seem"to"object"to"within"education"and"training"policy:"Marxism”"(p."20)."

Buried"deep"beneath"the"fashionable"currents"of"postmodernism,"it"would"seem"

that"such"Marxist"radical"dinosaurs"are"working,"breathing,"living,"and"waiting"

for"the"time"when"they"once"again"shall"roam"the"earth."

Postmodernists"welcome"and"approach"each"child"as"multiple,"unknowable,"and"

autonomous,"and"therefore"focus"on"listening"and"documenting"(Dahlberg"&"

Moss,"2005;"Dahlberg"et"al.,"2007;"Rinaldi,"2006)."From"a"Didaktik"perspective,"

postmodernists"may"seem"to"emphasize"maintaining"an"important"openness"

towards"the"child"but"downplay"the"child’s"openness"towards"the"world"(the"

content),"together"with"the"educator/teacher’s"key"role"in"stimulating"and"
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supporting"this"openness."Klafki"(1983,"pp."61=62)"describes"this"situation"as"

Bildung’s"double!opening:"Just"as"the"world"opens"itself"to"the"child,"so"does"the"

child"open"him/herself"to"the"world."

Quite"unlike"Rikowski"(2002)"and"colleagues,"but"in"line"with"Gur=Ze’ev"(2003)"

and"critical"theory’s"legacy,"Dahlberg"and"Moss’s"(2005)"idea"of"Utopia"is"not"an"

actual"future"endpoint"in"history"but"rather"an"abstract,"open"horizon"that"

guides"and"inspires"us"in"our"contemporary"democratic"struggles."This"

postmodern"Utopia"is"always"under"construction"and"reconstruction."Without"

Utopia"and"Utopian"thinking,"change"is"but"“conformist"action”"(Dahlberg"&"

Moss,"2005,"pp."178=179)."Without"Utopia"in"mind,"we"are"limited"to"

rearranging"what"already"exists,"with"our"goal"merely"to"do"it"a"little"better,"

faster,"cheaper,"and"so"forth."We"can"engage"in"major"politics"to"normalize,"

standardize,"optimize,"employ"quality"assurance,"and"call"upon"expert=defined"

truths"about"how"to"improve"performance"on"international"benchmarks."

Without"Utopian"thinking"we"are"limited"to"just"modernizing"the"Danish"welfare"

state"(Rasmussen,"2004,"2007);"we"are"limited"to"the"conformist"agenda"of"the"

politics@of@what@is"rather"than"set"free"by"the"proliferating"possibilities"of"the"

politics@of@what@might@be."

With"the"Threshold,"I"try"to"create"a"deliberately"hesitant"position"that"is"not"a"

comfortable"synthesis"of"critical"and"postmodern"Didaktik."It"is"not"a"synthesis,"

because"it"does"not"“resolve”"or"otherwise"attempt"to"make"a"leap"from"the"

tensions"between"modernism"and"postmodernism."With"the"Threshold,"I"want"

to"communicate"that"even"though"I"have"drafted"something"called"postmodern"

Bildung"in"response"to"the"(postmodern)"criticism"of"critical"Bildung,"I"do"not"

readily"occupy"this"position."I"consider"myself"working"with"both"critical"

Didaktik"and"postmodern"Didaktik."At"least,"I"believe"this"to"be"the"most"honest"

way"to"express"this"study’s"theoretical"framework."

With"the"Threshold,"I"want"to"offer"an"appreciation"for"critical"Didaktik’s"

powerful"normative"agenda,"while"remaining"fully"aware"of"its"limitations"when"

interrogated"from"a"postmodern/poststructural"perspective."
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Dahlberg"and"Moss"(2005,"p."23)"use"the"concept"of"border"crossing"as"a"

metaphor"for"their"practice"of"drawing"on"disciplines"not"normally"connected"to"

early"childhood"studies."In"a"similar"vein,"I"have"crossed"the"borders"between"

Didaktik"and"postmodern"perspectives"to"connect"literacy"curriculum"to"the"

issues"related"to"ECEC’s"democratic"deficit."

My"lurking"stance"is"a"hesitant"one"in"the"sense"it"takes"into"account"problems"

with"the"grand"narratives,"such"as"democracy"and"freedom,"as"seen"from"a"

postmodern"perspective."Similar"to"claims"to"truth"and"reason,"appeals"to"

democracy,"freedom,"and"diversity"are"claims"to"power."Therefore,"one"should"

be"careful"and"humble"when"articulating"these"narratives"in"ECEC."As"seen"from"

the"Threshold,"democracy"(along"with"the"other"critical"concepts)"appears"less"

of"a"universal,"decontextualized"value"or"principle,"and"more"of"a"contextualized"

social"construct."

On"the"one"hand,"Didaktik"provides"unparalleled"rigor"with"regards"to"content,"

reflections"on"criteria,"objectives,"and"so"forth."On"the"other"hand,"postmodern"

approaches"stand"out"as"solid"frameworks"for"inspiring"experimentation"and"

contestation"of"accepted"truths"in"ECEC."These"approaches"address,"in"a"most"

timely"fashion,"contemporary"issues"related"to"accountability,"soft"technologies"

of"governing"thinking"and"practice,"the"fabrication"of"truth,"and"so"forth."

Applying"poststructuralist"ideas"to"an"analysis"of"early"childhood"(Dahlberg"et"

al.,"2007;"Mac"Naughton,"2005)"allows"researchers"to"work"with"questions"of"

power/knowledge/perspective"in"more"subtle"and"productive"ways"than"

critical=constructive"Didaktik"would"permit."

Thus"do"I"keep"lurking"on"the"Threshold"between"critical"Didaktik"and"

postmodern"Didaktik,"refraining"from"committing"myself"fully"to"either"

paradigm."This"threshold"is"neither"a"space"of"comfortable"paradigm"synthesis"

nor"of"desperate"relativism."It"is"a"critical"space,"however,"for"Utopian"thinking"

via"networks"of"democratic"and"ethical"practices,"here"and"now."Together,"we"

can"encourage"temporal"and"contextualized"Utopias"to"grow"out"of"the"cracks"

and"fissures"in"modernity’s"smooth"surface."
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Lurking"at"The"Threshold"is"about"research"and"practice"inscribed"in"diversity,"

multiple"perspectives,"listening,"exchange,"and"open=ended"experimentation"

(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005,"p."184)."Lurking"is"also"connected"to"reflections"on"

Bildung"content"and"deliberative"teaching"approaches"(Broström,"2006c,"2009;"

Klafki,"1996,"2005),"as"it"operates"out"of"the"spaces"beyond"implementing"policy,"

quick=fix"solutions,"and"short=term"searches"for"closure"through"evidence=based"

efforts."

The"following"figure"summarizes"the"three"most"important"analytical"

implications"of"the"theoretical"framework:"

Perspective Implications 

The child as initiator and 
contributor 

• I problematize how accountability in ECEC creates 
the child as an object for pedagogues’ and 
teachers’ interventions (p.101) 

• I criticize tendencies in dominant approaches to 
literacy teaching, which overemphasize reading 
skills for the child to acquire (p. 121) 

• I explore and promote ways to conceptualize 
literacy teaching and learning in ways that 
emphasize the child’s beginnings (Papers III and 
IV) 

• I emphasize project work and open themes as 
central structures of literacy teaching and learning 
(Papers III and IV) 

The Didaktiker as free and 
responsible  

• I problematize how accountability in ECEC limits 
pedagogue and teacher, with regards to 
educational content and aims (p. 101) 

• I analyze how dominant discourses of gold 
standards and evidence limit the researcher as a 
free and responsible entity (Papers I and II) 

 

Knowledge as messy and 
infatuated with power 

• I inquire into the politics of evidence and how power 
and certain perspectives form prevailing theory and 
practice in ECEC literacy research and practice 
(Papers I and II) 

• I experiment with emergent methods’ research to 
fully appreciate the bricolages’ dimensions of the 
professional, the political and the personal (Paper 
II, and methodology section of the Kappa) 

• I critique every attempt at closure by reference to 
knowledge/evidence throughout the study 

 

Figure!12:!The!analytical!implications!of!the!study’s!theoretical!framework!

"
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Didaktik"is"related"to"literacy"and"language"acquisition"throughout"the"four"

papers,"and"it"is"also"related"in"the"construction"of"postmodern"Bildung"(starting"

on"p."66)."

Life!in!the!Empire!
This"section"aims"to"motivate"critical/political"perspectives"in"ECEC=theory"and"

thus"to"contribute"to"legitimizing"Didaktik"and"other"critical"approaches"that"

emphasize"connections"between"society"and"pedagogy."I"present"the!Empire"as"a"

global"entity"with"relevance"to"critical"Didaktik’s"work"with"the"key"problems"

(see"p."63)."I"also"present"it"as"a"repressive"entity"that"postmodern"Didaktikers"

must"reflect"on,"and"incorporate"into,"their"Didaktik"bricolages."

Reichenbach"(2003)"describes"postmodernity"as"tired,"even"exhausted,"“a"

modernity"that"has"lost"its"faith"in"its"own"dreams"and"promises”"(p."93)."The"

new"millennium"began"with"the"September"11,"2001"terrorist"attacks"in"the"

United"States"and"the"subsequent"launching"of"wars"in"Iraq"and"Afghanistan,"

activities"that"culminated"with"the"global"war"on"terror"(Denzin,"2009,"p."256)."

Moreover,"in"this"modern"era,"many"people"experience"a"growing"sense"of"

public"fear"and"are"living"among"widespread"security"and"surveillance"regimes,"

amid"“the"continuing"horror"of"the"destructive"potential"of"ABC"[atomic,"

biological,"and"chemical]"weapons”"(Klafki,"1996,"p."9,"my"insert)."

According"to"Hardt"and"Negri"(2003,"2005),"a"protracted"Western"war"on"terror"

has"replaced"the"Cold"War"on"communism."Thus"peace"remains"a"key"problem"

of"our"time"(Klafki,"2005),"with"the"situation"growing"ever"more"grave,"since"the"

Empire"invokes"the"war/peace"dichotomy"to"uphold"the"status"quo"of"

continuous"violent,"warlike"interventions"throughout"the"world"(Hardt"&"Negri,"

2003)."

The"Empire"is"a"globally"repressive"entity"that"may"be"understood"as"Hardt"and"

Negri’s"attempt"at"reimagining"Marx’s"(1885)"bourgeoisie"as"a"placeless,"

faceless"network"of"international"organizations,"transnational"corporations,"and"

nation=states"that"benefit"from"these"organizations"and"corporations,"such"as"
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the"G8"countries,"for"example."These"networks"constitute"the"Empire’s"political"

order"by"which"both"global"markets"and"global"social"order"are"governed."

In"the"old=world"order"of"modernity,"war"was"the"exception"and"was"clearly"

demarcated"in"at"least"four"ways:"1)"when"nation=states"waged"war"against"each"

other,"it"was"done"in"such"a"way"it"was"clear"which"countries"were"at"war"and"

which"were"not;"2)"soldiers"participated"in"the"battle,"not"civilians;"3)"these"

soldiers"fought"each"other"on"physical"battlefields;"4)"war"had"a"clearly"

demarcated"temporality,"from"the"declaration"of"war"to"the"agreement"of"peace"

(Hardt"&"Negri,"2003)."

According"to"Hardt"and"Negri,"in"this"age"of"the"Empire,"continuous"violence"in"

the"form"of"preemptive"interventions"by"a"global,"imperial"police!force!has"

replaced"great"wars"between"alliances"of"nation=states."These"interventions"

function"as"instruments"of"power"that"take"the"shape"of"police"(namely,"the"

military)"interventions"throughout"the"Empire."This"imperial"police"force"needs"

enemies"to"which"the"public"can"relate."Therefore,"on"the"discursive"level,"

concepts"of"war"and"enemy"are"applied"to"a"range"of"phenomena,"such"as"wars"

on"terror,"poverty,"drugs,"and"so"forth"(Hardt"&"Negri,"2005,"pp."13=14)."The"war!

on!poverty"has"been"waged"since"former"U.S."president"Lyndon"B."Johnson"

declared"it"in"1964"and"the"war!on!drugs"since"at"least"the"era"of"former"U.S."

president"Richard"Nixon"in"the"late"1960s."Following"the"September"11,"2001"

terrorist"attacks"on"Manhattan’s"World"Trade"Center,"former"U.S."president"

George"Bush"declared"the"war!on!terror"(Sept.!20,!2001!–!Bush!Declares!War!on!

Terror,"2001)."Such"are"prime"examples"of"political"attempts"at"establishing"

modernity’s"dichotomies"of"good"><"evil,"justice"><"injustice"on"which"the"

Empire"relies."

Thus"the"Empire"represents"a"world"order"in"continuous"crisis,"legitimizing"

itself"by"its"presumed"will"to"do"what"is"good."To"do"what"is"good,"the"Empire"

must"continuously"produce,"articulate,"and"present"what"is"evil,"sick,"terrifying,"

and"so"forth."In"the"Empire,"war"and"violence"are"no"longer"exceptions,"for"the"
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Empire"functions"by"continuously"producing"the"need"for"intervention"–"the"

need"to"do"what"is"good"(promote"peace,"democracy,"rights,"etc.)"

According"to"Hardt"and"Negri"(2003,"pp."54=57),"nongovernmental"

organizations"(NGO)"play"an"unintended"key"role"with"regards"to"legitimizing"

intervention."Organizations"such"as"Amnesty"International,"Medicins"Sans"

Frontières,"and"similar"others"want"to"do"what"is"good,"so"they"monitor"and/or"

deploy"in"countries"and"locate"problems"that"need"to"be"solved"by"(military)"

intervention."Thus"one"role"of"NGOs"in"the"Empire"is"to"function"as"a"kind"of"

moral"vanguard"of"military"forces,"executing"social"interventions"in"preparation"

of"military"ones."This"imperial"logic"of"(double)"intervention"is"comparable"to"

certain"public"management"processes"that"will"discussed"below"(starting"on"p."

119)."

Because"the"Empire"thrives"on"a"permanent"state"of"crisis,"its"battles"are"no"

longer"clearly"temporarily"demarcated"by"war"declarations"and"peace"accords,"

as"was"customary"in"the"old"world"order."Yet"continuous"interventions"require"

this"old"style"of"imagery"for"their"legitimization:"One"example"of"an"attempted"

demarcation"and"closure"related"to"war"can"be"observed"by"studying"the"former"

president"of"the"United"States,"George"W."Bush,"as"he"tried"to"define"the"end"of"

the"Iraq"invasion"in"2003"by"giving"a"victory"speech"from"the"deck"of"an"

American"battleship."While"he"proclaimed"that"all"major"battle"operations"in"

Iraq"had"ceased,"the"camera"panned"across"a"huge"banner"on"which"were"

printed"the"words"“Mission"Accomplished”"(Bush,"2003)."When"Paul"Bremer,"the"

top"civil"administrator"of"the"Coalition"Provisional"Authority"in"Iraq,"

subsequently"announced"the"capture"of"Saddam"Hussein,"he"uttered"the"phrase,"

“We"got"him!”"(Paul!Bremer,!Ladies!and!gentlemen!...!we!got!him!2003,"2010)."

Thus"was"justice"seen"to"achieved,"and"another"milestone"on"the"road"to"peace"

and"prosperity"marked."In"addition,"the"current"U.S."president"Barack"Obama"

has"not"forsaken"his"role"in"declaring"that"justice"has"been"served;"witness"his"

address"to"the"world"the"night"Osama"bin"Laden"was"killed"(President!Obama:!

U.S.!has!killed!Osama!bin!Laden,"2011)."As"of"2013,"the"war"continues,"however,"

to"be"fought,"and"all"troops"have"not"yet"been"returned"home."
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We"languish"in"the"streets"of"tired"modernity."At"the"same"time,"we"are"exhorted"

to"believe"in"progress,"freedom,"and"democracy"by"the"same"global"structure"

(the"Empire)"that"creates,"and"thrives"on,"this"continuous"repressive"state"of"

crisis"and"uncertainty."

Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"highlight"a"number"of"issues"connected"to"a"general"

ambivalence"and"disenchantment"with"contemporary"life"within"this"project!of!

modernity!(Dahlberg"&"Moss,"2005,"p."177;"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"pp."

19=20)."The"tenets"of"progress"and"enlightenment,"inscribed"in"globalizing"

capitalism,"have"been"unable"to"offer"long=term"solutions"to"the"intractable"

nature"of"inequality"and"poverty."One"billion"people"worldwide"live"in"slums,"

and"in"the"poorest"parts"of"the"world,"HIV/AIDS"has"reached"pandemic"

proportions"(Fischman,"2009)."Western"workforces"are"subjected"to"ever=

growing"demands"of"flexibility"and"insecurity,"as"their"jobs"are"outsourced"to"

countries"whose"populations"need"considerably"less"income"to"survive,"which"

applies"downward"pressure"to"wages"throughout"the"Western"industrialized"

world"(Tormey,"2004,"pp."18=21,"40=43),"and"the"global"financial"crisis"puts"

increased"pressure"on"national"welfare"states."

Linking"the"project"of"modernity’s"model"for"global"development"to"Hardt"and"

Negri’s"(2003,"2005)"concept"of"Empire,"I"quote"from"a"recently"published"

UNESCO"report"on"the"worldwide"issue"of"inequality:"

Overall," the" extreme" inequality" in" the"distribution"of" the"

world’s" income" should" make" us" question" the" current"

development"model"(development"for"whom?),"which"has"

accrued" mostly" to" the" wealthiest" billion." Not" only" does"

inequality"slow"economic"growth,"but" it"results" in"health"

and" social" problems" and" generates" political" instability."

Inequality" is" dysfunctional," and" there" is" a" grave" need" to"

place" equity" at" the" center" of" the" development" agenda"

(Ortiz"&"Cummins,"2011,"p."vii)."
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Accountability!and!quality!in!ECEC!
Accountability"and"quality"are"interlinked"discourses"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."3)."As"

the"Empire"is"related"to"global"trends,"the"neoliberal"accountability"discourse"is"

related"to"discourses"of"public"administration"and"management"in"the"Empire’s"

nation=states."Accountability"seriously"limits"the"scope"of"Didaktik"analysis"(and"

hereby"potentially"also"the"pedagogical"practice),"which"is"why"a"Didaktik=

project,"such"as"the"present"study,"must"incorporate"critical"reflections"on"

accountability."

I"have"discussed"how"Didaktik"and"Didaktik"analysis"relates"to"the"state’s"open"

curriculum"–"the"Lehrplan."Classic"Bildung"experienced"a"rather"straightforward"

relation"to"the"Lehrplan,"because"it"was"viewed"as"a"container"of"cultural"

resources"(subjects,"topics,"problems)"for"Bildung."With"critical"Bildung,"

however,"Didaktik"must"critically"reflect"on"the"Lehrplan’s"nature,"and"if"

necessary"resist"it,"if"the"Lehrplan"does"not"fit"into"what"Didaktik"believes"is"

good"for"the"student’s"Bildung:"

…"Didaktik"had"been"all"too"naïve"when"working"with"

state"regulations."[Now"there"is"a]"consensus"among"all"

versions"of"Didaktik"that"Didaktik"has"to"be"critical,"and"

even"resistant,"if"state"requirements"do"not"fit"into"what"

Didaktik"believes"is"good"for"the"students"(Hopmann"&"

Riquarts,"2000,"location"331)."

With"critical"Didaktik,"it"became"possible"to"distinguish"between"the"educational"

content"of"the"state’s"Lehrplan"and"the"educational"content"needed"for"Bildung."

With"critical"Didaktik,"Klafki’s"(2005)"principle"that"Bildung"holds"primacy,"

could"possibly"bring"Didaktik"into"opposition"with"the"state’s"Lehrplan."Critical"

Didaktik"emphasizes"that"Didaktik"analysis"must"reflect"on,"and"move"beyond,"

the"state’s"Lehrplan."The"more"radical"consequence"is"that"if"–"for"some"reason"–"

the"state"cannot"conceive"of"a"Lehrplan"in"sync"with"Bildung’s"ideals,"Didaktik"

must"theorize"possible"changes"to"the"state,"along"with"possible"changes"to"the"
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Lehrplan!"Indeed,"one"can"interpret"the"sections"on"the"Empire"(p."97)"and"

global"direct"democracy"(p."38)"in"this"light."

Further,"one"could"argue"that"Didaktik’s"connection"to"the"state"via"the"Lehrplan"

is"precisely"the"Achilles’"heel"of"Didaktik’s"critical"agenda."Ultimately,"Didaktik"is"

the"state’s"technology"for"transforming"its"policy"and"guidelines"into"teaching"

practice."I"would"argue"for"viewing"the"link"between"Didaktik"and"the"state"as"

Didaktik’s"ultimate"resource"for"social"change"on"a"radical"agenda"for"freedom"

and"democracy!"The"transformation"can"go"both"ways."

Since"critical"Bildung,"Didaktik"analysis"involves"reflections"on"the"state,"along"

with"the"Lehrplan"in"relation"to"the"ideal"of"Bildung."This"remains"true"for"the"

postmodern"Bildung"variant"I"have"developed"in"this"study."Through"critical"

Didaktik"analysis,"the"Didaktiker"assumes"responsibility"for"the"Bildungsideal,"

and"via"this"responsibility,"for"both"the"state"and"its"Lehrplan."If"deemed"

necessary,"this"responsibility"involves"radical"social"change."Viewed"in"this"light,"

it"is"important"to"appreciate"how"Didaktik!takes!responsibility"for"the"state,"and"

thus"how"Didaktik"will"not"be"satisfied"with"primarily"being!held!accountable"by"

the"same"state’s"administrative"apparatuses"(see"Biesta,"2011,"Ch."3,"distinction"

between"accountability"and"responsibility)."

This"is"no"less"the"case"for"postmodern"Didaktik."It"must"perform"its"analyses"

knowing"that"the"ideal"about"the"Lehrplan,"as"the"state’s"open"curriculum,"could"

be"in"the"process"of"transforming"into"the"Empire’s"repressive"and"standardized"

curriculum,"one"characterized"by"standardized,"testable"knowledge"and"skills"at"

odds"with"both"critical"and"postmodern"notions"of"Bildung."

It"is"important"to"understand"how"Didaktik"is"critical"of"tendencies"to"close"

down"or"otherwise"distort"the"central"notion"of"the"broad"and"open"Lehrplan"–"

which"is"different"from"a"general"curricular"critique"in"ECEC."

This"leads"to"my"study’s"attempts"at"updating"and"revitalizing"Didaktik"in"ECEC"

within"the"public"management"sphere."What"happens"to"the"Lehrplan"when"the"

relation"between"state"and"citizen"shifts"from"one"of"politics"to"one"of"economics"
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(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."3)?"What"happens"when"the"Lehrplan"is"not"so"much"a"broad"

and"open"resource"for"responsible"Didaktik"analysis"as"it"is"an"instrument"by"

which"to"hold"the"teacher/pedagogue"accountable"for"narrowly"defined"

outcomes?"

In"Denmark,"a"program"of"public"sector"modernization"was"begun"in"the"early"

1980s"and"continues"today,"which"promotes"quality,"market"simulation,"and"

accountability"(Brydensholt,"1986b;"Rasmussen,"2004,"2007)."

In"a"think=tank"publication"intended"to"support"reform,"the"modernization"

program"is"articulated"as"a"“transverse"political"strategy”"(Brydensholt,"1986a,"

p."30,"my"translation)"in"the"sense"that"a"consensus"existed"among"the"political"

parties"across"the"spectrum."Now,"almost"two"decades"after"Denmark"in"1994"

joined"the"General"Agreement"on"Trade"Services"(“GATS,”"n.d.),"wherein"

education"is"defined"as"a"“trade"service”"that"competes"on"globalized"free"

markets,"the"consensus"about"education=as=a=commodity"is"as"solid"as"ever!"

In"England,"a"prominent"view"sees"daycare"centers"as"small"businesses,"offering"

their"services"to"parents"as"consumers"on"the"free"market"(Moss,"2007a,"p."7)."

Daycare"centers"provide"services"aiming"at"care,"development,"learning,"and"

school"readiness."The"first"years"of"school"provide"fundamental"reading"skills"

and"other"“basics.”"

Accountability"is"understood"as"an"approach"to"public"management"that"focuses"

on"who!can"be"held"responsible"by"whom,"for"what,"and"with"which!

consequences."When"applied"to"a"system"of"education,"accountability"policy"

produces"centralized"aims"for"student"outcomes,"together"with"standardized"

tests"to"gauge"compliance"with"these"outcomes"(Rasmussen,"2004,"2007)."

According"to"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."3),"one"of"the"problems"with"the"accountability"

discourse"is"that"it"depoliticizes"relations"between"stakeholders"in"education"

(i.e.,"teachers,"pedagogues,"researchers,"parents,"politicians,"children)."The"state"

is"reduced"to"being"a"provider"of"public"services"(e.g.,"public"education),"and"the"

citizen"is"reduced"to"being"a"consumer"of"these"services."This"leads,"among"other"
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things,"to"a"situation"in"which"the"responsible"professional’s"(i.e.,"teacher"or"

pedagogue)"judgment"is"subordinated"to"the"consumer’s"(customer)"demands"

for"high"quality"and"low"price:"Value"for"money."This"de=professionalization"is"

described"throughout"the"accountability"literature"(e.g.,"Biesta,"2011,"Ch."3;"

Hatch,"2002;"Rasmussen,"2007)."

Accountability"is"a"public"administration"discourse."It"shifts"state"control"from"

process"to"product."Yet"it"neither"reduces"nor"eliminates"state"control."Thus"

accountability"inscribes"education"with"primary"attention"on"“outcomes”"and"

tests"to"measure"these"outcomes."Drawing"mainly"on"Rasmussen"(2004,"2007)"

and"Hatch"(2002),"I"will"sketch"accountability"policy’s"core"structure"in"relation"

to"ECEC."It"represents"the"ideal"situation,"but"not"necessarily"one"directly"

translatable"to"current"Danish"ECEC."See"page"107"for"Danish"examples"in"

relation"to"the"following"model:"
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 Input Black Box Output 

What 
Expected outcomes 
expressed through 
standards 

Pedagogic practice. 
Interactions in the form 
of caring, upbringing, 
teaching, learning, 
educating. Often viewed 
as “interventions” by the 
accountability discourse 

Tests, evaluation 
technologies 

Who 
State and municipalities. 
The level of legislation 
and administration 

Teachers and 
pedagogues. The level of 
pedagogic practice in 
daycare centers, SFOs, 
and first years of school 

State and municipalities. 
The level of legislation 
and administration 

Process 
The administration 
establishes aims in the 
form of “outcomes” 

Pedagogues and 
teachers are free to 
practice in accordance 
with aims established by 
the administration. They 
are free to choose from 
specified “interventions,” 
or to experiment with 
developing their own 

The administration holds 
the practitioners in “the 
black box,” accountable 
by means of testing and 
documenting to gauge 
compliance with aims 
established in “input” 

!
Figure!13:!Input,!black!box,!output!–!the!core!mechanism!in!accountability!(a!universal!
model)!

"

The"figure"above"depicts"a"structure"in"which"the"administrative"level,"whether"

state"or"municipality"–"defines"aims"through"expected"outcomes"and"holds"

pedagogues"and"teachers"accountable"for"producing"desired"results."Kampmann"

(2011)"describes"this"structure"as"“centralized"decentralization.”"It"reflects"an"

“ideal”"accountability"structure,"which"differs"from"the"present"actual"situation"

in"Denmark"(see"p."107)."

Since"the"Public"School"Act"2006"revision,"it"now"reads"the"school’s"aim"is"to"

“impart”"knowledge"and"skills"to"the"pupils."Before"the"revision,"the"pupil"

“acquired”"knowledge"and"skills,"thus"emphasizing"the"child"as"an"active"agent"

in"the"learning"process."The"same"revision"reduced"the"aim"of"“comprehensive"

personal"development”"to"simply"“comprehensive"development”"(Danish"
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Ministry"of"Education,"2010a,"my"translation)."The"revision"also"changed"the"

position"of"democracy:"Democracy"went"from"being"“the"foundation”"of"teaching"

and"daily"life"in"the"school"to"something"that"should"“characterize”"teaching"and"

daily"life."These"revisions"signal"a"new"vision"of"schooling"and"education"in"

which"the"emphasis"is"on"skills"and"formal"knowledge"(Broström,"2006b)."When"

connected"to"accountability,"this"vision"holds"the"school"both"responsible"for"

giving"pupils"specified"knowledge"and"skills"(input),"and"accountable"for"this"

activity"of"giving"(teaching,"performing"inside"the"black"box)"by"tests."Tests"are"

implemented"to"gauge"whether"the"students"actually"have"received"the"expected"

skills"and"knowledge."

Interrogated"from"a"Didaktik"perspective,"accountability"imposes"limits"on"all"

the"core"categories"discussed"above:"

• The"Lehrplan"as"a"rather"open"state"curriculum"is"limited"by"

accountability’s"input"concept"that"prescribes"quantifiable"and"

decontextualized"objectives"in"the"form"of"standards."

• The"teacher"and/or"pedagogue"as"Didaktikers"are"limited"by"the"concept"

of"a"black"box."A"Didaktiker"needs"freedom"with"regards"to"interpreting"

an"overall"Lehrplan"–"and"cannot"reasonably"be"held"accountable"to"

specific"standards."

• The"researcher"as"Didaktiker"is"limited"by"both"the"evidence"discourse"

and"what"works."The"researcher"must"produce"tools"for"the"practitioners"

to"strategically"use"to"solve"politically"defined"problems"(problems"

defined"by"the"imperial"machine)."

• The"Bildung"concept"is"limited"by"the"skills=and=testing"discourse"that"is"

the"input=output"mechanism"of"accountability."Bildung"is"contextualized,"

personal,"and"critical."It"reaches"beyond"testable"skills,"and"thus"it"is"

under"pressure"in"a"climate"that"overemphasizes"skills’"development"as"a"

rationale"for"education"(Broström,"2009;"OMEP,"2010)."

Accountability"here"means"searching"for"better,"cheaper,"and"more"effective"

ways"for"ECEC"institutions"to"contribute"to"helping"Denmark"gain"a"competitive"
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edge"in"globalized"capital’s"free"markets."As"noted"above,"this"discourse"has"

roots"in"an"ongoing"public=sector"reform"process,"initiated"in"Denmark"in"the"

early"1980s."This"reform"is"articulated"as"modernization!(Brydensholt,"1986b),"

and"it"greatly"affects"the"contemporary"public"education"system."According"to"

Rasmussen"(2007),"the"modernization"program"initially"focused"on"simpler"

ways"to"govern"public=service"providers"and"thus"on"how"to"transition"from"

governing"by"detailed"rules"(focus"on"process)"to"governing"by"general"

frameworks"of"expectations"(focus"on"objectives/product)"(p."4)."In"the"1990s,"

the"program"evolved"into"now=widespread"discourses"of"accountability"and"

quality"assurance"(p."5)."

The"following"outline"presents"examples"of"accountability"in"Danish"ECEC."The"

intent"is"to"provide"a"national"context"for"the"universal"accountability"model"just"

discussed."For"information"and"English"terms"related"to"the"first"years"of"school,"

I"draw"on"an"overview"document"produced"by"the"Danish"Ministry"of"Education"

(2008)."

• INPUT!

o The"first"years"of"school"

¬ Form@level!objectives"[trinmål]:"Progressive"outcomes"for"

each"specified"subject"or"topic,"as"regulated"by"the"

minister."Together"with"the"final"end=level"objectives"(the"

final"outcomes"to"be"fulfilled"by"the"time"the"child"leaves"

school,"the"[slutmål]),"the"form"levels"establish"a"national"

objective"for"teaching’s"direction"and"goals."This"is"thought"

to"ensure"that"students"will"acquire"the"knowledge"and"

skills"in"the"subject/topic"by"the"end"of"their"educational"

program"and"at"the"conclusion"of"specific"form"levels,"

respectively."

"

Together"with"guidelines"for"teaching"towards"these"

objectives"[faghæfter],"the"legally"binding"national"
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objectives"in"the"form"of"the"subject"aims,"central"

knowledge,"and"skill"areas"(end"objectives)"and"form"level"

objectives"make"up"what"is"known"as"common!objectives"

[fælles"mål]."These"are"quite"comprehensive."The"form=

level"objectives"for"the"knowledge"and"skills"to"be"acquired"

in"the"Danish"language"subject"at"the"end"of"second"grade"

number"no"less"than"eighty=eight"bullet"points."Each"bullet"

point"lists"at"least"one"skill"or"competence,"mostly"

described"as"an"observable"(and"thus"testable)"behavior."

The"teacher"is"held"accountable"for"each"child"being"able"to"

display"these"behaviors"by"the"end"of"second"grade"(see"

under"“output”"below)."

o Daycare"centers"

¬ Because"elections"to"the"Danish"government"in"2011"

shifted"power"from"centrum=right"to"centrum=left,"a"

planned"ECEC"reform"that"would"have"installed"mandatory"

national!standards!for!school!readiness"has"been"

postponed."This"reform"would"have"installed"these"

standards"to"function"as"de"facto"end"objectives"for"

kindergarten,"comparable"to"the"end"objectives"for"the"first"

years"of"school"discussed"above."I"mention"these"

standards,"because"they"are"discussed"in"Paper"II,"which"

was"written"at"a"time"when"it"seemed"likely"that"the"reform"

would"pass."

¬ The"Ministry"of"Finance"(2009)"has"developed"universal!

ECEC!quality!indicators"to"inspire"and"assist"

municipalities"concerning"the"mandatory"quality"

assurance"of"daycare"services."

¬ At"the"time"of"completing"this"dissertation,"the"Minister"of"

Children"and"Education"has"stated"she"is"thrilled"about"the"
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idea"of"child!contracts"(Søborg,"2012)."When"a"child"

begins"in"either"crèche"or"kindergarten,"parents"and"

pedagogues"must"sign"a"“development"plan"for"the"

individual"child”"(my"translation),"an"instrument"that"

establishes"how"parents"and"pedagogues"must"collaborate"

on"making"the"child"ready"for"school."

• OUTPUT!

o The"first"years"of"school"

¬ National!testing."A"nationwide"standardized"test"is"

administered"to"all"students"at"second"grade."It"tests"each"

child’s"compliance"to"form"levels"for"Danish"language,"with"

a"strong"focus"on"reading"skills."

¬ Student!plans."The"teachers"must"prepare"these"plans"at"

least"once"each"school"year."A"student"plan"contains"

information"about"the"results"of"the"ongoing"evaluations"in"

all"subjects,"related"to"the"form=level"objectives."

¬ Mandatory!language!screening"of"each"child"at"the"

beginning"of"the"kindergarten=class."For"the"vast"majority"

of"children"who"have"also"attended"daycare"centers,"this"

language"screening"could"be"seen"as"indirectly"governing"

the"daycare"centers,"although"it"is"administered"in"the"

school"(in"the"kindergarten=class)."Daycare"centers’"staff"

thus"can"be"viewed"as"responsible"for"the"outcomes"of"

these"screenings,"as"they"have"the"responsibility"of"

providing"the"child"with"age=appropriate"language"skills"in"

the"daycare"years."

o Daycare"centers"
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¬ Mandatory!biannual!reports!concerning!the!quality!of!

ECEC"at"the"municipal"level."The"Ministry"of"Finance"has"

developed"a"toolbox"of"eight"tools"used"to"measure"and"

document;"they"are"designed"to"ease"comparison"between"

daycare"facilities’"practices"and"results."These"tools"go"

together"with"the"indicators"mentioned"under"“input.”"

¬ Language!screenings"–"started"out"as"mandatory"for"all"

children"at"the"ages"of"three"and"six"(see"the"discussion"of"

the"recommendations"from"the"Reading"Committee"

below)."

As"long"as"there"is"no"direct"accountability"relation"between"parents"and"

children"as"consumers"and"schools"and"daycare"facilities"as"providers,"

accountability"as"a"practice"cannot"gain"a"democratic"face"(Biesta,"2011,"Ch."3)."A"

direct"relation"is"contingent"on"a"public"sphere"wherein"consumers"and"

suppliers"mutually"engage"in"a"public"discourse"defining"what"constitutes"good"

education"(Biesta,"2011,"Chs."1,"3),"in"which"case,"the"relation"would"be"

repoliticized"and"thus"couched"in"terms"of"citizens"and"public"institutions."

Accountability"gives"the"impression"that"the"public"can"hold"the"public=service"

providers"accountable,"but"in"reality,"the"service"providers"are"accountable"to"

the"administration,"in"a"process"whereby"the"public"has"been"detached"(Biesta,"

2011,"Ch."3"–"drawing"on"O’Neill,"2002)."

Biesta"(2011,"Ch."3)"draws"on"Bauman"(1993)"to"argue"that"these"networks"of"

indirect"accountability"limit"the"spaces"for"responsibility."Bauman"(1993)"

suggests"that"the"rationalism"of"modernity"leads"to"the"division"of"labor"

inscribed"in"hierarchies"of"management"and"power,"which"in"turn"leads"to"

practices"and"forms"of"living"in"which"responsibility"is"detached"from"action."

The"Holocaust"–"a"truly"gruesome"and"inhuman"project"–"functioned"as"little"

more"than"a"rationalistic"and"managerial"matter"for"a"vast"system"of"generals,"

soldiers,"and"bureaucrats"loyal"to"Nazi"Germany."Dahlberg"and"Moss"(2005,"pp."

69=79)"cite"Bauman"and"others"in"their"critique"of"the"project"of"modernity"and"
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its"obsession"with"rationalization."As"decision"makers"do"not"witness"(in"a"direct"

face=to=face"way)"outcomes"and"consequences"of"the"processes"they"initiate"and"

thus"are"responsible"for,"power"and"responsibility"become"detached"from"the"

governed."Massive"accountability"and"quality"assurance"frameworks"are"

reestablishing"a"discourse"of"responsibility,"but"it"is"a"technocratic,"

management=like"approach"to"possible"relations"between"power"and"

responsibility."

Why"has"accountability"become"the"dominant"discourse?"What"explains"its"

ascension?"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."3)"outlines"three"reasons:"

1. Fee=paying"schools"(private"schools,"as"they"are"called"in"Denmark)"

usually"receive"better"performance"grades"than"the"free"public"schools"

do"on"national"benchmarks"(e.g.,"ranking"lists"comparing"the"student’s"

results"from"the"final"examinations)."As"this"difference"in"performance"is"

articulated"in"terms"of"standards,"it"becomes"attractive"to"deploy"

accountability"as"a"standards=raising"approach"to"administering"public"

schools."

2. Even"though"accountability"in"reality"means"a"more"centralized"control"

with"the"educational"institutions"(Kampmann"(2011)"describes"this"

structure"as"“centralized"decentralization”),"parents"and"students"could"

be"left"with"the"impression"they"are"exercising"real"power"over"these"

institutions"from"their"positions"as"consumers"of"the"service"provided"by"

the"suppliers"(the"ECEC=institutions)."

3. It"is"hard"to"argue"against"accountability,"because"it"quickly"becomes"like"

arguing"for"irresponsible"actions"and"decisions"in"the"ECEC"realm."

Accountability"is"a"term"that"fundamentally"has"two"different"meanings:"

a"general"meaning"concerned"with"responsibility"and"being"answerable=

to,"and"a"technical–managerial"meaning"associated"with"keeping"

accounts"subject"to"audit"and"revision."In"the"past,"accountability"

referred"solely"to"financial"documentation"(cf."Henriksen’s"(2005)"

distinction"between"institutions"and"organizations,"p."114,"this"

dissertation)."Instead"of"being"an"argument"against"responsibility,"it"
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could"be"an"argument"against"viewing"ECEC"institutions"as"organizations"

and"thus"arguing"for"viewing"them"as"institutions."

A!note!on!developmentally!appropriate!practice!and!

accountability!
Compared"with"the"first"years"of"school,"daycare"centers"are"not"subjected"to"

this"form"of"administered"centralized"input"and"output."Schools"have"

comprehensive,"national"form=level"objectives"and"end=level"objectives"that"are"

assessed"with"national"tests"and"evaluated"with"student"plans."Daycare"centers"

instead"must"comply"with"notions"of"quality,"as"defined"at"the"municipal"level."

Quality"connects"with"the"discourse"of"developmentally"appropriate"practice"

(DAP)"(Dahlberg"et"al.,"2007)."An"important"aspect"of"high=quality"practice"is"the"

production"of"behavioral"outcomes"defined"by"research"to"be"appropriate"or"

expected"for"a"child"of"a"given"age."

As"noted"above,"in"the"absence"of"centralized"outcomes"on"the"input"side"(no"

form=level"objectives),"daycare"centers"are"instead"inscribed"in"quality"

indicators."Rather"than"complying"with"norms"defined"by"the"government"

ministry,"daycare"centers"must"comply"with"a"decentralized"notion"of"quality,"

which"in"turn"is"linked"to"universal"ideas"about"normal"development"(Dahlberg"

et"al.,"2007;"Mac"Naughton,"2005)."In"this"way,"DAP"implicitly"functions"as"a"fine=

grained"system"of"outcome"specifications,"but"with"one"important"difference:"

The"input"side"governing"the"first"years"of"school"is"openly!political."The"

objectives"are"clearly"established"by"the"minister,"just"as"the"Public"School"Act"is"

a"political"document,"and"thus"the"aim"of"the"public"school"specified"here"is"a"

political"aim,"grounded"in"values,"culture,"and"so"forth."Therefore,"its"objectives"

are"open"to"contestation."

The"input"side"governing"the"daycare"centers"appears"less"political,"to"the"extent"

that"quality"is"defined"from"research=based"evidence."If"quality"is"“just”"what"is"

developmentally"appropriate,"then"quality"is"a"consensus"phenomenon:"Who"

wants"a"pedagogic"practice"that"is"inappropriate"for"the"child?"Who"wants"low"

quality?"To"be"the"subject"(object?)"of"a"practice"(continuous"intervention)"that"
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is"developmentally"appropriate"must"be"in"the"interest"of"every"child."The"

consensus"aim"is"developing"the"child"–"or"that"the"child"should"develop"

normally."Therefore,"does"this"mean"that"quality"is"“just”"common"sense"

(consensus),"and"the"daycare"center"then"“just”"must"comply"with"common"

sense"in"the"best"interest"of"the"child?"

The"DAP"discourse"operates"from"an"image"(or"truth)"about"“normal"

development”"(similar"to"the"normal"female"breast"discussed"below"on"page"

119)."Expressed"in"accountability"terms,"DAP"easily"translates"into"a"fine=

grained"system"of"progressive"outcome"specifications"(referred"to"as"input"in"

the"model"above),"that"is,"what"the"“normal"child”"should"be"able"to"achieve"at"

six"months,"one"year,"two"years,"and"so"forth,"with"concerns"germane"to"such"

characteristics"as"language"and"motor"skills."The"administration"need"not"create"

legislation"regarding"these"outcomes,"because"developmental"psychological"

research"creates"“regimes"of"truth”"(Mac"Naughton,"2005)"governing"

pedagogues"who"work"with"children."Developmental"psychological"research"

also"develops"the"output"instruments"in"the"form"of"tests"to"explicitly"gauge"the"

child’s"compliance"with"the"outcomes"expressed"on"the"input"side"(derived"from"

a"universal"norm"of"child"development)."These"instruments"also"implicitly"gauge"

the"compliance"of"the"pedagogue’s"practice"with"methods"and"interventions"

prescribed"by"the"same"strand"of"research."

Pedagogues"request"empirically"based"knowledge"and"norm=based"descriptions"

for"their"work"with"language"acquisition"(Bleses,"Vach,"Wehberg,"Faber,"&"

Madsen,"2007,"p."9)."They"may"feel"these"norm=based"descriptions"are"necessary"

to"prepare"the"children"to"meet"the"requirements"of"the"language"screenings"

and"the"quality"indicators."

InstitutionEasEmachine!
Education=as=commodity"syncs"up"with"institution=as=machine:"“[Quality]"tells"

you"whether"the"institution=as=machine"is"working"according"to"specification:"is"

it"producing"objectives"a,"b,"and"c?”"(Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."xi)."
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As"educators,"we"are"led"to"believe"that"quality"assurance"technologies"result"in"

children’s"enhanced"learning"and"development"(Hatch,"2002)."Increasingly,"the"

sole=sanctioned"method"ensuring"that"no"child"will"be"left"behind"makes"

teachers"accountable"for"teaching"the"“basics”"–"whatever"“basics”"means"

(Noddings,"2007)."

Even"though"Henriksen"(2005)"does"not"directly"refer"to"accountability,"he"

notes"how"management"discourses"have"reconceptualized"the"(Danish)"public"

school."Schools"used"to"be"perceived"as"a"public"institution,"and"as"such,"was"

characterized"by"relative"autonomy"and"a"certain"freedom"for"teachers"with"

regards"to"educational"content"(see"the"discussion"of"Didaktik"above,"p."46)."

Instead,"if"we"perceive"of"the"school"as"an"organization,"a"set"of"basic"concepts"

takes"center"stage:"objectives"(quantifiable),"motivation"(flexible"salary),"and"

evaluation"(testing)."

Henriksen"(2005)"would"say"there"is"no"such"thing"as"institution@as@machine!

(Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007)."As"management"discourses"overtake"the"

public"sphere,"we"are"left"with"narrow,"goal=driven"organizations:"competing,"

optimizing,"delivering"as"required."

In"an"international"ranking"of"children’s"reading"skills"conducted"in"1994,"

Denmark"was"ranked"relatively"low"(Mejding,"1994)."In"the"debates"that"

followed"among"the"Danish"public"and"professionals,"this"ranking"was"perceived"

as"shockingly"embarrassing"(Hildebrandt"&"Laursen,"2009)."Ten"years"into"the"

new"millennium,"while"the"shock"has"now"worn"off,"Denmark"is"left"with"an"

emergent"discourse"dictating"educators’"response"to"the"growing"influence"of"

cross=national"benchmarking"projects,"such"as"the"Programme"for"International"

Student"Assessment"(PISA)."According"to"its"website,"PISA"is"a"program"

sponsored"by"OECD."It"is"an"ongoing,"international"assessment"program,"begun"

in"2000,"with"the"aim"of"evaluating"(comparing)"education"systems"worldwide"

by"testing"the"skills"and"knowledge"of"15=year=old"students"in"participating"

countries"(OECD,"n.d.)."
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At"the"time"of"this"writing,"the"Danish"public"is"preparing"for"another"thorough=

going"reform"of"teacher"education"(Rasch=Christensen"&"Rasmussen,"2012)."

Teachers"in"“the"school"of"the"future”"will"need"knowledge"on"teaching"and"

learning,"and"the"methods"to"enhance"“student"outcomes”;"philosophical"and"

sociological"theories"should"not"“crowd”"the"teacher"curriculum"(p."8,"my"

translation)."It"may"seem"as"if"this"proposed"school"of"the"future"operates"with"a"

perceived"consensus"as"to"what"constitutes"a"concept"of"learning,"one"linked"to"

student"outcomes"but"detached"from"both"the"sociology"and"the"philosophy"of"

education."The"school"of"the"future"does"not"need"these"aspects,"because"

rationales"grounding"and"guiding"it"are"beyond"contestation:"In"an"ECEC"of"

consensus,"we"need"no"tools"or"concepts"for"negotiating,"developing,"and"

contesting"ends."We"need"only"know"what"works"towards"attaining"those"ends."

Educational"philosopher"Peter"Kemp"has"raised"a"critical"voice"(2012),"arguing"

that"the"reform"is"based"on"the"opinions"of"“extremist"researchers”"(my"

translation),"and"I"tend"to"agree."Kemp’s"critique,"along"with"his"choice"of"words,"

adds"to"the"importance"of"disturbing"the"status"quo"by"going"up"against"a"

consensus"based"on"a"combination"of"“free"market"fundamentalism”"(Giroux"&"

Giroux,"2006,"emphasis"added)"and"the"views"of"extremist"researchers."

Together"with"colleagues,"I"have"previously"addressed"the"situation:"

The"political"is"masquerading"as"the"technical."By"this"we"

mean"that"deeply"political"discussions"about"what"content"

to"put"into"the"ECEC"curricula,"and"how"to"teach"that"

content,"are"being"framed"as"matters"of"what"works"and"

how"more"generally"to"optimize"pedagogic"practice"in"

relation"to"standardized"and"fixed"aims"and"ends"(Jensen"

et"al.,"2010,"p."252)."

A"quality"discourse"(Dahlberg"et"al.,"2007;"Moss,"Dahlberg,"&"Pence,"2000)"is"

dominant."This"is"linked"to"competition"for"best"practices"in"education,"meaning,"

a"standardization"of"curricula,"tests,"and"technologies"to"define"quality"and"to"

quantify"the"“documentation"of"results”!(Danish"Ministry"of"Finance,"2009,"p."2).!
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At"the"same"time,!it"also"means"that"subjective,"value=based,"and"contextual"

truths,"practices,"and"understandings"will"be"marginalized"by"claims"to"

universal"truth"and"decontextualized"certainty"(Dahlberg"et"al.,"2007,"pp."4=6)."

According"to"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"(2007),"the"quality"discourse"is"

contingent"on"the"hegemony"of"a"cognitive,"instrumental"rationality."

Instrumental"rationality"seeks"to"universally"order"and"categorize"the"world"

(i.e.,"pedagogic"practice,"pedagogues,"teachers,"and"children),"and,"by"these"

categories,"to"dominate"and"control"both"nature"and"culture"(Beck,"1997)."In"

ECEC,"it"means"a"dominant"interest"in"specifying"quantifiable"educational"

objectives"and"deploying"measurement"technologies"into"ECEC"to"check"for"

compliance"with"these"objectives."Santos"(1995)"notes"how"this"instrumental"

rationality"marginalizes"alternatives,"that"is,"moral=practical"and"aesthetic=

expressive"rationalities."Pinar"(2006)"defines"instrumentality"as"employing"

reason"to"produce"future"effects,"regardless"of"whether"these"effects"claim"social"

egalitarianism"or"social"hierarchies."Moss"(2007b)"links"instrumental"rationality"

to"questions,"such"as"“what"works”"and"“what"are"the"outcomes,”"not"as"

invitations"to"political"discussions"about"process"and"product"but"as"attempts"to"

control"and"define."

From"a"postmodern"position,"language"does"not"represent"–"but"rather"

constructs"–"social"reality."Thus"the"problem"with"quality"is"that"even"though"it"

is"a"political"and"social"construct,"it"is"treated"on"an"instrumental"and"objective"

agenda,"whereby"experts"are"allowed"to"define"which"products"count"as"the"best"

choices"(Dahlberg"et"al.,"2007)."Stakeholders"in"ECEC"–"and"from"a"Didaktik"

perspective"most"notably"the"Didaktiker"–"are"excluded"from"the"process"of"

defining"quality,"which"is"also"a"process"of"defining"objectives"and"content"in"

ECEC."Put"this"way,"the"quality"discourse"and"the"Didaktik"tradition"are"at"odds"

with"each"other."

When"working"with"defining"Bildung,"the"Didaktiker"deploys"critical,"political"

thinking,"as"explained"above."When"the"experts"of"Dahlberg"et"al.’s"argument"

work"with"defining"quality,"they"refer"to"a"seemingly"neutral,"disinterested"
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postpositivistic"scientific"causal"knowledge,"which"can"be"regarded"as"

the"particular"kind"of"knowledge"that"supports"instrumental"rationality."Rooted"

in"traditional"ideas"of"validity,"reliability,"and"generalizability,"this"paradigm"

seeks"to"employ"a"methodology"of"truth,"or"at"least"provide"stable,"universal"

(decontextualized)"knowledge."It"is"a"knowledge"used"to"predict"future"behavior"

by"applying"universal"categories"and"laws."

Developmental"psychology"is"a"provider"of"instrumental"knowledge."It"

categorizes"and"thus"normalizes"a"child"via"its"scientific"categories"in"an"attempt"

to"dominate,"predict,"and"control"the"child,"his/her"development,"and"the"

pedagogic"practice"thought"to"promote"“normal”"development."This"also"holds"

true"for"experimental"research"on"reading"difficulties"(Burman,"1994)."

Dahlberg"and"Moss"(2005)"develop"the"notion"“technology"as"first"practice”"for"

technical"and"instrumental"approaches"to"pedagogic"practice."The"consensus"of"

technical"rationality"emphasizes"methods,"uniform"practice,"and"(the"consensus"

part)"established,"measurable"aims:"skills,"competencies,"and"standards"for"

school"readiness,"well=being,"and"“normal”"or"“age=appropriate”"development."

Pedagogic"practice"is"viewed"as"a"means"to"these"given"narrow,"technical"ends."

Technology"as"first"practice"offers"a"cookbook"approach"to"practice:"a"recipe"

(e.g.,"for"literacy"development)"is"given,"and"pedagogues"and"teachers"must"

follow"the"steps"or"in"other"ways"act"appropriately"in"relation"to"the"prescribed"

forms"of"intervention."It"is"of"little"or"no"help"when"this"discourse"also"mentions"

the"practical"wisdom"of"pedagogue"or"teacher."With"prescribed"ends"in"sight,"it"

presents"an"impoverished"view"of"a"practical"wisdom"invoked"to"choose"among"

a"best=practices"array"to"employ"in"a"given"context."

In"Danish"ECEC,"quality"assurance"technologies,"such"as"quality"indicators,"

municipal"quality"reports,"form=level"objectives,"language"screenings,"tests,"and"

student"plans,"are"deployed"with"the"goal"of"enhancing"quality"by"specifying"and"

gauging"pedagogical"practice"outcomes"and"holding"practitioners"accountable"

for"these"outcomes"(see"the"figure"regarding"accountability"above"on"p."105)."
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Zabalza"(2000)"criticizes"Moss"et"al.’s"(2000a)"critique"of"quality."I"want"to"

highlight"two"points"from"Zabalza’s"critique."First,"it"is"not"clear"to"Zabalza"what"

is"under"criticism."No"positions"or"works"are"presented"as"being"proponents"of"

quality,"he"argues."

By"engaging"with"the"ECEC"literacy"field,"I"aim"to"establish"the"positions"I"am"

criticizing"(the"cognitive"perspectives)."One"possible"gain"from"working"from"

within"a"specialized"subfield"of"ECEC"(such"as"literacy)"is"that"the"positions"are"

clear"and"contextualized."This"is"why"I"work"with"the"ties"between"

accountability,"quality,"evidence,"and"cognitive"perspectives"on"literacy."

Moss"and"colleagues"respond"(Moss"et"al.,"2000b)"to"Zabalza"that"they"are"

criticizing"the"dominant"trend"of"the"whole"field,"especially"developmental"

psychology."They"mention"the"early"childhood"environment"rating"scale"

(ECERS),"a"tool"used"for"assessing"the"quality"of"daycare"services,"as"at"least"one"

concrete"method"under"their"critical"lens.""

At"the"ECERS"website,"we"can"read"a"quotation"from"an"anonymous"

development"officer"praising"the"scale,"who"notes"it"is"“[v]ery"useful"to"give"a"

standardised"and"objective"overall"view”"(ECERS,"n.d.)."

ECERS"assesses"the"environment."In"my"work"with"literacy"in"ECEC,"I"have"used"

a"list"of"indicators"that"point"to"a"literacy=stimulating"environment."This"work"

was"part"of"the"EASE"project"(see"the"methodology"section)."In"light"of"the"

approaches"used"in"this"study,"I"am"aware"of"the"problems"related"to"indicators"

and"their"use."This"is"why"I"removed"the"literacy"environment"indicators"from"

the"most"recent"book"that"builds"on"and"extends"the"EASE"project"(Jensen"&"

Broström,"2012)."Paper"III"is"a"chapter"from"this"book"(see"more"in"the"

methodology"section)."

A"universal"key"to"quality"in"the"ECEC"environment"must"be"contingent"on"a"

likewise"universal"image"of"the"child"(who"will"inhabit"the"quality"environment)."

Then"there"must"be"a"strong"connection"between"environmental"indicators"and"

indicators"of"what"constitutes"both"developmentally"appropriate"and"politically"
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defined"standards."These"are"scientifically"based"political"objectives"for"ECEC."

Quality"policy"is"evidence=based"policy"(see"further"notes"on"evidence,"p."131)."

Second,"in"Zabalza’s"argument,"we"see"Moss’s"(2007b)"point"about"instrumental"

rationality"for"an"egalitarian"agenda."Zabalza"argues"that"standards"and"quality"

are"preferred"to"ill=informed"public"opinion."Quality"should"be"neither"too"

contextualized"nor"too"influenced"by"the"situation:"“Without"the"support"of"

more"general"and"stable"criteria,"the"quality"could"be"reduced"to"a"weak"and"

superficial"set"of"local"propositions”"(p."117)."In"Zabalza’s"argument,"equality"is"

a"fundamental"value,"pitted"against"the"not=so=fundamental"value"of"diversity;"

he"warns"it"is"possible"to"raise"diversity"in"spite"of"the"more"fundamental"value"

of"equality."Therefore,"from"the"modernist"divide"of"diversity/equality"(with"

equality"as"a"more"fundamental"value),"we"see"how"quality"assurance"

technologies"are"recast"as"equality"assurance"technologies."

Interventions!
Picking"up"the"thread"of"Empire"and"intervention"discussed"above"(p."97),"

intervention"needs"a"breakdown,"imperfection"–"or"at"least"something"

undesirable"–"to"be"legitimized."I"think"it"is"viable"to"connect"Dahlberg,"Moss,"

and"Pence’s"(2007)"notion"of"quality"(rooted"in"instrumental"rationality)"to"the"

notion"of"continuous"imperial"intervention"(Hardt"&"Negri,"2003,"2005)."Thus"I"

connect"this"aspect"of"the"general"social"criticism"directly"to"a"particular"ECEC"

issue"(the"quality"discourse)."I"draw"on"Jensen"(2000)"in"the"following"

paragraphs."

First,"a"general"example:"A"patient"suffering"from"breast"cancer"is"in"need"of"a"

healing"intervention"at"the"hospital."This"seems"a"straightforward"proposition."

But"the"logic"of"intervention"–"the"continuous"search"for"the"“high"quality"

breast”"–"goes"far"beyond"this."For"example,"young"healthy"women"are"called"in"

for"control"examinations"with"the"intent"of"localizing"the"potential"for"

intervention."Mass"media,"television"commercials,"and"beauty"ideals"collectively"

idealize"a"particular"normativity"of"the"female"breast,"thereby"creating"even"

more"potential"for"interventions"on"otherwise"normal,"healthy"breasts."
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This"is"imperial"intervention"logic."It"reaches"all"the"way"into"the"breast"to"

control"it,"and"to"make"men"and"particularly"women"govern"themselves"in"

relation"to"the"prescribed"norms"of"the"female"breast."In"this"way,"the"Empire"

makes"subjects"govern"themselves"in"relation"to"certain"norms,"a"phenomenon"

that"Foucault"(1991)"–"without"using"the"concept"of"Empire"–"has"termed"

governmentality."Governmentality"is"an"idea"of"government"not"limited"to"state"

politics"alone,"one"that"includes"a"wide"range"of"control"techniques"applied"to"a"

wide"variety"of"objects."In"this"perspective,"government"is"linked"to"how"the"

subjects"relate"to"themselves."

A"particular"pedagogic"practice"openly"resulting"in"the"mistreatment"of"children"

is"clearly"in"need"of"intervention"by"the"authorities."This"seems"relatively"

straightforward."Nevertheless,"as"in"the"breast"cancer"example,"intervention"

logic"–"that"of"quality"and"quality"assurance"–"goes"beyond"these"obvious"cases."

For"example,"starting"in"2012"and"thereafter"biennially,"all"Danish"daycare"

services"are"required"to"provide"information"concerning"their"pedagogic"

practice’s"quality."Quality"reports"are"made,"with"the"intent"of"facilitating"

comparison"–"and"thus"competition"–"among"the"daycare"services"(Danish"

Ministry"of"Finance,"2009)."The"potential"for"intervention"springs"from"the"

ranking/comparing"of"individual"daycare"centers,"functioning"similarly"to"the"

control"over"breast"examinations."In"this"case,"however,"the"exception"is"that"in"

a"ranking,"someone"is"bound"to"be"ranked"low,"thus"inviting"the"instrumentalist"

gaze"of"intervention."Research=informed"discourses"of"what!works"and"best!

practice"collectively"idealize"a"particular"normativity"of"daycare=service"

practice,"thereby"creating"even"more"potential"for"interventions"on"otherwise"

normal,"healthy"practices."

In"the"same"way"the"NGOs"can"play"an"unintended"role"as"the"moral"vanguard"

preparing"for"Empire’s"police"force"to"militarily"intervene,"educational"research"

can"play"a"role"as"the"technical,"rational"vanguard"preparing"for"the"

moral/political"intervention"that"adds"new"layers"of"control."This"is"a"

fundamental"problem"for"Didaktik."Increased"state"control"leads"to"a"restricted,"

increasingly"standardized"Lehrplan."According"to"Broström"(2012),"currently,"
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we"are"experiencing"a"narrowing"of"ECEC"curricula."The"dominant"discourse"on"

quality"and"accountability"masks"political"and"philosophical"intent"as"something"

technical"(Jensen"et"al.,"2010)."The"more"ECEC"is"constructed"as"primarily"a"

technical"or"economically"based"project"that"must"respond"to"omnipresent"

challenges"of"international"comparative"education"(e.g.,"reading=skill"

benchmarks),"the"less"it"can"provide"a"free"and"critical"space"for"Didaktik."

Literacy!in!ECEC!–!locating!the!field!
This"section"aims"to"establish"the"concept"of"literacy"in"ECEC"in"relation"to"

teaching"and"researching"issues."I"sometimes"refer"to"these"as"issues"related"to"

“literacy"curriculum.”"

Literacy"is"analytically"divided"along"the"lines"of"learning’s"social"and"cognitive"

perspectives,"respectively."The"social"perspective"can"best"accommodate"

Bildung,"but"this"perspective"is"marginalized"by"the"dominant"discourses."The"

discourse"of"the"(end"of"the)"reading"wars"makes"it"harder"for"Didaktik"to"gain"a"

foothold"in"issues"related"to"literacy,"because"the"literacy"field"is"articulated"as"

now"being"in"an"enlightened"state,"based"on"evidence"from"research."Therefore,"

to"gain"such"a"foothold"in"literacy"teaching,"Didaktik"and"Bildung"struggle"

against"evidence=based"discourses"of"what"works"and"the"“basics.”"

According"to"discourses"so"hegemonic"that"they"are"established"in"an"apparent"

consensus,"only"insight"and"evidence"can"settle"the"conflicts"and"disputes"about"

ECEC"literacy"curriculum."Therefore,"pedagogic"practice"should"be"primarily"

grounded"in"research"regarding"which"procedures"work,"and"which"ones"will"

allow"pedagogues"and"teachers"to"perform"according"to"prescribed"best"

practice."Throughout"the"dissertation,"I"have"discussed"issues"springing"from"

the"consensus"that"can"be"summarized"as"the"authoritarian"rise"of"a"particular"

set"of"beliefs,"practices,"and"institutions"stemming"from"the"interplay"of"certain"

forms"of"policy,"research,"and"practice."The"politics"of"ECEC"and"literacy"

curriculum"in"particular,"are"cast"as"technical"issues"in"need"of"expert"

knowledge."
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Following"the"shock"in"the"mid=1990s"(see"p."114,"and"Papers"II"and"IV),"literacy"

curriculum"research"was"identified"with"concepts"and"relations"best"handled"by"

a"combination"of"cognitivism"and"quantity."To"this"day,"this"approach"

systematically"disregards"other"perspectives"as"nonscientific"and"opinion=

based,"while"RCTs"(Paper"II,"and"p."125)"and"meta=reviews"(pp."140"and"143)"

are"perceived"as"the"gold"standards"of"reading"research."Even"Snow’s"(2008)"

careful"attempt"to"acknowledge"the"findings"of"both"cognitive"and"social"

approaches"(see"p."131)"seems"inscribed"with"the"consensus"on"technical"

rationality"that"is"concerned"with"mapping"how"children"acquire"literacy"skills"

and"not"the"philosophical"question"why."In"other"words,"contributions"to"a"

discussion"about"rationales"for"teaching"and"researching"literacy"are"replaced"

by"hard"evidence"informing"policy"on"standards"and"tests."

Statements"issued"by"experts"appeal"to"deeply"rooted"perceptions"of"knowledge,"

objectivity,"and"rationality."The"perception"of"scientific"authority"makes"these"

people"seem"as"if"they"are"both"politically"neutral"and"purveyors"of"truth."Such"

circumstances"limit"all"political"and"philosophical"discussions"regarding"literacy"

curriculum,"since"politics"are"irrelevant"in"this"kind"of"scientific"context;"we"

must"“move"from"opinions"to"evidence”"(Danish"Ministry"of"Education,"2010b,"

my"translation;"see"also"Paper"III)."Such"disregard"for"values/opinion"is"part"of"a"

new"program"privileged"by"the"state"of"consensus:"Pedagogical"work"with"

children’s"language"acquisition"must"adhere"to"“a"new"culture"of"knowledge,"so"

that"the"interventions"we"deploy"are"based"on"certainty"and"knowledge"about"

what"works”"(Danish"Ministry"of"Children"and"Education,"n.d.,"my"translation)."

Cognitive!perspectives!on!learning!
In"a"highly"simplified"sense,"cognitive"perspectives"view"learning"as"

nonobservable"changes"in"an"individual’s"psychological"composition."These"

perspectives"emphasize"descriptions"of"individual"thinking"and"knowing"

aspects,"but"to"varying"degrees,"may"also"include"context,"interactions,"and"so"

forth"(Bråten,"2002)."
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For"cognitive"perspectives,"the"analytical"focus"is"on"individual"cognitive"

processes"and"structures,"meaning"categories,"such"as"perception,"memory,"and"

skills,"are"central."Skills"are"regarded"as"decontextualized."Because"learning"is"

understood"as"a"cognitive"change"that"occurs"within"the"individual,"the"skills"

learned"can"be"transferred"to,"and"used"in,"many"different"contexts"(Bråten,"

2002)."

Cognitive"perspectives"connect"to"the"acquisition!metaphor!for"learning,"which"

emphasizes"an"individual’s"knowledge"acquisition"(Sfard,"1998)."Sfard"claims"

that"since"the"work"of"Piaget"(1959)"and"Vygotsky"(1978),"there"has"been"great"

interest"in"describing"learning"as"a"cognitive"process"in"which"concepts"are"

developed"by"complex"mental"activities"of"accumulation,"refinement,"and"

combination."Thus"learning"results"in"the"formation"of"ever=richer"cognitive"

structures."Social"constructivism’s"emphasis"on"the"child"as"an"active"

constructor"of"meaning"is"also"inscribed"in"the"acquisition"metaphor,"as"the"

process"of"meaning=making"is"similar"to"acquiring"material"goods."Whether"we"

understand"learning"as"knowledge"acquisition,"concept"development,"or"

constructed"meaning,"it"is"decontextualized"knowledge,"concepts,"or"meaning"

the"individual"can"possess"and"take"with"him/her"to"use"in"other"situations"by"

applying"whatever"knowledge"has"been"constructed."The"acquisition"metaphor"

frames"the"human"mind"as"a"container"to"be"filled"with"“stuff,”"and"learning"is"

this"process"of"filling,"whether"this"“stuff”"is"understood"as"transferred"or"

constructed"(Sfard,"1998,"p."5)."

Drawing"on"Bråten"(2002)"and"Sfard"(1998),"cognitive"approaches"to"learning"

can"be"summarized"as:"

• Because"learning"is"the"acquisition"of"concepts"or"cognitive"structures,"

the"rationale"for"learning"is"individual"enrichment."

• “To"know”"or"“to"be"able”"is"to"possess"certain"concepts"or"skills."

• The"teacher"either"directly"transfers"the"concepts"or"helps"the"student"

construct"them"(depending"on"the"degree"of"constructivism)."
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• The"student"either"receives"concepts,"knowledge,"or"skills"or"(re=)"

constructs"them."

Connection!with!literacy!curriculum!
The"cognitive"perspective"connects"to"literacy"curriculum"in"the"form"of"

research"and"practica"concerned"with"reading,"reading"difficulties,"and"reading"

instruction,"which"share"these"common"features:"

The$simple$view$of$reading."Reading"is"a"cognitive"process"consisting"of"only"

two"parts:"decoding"and"linguistic!comprehension"(Gough"&"Tunmer,"1986;"

Hoover"&"Gough,"1990)."Decoding"is"the"ability"to"recognize"words"and"

otherwise"derive"representation"from"text"at"the"word"level."For"beginning"

readers,"decoding"is"mostly"about"using"knowledge"of"grapheme=phoneme"

correspondence,"meaning"knowing"the"“sound”"of"each"letter"and"using"this"

knowledge"to"assess"the"mental"lexicon"for"known"words"that"have"not"been"

previously"encountered"in"print."Linguistic!comprehension"is"the"ability"to"take"

decoded"information"(semantic"information"at"the"word"level)"and"use"it"to"

interpret"meaning"at"sentence"and"discourse"levels."

The"simple"view"of"reading"uses"the"equation:"

Reading!=!Decoding!x!Linguistic!Comprehension"

to"illustrate"that"reading"is"not"possible"(the"product"of"the"equation"is"zero)"if"

either"decoding"or"linguistic"comprehension"is"zero"(skill"not"developed)."In"

accordance"with"cognitive"approaches"to"learning"in"general,"reading"as"the"

product"of"decoding"and"linguistic"comprehension"is"a"decontextualized"skill,"as"

both"decoding"and"linguistic"comprehension"are"individual,"cognitive"skills"

(structures"in"the"reader’s"head)."

Hoover"and"Gough"(1990)"note:"

The"simple"view"does"not"reduce"reading"to"decoding,"but"

asserts"that"reading"necessarily"involves"the"full"set"of"

linguistic"skills,"such"as"parsing,"bridging,"and"discourse"
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building;"decoding"in"the"absence"of"these"skills"is"not"

reading."At"the"same"time,"the"simple"view"holds"that"

decoding"is"also"of"central"importance"in"reading,"for"

without"it,"linguistic"comprehension"is"of"no"use."Thus"a"

second"central"claim"of"the"simple"view"is"that"both"

decoding"and"linguistic"comprehension"are"necessary"for"

reading"success,"neither"being"sufficient"by"itself"(p."128)."

School?based$and/or$traditional$literacy$events."Drawing"on"Snow"(2008),"

examples"of"prototypical"literacy"events"within"this"view"are"“reading"a"novel,"

studying"for"a"test,"or"making"a"note"to"oneself”"(p."279)."A"passage"in"the"

teachers’"guidebook"of"a"major"Danish"reading"acquisition"textbook"system"for"

the"first"years"of"school,"based"on"the"simple"view"of"reading,"is"in"line"with"

Snow:"Even"though"reading"is"a"diverse"activity"connected"to"various"situations"

and"media"in"daily"life,"“reading"is"first!and!foremost"what"we"do"when"we"read"a"

continuous"text"in"newspapers,"magazines,"or"books”"(Borstrøm"&"Petersen,"

1996,"p."7,"emphasis"added,"my"translation)."The"paragraph"goes"on"to"express"

that"the"ability"to"read"a"“regular"continuous"text”"(p."7)"forms"the"basis"for"the"

ability"to"read"other,"more"specialized"genres"of"text."This"is"why"“traditional,”"

regular,"continuous"text"should"be"the"main"focus"in"the"reading"instruction."

Experimentalism."Elbro"(2006)"points"to"experimentalism"–"specifically,"RCT"

design"–"as"the"best"reading"research"approach"along"the"lines"of"the"simple"

view"of"reading."

RCT"design"is"medicine’s"method"par!excellence"to"test"an"experimental"

treatment’s"effects"(Denzin,"2010;"Howe,"2004)."In"reading"research,"an"RCT"

design"could"involve"a"number"of"randomly"chosen"–"but"comparable"–"children"

participating."First,"participants"are"tested"for"an"isolated"variable"relevant"to"

the"theory,"for"example,"decoding."Then"some"of"the"children"are"allowed"to"

proceed"as"they"would"in"a"nontesting"setting,"functioning"as"the"control"group."

The"remaining"children"would"participate"in"a"period"of"specialized"pedagogical"

activities"believed"to"enhance"their"decoding"skills"–"they"become"the"
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experimental"group"(with"pedagogical"activities"viewed"in"the"same"light"as"an"

experimental"treatment"in"medicine)."The"reading"instruction"is"viewed"as"an!

intervention!(extending"the"discussion"on"p."119),"the"idea"being"that"the"

experimental"treatment"is"the"only"difference"between"the"two"groups"(the"“C”"

in"controlled,"in"RCT)."When"the"experiment"ends,"participants"are"tested"again"

to"learn"whether"the"experimental"treatment"(intervention)"had"a"positive"

effect,"that"is,"whether"the"children"from"the"experimental"group"perform"better"

than"those"in"the"control"group"do"on"the"test."If"the"design"meets"positivistic"

criteria"for"validity"and"reliability,"the"findings"count"as"evidence"regarding"

which"techniques"work"within"reading"instruction:"solid"knowledge"on"how"to"

produce"certain"effects"(gains"in"decoding"skills)"in"the"children’s"learning"

process"(see"further"notes"on"evidence"at"p."131)."Denzin"(2010a)"notes"this"

particular"form"of"knowledge,"connected"to"(post)positivist"experimental"

designs,"is"becoming"the"gold"standard"for"research,"as"we"move"into"the"next"

decade"of"educational"research."

In ECEC Connected with Literacy Curriculum 

Cognitive perspectives on learning Simple view of reading; experimentalism 

!

Figure!14:!Cognitive!perspectives!on!learning!

"

Social!perspectives!on!learning!
Social"perspectives"on"learning"emphasize"learning"as"a"social"process"and"

approach"it"by"working"with"social"contexts,"human"interaction,"and"what"it"

means"to"be"(or"become)"a"participant"in"a"social"community"or"a"practice"

(Bråten,"2002)."In"contrast"to"cognitive"perspectives,"social"perspectives"have"

social"practice"as"their"main"analytical"unit"and"do"not"readily"separate"

cognition"and"context."Learning"is"understood"as"an"aspect"of"social"practice"and"

participation,"and"thus"social"perspectives"investigate"cooperation,"distribution"

of"responsibility"and"authority,"power,"and"mutual"and"diverging"

understandings"of"tools,"information,"and"technology."
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If"cognitive"perspectives"understood"via"the"acquisition"metaphor"privileges"the"

“permanence"of"having”"(Sfard,"1998,"p."6),"social"perspectives"connect"with"the"

participation!metaphor"that"views"the"learner"as"interested"in"becoming"part"of"

a"greater"social"and"cultural"whole"via"participating"in"a"common"practice."

Rather"than"interpreting"learning"through"concepts"of"stages,"levels,"or"other"

vocabularies"signaling"process"and"endpoint,"alternative"concepts,"such"as"

practice,"discourse,"and"communication,"draw"attention"to"learning"in"“the"

constant"flux"of"doing”"(Sfard,"1998,"p."6)."

Drawing"on"Bråten"(2002)"and"Sfard"(1998),"social"perspectives"on"learning"can"

be"summarized"as:"

• Learning"is"participation;"therefore,"the"rationale"for"learning"is"the"

formation"of"communities"and"common"practices/projects."

• “To"know”"or"“to"be"able”"is"to"be"recognized"as"a"participant"and"to"

know"and"communicate"accordingly"in"a"common"practice."To"know"is"to"

know"how"to"communicate"using"a"particular"community’s"language."

• The"teacher"is"an"expert"or"master"participant."The"teacher"does"not"hold"

universal"facts"or"truth"to"be"transmitted"to"the"students"but"is"the"

keeper"of"discourse"traditions"into"which"the"students"are"being"

socialized,"as"well"as"possibly"contesting."

• The"student"is"a"legitimate,"peripheral"participant"or"apprentice."

Through"peripheral"activities"(as"part"of"common"project/practices),"

novices"become"acquainted"with"the"community’s"tasks,"vocabulary,"and"

organizing"principles"(Lave"&"Wenger,"1991)."

Connection!with!literacy!curriculum!
The"point"at"which"social"perspectives"on"learning"connect"with"literacy"

curriculum"places"the"emphasis"on"reading"within"a"mediated"communication"

context,"from"both"social"and"cultural"viewpoints."The"social"view"emphasizes"

reading"as"a"part"of"language"in"use,"not"reading"in"a"cognitive"sense,"that"is,"the"

simple"view"of"reading"(Vejleskov,"2004)."Thus"social"approach"proponents"tend"

to"use"literacy"instead"of"reading"as"the"main"concept."
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The$plurality$of$literacy."Instead"of"defining"literacy"narrowly"as"reading"and"

writing"skills,"a"sociocultural"view"tends"to"emphasize"the"entirety"of"the"social"

and"communicative"context"whereby"reading"and"writing"are"interwoven,"along"

with"other"forms"of"expression,"thoughts,"deeds,"and"objects."UNESCO"(2004)"

describes"one"such"view:"

Literacy"is"the"ability"to"identify,"understand,"interpret,"

create,"communicate,"and"compute,"using"printed"and"

written"materials"associated"with"varying"contexts."

Literacy"involves"a"continuum"of"learning"enabling"the"

individuals"to"achieve"their"goals,"to"develop"their"

knowledge"and"potential,"and"to"participate"fully"in"their"

community"and"wider"society"(p."13)."

The"function"of"literacy"is"central:"Different"people"tend"to"use"different"forms"of"

literacy"practices"for"different"purposes"in"relation"to"the"workplace,"different"

aspects"of"civic"life,"religion,"school,"and"so"forth."Children"from"different"

cultural"contexts"bring"different"conceptions"of"literacy"to"classroom=based"

school"literacy."To"engage"effectively"with"the"plurality"of"literacy,"proponents"of"

the"social"approach"tend"to"use"the"plural"form"literacies"to"emphasize"how"

literacy"varies"across"social"contexts"and"domains"(Gee,"2008;"Gillen"&"Hall,"

2003;"Rogers"&"Street,"2011;"see"also"Paper"IV)."The"social"view"emphasizes"

participation"in"multiparty"literacy"events"over"cognitive"skill"level"disparities"

or"different"individuals’"contributions"(Snow,"2008,"p."278)."

Community?based$and/or$diverse$literacy$events."According"to"Snow"(2008),"

the"prototypical"literacy"events"of"the"social"approach"are"leisure=time"and/or"

community"events,"such"as"“tagging"(spray=painting"signatures"on"public"

surfaces),"producing"political"banners,"collaborating"with"friends"to"figure"out"a"

bus"timetable,"or"contributing"to"an"online"discussion"group”"(p."278)."

As"literacy"events"in"the"school"are"only"part"of"an"array"of"different"literacy"

events"and"different"literacies"children"encounter,"the"literacy"learning"potential"

of"everyday"life"events"is"emphasized"through"a"concept,"such"as"enculturation."
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Enculturation"is"the"child’s"use"of,"and"learning"of,"cultural"techniques"in"an"

informal,"social"practice,"together"with"adults"from"the"same"culture"

(Kjertmann,"2004,"p."310)."Enculturation"occurs"when"adults"in"the"child’s"

surroundings"include"written"language"in"the"conversation"and"activities"with"

the"child,"because"they"think"it"might"be"good"for"the"child,"or"simply"as"a"result"

of"a"relaxed,"common"use"of"written"language"by"adult"and"child"together"

(newspapers,"books,"television,"job)"(pp."306=307)."

What"the"cognitive"approach"describes"as"literacy"events"connected"to"special"

genres"(compared"with"the"“regular,”"continuous"text"found"in"newspapers,"

magazines,"and"books),"with"only"a"secondary"role"to"play"in"school=based"

reading"instruction"of"early"readers"(Borstrøm"&"Petersen,"1996,"p."7),"is"exactly"

what"is"central"for"the"social"approach."The"social"approach"builds"bridges"

between"school=based"literacy"and"the"plurality"of"children’s"literacies"(Gee,"

2001,"2003;"Street,"1995)"by"including"home"and"community=based"literacies"in"

the"school"setting"(see"Paper"IV"for"more"explanation)."

Ethnography."The"social"approach"relies"on"ethnographic"research"in"which"the"

literacy"researcher"is"immersed"in"community=based"literacy"practices."

One"well=known"study"in"this"tradition"is"Heath’s"(1983)"fieldwork"in"two"

communities"a"few"miles"apart"in"the"southeastern"United"States"between"

members"of"white"and"black"working=class"communities."Heath"found"deep=

seated,"culturally"based"differences"in"how"the"children"developed"language"and"

literacy"–"their"“ways"with"words”"were"influenced"by"the"norms,"traditions,"

values,"and"chores"of"their"daily"lives"within"their"respective"worlds."This"study"

has"raised"questions"concerning"the"nature"of"language"development"and"has"

contributed"to"subsequent"sociocultural"literacy"studies"that"critically"examine"

how"literacy"practices"and"literacy"events"in"schools"serve"as"ways"with"words"

bound"to"social"domains,"values,"technologies,"and"rationales"(Gee,"2008;"Street,"

1995)."For"some"children,"traditional"school=based"literacy"practices"are"in"sync"

with"the"values"of"the"home=based"literacy"practices,"whereas"others"are"not"so"

lucky"(Gee,"2003)."(For"recent"Nordic"studies"that"connect"with"social"literacy"
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approaches,"see"Fast,"2009;"Hagtvet,"2004;"Hetmar,"2010;"Kjertmann,"2002;"

Perregaard,"2003;"and"Söderbergh,"2011)."

As"might"be"surmised"from"the"presentations"of"cognitive"and"social"approaches"

to"literacy,"these"positions"do"not"agree"on"how"to"conceptualize"literacy"

curriculum"and"reading"instruction."

In ECEC Connected with Literacy Curriculum 

Social perspectives on learning Multiple, contextual literacies; ethnography 

!

Figure!15:!Social!perspectives!on!learning!

"

Beyond!cognitive!versus!social!perspectives:!Consensus!in!ECEC!

literacy?!
Connections"between"the"consensus"discourse"and"the"literacy"curriculum"are"

clearly"distinguishable"in"claims"the"latter"is"not"(or"no"longer)"a"contested"field,"

the"concepts"of"reading"and"reading"instruction"naturally"assume"central"

positions,"or"research"will"sort"out"the"questions"remaining"to"be"answered"in"

relation"to"the"literacy"curriculum."In"the"following"section,"I"will"discuss"

literature"that"will"exemplify"and"shed"light"on"what"the"consensus"discourse"

might"mean"in"connection"to"the"literacy"curriculum."

According"to"Elbro"(2006),"a"conflict"no"longer"exists"between"sequential"and"

holistic"theories,"which"are"comparable"to"the"reading"and"literacy"theories"I"

discussed"in"relation"to"either"cognitive"or"social"approaches."To"Elbro,"it"is"now"

clear"that"those"in"the"camp"of"“holistics”"paid"scant"attention"to"decoding,"just"

as"those"in"the"camp"of"“sequentials”"failed"to"consider"reader"comprehension"

complexity"–"even"on"a"word=by=word"level."

Elbro"asserts"the"end"of"the"reading"wars"have"arrived,"citing"a"body"of"

knowledge"that"has"shown"these"deficits"occurring"on"both"sides"of"the"

frontlines."Insight"drawn"from"more"recent"findings"has"allowed"many"
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speculative"theories"to"be"set"aside"in"favor"of"more"accurate"ones"(p."22)."The"

days"of"reading"instruction"“fashion"whims”"(p."13,"my"translation)"are"over."

Experimentalism"and"evidence=based"knowledge"prevail."

Snow"(2008)"seems"to"agree"with"Elbro"concerning"how"the"rise"of"evidence"

seems"to"settle"the"conflicts"and"disagreements"of"the"literacy"research"field:"

“Some"of"the"virulent"disagreements"that"have"dominated"the"field"of"reading"in"

previous"periods"have"been"resolved"by"the"introduction"of"evidence"into"the"

argument”"(p."15)."She"mentions"how"research"into"eye=movements"of"skilled"

readers"has"resolved"the"“technical”"nature"of"reading"as"a"process"and"

speculates"that"future"research"into"the"effects"of"various"early"intervention"

strategies"for"reading"difficulties"holds"the"promise"of"solving"even"more"

conflicts,"possibly"even"the"“reading"wars”"of"the"early"literacy"field."To"the"

degree"conflicts"in"the"early"literacy"field"stem"from"a"lack"of"causal"knowledge"

concerning"processes"and"effects"of"interventions"(teaching"methods),"it"seems"

fair"to"join"Snow"in"her"hopes"for"the"future"progress"of"evidence=based"

research"in"settling"them"once"and"for"all."Let"us"eagerly"anticipate"that"day"

when"insight"shall"prevail"over"the"whims"of"fashion."

Further$notes$on$evidence$
I"discuss"the"concepts"of"evidence"and"evidence=based"policy,"research,"and"

practice"in"Papers"I"and"II."The"section"aims"to"provide"further"supplemental"

notes"for"those"discussions"and"contribute"to"substantiating"the"concept"of"

evidence"in"my"study."

I"argue"that"the"evidence"discourse"limits"Didaktik"and"is"a"major"component"in"

the"double"transformation"(Biesta,"2007)"that,"among"other"aspects,"limits"

freedom"in"everyday"life"in"ECEC"from"research"to"practice."

In"my"view,"two"different"categories"of"responses"to"the"evidence"discourse"

seem"plausible"from"a"Didaktik"perspective:"Didaktik"can"try"to"transgress"this"

evidence"discourse,"or"it"can"try"to"engage"with,"and"reconceptualize,"the"

discussion."The"figure"below"provides"an"overview"of"the"two"categories."
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Didaktik’s Response Definition 

Transgress Didaktik seeks to contribute to alternative discourses 

Reconceptualize Didaktik engages with the evidence discourse to open it up 
and expand it to include critical and deliberating 
perspectives for research and practice 

!

Figure!16:!Didaktik’s!responses!to!the!evidence!discourse!

"

In"the"first"category,"Didaktik"and"evidence"are"seen"as"fundamentally"opposed"

to"each"other."Didaktik"analysis,"as"the"knowledge"base"informing"Didaktik"

practice,"from"classic"to"postmodern"Didaktik,"always"has"been"contextualized"

(see"the"chapter"on"Didaktik"and"Bildung)."Didaktik"with"its"normative"core"and"

concerns"about"what"is"educationally"desirable"(in"relation"to"Bildung"and"

freedom)"cannot"work"with"an"evidence"discourse"that"limits"teaching"and"

research"to"only"technical"concerns"for"what"works."Thus"it"must"try"to"

transgress"the"dominant"evidence"discourse"by"working"with"alternative"ways"

of"assessing"the"role"and"quality"of"research."This"study,"as"a"whole,"serves"as"

one"example"of"ways"to"argue"that"Didaktik"must"respond"to"the"evidence"

discourse"by"transgressing"it."My"attempts"to"work"with"emergent"methods"(see"

Papers"I"and"II,"including"the"methodology"chapter"of"this"Kappa),"are"explicitly"

motivated"by"a"will"to"work"with"Didaktik"outside"the"dominant"evidence"

discourse."Rhedding=Jones"(2007)"argues"one"must"construct"alternatives"to"a"

particular"nonpreferable"discourse."This"is"another"example"of"a"response=as=

transgression."The"last"example"of"this"kind"of"response"is"not"from"the"realm"of"

Didaktik."Moss,"Dahlberg,"and"Pence"(2007)"and"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"

(2007)"work"to"transgress"(or"go"beyond)"the"quality"discourse,"by"contributing"

to"the"discourse"of"meaning=making"as"an"alternative:"

Getting"“beyond"the"problem"of"quality”"does"not"mean"

reworking"the"concept"of"quality:"rather,"it"turns"out"to"

mean"that"we"have"a"choice"about"whether"or"not"to"work"

with"that"particular"concept"(Moss,"Dahlberg,"&"Pence,"

2000,"p."112)."
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Rather"than"working"with"evidence"as"RCTs"and"decontextualized"knowledge,"I"

choose"to"work"with"bricolages"of"the"professional,"the"political,"and"the"

personal."

The"second"category"of"plausible"Didaktik"responses"engages"in"attempts"to"

reconceptualize"the"evidence"discourse."The"key"here"is"to"view"this"discourse"

as"complex"and"multifaceted,"in"essence,"a"move"from"the"former"category’s"

(singular)"evidence"discourse"(to"be"transgressed)"into"the"plural"form"

“discourses"of"evidence,”"to"be"engaged"to"reconceptualize"and/or"broaden"what"

counts"as"evidence."This"response@as@reconceptualization"holds"that"the"evidence"

discourse"can"be"reconstructed"in"ways"so"that"even"Didaktik"can"operate"from"

it."An"example"of"a"theoretical"resource"that"can"inspire"attempts"within"this"

category"of"responses"are"Simovska"and"Carlsson"(2012)"and"Carlsson"and"

Simovska"(2009)."In"these"works,"they"argue"for"the"need"of"a"broader"concept"

of"evidence."They"write"about"evidence"in"relation"to"health"education"and"

health"promoting"practices."Health"promotion"(as"a"field"of"policy,"research,"and"

practice)"rests"on"a"foundation"of"values"and"ethical"principles,"which"in"my"

view"are"very"similar"to"those"of"critical"and"postmodern"Didaktik"(along"with"

the"Threshold"between"them)."These"are,"among"others,"equality,"

empowerment,"sustainable"development,"social"responsibility,"and"

responsibility"in"general"(Simovska"&"Carlsson,"2012,"p."293)."The"authors"

analyze"key"publications"articulating"the"evidence"concept"in"an"attempt"to"

categorize"the"various"evidence"discourses."With"this"as"background,"they"argue"

for"expanding"the"“what"works”=mantra"into"one"asking"a"more"nuanced"“what!

works,!for!whom,!and!under!which!circumstances.”"The"broad"concept"of"

evidence"is"based"on"dynamic"and"dialectical"movements"on"a"continuum"from"a"

quantitative"“what"works”=pole"of"RCT=designs"and"postpositivism"to"a"

qualitative"“how"does"it"work”=pole,"where"situated,"subjective"knowledge"has"a"

place"among"different"qualitative"methodologies"on"a"constructivist"and"

hermeneutical"base"(Carlsson"&"Simovska,"2009,"p."304=306)."

Another"example"is"Eraut’s"(2004)"work"with"what"he"calls"practice@based!

evidence."Eraut"seems"to"share"Biesta’s"(2007)"concerns"concerning"the"negative"
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effects"of"the"double"transformation"of"policy,"research,"and"practice,"but"he"

particularly"emphasizes"the"mechanical"flow"of"(evidence=based)"knowledge"

from"research"to"practice."This"flow"does"not"correspond"to"how"professionals,"

such"as"nurses"(and"by"extension,"pedagogues"and"teachers),"apply"knowledge"

in"their"daily"work,"as"they"draw"on"a"plethora"of"information"from"different"

sources"and"paradigms,"that"collectively"viewed"has"evidence"potential."

Interesting"enough,"Eraut"(2004)"refers"to"this"knowledge"base"of"the"

professional"as"a"“bricolage!of!potential!evidence”"(p."91)."

The"implication"of"these"two"categories"of"Didaktik=responses"to"the"evidence"

discourse"for"this"study"is"a"bit"of"self=criticism."I"want"to"take"the"opportunity"to"

problematize"some"of"my"own"former"thinking."Even"though"I"still"fully"stand"by"

my"analyses"leading"up"to"the"argument"for"Didaktik"to"transgress"evidence,"

that"weaves"throughout"this"study,"I"now"also"see"some"promising"potential"

with"regards"to"experimenting"with"the"reconceptualization"response."I"have"

developed"the"Didaktik"bricolage"as"a"diverse"and"contextualized"work"of"the"

professional,"the"political,"and"the"pedagogical."I"argue"that"the"professional"

fragment"is"considered"with"knowledge"from"multiple"paradigms"of"research,"

including"practical"wisdom,"knowledge,"and"values"carried"over"from"the"

professional"tradition."Considered"in"tandem"with"the"broad"evidence"concept,"I"

do"not"find"this"opposed"to"being"evidence=based."Thus"I"criticize"my"own"

earlier"thinking"for"relying"too"much"on"Didaktik’s"response@as@transgression,"in"

a"situation"where"response@as@reconceptualization"could"also"provide"relevant"

insights."From"a"reconceptualized"evidence"concept,"the"bricolage"legitimizing"

postmodern"Bildung"and"Didaktik"could"even"be"considered"as"consisting"of"

evidence,!politics,!and!the!personal."

I"turn"now"to"discussing"three"reports"on"reading"instruction"and"will"also"

review"some"of"the"critical"literature."Doing"so"will"exemplify"how"the"consensus"

discourse"manifests"itself"in"ECEC"when"it"connects"with"the"literacy"curriculum."
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The$report$from$the$Reading$Committee$
I"will"now"cover"the"report"from"the"Preparation"Committee"for"a"National"

Action"Plan"on"Reading"(Søndergaard"et"al.,"2005),"hereafter"referred"to"as"the"

Reading"Committee"(RC)."I"aim"to"use"its"report"to"show"some"possible"links"

between"accountability"policy"and"literacy"curriculum."

RC"was"formed"in"August"2005"by"an"initiative"from"the"centrum=right"(which"

consisted"of"both"liberals"and"conservatives)"government."In"Denmark,"the"

(centrum=right,"neo=)"liberal"party"is"called"left"[Venstre],"and"the"more"

traditionally"conservative"party"is"named"Konservative."The"government"behind"

the"RC"is"thus"referred"to"as"the"VK"Government."In"the"government"basis"for"

this"government’s"second"term"(The"VK"Government"II,"2005),"it"states"one"of"

the"aims"of"its"educational"policy"is"to"establish"a"National"Action"Plan"on"

Reading."A"government"basis"is"a"public"document"in"which"the"newly"elected"

Government"states"its"objectives"and"political"strategies"for"the"years"to"come."

The"government"basis"begins"(p."5)"with"a"paragraph"on"the"importance"of"

preparing"each"Dane,"and"each"business,"for"the"free"market"economy."To"

compete"in"the"global"economy,"Denmark"must"develop"“world=class"

educational"systems,”"and"Danish"students"must"“rise"to"be"among"the"best"in"

the"world"with"regards"to"reading,"mathematics,"and"science”"(all"translations"

are"mine)."

Therefore,"the"rationale"for"establishing"a"national"action"plan"for"reading"was"

taken"from"comparative"education"and"capitalist"globalization"rhetoric:"

According"to"international"rankings,"such"as"PISA,"too"many"Danish"children"left"

public"school"with"poor"reading"skills."Because"good"reading"skills"open"the"

door"“to"education,"jobs,"and"participation"in"democracy"and"in"the"society"in"

general”"(p."15),"the"government"wants"a"national"action"plan"focused"on"

reading"to"improve"the"children’s"“reading"skills"and"thus"their"future"prospects"

in"education"or"labor”"(p."16)"and"to"enable"them"to"compete"in"globalized"free"

markets"(see"Paper"III)."
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Below"are"three"main"themes"of"the"RC"report:"

Reading$is$a$cognitive$skill$–$and$more."Reading"is"defined"according"to"the"

simple"view"of"reading"(see"p."124)."In"this"regard,"the"RC"report"is"similar"to"

both"the"National"Reading"Panel"(NRP)"report"and"the"Rose!Review."But"the"RC"

report"stands"out"for"its"explicitness"about"its"limitations:"

In"line"with"the"remit,"the"report"focuses"on"reading"and"

reading"instruction."This"focus"on"the"central"elements"of"

reading"instruction"is"neither"an"endorsement"of"a"one=

sided"focus"nor"a"claim"that"reading"should"be"practiced"

in"isolation"from"other"kinds"of"instruction/teaching."

Developing"reading"skills"is"closely"connected"to"

developing"writing"skills;"therefore,"in"practice"reading"

instruction"cannot"be"separated"from"other"literacy"

activities"(p."2,"my"translation)."

The"RC"recognizes"that"even"from"a"cognitive"perspective,"reading"instruction"is"

not"the"entire"story"of"an"ECEC"literacy"curriculum."Even"though"the"report"

echoes"the"comparative"education"discourse"of"the"government"basis"that"

founded"it,"it"also"suggests"links"between"reading"skills"and"comprehensive,"

personal"development"(Søndergaard"et"al.,"2005,"p."5)."These"links,"however,"

remain"unexplored"in"the"report"(due"to"limitations"in"the"remit)."

Based"on"the"simple"view"of"reading,"the"panel"recommends"that"language"

stimulation"in"kindergarten"should"be"practiced"as"a"play=based"approach"(p."

12)."Children"and"pedagogues"should"play"with"phonemes"and"letters"in"the"

form"of"rhymes"to"enhance"decoding"skills"and"practice"vocabulary"and"

linguistic"comprehension"through"playful"and"interactive"activities,"such"as"

dialogical"reading=aloud"(e.g.,"Salling,"2009)."

The"panel"also"emphasizes"reading"instruction"across"subject=matter"teaching"in"

the"school:"
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Instruction"in"the"language"and"reading"arts"must"be"

strengthened"across!the!school’s!subjects,"and"the"students"

should"be"able"to"participate"in"linguistically"and"

intellectually"challenging"activities"in"which"they"can"

engage"with"age@appropriate!problems!and!themes"that"

reach"beyond!the!everyday!issues"(Søndergaard"et"al.,"

2005,"p."15,"emphasis"added,"my"translation)."

The"report"stresses"how"teaching"practice"should"both"engage"and"inspire,"and"

include"both"fictional"readings"and"subject=matter"texts"throughout"all"grades."A"

broad"palette"of"materials"should"be"made"available"to"the"students"through"the"

school’s"library"and"the"Internet."The"aim"is"to"motivate"students’"desire"to"read"

by"providing"them"with"opportunities"to"use"their"reading"skills"to"acquire"

knowledge."

It"is"clear"the"report"addresses"issues"connected"to"reading,"literacy,"teaching,"

and"education"for"which"the"simple"view"of"reading"is"insufficient,"as"an"isolated"

theory."The"questions"below"link"to"the"emphasized"passages"in"the"excerpt"

above:"

• Who"defines"what"counts"as"age=appropriate"problems"and"themes?"

• By"what"means"can"we"establish"criteria"for"which"content"is"age=

appropriate?"

• How"can"we"transgress"everyday"issues?"

• How"do"we"move"across"the"school’s"subjects"and"beyond"the"everyday"

issues"in"education?"

• How"are"literacy,"reading,"writing,"and"communicating"understood"as"

participation?"(Refer"to"the"social"perspectives"on"learning"and"literacy"

discussed"above"on"p."126)."

• What"constitutes"motivation,"and"how"does"it"connect"to"reading"skills?"

These"balanced"perspectives"are"one"reason"that"I"chose"to"not"discuss"the"RC"

report"under"“consensus.”"
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The"main"reason"for"discussing"the"RC"report"under"“accountability”"is"that"the"

RC"recommends"literacy"curricular"reforms"in"sync"with"accountability."I"will"

discuss"these"recommendations"in"the"following"section."

Raise$the$reading$skill$levels$through$standards,$tests,$and$screenings.$The"

report"suggests"a"tighter"integration"of"literacy"curriculum"into"an"

accountability"framework"of"input/output"technologies."

Improving"input"technologies:"

• A"new"model"of"form"levels"should"be"devised."In"this"new"model,"there"

should"be"a"limited"number"of"form=level"objectives"at"the"end"of"each"

grade,"including"kindergarten=class"(pp."9=10)."Fewer"form=level"

objectives"should"in"turn"emphasize"reading"skills"to"an"even"greater"

degree."The"revised"form=level"objectives"should"be"research"based"(p."

21)."

• The"form=level"objectives"for"first"grade"should"be"those"currently"in"

place"for"second"grade."New"and"more"ambitious"form"levels"should"be"

devised"for"second"grade"to"reflect"the"additionally"allocated"resources"(a"

recommended"additional"weekly"Danish"lesson"in"Grades"One"and"Two)"

and"the"reading=skills"emphasis."In"addition,"some"of"the"language=

stimulating"activities"of"the"kindergarten=class"should"be"advanced"to"the"

daycare"services."

• The"discourse"of"age=appropriate"language"skills"is"articulated."

Knowledge"about"age=appropriate"language"skills"should"be"part"of"an"

improved"curriculum"for"training"pedagogues."The"age=appropriate"

language=skills"concept"is"not"translated"into"formal"form=level"

objectives"but"works"in"a"similar,"although"implicit"way"(see"p."110)."Age=

appropriate"language"hints"at"cognitive"categories,"such"as"vocabulary,"

conceptual"comprehension,"and"phonemic"awareness"(e.g.,"p."17)."It"also"

connects"to"language"screening"(see"below)."
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Improving"output"technologies:"

• Mandatory"“language"screenings”"for"all"three=year=olds"(p."8)."

• The"national"tests"should"continuously"be"synched"with"changes"in"form=

level"objectives"and"the"structure"of"form=level"objectives"(see"under"

“improving"input”)."

• Reading=skills"exercises"should"be"part"of"the"final"exam"(after"Grade"

Nine)."

• Both"teacher"and"student"should"continuously"evaluate"how"the"student"

benefits"from"the"reading"instruction"(p."18)."It"is"an"ongoing"evaluation"

of"teaching"outcomes."

The"RC"report"is"a"historical"document"in"the"sense"that"some"of"its"

recommendations"have"actually"been"implemented."Mandatory"language"

screening"of"every"three=year=old"was"eventually"made"actual"policy"in"

Denmark"but"later"revised"so"that"only"those"deemed"in"need"should"undergo"a"

language"screening."It"remains"a"mandatory"part"of"kindergarten=class."Form=

level"objectives"are"currently"established"for"Grades"Two,"Four,"Six,"and"Eight,"

pointing"to"the"end=level"objectives"to"be"tested"in"the"final"exam."The"discourse"

of"age=appropriate"language"has"merged"with"the"general"quality"discourse"

governing"ECEC."

Research?based$reading$instruction.$The"panel"recommends"strategic"policy"

to"support"(fund)"reading"research"and"policy"recommendations"the"panel"

presents"(pp."30=31)."Grounded"in"the"need"to"secure"stable"knowledge"about"

reading,"reading"instruction,"and"reading"disabilities"(implicitly"drawing"on"the"

theoretical"perspectives"also"framing"the"report),"a"national"reading"research"

program"should"be"established."This"program"should"focus"on"various"

interventions’"effects,"causality"in"the"sense"of"precursors"for"reading"

disabilities,"and"so"forth."Thus"it"should"be"an"experimental"approach"to"reading"

research."

The"report"argues"for"more"research"to"provide"a"foundation"for"selecting!

content"and"methods"that"exist"in"the"preschool"classes’"prereading"instruction"
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(p."30)."Even"though"this"should"be"read"in"the"context"of"experimentalism"and"

thus"effective"interventions,"it"could"also"be"interpreted"as"a"broad"request"for"

more"research"about"criteria"for"content"and"educational"methodology."In"this"

reading"of"the"RC’s"recommendation"about"more"research,"my"work"actually"

extends"the"RC’s"work."I"would"like"to"keep"this"view"open,"to"remind"the"reader"

that"my"project"is"not"about"contesting"the"simple"view"of"reading’s"legitimacy,"

but"rather,"to"contest"the"consensus"and"accountability"discourses"that"privilege"

this"view!"I"would"support"the"recommendation"regarding"more"research"to"

guide"and"inspire"content"and"method"selection,"as"I"keep"in"mind"that"the"RC"

links"reading"to"comprehensive"personal"development,"participation,"a"concept"

of"developmentally"appropriate"problems"and"themes,"literature,"aesthetics,"and"

so"forth,"as"mentioned"in"the"report."In"turn,"these"concepts"link"to"multiple"

perspectives"on"reading"and"literacy,"as"well"as"to"education"for"democracy."

In ECEC Connected with Literacy Curriculum 

Discourses of accountability Literacy standards (input) and tests (output); 
age-appropriate language 

!

Figure!17:!Accountability!discourse!in!ECEC!

"

The$National$Reading$Panel$
In"the"United"States,"a"1997"congressional"mandate"established"a"national"panel"

of"experts"to"assess"the"effectiveness"of"different"approaches"used"to"teach"

children"to"read,"known"as"the"NRP."In"April"2000,"the"NRP"presented"its"

analysis"of"more"than"100,000"studies"on"early"literacy"and"reading"instruction"

(National"Reading"Panel,"2000)."It"claims"to"have"developed"“an"objective,"

research"review"methodology”"to"assess"the"relevant"“experimental"and"quasi=

experimental"research"literature”"(National"Reading"Panel,"2000,"Ch."1,"p."1)."

This"objective"review"is"thought"to"have"expanded"the"findings"of"an"earlier"

“consensus!document"based"on"the"best"judgments"of"a"diverse"group"of"experts"

in"reading"research"and"reading"instruction”"(Ch."1,"p."1,"emphasis"added)."This"

“consensus"document”"is"the"report"of"the"National"Research"Council’s"(NRC)"
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Committee"on"Preventing"Reading"Difficulties"in"Young"Children"(Snow,"Burns,"

&"Griffin,"1998)"that"discusses"critical"skills,"environments,"and"early"

developmental"interactions"important"for"children’s"reading"skills’"acquisition."

The"NRP"sought"to"extend"this"work"by"explicitly"addressing"how"to"effectively"

teach"reading"skills,"as"well"as"noting"which"materials"and"approaches"are"most"

effective"in"promoting"children’s"reading"skills."

In"short:"To"reveal"the"most"effective"teaching"methods"and"materials,"the"

report’s"goal"is"that"it"be"understood"as"an"objective"review"of"experimental"and"

quasi=experimental"research"extending"the"findings"of"a"consensus"document"on"

reading"skills."The"NRP"report"emphasizes"means"and"methods."This"is"in"

accordance"with"the"general"attributes"of"the"consensus"approach"in"ECEC."

In"the"report,"the"panel"concludes"that"the"five"most"essential"components"of"a"

child’s"reading"ability"are"phonics,"phonemic"awareness,"fluency,"vocabulary,"

and"comprehension."In"a"short"passage"in"Chapter"1"(p."3),"other"topics"and"

elements"are"noted"as"being"important"in"learning"to"read"and"that"the"panel’s"

silence"on"these"topics"should"be"understood"in"this"way:"“It"was"simply"the"

sheer"number"of"studies"identified"by"Panel"staff"..."that"precluded"an"exhaustive"

analysis"of"the"research"in"all"areas"of"potential"interest.”"This"reference"to"the"

sheer"number"of"studies"does"of"course"absolve"the"panel"of"responsibility"with"

regards"to"how"some"studies"were"selected"but"others"left"aside."Articulating"the"

consensus"discourse,"the"panel’s"criteria"for"formulating"research"topics"is"

based"on"“widespread"interest"of"the"field"of"reading"education"that"have"been"

articulated"in"a"wide"range"of"theories,"research"studies,"instructional"programs,"

curricula,"assessments,"and"educational"policies”"(Ch."1,"p."3),"with"a"resultant"

finding"of"strength"in"numbers"or"consensus"by"power."

Razfar"and"Gutiérrez"(2003),"proponents"of"what"I"call"the"social"approach"to"

literacy,"claim"that"the"NRP"report"excludes"findings"and"insights"produced"by"

sociocultural"views"of"literacy."Joanne"Yatvin,"a"panel"member,"seems"to"support"

Razfar"and"Gutiérrez’s"claims."She"filed"a"minority"view"and"her"open"letter"to"

the"rest"of"the"panel"members"is"included"at"the"end"of"the"panel’s"report"
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(National"Reading"Panel,"2000,"Minority"View)."At"the"time,"Yatvin"wrote"that"

although"the"panel’s"ultimate"goal"was"to"settle"the"“reading"wars”"(p."1)"with"an"

inclusive"approach"to"the"many"strands"of"relevant,"contemporary"research"on"

early"literacy,"the"report"is"“narrow"and"biased”"(p."6):"Although"the"reviews"

were"carried"out"according"to"standards,"the"research"field"initially"was"

conceptualized"too"narrowly,"as"this"conceptualization"was"based"on"the"

“philosophical"orientation"and"the"research"interests"of"the"majority"of"[the"

panel’s]"members”"(p."1)."

Thus"Yatvin"claims"the"reviews"in"the"report"may"prove"valuable"to"

“experimental"researchers”"(p."2)"who,"like"the"majority"of"the"panel"members,"

emphasize"“alphabetics,"comprehension,"and"fluency”"(p."1)."But"its"findings"will"

never"settle"the"reading"wars,"as"the"report"excludes"and"marginalizes"

otherwise"important"reading"and"literacy"research"strands,"such"as"

ethnographic"methods"and"the"fields"of"language"and"literature."

What"I"would"like"to"emphasize"with"regards"to"this"particular"report"is"that"

such"a"document"becomes"a"powerful"tool"used"to"construct"consensus"

discourse."It"is"a"scientific"document"whose"purpose"is"designed"to"produce"

evidence"and"settle"controversy"–"in"this"case,"to"settle"the"reading"wars"

(implicitly"sorting"out"fashionable"whims"from"actual"truth)."When"operating"

from"a"state"of"consensus,"policymakers,"practitioners,"parents,"researchers,"and"

other"stakeholders"can"identify"what"are"believed"to"be"best"practice,"best"

policy,"best"research"methodology,"and"so"forth,"all"the"while"claiming"nothing"

but"objective,"commonsense"reasoning."

Yatvin"herself"connects"the"results"to"the"wider"spheres"of"policy"and"practice"in"

a"very"personal"way,"explaining"one"event"that"convinced"her"of"the"need"to"

dissent:"

I"spent"most"of"Friday"and"yesterday"at"the"annual"

conference"of"the"Oregon"Reading"Association."Although"I"

was"not"scheduled"to"speak,"I"was"introduced"at"the"first"

general"session"as"a"member"of"the"NRP."Because"of"that"
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introduction,"I"was"later"approached"by"a"number"of"

teachers"who"thanked"me"for"representing"them"and"who"

expressed"the"hope"that"the"Panel’s"report"would"relieve"

the"pressure"from"the"state"legislature"and"local"school"

boards"to"adopt"one=sided"commercial"programs"that"

would"take"away"their"authority"to"decide"what"is"best"for"

their"students"and"that"would"consume"most"of"the"time"

allocated"for"reading"over"several"years"of"schooling."I"did"

not"have"the"heart"to"tell"them"that"the"NRP"report"would"

probably"open"the"door"to"increased"pressure"rather"than"

lessen"it"(National"Reading"Panel,"2000,"p."6,"Minority"

View)."

The"teachers"were"expressing"their"concern"regarding"pressure"from"

authorities"to"adopt"one=sided"commercial"reading=instruction"programs."This"

link"between"the"dominant"policy"and"instructional"materials"based"on"research"

from"particular"paradigms"would"threaten"their"authority"to"decide"what"is"in"

their"students’"best"interests"(see"also"Paper"I)."They"felt"under"pressure"to"

invest"most"of"their"time"and"resources"to"practice"in"ways,"and"in"accordance"

with"values"and"concepts,"in"which"they"did"not"fully"believe."They"hoped"for"

this"panel"of"experts"to"present"knowledge"they"could"use"to"ground"ideas,"

methods,"and"teaching"practices"beyond"those"that"they"perceived"would"be"

forced"upon"them."

The!Rose$Review!
The!Independent!Review!of!the!Teaching!of!Early!Reading"by"Sir"Jim"Rose"(2006)"

is"similar"to"the"NRP"report."Known"as"the!Rose!Review,"it"was"requested"by"the"

British"Department"of"Education"and"Skills."It"points"to"best"teaching"practices"

regarding"early"reading,"with"special"attention"paid"to"children"from"birth"to"age"

five."It"also"address"issues"related"to"literacy"difficulties"and"compensatory"

intervention"programs."
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David"Wray"(2006)"criticizes"the"Rose!Review"for"imposing"the"kind"of"artificial"

consensus"discussed"previously"by"Hatch"(2002):"

Government"ministers,"and"Rose"himself,"try"to"dress"the"

report’s"recommendations"as"based"on"a"consensus"

derived"from"research."This"is"actually"nonsense"

(although"establishing"that"would"take"much"more"space"

then"I"currently"have"available)."What"has"actually"

happened"is"that"pressure"groups"with"axes"to"grind"(and,"

usually,"teaching"programmes"to"sell)"have"caught"the"ear"

of"politicians"and"the"Rose!Review!was"never"going"to"be"a"

balanced"interpretation"of"the"evidence."So,"whatever"the"

“wise”"statements"that"Mr."Rose"makes,"his"report"will"be"

remembered"for"the"imposition"on"our"children"of"a"

unidimensional"approach"to"the"teaching"of"a"

multidimensional"process."And"when"this"fails,"as"it"

inevitably"will,"Mr."Rose"will"bear"a"large"share"of"the"

blame"(Wray,"2006,"p."127,"quoted"in"Hynds,"2007,"p."267,"

emphasis"added)."

Rose"states"that"the"report"aims"to"inform"the"means"to"secure"“reading"as"an"

entitlement"for"every"child”"(Rose,"2006,"p."2)."According"to"Rose,"this"aim"is"one"

around"which"all"the"“practitioners,"teachers,"trainers,"resource"providers,"and"

policy"makers”"who"participated"in"the"“wide=ranging"consultation”"(p."2)"

united."We"see"consensus"once"again."First,"aims"and"ends"are"not"up"for"

discussion,"since"a"consensus"seemingly"exists,"in"this"regard."Second,"it"leads"to"

a"narrow"discussion"of"educational"ends"when"it"starts"by"proclaiming"a"given"

skill"as"an"entitlement"for"every"child."Drawing"on"the"critical"approaches"of"

Biesta"(2011c),"Broström"(2012),"Klafki"(2005),"and"Schnack"(2003),"

discussions"about"the"rationales"guiding"and"grounding"education"should"start"

with"grand"perspectives,"values,"and"ideas,"and"then"work"downward"towards"

skills,"knowledge,"and"competences."As"noted"by"Biesta"(2007),"a"perceived"

consensus"concerning"educational"aims"limits"the"above=mentioned"critical"
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approaches,"which"refuse"to"be"reduced"to"play"only"a"technical"role"in"

researching"means"towards"preconceived"ends.""

In ECEC Connected with Literacy Curriculum 

Consensus discourse  End of reading wars 

"
Figure!18:!Consensus!discourse!

" !
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SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS 
Below"I"offer"brief"overviews"of"how"each"of"the"papers"contributes"to"the"study."

Paper!I:!“Didaktik!in!ECEC”!
I"focus"on"how"accountability"as"a"dominant"educational"policy"creates"a"

democratic"deficit"in"the"relation"between"policy,"research,"and"practice."

Generally"speaking,"it"seems"as"if"research"falling"outside"an"established"“gold"

standard”"easily"gets"disregarded"as"being"subjective,"politically"motivated,"or"

just"of"a"low"quality"(I"provide"examples"and"cite"sources"in"the"paper)."

Meanwhile,"outcomes"and"effects"are"the"rationalizing"lifeblood"of"ECEC"

institutions."

To"counter"this"democratic"deficit,"in"the"paper,"I"propose"a"strategy"of"two"

overlapping"dimensions."First,"we"need"a"revitalization"of"critical"Didaktik."

Didaktik"will"allow"democracy"to"take"center"stage"in"educational"theory"and"

practice."Second,"this"Didaktik"must"utilize"the"potential"of"poststructural/"

postmodern"perspectives"to"be"sufficiently"sensitive"towards"twenty=first=

century"complexities"and"discourses."

Paper"I"contributes"to"the"following"three"key"ideas"in"relation"to"the"study:"

1. Reconceptualization."The"need"for"naming"the"accountability"discourse"to"

reconceptualize"the"issues"around"the"technical"consensus"in"ECEC"

curriculum"as"a"democratic"deficit."With"democracy"named"as"the"main"

issue,"Didaktik"becomes"a"relevant"approach."

2. The!value!of!border!crossing."Combining"Didaktik"and"postmodern"

perspectives"to"appreciate"how"diversity,"power,"knowledge,"and"

discourse"challenge"education"for/with"democracy"–"in"both"research"

and"practice."This"is"in"accordance"with"the"Threshold"perspective."

3. Bringing!politics!into!ECEC."Neutrality"and"objectivity"are"traded"for"

politics"and"uncertainty."Research"can"never"escape"the"realms"of"culture,"

values,"and"power."To"bring"politics"into"the"ECEC"is"thus"to"transgress"
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what"works"and"narrow"instrumental"approaches"where"evidence"can"

trump"diverging"(political)"views."

Despite"being"labeled"Paper"I,"I"actually"wrote"it"towards"the"end"of"the"project"

(refer"to"the"timeline"presented"in"the"method"section,"p."28)."This"was"the"

period"when"everything"started"to"come"together,"and"the"paper"reflects"this"

aspect."

The"paper"was"originally"written"in"Danish"and"it"is"published"in"CURSIV,"the"

scientific"journal"published"by"the"Department"of"Education"at"Aarhus"

University"(the"journal"of"the"department"in"which"I"work)."The"paper"is"

included"in"the"journal’s"special"issue"on"ECEC."

Paper!II:!“The!Deluge”!
This"paper"discusses"policy,"research,"and"practice"within"Danish"ECEC."The"aim"

is"to"disturb"the"dominant"discourses"masquerading"as"mere"commonsense"

modernization"or"even"reason"and"truth,"while"influencing"ECEC"research"and"

practice"in"the"most"fundamental"ways."I"weave"together"personal"anecdotes"

with"research"literature"and"even"the"grand"biblical"narrative"of"the"deluge"(the"

great"flood"of"waters"depicted"in"the"story"of"Noah’s"Ark)."I"want"to"draw"

attention"to"how"the"politics"of"evidence"limit"diversity"in"ECEC"research"and"

practice,"especially"in"literacy"curriculum."I"incorporate"empirical"data"to"show"

this"is"not"mere"speculation"and"that"it"has"practical"consequences."

If"you"write"within"the"postmodern"[milieu]"(sometimes),"

you"will"(sometimes)"be"breaking"quite"a"lot"of"rules"

about"what"academic"writing"is."You"can"mix"up"the"

genres,"[and]"speak"from"the"heart"if"you"want"to."But"you"

will"have"to"say"that"you"do"this"because"of"theoretical"

positions"you"take"up,"and"show"how"these"allow"you"to"

construct"or"format"your"academic"text"differently"

(Rhedding=Jones,"2005,"p."121)."

Compared"with"Paper"I,"“The"Deluge”"stands"out"in"two"ways:"
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• Scope:"While"both"papers"discuss"ECEC"and"curriculum"in"general"terms,"

Paper"II"is"clearly"anchored"in"questions"related"to"literacy"and"language"

acquisition."

• Method:"“The"Deluge”"stands"out"as"being"the"most"experimental"paper"

of"this"study."In"Paper"II,"I"present"a"critical,"yet"open=ended,"pastiche"

narrative"with"elements"of"modernization,"evidence=based"practice,"and"

postpositivistic"research."I"draw"on"postmodern"and"postpragmatist"

sources"to"construct"this"pastiche"to"focus"on"discourse,"power,"and"

contextualized"meaning."

The"logic"of"the"two"papers"is"such"that"Paper"I"creates"a"research"agenda"

thought"to"legitimize"(or"at"least"support)"the"approach"taken"in"Paper"II"(and"in"

Papers"III"and"IV,"even"though"these"are"not"as"experimental)."Paper"II"serves"as"

both"a"bridge"between"general"ECEC"issues"and"those"specific"to"literacy"

curriculum"(thus"“homing"in”"on"the"literacy"curriculum)"and"a"concrete"

example"of"what"it"might"mean"to"combine"the"academic,"the"personal,"and"the"

political"to"create"a"critical"Didaktik=inspired"approach"to"ECEC."

Paper"II"produces"the"following"two"key"ideas"in"relation"to"the"study:"

1. The!value!of!evocative!forms!of!writing."Paper"II"is"academic,"personal,"

and"political."It"offers"no"conclusion"of"stable"findings"or"universal"

principles"for"policy"or"further"research."Even"so,"it"is"hoped"that"it"will"

inspire"new"ways"of"thinking"beyond"that"of"the"dominant"discourse,"as"it"

expands"the"possibilities"for"research"to"play"a"cultural"role"(Biesta,"

2007)"or"to"influence"practice"indirectly"(Bråten,"2002)."

2. The!democratic!deficit!explored!through!the!deluge!metaphor."The"epic"

narrative"of"“The"Deluge”"utilizes"our"epistemological/cultural"

predispositions"for"meaning=making"via"narratives"(Bruner,"2003)."The"

narrative"approach"serves"to"cast"the"perceived"democratic"deficit"as"

having"“real”"consequences"in"contemporary"research"and"practice"–"the"

democratic"deficit"is"not"some"abstraction"or"dark"forecast"of"a"possible"

but"unlikely"future."It"is"here"and"now"(refer"to"the"discussion"of"the"
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Empire"in"the"introduction"in"this"dissertation,"p."11)!"The"narrative"also"

serves"to"make"me,"as"a"researcher,"visible"and"vulnerable"as"an"explicitly"

political,"personal,"and"academic"subject."As"discussed"in"Paper"I,"this"

vulnerability"is"an"important"feature"of"critical"twenty=first=century"

Didaktik."

Paper"II"has"been"accepted"for"publication"in"the"European!early!childhood!

education!research!journal."At"this"point,"it"is"scheduled"to"appear"in"2014,"

volume"22."

With"regards"to"variations"in"terms,"the"following"should"be"taken"into"account"

when"reading"the"paper:"

In Paper II In Part I (Kappa) 

Educator Pedagogue 

Daycare facility Daycare center 

Figure!19:!Paper!II!–!variations!in!terms!

"

Paper!III:!“Versatile!Literacy!Curriculum:!How!and!Why?”!
This"paper"has"been"translated"and"revised"from"a"somewhat"similar"version"

published"as"a"chapter"in"a"book"about"the"early"literacy"stories"documentation"

tool"(Jensen"&"Broström,"2012)."

Central"to"the"paper"is"a"discussion"of"rationales"for"literacy"curriculum."

Drawing"on"Biesta"(2011,"Ch."1),"I"discuss"rationales"related"to"individual"

qualification,"socialization,"and"subjectification."The"aim"is"to"reinstall"values"

and"politics"on"the"center"stage"of"literacy"curriculum"debates"and"to"argue"that"

we"must"move"beyond"the"easy"answers"found"in"teaching"manuals"to"reflect"on"

what"constitutes"a"good"literacy"curriculum."By"easy"answers,"I"mean"the"

questions"of"the"“how"to"teach"literacy”=variety,"and"not"of"the"“why"teach"

literacy”=variety."I"raise"the"“why”=questions,"questions"regarding"the"rationales"

guiding"and"grounding"literacy"teaching,"in"Paper"III."
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I"provide"four"detailed"examples"of"what"this"discussion"of"rationales"can"add"to"

ECEC"literacy"teaching"practices."The"examples"are"drawn"from"diverse"settings"

spanning"the"entire"ECEC:"a"kindergarten,"an"SFO,"a"kindergarten=class,"and"a"

second"grade."Examples"from"crèche"and"first"grade"are"not"included."

Paper"III"contributes"to"the"study"in"the"following"ways:"

1. Offers!an!example!of!what!it!might!mean!to!reach!beyond!literacy!to!

ground!the!literacy!curriculum."The"paper"connects"critical"policy"to"

literacy"and"curriculum"discussions."It"emphasizes"the"importance"of"

rationales"for"curriculum,"and"the"hesitant,"personal"stance"as"a"position"

in"the"discussion"of"rationales."

2. Provides!practical!examples!of!planning!and!reflecting!on!literacy!

connected!to!critical!policy."It"gives"practical"examples"of"working"with"

literacy"curriculum"in"daycare,"SFOs,"and"school."

Paper!IV:!“Early!Literacy!–!Towards!a!Unified!Approach!for!

Childcare!and!School”!
Despite"its"position"as"Paper"IV"in"Part"II,"this"was"actually"the"first"paper"I"

wrote"as"part"of"this"study."Drawing"on"Gee"(2008),"it"is"more"aligned"to"the"

sociocultural"perspective"than"the"study"is"as"a"whole."

The"paper"as"a"whole"is"a"pledge"for"an"integrated"approach"to"literacy"teaching"

and"curriculum."I"draw"on"the"EASE"project"and"the"early"literacy"stories’"

documentation"tool"(noted"above;"refer"to"p."28)."Central"to"the"paper"is"the"

analysis"of"an"early"literacy"story"about"a"kindergarten=class"boy"named"

Thomas,"who"reads"a"story"aloud."I"attempt"to"combine"theories"on"literacy,"

recognition,"and"critical"ECEC"Didaktik"to"show"how"there"is"more"to"this"story"

than"just"Thomas"partly"pretend=reading"or"utterly"failing"to"read"the"correct"

words."

I"argue"that"rich,"diverse"learning"opportunities"empower"ECEC"learners"and"

that"literacy"learning"should"be"conceptualized"as"making"a"valuable"
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contribution"to"a"common"practice."Here,"my"initial"position"in"a"social"

perspective"on"literacy"is"evident."

In"the"paper,"I"also"criticize"dominant"educational"policy"and"accountability,"and"

analyze"a"government"basis"(the"document"containing"policy"strategies"and"

objectives"produced"by"every"new"government"shortly"after"elections"or"at"the"

beginning"of"each"new"four=year"term)."In"this"way,"I"point"to"links"between"

policy"on"school"effectiveness"and"cognitive"perspectives"on"literacy"curriculum."

Paper"IV"contributes"to"the"study"in"the"following"ways:"

1. Discusses!contemporary!policy!and!suggests!the!need!for!resistance."

Further,"it"shows"how"this"need"to"resist"–"and"to"empower"marginalized"

perspectives"–"can"be"a"guide"in"selecting"theory:"

To"some"extent,"the"theoretical"framework"itself"is"

composed"as"an!act!of!resistance,"empowering"

researchers,"childcare"workers,"and"teachers"to"create"

diverse"links"between"children,"culture,"and"the"early"

literacy"curriculum"by!foregrounding!an!awareness!of!

issues!not!being!articulated!in!contemporary!early!

literacy!policy"(Paper"IV,"p."7,"emphasis"added)."

Therefore,"in"the"same"way"the"project"does"as"a"whole,"Paper"IV"enters"

the"literacy"curriculum"with"the"ambition"to"disturb"the"dominant"

discourse."

2. Contributes!to!a!new!literacy@curriculum!language."The"discussion"would"

benefit"from"a"means"of"communication"in"terms"other"than"those"

afforded"us"by"the"dominant"discourse"on"outcomes,"learning,"

progression,"and"so"forth."The"new"language"consists"of"general"ECEC"

concepts"of"care,"upbringing,"and"teaching"(Broström,"2006c)."It"also"

advances"the"concept"of"recognition,"as"described"by"Honneth"(2006)."

These"concepts"are"combined"with"Gee’s"sociocultural"perspective"on"

early"literacy,"which"views"literacy"as"a"contextual"practice."Gee’s"
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sociocultural"approach"to"early"literacy"emphasizes"how"language=in=use"

is"entangled"in"social"practices,"values,"and"communities"(Gee,"2001,"

2008)."

As"the"title"of"Paper"IV"suggests,"in"this"work,"some"terms"differ"from"the"

definitions"given"in"Part"I:"

In Paper IV In Part I (Kappa) 

Childcare Daycare center 

Kindergarten Kindergarten-class 

Childcare worker Pedagogue 

Schoolteacher Teacher 

"
Figure!20:!Paper!IV!–!variations!in!terms!

"

"  
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CONCLUSION 
In"this"study,"I"have"sought"to"contribute"to"the"further"development"of"the"

ECEC=relevance"of"the"Continental"Didaktik"tradition"as"a"response"to"

postmodernistic"challenges."I"have"done"so"by"bringing"together"critical"Bildung"

and"postmodern"Bildung"in"an"attempt"to"make"these"perspectives"inform"

contemporary"issues"related"to"teaching"and"researching"literacy."

Two"main"findings"from"the"analytical"work"on"Didaktik"can"be"summarized"in"

the"following"manner:"

• Didaktik"remains"viable"on"a"postmodern"basis."Bildung"(as"formation)"is"

reconceptualized"from"self=formation"to"relation=formation."Postmodern"

Didaktik"thus"operates"with"the"relation"as"the"fundamental"category."

• Postmodern"Didaktik"can"move"from"a"legitimizing"base"of"humanism"

and/or"critical/unclouded"consciousness"to"contextualized"bricolages"of"

the"professional,"the"political,"and"the"personal."

Based"on"the"work"with"updating"Didaktik,"as"well"as"on"the"analyses"and"

theoretical"development"of"the"study"as"a"whole,"I"argue"that"Didaktik"can"

inform"contemporary"issues"related"to"teaching"and"researching"literacy"in"

ECEC"in"the"following"manner:"

• Didaktik"insists"on"either"a"critical"or"postmodern"notion"of"Bildung"as"a"

fundamental"category"when"performing"its"analyses"of"educational"aims"

and"content."Bildung"provides"the"Didaktiker"with"thinking"tools"to"

construct"a"position"inside"ECEC"literacy"that"is"not"limited"by"the"

constraining"postreading=war"consensus."Teacher"and"pedagogue"can"

use"Bildung"to"work"outside"skill"rationales"for"teaching"literacy"and"thus"

experiment"with"project"work"whereby"literacy=competencies"are"

developed,"as"the"children"contribute"to"meaningful"projects"(Papers"III"

and"IV)."

• Didaktik"calls"on"the"Didaktiker"(teacher"and/or"pedagogue)"to"take"

responsibility"for"his/her"literacy=teaching"practice"by"reflecting"on"and"
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(if"necessary)"criticizing"the"politics"of"evidence"(i.e.,"what"counts"as"good"

ECEC"literacy"teaching?),"along"with"the"general"relationship"between"the"

state,"the"Lehrplan,"and"Bildung,"with"regards"to"literacy"learning."The"

Didaktik"researcher"can"contribute"to"a"repoliticization"of"the"literacy=

curriculum"by"working"with"emergent"methods,"along"with"postmodern"

approaches"to"knowledge"and"power."I"have"developed"these"themes"in"

Papers"I"and"II."

Didaktik"on"postmodernism’s"doorstep"means"taking"the"time"to"reflect"on,"and"

discuss,"rationales"and"theories"guiding"and"grounding"literacy"curriculum,"

including"how"to"conceptualize"reading,"writing,"and"literacy."It"is"not"limited,"

however,"to"the"researcher’s"desk"or"ECEC"employees’"break"rooms."It"is"a"

caring,"profound"perspective"applicable"to"the"diverse,"everyday"life"

experienced"by"the"children"themselves."Didaktik"replaces"standards"and"to=do"

lists"with"rich"learning"opportunities"and"recognition"(see"Paper"IV)"in"an"apt"

way"very"timely"described"by"American"educational"philosopher"Nel"Noddings:"

[T]he"careful,"generous"educator"settles"down"to"ask"

exactly"what"it"is"that"all"children"can"and"should"learn."

Probably,"most"children"can"learn"to"read"but"not"at"the"

same"time"or"at"the"same"depth."Thus"we"work"patiently"

and"diligently"to"be"sure"that"all"(or"almost"all)"children"

acquire"enough"skill"at"reading"to"function"adequately"in"a"

complex"society."What"does"it"mean"“to"function"

adequately”?"We"must"keep"this"question"open"and,"as"we"

explore"it,"keep"working"with"children,"encouraging"them,"

praising"progress,"assuring"them"that"we"are"with"them"in"

the"struggle"to"learn."We"do"not"fail"them,"retain"them,"or"

remind"them"that"they"are"in"the"bottom"decile"of"some"

standardized"test"(Noddings,"2007,"p."27)."
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Implications!for!policy!
The"policy"level"can"address"the"democratic"deficit"in"ECEC."Because"this"study"

has"pointed"out"the"intricate"links"among"accountability,"consensus,"and"the"

democratic"deficit,"it"implies"that"the"policy"level"must"initiate"processes"to"

facilitate"a"transition"from"a"permanent,"vertical,"and"constricting"consensus"

towards"a"temporary,"horizontal,"and"proliferating"mode"of"experimentation"

and"contestation."In"other"words:"This"study"points"to"the"need"to"transgress"

accountability"policy"and"thus"to"reimagine"the"social"technologies"that"govern"

curriculum"and"pedagogy."The"concept"of"horizon"hints"at"a"true"diminishment"

of"centralized"control."Moving"from"vertical"to"horizontal"forms"of"organization"

means"a"shift"away"from"hierarchies"of"power"to"participation"and"common"

actions"that"are"no"longer"confineable"in"accountability’s"black"box"of"practice"

(see"the"figure"on"p."105)."It"is"as"radical"as"Hardt"&"Negri’s"(2005)"work"on"

direct"democracy"(see"p."38,"this"dissertation,"and"onward)."

This"represents"a"transition"from"policy"based"on"legislation"about"input"

(establishing"standards"and"prescribing"quality)"and"output"(tests,"ranking)"to"

policy"based"on"listening,"trust,"and"diversity."This"new"kind"of"policy"will"

require"new"concepts,"practices,"and"institutions"that"we"cannot"fully"imagine"at"

present."Without"a"doubt,"resources"and"privileges"will"require"redistribution,"

as"a"function"of"these"policy"recommendations."This"is"to"emphasize"that"the"

implications"for"policy"have"this"materiality"to"them;"the"suggested"transition"is"

(of"course)"not"to"be"addressed"solely"as"a"discursive"matter."

For"exemplification"and"inspiration,"I"will"provide"two"brief"recommendations"

for"policy,"based"on"what"the"study"implies:"

• Extend"daycare"services’"open"curriculum"into"the"first"years"of"school"to"

create"a"unified"and"integrated"ECEC"curriculum."As"discussed"in"Paper"

II,"the"daycare"curriculum"consists"of"six"broad"themes,"similar"to"the"

original"idea"of"a"Lehrplan."Pedagogues"must"interpret"these"themes"to"

create"a"local"practice"accordingly,"and"in"addition,"they"must"establish"

objectives"and"devise"strategies"for"documenting"and"evaluating"how"
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these"objectives"will"be"met,"and"how"they"have"worked"with"the"

common"theme."To"extend"this"logic"into"the"first"years"of"school"is"a"

concrete"and"very"radical"move"away"from"the"dominant"policy."In"other"

words:"The"school"should"be"more"like"the"daycare"center,"with"regards"

to"how"the"curriculum"is"organized!"This"is"not"an"abandonment"of"

curriculum"but"a"reimagining"of"curriculum,"with"the"intent"of"creating"a"

unified"approach"for"daycare"and"first"years"of"school."

• Promote"and"support"a"multitude"of"experimental"pedagogical"project"

work"wherein"practice"and"research"collaborate"on"issues"defined"by"all"

participating"parties."This"means"the"policy"level"needs"to"roll"back"the"

current"practice"of"narrowly"defining"research"projects"about"important"

aspects"of"ECEC,"such"as"language"and"literacy,"for"which"research"

institutions"compete."The"current"practice"of"tender"documents"(see"

Paper"II)"leaves"little"room"for"researchers"and"practitioners"to"

collaborate"on"research"projects’"means"and"ends,"which"leads"to"a"

democratic"deficit"characterized"by"gold"standards"and"best"practices."

Implications!for!research!
Researchers"cannot"afford"to"sit"idly"by"and"patiently"wait"for"policy"initiatives"

to"support"multiple"perspectives,"such"as"those"iterated"above."They"must"take"

risks"and"move"out"onto"the"critical"field"in"search"of"new"possibilities."Denzin"

(2009)"very"aptly"connects"research"directly"to"the"Utopia"of"(what"he"calls)"

postmodern"democracy."I"quote"once"more"from"his"work,"as"cited"in"Paper"II:"

Postmodern"democracy"cannot"succeed"unless"critical"

qualitative"scholars"are"able"to"adopt"methodologies"that"

transcend"the"limitations"and"constraints"of"a"lingering,"

politically,"and"racially"conservative"postpositivism"

(Denzin,"2009,"p."256)."

Even"as"my"work"has"emphasized"the"links"between"the"personal,"the"political,"

and"the"professional,"it"supports"the"commitment"to"link"research"to"politics"and"

therefore"to"explore"what"might"be"called"the"politics"of"research"or"the!politics!
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of!evidence"(Denzin"et"al.,"2006)."The"study"evinces"a"renewed"interest"in"the"key"

role"research"plays"in"the"social"changes"needed"for"a"transition"away"from"the"

contemporary"democratic"deficit"and"the"consensus"that"perpetuates"it."

I"hope"my"dissertation"will"inspire"others"trying"to"disturb"the"dominant"

discourse"in"ECEC"research"by"crossing"borders"and"experimenting"with"

emergent"methodological"research"–"not"only"on"a"general"level"of"critique,"but"

also"with"issues"closely"connected"to"ECEC"curriculum."My"study"is"titled:"

“Working"with"Didaktik"on"Postmodernism’s"Doorstep:"A"Critical"Approach"to"

Teaching"and"Researching"Literacy"in"Early"Childhood"Education"and"Care.”"It"is"

deliberately"titled"this"way"to"inspire"and"to"encourage"a"series"of"next"steps:"

Replace"literacy"with"other"curricular"themes,"such"as"science,"numeracy,"social"

competences,"and"so"forth,"to"extend"Didaktik"analyses"on"the"Threshold"

between"critical"and"postmodern"Bildung"step=by=step"to"the"whole"ECEC"

curriculum."In"this"regard,"my"approach"to"literacy"is"a"possible"template"to"be"

used"for"critical"Didaktik=based"inquiries"into"other"curricular"themes."

Implications!for!practice!
As"noted,"this"study"implies"that"practice"should"not"sit"by"and"wait"for"policy"to"

formulate"goals"or"for"research"to"tell"it"what"must"done"to"reach"these"goals"or"

to"define"quality"for"practice"and"what"practice"must"then"do"achieve"quality."

The"democratic"deficit"of"a"pedagogic"practice"based"on"means"provided"by"

researchers"and"reaching"towards"ends"defined"by"national"or"municipal"

administrations"is"on"the"rise"in"ECEC"practice."But"practice"can"utilize"critical"

policy"to"reclaim"the"initiative."

The"dissertation"could"imply"that"practitioners"should"respond"to"the"

mandatory"curriculum"as"an"invitation"to"strengthen"a"culture"of"

experimentation"among"pedagogues"and"teachers."To"devise"a"curriculum,"to"

practice"accordingly,"and"to"document"the"process"need"not"be"a"limiting,"

technical"affair."Through"the"concept"of"democracy,"critical"policy"in"fact"

supports"that"ECEC"curricula"contain"and"explicate"diversity"connected"to"local"

values,"objectives,"and"assumptions."Thus"it"can"be"a"way"to"contest"or"further"
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develop"existing"theories"and"practices,"with"curricula"seen"as"a"tool"for"

professional"development."In"this"sense,"the"study"recommends"a"minor"politics"

approach"to"localized="and"Threshold=based"curricular"development"and"design,"

inspired"by"Dahlberg"and"Moss"(2005,"p."152)."

As"the"study"has"embraced"personal"and"political"ways"of"knowing,"under"the"

banner"of"uncertainty,"it"advocates"that"curricula"in"practice"should"hint"at"what"

is"provisional,"unfinished,"and"open"by"inviting"dialogue"and"contestation"

instead"of"closure"and"prescription."Of"course,"the"very"existence"of"a"curriculum"

leads"to"preplanned"pedagogical"activities,"but"these"plans"must"take"the"form"of"

drafts"or"alternatives,"which"are"not"readily"confined"in"prototypical,"concept=

like"activities."

To"deliberately"install"politics,"values,"discussion,"and"uncertainty"into"

curriculum=making"is"in"its"own"concrete"sense"a"Utopian"notion,"as"ECEC"

pedagogues"and"teachers"are"already"under"pressure"just"to"get"by"from"day"to"

day."Therefore,"planning"and"curriculum"might"be"practiced"in"a"limited,"day=to=

day"perspective,"without"space,"time,"or"other"resources"to"include"grand"ideas."

Again,"it"is"important"to"remember"that"practice"alone"cannot"achieve"change"or"

transition,"but"neither"can"it"afford"to"wait"for"levels"of"research"and"policy"to"

bring"about"such"change."As"argued"by"Fag"og"Arbejde"(FOA),"a"major"Danish"

trade"union"that"organizes"some"of"the"professional"groups"practicing"in"ECEC,"

such"work"can"be"accomplished"even"in"a"time"of"budget"cuts"and"growing"

demands:"

Many"leaders"in"the"public"sector"face"very"strict"limits"in"

their"work."But"even"though"the"budgets"are"tight,"and"the"

politicians"keep"formulating"new"demands,"these"leaders"

can"still"make"a"big"difference,"if"they"dare,"and"if"their"

superiors"dare"to"give"them"the"chance."As"a"leader"in"the"

public"sector,"increased"freedom"to"act"is"not"something"

you"should"sit"and"wait"for."You"must"dare"to"come"out"

and"play"ball,"and"to"search"out"what"is"possible"–"engage"
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in"a"dialogue"with"superiors,"staff,"and"clients"(Petersen,"

2011,"p."7,"my"translation)."

"

A!closing!remark:!Towards!impossible!futures!
I"have"discussed"how"the"critical"intellectual"is"a"lonesome"witness"to"a"cause"

that"is"perceived"irrelevant"by"the"masses"(p."24)."In"contrast"Bauman"(2008)"

argues"that"hope,"courage"and"stubbornness"eventually"will"heal"the"rupture"

between"the"intellectuals’"concerns"and"the"rest"of"the"people."It"is"my"humble"

intention"for"this"dissertation"to"function"as"a"courageous"and"stubborn"attempt"

at"instilling"hope,"politics"and"possibilities"below"the"smooth"surface"of"

accountability,"consensus,"and"the"prevailing"technical"rationality."This"hope"is"

not"about"tweaking"and"optimizing"what!is,"in"order"to"do"it"only"a"little"better;"

this"hope"is"about"hesitant"glimpses"of"possible"utopias"and"a"profound"

commitment"to"change."

Where"do"we"go"from"here?"The"challenges"arising"concerning"contemporary"

ECEC"curricula"are"vast"and"seemingly"infinite."Yet,"in"all"honesty,"I"look"forward"

to"continue"contributing"to"seemingly"impossible"futures!"
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Didaktik in Early Childhood 
Education and Care 

Two Counter-measures against the Quantifiable 

Childhood 

Anders"Skriver"Jensen"

Summary'

This"paper"identifies"significant"limitations"in"contemporary"early"

childhood"education"and"care"(ECEC)"and"shows"how"these"limitations"

can"be"addressed."It"opens"with"a"discussion"of"possible"connections"

between"accountability"policy"and"a"growing"democratic"deficit"in"ECEC."

Then"it"outlines"a"critical"Didaktik"for"ECEC."This"Didaktik"draws"on"

emergent"postmodern/poststructural"approaches"in"order"to"address"the"

democratic"deficit."

Keywords:"early"childhood"education,"Didaktik,"critique,"democracy"

Research'context'

The"ideas"in"this"article"stem"from"my"progressing"PhD"project.""In"this"

project"I"examine"issues"related"to"literacy"curriculum"in"kindergartens,"

schoolKbased"freeKtime"centers,"and"the"first"years"of"school."I"take"as"my"

starting"point"a"broad"understanding"of"the"term"literacy)curriculum:"

research,"policy,"and"practice"regarding"language"and"reading"acquisition"

in"ECEC."The"objective"is"to"transcend"tendencies"to"adopt"narrow"

technical"approaches"and"instead"adopt"a"view"to"(reK)open"literacy"

curriculum"to"political"and"philosophical"questions."The"objective"is"not"to"

fan"the"flames"of"a"longKstanding"dispute"between"experimentalism"and"
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ethnography"in"reading"and"literacy"research"but"to"connect"with"

democratic"ideas."Therefore,"I"combine"elements"from"critical"Didaktik"

(Broström,"2012;"Klafki,"2005)"with"emergent"postmodern/poststructuralist"

approaches."Didaktik"is"a"Continental"approach"to"educational"theory,"

which"is"inspired"by"Habermas’"(2004)"critical"theory."The"

postmodern/poststructural"approaches"address"and"produce"contextual"

knowledge"and"meaning,"and"they"transcend"the"boundaries"between"the"

academic,"the"personal,"and"the"political"(i.e."Dahlberg,"Moss"&"Pence,"

2007;"Denzin,"2009)."These"concepts"will"be"fleshed"out"in"more"detail"later"

in"the"paper."

I"will"outline"this"combination"of"critical"Didaktik"and"poststructuralist"

ideas."

The'loss'of'crucial'values?'

The"Organisation"Mondaile"pour"l’Education"Préscolaire"(abbreviated"as"

OMEP),"the"world"organization"for"early"childhood"education,"was"

established"in"1949;"its"purpose"is"to"safeguard"the"interests"of"children"

under"the"age"of"eight"across"national"borders."Today,"the"OMEP"acts"on"

behalf"of"pedagogues,"teachers,"researchers,"and"other"interested"parties"

from"more"than"70"countries"serving"as"counselor"to"agencies"vital"to"both"

children,"educators,"and"others"who"labor"for"them"in"the"political"arena,"

for"example,"the"United"Nations"Educational,"Scientific"and"Cultural"

Organization"(UNESCO)"and"the"United"Nations"Children’s"Fund"

(UNICEF)."

A"particularly"trenchant"“world"declaration”"was"adopted"in"2010"during"

the"OMEP’s"Gothenburg"congress:"
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[…]"we"must"defend"the"UN"Convention"on"the"Rights"of"the"Child,"

especially"the"right"of"children"to"play"as"well"as"ensuring"their"wellK

being"in"all"countries"and"in"educational"programs."

Today,"because"of"political"and"financial"problems,"most"governments"

are"overemphasizing"the"swift"development"of"literacy"and"numeracy"

skills"for"our"children"when"they"start"school."This"results"in"

dramatically"restricting"the"holistic"approach"to"early"childhood"

education."

This"situation"is"destroying"the"basis"and"the"sense"of"early"childhood"

education."This"results"in"the"loss"of"crucial"values,"creativity,"

imagination,"openKmindedness,"expressive"arts,"thus"deeply"affecting"

the"right"and"the"joy"to"learn"through"play"(OMEP,"2010)."

Thus,"according"to"the"OMEP,"the"prevailing"approaches"to"ECEC"policy"

are"potentially"on"a"collision"course"with"the"UN’s"Convention"on"the"

Rights"of"the"Child!"To"further"discuss"the"role"politics"plays"in"

contemporary"ECEC,"I"will"now"examine"the"emergence"of"the"

accountability"discourse."

Accountability'

The"size"and"growth"of"the"public"sector"were"problematized"in"the"early"

1980s,"and"a"modernization"reform"was"launched"(Brydensholt,"1986;"

Jensen,"2004;"Rasmussen,"2004,"2007)."Since"then,"interest"in"market"

simulation"in"the"public"sector"has"increased,"and"today,"we"see"it"

implemented"in"dominant"discourses"on"quality"assurance"and"

accountability."The"concept"of"accountability"–"when"used"in"connection"

with"public"administration"–"refers"to"decentralization"and"target"

management."The"state"does"not"interfere"with"how"a"public"service"is"
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delivered,"but"it"is"preoccupied"with"holding"the"supplier"in"question"

responsible"for"whether"or"not"the"service"meets"specific"measureable"

norms."For"this"purpose,"standards"(that"express"demands"and"define"

quality)"and"tests"(that"determine"whether"or"not"the"demands"are"met)"are"

introduced."In"contrast,"accountability"in"the"educational"system"is"

motivated"by"requirements"for"increased"subjectKmatter"knowledge,"relief"

of"centralized"control,"or"fundamental"changes"in"the"welfare"society"

(Rasmussen,"2004,"2007)."

The"section"below"introduces"three"concrete"examples"of"how"the"

accountability"discourse"has"gained"acceptance"in"ECEC"pedagogy."

First,"the"Danish"Ministry"of"Finance"(2009)"supports"a"package"of"

pedagogical"quality"indicators"and"a"number"of"measurement"techniques"

that"local"daycare"institutions"can"use"to"document"and"compare"their"

results"when"filing"the"mandatory"quality)reports."These"reports"should"

help"facilitate"crossKmunicipal"comparison"of"results"(Kvalitetsrapporter,"

2012)."It"is"believed"that"quality"assurance"will"promote"uniform"best"

practices"and"competition"among"institutions."At"the"same"time,"

contextual"values"and"forms"of"knowledge"are"being"undermined"

(Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"pp."4–6),"because"who"can"(or"wants"to)"

argue"against"expertly"defined"quality"sanctioned"by"the"administration?"

Second,"pedagogues"especially,"who"work"with"language"stimulation,"

require"empirical"knowledge"and"normKbased"descriptions"of"children’s"

language"development"(Bleses,"Vach,"Wehberg,"Faber,"&"Madsen,"2007,"p."

9)."

Third,"a"planned"introduction"of"national"goals"for"school"readiness"was"

referred"to"as"a"natural"continuation"of"the"curricula."In"fall"2011,"former"
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Minister"of"Social"Affairs"Benedikte"Kiær"and"former"Minister"for"Children"

and"Education"Troels"Lund"Poulsen"produced"a"school"readiness"proposal"

(The"Ministry"of"Social"Affairs,"2011b):"“The"goals"will"be"produced"in"

close"collaboration"with"local"government"practitioners"and"researchers"

from,"for"example,"schools"to"ensure"that"the"focus"is"on"the"requirements"

from"the"first"day"of"school”"(my"translation)."

Input'–'practice'–'output:'A'democratic'deficit?'

Biesta"(2007,"2011),"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"(2007),"and"Hatch"(2002),"

among"others,"have"all"point"out"that"accountability"as"the"dominant"

education"policy"(and"marketKoriented"modernization"initiatives"in"

general)"leads"to"a"democratic"deficit"in"the"ECEC"field."I"will"expand"on"

this"below."

An"analogy"comparing"the"spheres"of"business"and"education"regarding"

the"current"practice"will"help"illustrate"the"concept."On"the"formal"level,"

input"in"the"form"of"quality"standards,"formKlevel"objectives,"and"

indicators"along"with"output"in"the"form"of"tests"and"evaluations"lead"to"

outcomes"and"results"management"of"the"“suppliers”"(daycare"institutions"

and"schools)"who"compete"among"themselves"to"deliver"“services”"

(pedagogy)"of"the"expected"quality"(Rasmussen,"2004,"2007)."On"the"

informal"level,"these"approaches"result"in"subtle"forms"of"selfKcontrol"for"

pedagogues"and"teachers."The"democratic"deficit"occurs"when"the"directly"

affected"parties"–"children,"pedagogues,"and"teachers"–"are"disenfranchised"

from"influencing"pedagogical"objectives"and"grounds."Those"who"engage"

with"pedagogy"(and"those"who"are"“exposed”"to"it,"namely"the"children)"

work"with"and"are"subjected"to"other"people’s"objectives"(Dahlberg"&"

Moss,"2005)."These"objectives"are"established"and"operationalized"as"input"

at"the"political/administrative"level"and,"subsequently,"carried"out"by"a"
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pedagogical"practice"that"is"increasingly"held"responsible"for"a"satisfactory"

output"in"the"form"of"tests"and"evaluations."

“[Quality]"tells"you"whether"the"institutionKasKmachine"is"working"

according"to"specification:"is"it"producing"objectives"a,"b"and"c?”"

(Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."xi)."These"objectives"(input)"are"

nonnegotiable."Still,"pedagogues"and"teachers"have"a"slight"measure"of"

freedom"in"determining"their"practice,"in"the"sense"that"no"one"entity"has"

yet"(directly)"prescribed"which"methods"must"be"applied"to"meet"these"

educational"objectives."But"it"is"little"enough,"for"are"they"not"trapped"in"

what"Rasmussen"(2004,"2007)"calls"“the"black"box”"between"input"and"

output?"With"accountability,"pedagogical"practice"remains"free"and"

decentralized"yet"caught"in"discourses"concerned"with"quantifiable"

outcomes"and"confined"to"other"people’s"objectives"–"a"democratic"deficit."

Research"is"increasingly"being"financed"via"public,"strategic"procurements"

that"focus"on"effects"and"‘what"works.’"The"language)pack"is"an"example"of"

a"34.5"million"kroner"researchKbased,"languageKpedagogical"

supplementary"education"program"put"out"for"bid"by"the"Danish"National"

Board"of"Social"Services."A"consortium"consisting"of"five"important"actors"

won"the"contract"with"a"highly"evidenceKoriented"project"description"that"

equated"“researchKbased”"with"“evidenceKbased”"(The"Consortium,"2011)."

In"continuation"of"the"language"pack,"the"National"Board"of"Social"Services"

(2011)"put"out"for"bid"a"language"research"project"of"6.4"million"kroner."In"

this"case,"nothing"was"left"to"chance;"the"tender"documents"make"clear"the"

demand"for"effectK"and"evidenceKbased"approaches:"

[T]he"project"is"carried"out"as"an"effect"study."On"the"basis"of"a"

literature"review"and"survey,"the"effort(s)"and"method(s)"that"are"
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estimated"to"have"the"greatest"effect"are"chosen."These"efforts"and"

methods"are"subsequently"tested"in"a"randomized"controlled"trial"

(RCT)"study""(p."14,"my"translation)."

As"expressed"by"the"Danish"Ministry"of"Children"and"Education"(2010a),"

with"reference"to"the"Danish"Evaluation"Institute,"municipal"councils"are"

encouraged"to"move"pedagogy"from"“opinion"to"knowledge/evidence”"by"

adopting"a"learning"foundation"“based"on"knowledge"and"evidence"of"

how"children"and"young"people"learn"best."The"local"learning"foundation"

must"subsequently"be"translated"into"local"–"operational"–"learning"bases"

in"individual"schools”"(p."6,"my"translation)."Again,"those"who"work"with"

pedagogy"(as"well"as"those"who"are"“exposed”"to"it,"namely,"the"children)"

work"with"and"are"subjected"to"other"people’s"objectives."It"does"not"stop"

here,"though,"because"with"evidenceKbased"pedagogical"concepts,"

pedagogues"and"teachers"also"are"compelled"to"work"with"other"people’s"

means:"from"practice"and"ideas"based"on"opinion"(“left"to"the"opinion"of"

the"educators,”"Biesta"(2007),"p."2)"to"goalKoriented"interventions"based"on"

knowledge/evidence"provided"by"research"–"ordered,"organized,"and"

financed"at"the"policy"level."

As"Biesta"(2007)"notes,"research"is"moving"towards"tendered"funds"that"

must"underpin"policy"and,"meanwhile,"still"more"practice"is"based"on"the"

mentioned"research."This"loss"of"freedom"has"entailed"a"gradual"

instrumentalization"of"the"ECEC"field"and"a"(partially"concealed)"

centralization"of"authority,"a"phenomenon"Kampmann"(2011)"calls"

“centralised"decentralisation”"–"a"democratic"deficit."
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Democratization'of'the'relation'between'policy,'research,'and'

practice'

I"stress"the"need"for"a"democratization"of"the"relation"between"policy,"

research,"and"practice"solely"based"on"reflecting"on"the"loss"of"autonomy"

in"teaching,"which"appears"to"be"a"consequence"of"a"(partially"veiled)"

redistribution"of"ECEC"pedagogical"authority."The"state"and"

administration"define"pedagogical"objectives"and"then"finance"research"

that"in"turn"defines"the"pedagogical"means"for"achieving"these"objectives."

Whether"these"objectives"and"means"are"actually"desirable"and"good"is"a"

completely"different"discussion,"as"these"judgments"depend"on"

perspective,"values,"etc."(see,"e.g.,"Biesta,"2007,"2011)."With"reference"to,"

among"other"things,"the"aboveKmentioned"OMEP"world"declaration"(2010),"

I"argue"that,"at"a"minimum,"we"can"observe"a"lack"of"consensus"on"the"

direction,"and"consequences"of"the"current"dominant"policy"in"the"area;"

therefore,"democratization"appears"to"be"absolutely"necessary."

With"emphasis"on"the"research"aspect,"I"approach"the"question"of"what"

opportunities"exist"for"a"radical"democratic"change"in"the"relation"between"

policy,"research,"and"practice."I"consider"the"following"two"overlapping"

tasks"to"be"the"most"important:"

• To"contribute"to"the"(reK)construction"of"a"critical"ECEC"Didaktik."

• To"cultivate"the"critical"potential"in"emergent"qualitative"research"

methods"inspired"by"poststructuralist"ideas"and"incorporate"this"

potential"in"critical"ECEC"Didaktik."

The"intention"is"to"contribute"with"new"opportunities"for"critique"by"

further"developing"a"critical"Didaktik"perspective"oriented"towards"the"
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ECEC"field"and"capable"of"existing"sideKbyKside"with"other"contemporary"

critical"approaches."Next,"I"will"expand"on"the"two"aboveKmentioned"tasks."

A'critical'ECEC'Didaktik'

Didaktik"in"pedagogy"addresses"objectives,"means,"content,"and"the"

criteria"for"this"content"in"preparation"for"comprehensive"personal"

development/education"(or"Bildung"–"using"the"German"term)."Didaktik"

can"therefore"be"understood"as"theory"about"the"content"of"

Bildung/education."Klafki"(2005,"p."110)"describes"Didaktik"as"a"scientific"

pedagogical"discipline"in"which"the"object"is"“all"forms"of"intentional"

(focused),"systematic,"preplanned"‘teaching’"(in"the"widest"sense"of"

reflective"learning"help)"and"in"preparation"for"the"learning"that"takes"

place"in"connection"with"such"‘teaching’”"(my"translation)."In"Danish,"with"

Didaktik,"the"notion"of"the"teacher"as"a"responsible"teachingKandKcontent"

planner"(as"opposed"to"someone"who"primarily"applies"given"instructions"

and"content"requirements)"has"played"a"significant"role"(Schnack,"1999,"p."

4)."

In"daycare"institutions,"Didactik"themes"such"as"planning,"criteria"for"

content,"and"objectives"were"introduced"as"“structured"pedagogy”"in"the"

late"1970s"(Broström"&"Rasmussen,"1981)."In"line"with"the"spirit"of"the"

period"(Nordenbo,"1995),"this"approach"was"also"connected"to"a"Marxist"

way"of"thinking."In"1993,"daycare"institutions"by"law"were"required"to"

produce"annual"“activity"plans”;"among"other"elements,"these"plans"were"

required"to"outline"pedagogical"objectives"and"content."In"connection"with"

a"1998"revision"of"Danish"daycare"law,"the"concept"of"learning"was"

changed"to"an"obligatory"category"in"pedagogical"work,"and"in"2004,"six"

obligatory"curriculum"themes"were"established"by"law."At"the"same"time,"

individual"daycare"institutions"had"to"provide"documentation"of"their"
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work"within"these"themes."When"the"Danish"bachelor"of"arts"degree"

program"in"social"education"(the"higher"education"mandate"that"certifies"

and"qualifies"one"to"work"as"a"pedagogue)"was"revised"in"2006,"obligatory"

courses"in"Didaktik"were"introduced"(Broström,"2011a)."

I"will"refer"to"Didaktik"in"the"ECEC"field"as"ECEC)Didaktik."This"Didaktik"is"

based"on"care,"a"central"category,"as"the"child"is"unlikely"to"“achieve"

personal"learning"and"education,"if"the"relation"between"child"and"adult"is"

not"characterized"by"dialogue,"reciprocity,"and"the"adult’s"approving"and"

empathic"attitude"towards"the"child”"(Broström,"2002,"p."159,"my"

translation)."Teaching"must"be"understood"as"reflecting"the"committed"

adult’s"help"and"support"of"the"child’s"active"construction"and"acquisition"

of"knowledge"and"skills"(Broström,"2006,"p."397)."

The"German"Didaktik"theorist"Wolfgang"Klafki,"who"has"inspired"much"

recent"Danish"public"school"Didaktik,"also"points"to"the"relevance"of"

Didaktik"and"education"in"daycare"institutions"(Klafki,"2005,"p."61)."

Concerning"the"objective"and"content"of"kindergarten"pedagogy,"school"

readiness"efforts,"among"other"things,"must"never"overshadow"the"

overarching"Bildung"content,"that"is,"content,"activities,"and"social"life"that"

support"the"individual"child’s"development"of"selfKdetermination,"coK

determination,"and"solidarity"skills"(Klafki,"2005)."

Hopmann"and"Riquarts"(2000)"note"the"content"of"education"and"the"

criteria"for"this"content"play"a"significant"role"in"current"Didaktik,"just"as"

there"is"today"a"“consensus"among"all"versions"of"Didaktik"that"Didaktik"

must"be"critical,"even"resistant,"if"state"requirements"does"not"correspond"

to"what"Didaktik"expresses"is"good"for"the"students”"(p."9)."OMEP’s"(2010)"

world"declaration"seems"to"be"an"example"of"such"a"critique"of"the"relation"
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between"“state"requirements”"and"what"is"good"for"the"child"(in"this"case:"

the"child’s"rights)."Klafki"(2005)"points"out"that"it"is"not"“the"job"of"

educationKtheoretical"[Didaktik]"argumentation"to"adapt"to"the"dominant"

conservative"trends"in"contemporary"society”"(p."72,"my"translation)."

It"is"evident"there"is"a"dimension"to"ECEC"Didaktik"that"is"critical"of"

society."This"Didaktik"works"towards"local"freedom"to"develop"

pedagogical"practice;"the"researcher,"teacher,"or"pedagogue"ideally"must"

have"considerable"degree"of"coKdetermination"with"regard"to"establishing"

objectives"as"well"as"means."

Didaktik'is'critical'of'society'

Therefore,"Didaktik,"as"has"been"outlined"here,"is"also"suitable"for"asking"

questions"about"dominant"practices,"theories,"institutions,"and"discourses"

that"today,"includes"accountability"and"modernization"programs"in"

general."See,"for"example,"Broström"and"Jensen"(forthcoming)"for"one"way"

literacy"pedagogy"can"question"the"dominant"truths"in"the"area"of"

language"and"reading"stimulation"to"make"room"for"a"crossKdisciplinary,"

explicitly"BildungKoriented,"versatile,"and"comprehensively"personal"

developing"literacy"pedagogy."

A"dominant"discourse"does"not"come"across"as"a"particular"discourse"(one"

among"others),"but"rather"as"common"sense"(no"alternatives)."Didaktik"

must"therefore"challenge"what"appears"to"be"common"sense"and"

tendencies"to"what"Moss"(2007,"p."17)"calls"the"“depoliticization"of"

pedagogy.”"Indeed,"Didaktik"must"be"political,"in"so"far"as"it"enables"it"to"

contribute"to"what"Foucault"(quoted"in"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."

144)"calls"“the"real"political"task,”"namely,"criticizing"“the"workings"of"

institutions"which"appear"to"be"both"neutral"and"independent”"and"
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making"policymakers"aware"of"“a"growing"movement"that"

questions…narrow"and"impoverished"technical"questions"of"the"‘what"

works?’"variety”"(Moss,"2007,"p."17)."

According"to"The)Danish)Dictionary,"politics"is"concerned"with"determining"

and"distributing"values,"and"about"influencing"the"development"of"society."

A"ranking"of"research"methods"in"the"social"sciences"(Holm,"2011)"and"

producing"national"goals"for"school"readiness"(Ministry"of"Social"Affairs,"

2011b)"as"well"as"liberal,"solidarityKoriented"Didaktik"approaches"

(Broström,"2008;"Klafki,"2005)"do"in"this"sense"constitute"valueK

determining"activities."Thus,"such"can"therefore"be"understood"as"activities"

with"a"political"content."Research"in"an"endeavor"as"seemingly"

uncontroversial"as"the"learning"and"education"of"children"cannot"avoid"a"

certain"political"content,"given"that"this"research"must,"among"other"

characteristics,"be"based"on"a"fundamental"(human,"valueKladen)"

determination"of"what"counts"as"learning"(Bråten,"2002;"Sfard,"1998)."This"

determination"can"have"farKreaching"consequences"for"how"institutions,"

children,"and"adults"in"the"ECEC"field"evaluate"activities,"forms"of"

behavior,"themselves,"and"each"other."A"perspective"on"learning"is"a"

political"stance"in"the"sense"it"is"an"approach"that"makes"allowances"for"

certain"discourses,"groups,"ways"of"thinking,"and"forms"of"practice"and,"at"

the"same"time,"marginalizes"certain"others."Taking"research"literature"as"

one’s"starting"point"in"defining"concepts"is"thus"merely"a"characteristic"of"

traditional"academic"craft"and"not"a"way"to"plead"neutrality"or"in"other"

ways"evade"the"political."

A'legitimizing'base'

Critical"ECEC"Didaktik"has"a"distinct"need"to"legitimize"itself,"as"it"

attempts"to"transcend"presentKday"dominant"administrative"rationales"and"
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therefore,"it"cannot"give"these"as"its"only"grounds"(Broström,"2012)."Critical"

ECEC"Didaktik"must"along"the"way"produce"and"revise"a"legitimizing"

base"for"its"work"–"with"regards"to"both"research"and"practice."

A"legitimizing"base"may"consist"of"excerpts"from"critical,"progressive"

passages"on"democracy,"solidarity,"comprehensive"personal"development,"

and"so"forth,"for"example,"as"seen"in"the"daycare"act"(Ministry"of"Social"

Affairs,"2010a),"the"public"school"act"(Ministry"of"Children"and"Education,"

2010b),"OMEP’s"world"declaration"(OMEP,"2010),"the"Danish"Union"of"

Early"Childhood"and"Youth"Educators’"(BUPL)"pedagogical"profile"(BUPL,"

2007),"Danish"Union"of"Teachers’"(DLF)"Morgendagens"folkeskole"[The"

public"school"of"tomorrow]"(DLF,"2009),"and"even"excerpts"from"an"OECD"

report"(Dumont"&"Istance,"2010),"and"possibly"municipal"children’s"and/or"

curricular"policies"(e.g.,"Møller,"Baunkilde,"Froberg,"&"Hundahl,"2007)."

Thus,"Didaktik"collects"critical"policy"from"a"wide"range"of"documents"

with"a"view"to"generating"solid"support"for"transgressing"the"dominant"

political"faction."Although"technical"rationales"and"accountability"thinking"

may"dominate"education’s"political"strategies"(Rasmussen,"2007),"

numerous"fissures"and"contradictions"can"still"be"discovered"and"used"

effectively;"these"comprise"the"basis"for"composing"a"legitimizing"base."

Postmodern/poststructuralist'ideas?'

Klafki’s"critical"Didaktik"has"traditionally"subjected"educational"

arrangements"and"documents"to"a"Habermasian"ideology"critique"to"

discover"“tacit"societal"notions"that"are"demonstrably"erroneous”"(Klafki,"

2005,"p."134,"my"translation)."Since"his"work"in"the"midK2000s,"more"recent"

perspectives"on"discourse,"power,"context,"and"identity"have"joined"critical"

theory"and"the"ideology"critique."
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Now,"joined"to"these"perspectives"of"Didaktik"based"on"critical"theory,"the"

battle"lines"have"changed:"There"are"no"historical"regularities,"no"universal"

benchmarks,"and"therefore"no"objective"positions"from"which"one"might"

demonstrate"either"truth"or"falsity"of"prevailing"societal"notions."

Dichotomies"like"rational"><"irrational"and"liberating"><"alienating"demand"

skepticism:"Rational"–"from"whose"point"of"view?"

If"Didaktik"wants"to"work"from"these"new"lines,"with"discourse"and"

contextual"forms"of"knowledge,"the"Didaktik"researcher"must"transgress"

the"universal"and"the"dichotomous"without"rejecting"the"salient"concepts"

of"democracy,"solidarity,"liberty,"and"their"associated"values."A"critique"of"

universalism"means"neither"that"all"is"allowed"nor"that"all"is"

inconsequential"(Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."14)."If"so,"then"what"do"

you"do"with"the"will"to"create"coherent"change"in"a"world"of"fragments?"

As"a"pedagogicalKpolitical"Didaktik"variety"of"a"“bricoleur”"(Denzin"&"

Lincoln,"2005),"the"researcher"must"tie"together"fragments"from"1)"

educational"studies,"2)"grand"ideas"and"subjects"supported"by"various"

strategy"papers"and"legal"documents"(the"critical"policy"that"creates"the"

legitimizing"base),"and"3)"subjective,"personal"experiences,"values,"views,"

hopes,"and"dreams"of"creating"a"more"just"and"democratic"world."The"

Didaktik"“bricolage”"contextualizes"these"grand,"universal"ideas,"taking"an"

explicit"research"subject"as"its"starting"point."Thus,"critical"ECEC"Didaktik"

is"not"just"academic;"it"is"also"explicitly"personal"and"political,"and"via"this"

linkage,"it"transcends"both"universalism"and"relativism."

In"continuation"hereof,"I"experiment"with"tying"together"the"personal,"the"

political,"and"the"academic"in"Didaktik."Elsewhere,"via"this"

subjective/performative"approach"and"inspired"by"Denzin"(2009),"among"
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others,"I"create"a"polyphonic"subjective"bricolage"of"theater"scenes"partially"

based"on"personal"experiences,"news"clips,"and"traditional"academic"

argumentation."Diary"entries"and"personal"emails"are"combined"with"epic"

narratives"like"The"Deluge"and"Modernization"(see"more"in"Jensen,"

forthcoming)."

Therefore,"I"do"not"believe"that"the"aboveKmentioned"educational"

arrangements"and"documents"should"be"evaluated"based"on"whether"or"

not"they"build"on,"and"thus"communicate,"demonstrably"erroneous"

societal"notions,"but"to"a"greater"extent"whether"they"contribute"to"

promoting"“a"multiplicity"of"languages"about"early"childhood”"(Dahlberg,"

Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."4)."They"also"should"be"compared"both"with"the"

everyday"loss"of"freedom"and"participation"and"democratic,"liberating"

perspectives"–"or"the"lack"thereof"(the"democratic"deficit)."The"important"

point"is"a"Didaktik"critique"is"not"expressed"in"absolute,"universal"terms,"

but"rather"that"humankind’s"grandest"concepts"–""democracy,"solidarity,"

liberty"–"are"anchored"in"contextualized"drafts"articulated"in"the"interplay"

between"the"political,"the"personal,"and"the"academic."

How"do"we"name"the"aboveKmentioned"attempts:"addressing"and"

producing"contextual"knowledge,"generating"meaning,"transcending"the"

boundaries"between"the"academic,"the"personal,"and"the"political?"Without"

subscribing"to"the"concept"of"Didaktik,"Dahlberg,"Moss,"and"Pence"(2007)"

call"it"postmodernism."Mac"Naughton"(2005)"calls"it"poststructuralist)ideas."I"

am"inclined"to"subscribe"to"KoroKLjungberg’s"(2008)"pragmatic"approach,"

calling"it"postmodern/poststructural"(p."222)."

According"to"Richardson"(2001,"p."878),"skepticism"towards"universal"

and/or"authoritative"knowledge"and"the"discourses,"theories,"and"methods"
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that"claim"to"produce"such"knowledge"is"central"to"poststructuralism."

RheddingKJones"(2005)"writes"poststructuralism"is"characterized"by"a"

deconstruction"of"discourse"and"text"with"a"view"to"dispute"meanings."

Poststructuralism"is"theorization"in,"and"of,"the"postmodern"age:"

“Poststructuralism"theorizes"the"postmodern”"(p."124)."

Let"us"understand"this"is"not"a"contest"of"paradigm"labels"or"which"

concept"most"accurately"frames"the"age."What"is"important"is"the"chance"to"

work"via"research"towards"a"radical"democratization"of"the"relation"

between"research,"policy,"and"practice:"

Postmodern"democracy"cannot"succeed"unless"critical"qualitative"

scholars"are"able"to"adopt"methodologies"that"transcend"the"limitations"

and"constraints"of"a"lingering,"politically,"and"racially"conservative"

postpositivism"(Denzin,"2009,"p."256)."

I"do"not"wish"to"overturn"academic"discussions"on"how"one"labels"and"

categorizes"these"transgressive"methodologies."My"primary"intention"is"to"

argue"for"a"broad"and"diverse"agenda"for"research"in"ECEC"–"an"agenda"

that"makes"room"for"these"emergent,"transgressive"methodologies."

Conclusion'

Pedagogical"research"can"be"more"or"less"in"step"with"the"dominant"

political"discourse"(Kampmann,"2003),"and"in"continuation"hereof,"the"

researcher"always"makes"(although"not"always"consciously)"a"

personal/political"choice:"One"can"conduct"strategic,"conventional"research"

in"agreement"with"the"dominant"political"discourse"or"choose"to"explore"

and"thus"articulate"the"disregarded"and"the"marginalized"(Mac"Naughton,"

2005,"pp."175–176)."
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Invoking"contemporary"dominant"discourses"on"evidence,"effect,"and"so"

forth"constitutes"a"paradigmatic"demonstration"but"also"underpins"

accountabilityKoriented"education"policy."Accountability"relies"on"this"type"

of"research"as"its"basis"for"reform"and"implementation"initiatives"when"

streamlining"the"public"sector."

Critical"ECEC"Didaktik"does"not"wish"to"point"fingers"at"current"dominant"

approaches"to"pedagogical"research"and"practice"but"rather"attempts"to"

contribute"by"creating"space"and"opportunities"for"other"relevant"

perspectives"on"current"ECEC"issues"(Moss,"Dahlberg,"&"Pence,"2000,"p."

113;"Dahlberg,"Moss,"&"Pence,"2007,"p."2)."As"in"all"social"situations,"

pedagogical"reality"calls"for"“multiple"representations”"(Denzin,"2010,"p."

38)"–"several"parallel"understandings"(and"methods"for"generating"these"

understandings),"both"quantitative"and"qualitative."Hence,"I"have"no"wish"

to"return"to"or"“recapture”"early"childhood"pedagogy."I"want"to"move"the"

dialogue"forward"and"help"create"inquisitive,"critical"space"in"the"present"

moment."Pedagogues"and"teachers,"as"well"as"researchers,"must"commit"to"

Didaktik"(Broström,"2011b)."Transgressing"implementationKoriented"policy"

requires"space"beyond"that"created"by"policies"intent"on"implementing"

best"practices."A"radical"democratization"of"the"relation"between"policy,"

research,"and"practice"is"required."

Policy"authorities"(state"level"as"well"as"municipal)"can"play"important"

roles"by"supporting"diverse"local"development"projects"and"by"creating"

legal"frameworks"with"sufficiently"broad"perceptions"of"quality"and"other"

relevant"characteristics"(OECD,"2006;"Press"&"Skattebol,"2007)."Regardless"

of"new"commitments"to"policy"movements,"however,"competent"

pedagogues,"teachers,"and"researchers"must"find"or"create,"and"then"

maintain"and"expand"spaces"for"critical"Didaktik"to"flourish"across"
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universities,"university"colleges,"local"administrations,"schools,"schoolK

based"freeKtime"centers,"and"daycare"services.""

In"this"article,"I"have"outlined"accountability"as"an"administrative"

discourse"that"creates"a"democratic"deficit"reducing"these"spaces."I"have"

also"argued"that"critical"ECEC"Didaktik"in"research"can"be"expanded"via"

postmodern/poststructuralist"ideas"with"a"view"to"transgressing"the"

accountability"discourse"and"the"consequences"thereof."Let"us"move"

forward"together"into"new"spaces."
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The$Deluge$
$
Abstract$
In$this$paper$I$discuss$contemporary$tensions$between$policy,$research$and$

practice$within$Danish$early$childhood$education$and$care.$I$present$a$critical,$but$
open;ended,$pastiche$narrative$with$elements$of$modernization,$evidence;based$
practice$and$(post;)$positivistic$research.$I$draw$on$postmodern$and$post;
pragmatist$sources$to$construct$this$pastiche$in$order$to$focus$on$discourse,$power$
and$contextualized$meaning.$I$do$not$keep$politics$out$of$my$research$(Denzin,$2006,$
p.$421)$–$I$write$with$political$intent$(Mac$Naughton,$2005)!$
$
Keywords$
early$childhood$education$and$care,$research,$policy,$practice$

$
$
Abstract$
En$este$trabajo$discuto$las$tensiones$contemporáneas$entre$la$política,$la$
investigación$y$la$práctica$dentro$de$la$educación$y$los$cuidados$de$la$primera$
infancia$en$Dinamarca.$Les$presento$un$pastiche$narrativo$crítico,$pero$abierto,$con$
elementos$de$modernización,$práctica$basada$en$la$evidencia$e$investigación$(post;)$
positivista.$Me$baso$en$fuentes$posmoderna$y$postpragmáticas$para$la$construcción$
de$este$pastiche$con$el$fin$de$centrarme$en$el$discurso,$el$poder$y$el$significado$
contextualizado.$¡No$excluyo$la$política$de$mi$investigación$(Denzin,$2006,$p.$421)$;$
escribo$con$intención$política$(Mac$Naughton,$2005)!$
$
Palabras$clave$
Educación$y$cuidados$de$la$infancia,$investigación,$política,$práctica$
$
$
Résumé$
Dans$cet$essai,$je$mène$une$réflexion$sur$les$tensions$contemporaines$entre$
politiques,$recherche$et$pratiques$au$sein$des$services$d’éducation$et$de$soin$à$la$
petite$enfance$au$Danemark.$Je$présente$un$récit$critique$mais$ouvert$sous$forme$de$
pastiche$mêlant$des$éléments$liés$à$la$modernisation,$à$la$pratique$fondée$sur$
l’expérience$et$à$la$recherche$(post);positiviste.$Je$m’inspire$de$sources$
postmodernes$et$post;pragmatistes$pour$construire$ce$pastiche$et$me$concentrer$
sur$le$discours,$le$pouvoir$et$le$sens$contextuel.$La$politique$n’est$pas$absente$de$
mes$recherches$(Denzin,$2006,$p.$421),$ce$travail$ayant$au$contraire$une$vocation$
politique$(Mac$Naughton,$2005)$!$
$
Mots$clés$
services$d’éducation$et$de$soin$à$la$petite$enfance,$recherche,$politiques,$pratiques$
$
$
Abstract$
In$diesem$Artikel$setze$ich$mich$mit$dem$heutigen$Spannungsfeld$zwischen$Politik,$
Forschung$und$Praxis$auf$dem$Gebiet$der$frühkindlichen$Bildung,$Erziehung$und$
Betreuung$in$Dänemark$auseinander.$Ich$lege$einen$kritischen,$offenen$Aufsatz$im$
Pastiche;Stil$mit$Elementen$von$Modernisierung,$evidenzbasierter$Praxis$und$(post;
)positivistischer$Forschung$vor.$Bei$der$Zusammenstellung$dieses$Pastiche$stütze$
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ich$mich$auf$postmoderne$und$postpragmatische$Quellen,$um$auf$Diskurs,$Macht$
und$kontextualisierte$Bedeutung$abzustellen.$Politik$schließe$ich$aus$meiner$
Forschung$nicht$aus$(Denzin,$2006,$S.$421)$–$Mein$Schreiben$verfolgt$eine$politische$
Absicht$(Mac$Naughton,$2005)!$
$$
Stichwörter$
frühkindliche$Bildung,$Erziehung$und$Betreuung,$Forschung,$Politik,$Praxis$
$
$
$
Introduction$
Denmark$has$a$rich$tradition$for$self;$and$co;determination$in$early$childhood$

education$and$care$(ECEC$in$the$following):$both$educators$(working$in$day;care$
facilities)$and$teachers$are$encouraged$to$experiment$with$theory$and$practice,$and$
children$are$considered$active$participants.$In$this$regard,$Danish$ECEC$is$part$of$the!
Nordic!Tradition,$even$though$variations$exist$between$the$Nordic$countries$
(Einarsdottir$&$Wagner,$2006;$OECD,$2006).$
The$topic$of$this$paper$is$contemporary$correlations$between$public$management$

and$educational$policy$in$Denmark.$A$call$for$modernization$of$the$Danish$welfare$
state$has$gradually$grown$in$power$since$the$1980s$(Rasmussen,$2004,$2007).$A$
growing$focus$on$standards$and$optimization$is$one$consequence$for$education:$
educators$in$day;care$facilities$must$improve$the$way$they$follow$up$on$the$results$
of$standardized$language$assessments$(“New$Initiatives,”$2010).$National$standards$
for$school$readiness$are$forthcoming$from$the$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs$(2011a).$It$is$
speculated$that$significant$economic$gains$could$result$from$lowering$the$age$of$
school$start$from$six$to$five$years$(Lynge$&$Linnebjerg,$2011).$
These$dominant$discourses$masquerade$as$merely$common;sense$modernization$

or$even$reason$and$truth$while$they$influence$ECEC$research$and$practice$in$the$
most$fundamental$ways.$
$

Theory$ $ $ $
Truth$is$a$power$relation.$I$write$this$paper$from$a$postmodern$position$

(Dahlberg,$Moss,$&$Pence,$2007,$p.$22).$Ontologically,$
postmodernism/poststructuralism$is$skeptical$of$claims$about$essential$and$
universal$truths$(Koro;Ljungberg,$2008,$p.$222).$What$is$regarded$as$truth$or$
common$sense$always$serve$particular$interests.$The$answer$to$this$is$not!relativism$
(Moss,$Dahlberg,$&$Pence,$2000,$p.$109)$but$diversity,$complexity$and$multiple$co;
existing$perspectives,$even$within$research.$Traditional,$truth;manufacturing$
methods$are$subjected$to$inquiry;$new$methods$are$introduced$(Hesse;Biber$&$
Leavy,$2006;$Richardson$&$St.$Pierre,$2005).$Lyotard$(1984,$p.$277)$argues$that$
postmodernism$“signifies$not$the$end$of$modernism,$but$another$relation$to$
modernism.”$$
Language$does$not$mirror$an$objective$world;$it$constructs$meaning$and$thus$

social$reality.$Ultimately$language$shapes$one's$sense$of$self.$Meaning$is$produced$
according$to$the$available$discourses$and/or$allowed$in$a$given$context$at$a$given$
social/historical$moment.$“Language$as$competing$discourses—competing$ways$of$
giving$meaning$and$of$organizing$the$world$—$makes$language$a$site$of$exploration$
and$struggle”$(Richardson$&$St.$Pierre,$2005,$p.$961).$Thus$modernization$and$
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evidence$are$pursued$as$discourses$in$this$paper.$

Modernization$is$Accountability;policy.$According$to$Rasmussen$(2004,$2007),$

Accountability$is$understood$as$an$approach$to$public$management$that$defines$who!
can$be$held$responsible$by$whom,$for$what$and$with$which!consequences.$
Accountability$policy$comprises$centralized$aims$for$student$outcomes.$Rasmussen$

works$with$a$Luhmanian$perspective$of$complexity$reduction.$I$draw$on$the$critique$

of$quality$assurance$and$top;down$policy$initiatives$developed$by$Dahlberg$&$Moss$

(2005),$Moss,$Dahlberg$&$Pence$(2000)$and$Dahlberg,$Moss$&$Pence$(2007)$to$

combine$Rasmussen’s$insights$with$a$critical$postmodern$perspective$on$policy$and$

ECEC.$$

Education$is$a$democratic$practice.$Biesta$(2007)$applies$a$pragmatist$approach$

to$the$interrelations$among$research,$policy,$and$practice,$and$is$skeptical$of$claims$

about$science$as$the$provider$of$a$copy$of$reality.$Thus$teaching$and$learning$is$

meaning$making$and$education$is$a$thoroughly$moral$and$political$practice$that$

requires$continuous$democratic$contestation$and$deliberation,$not$an$overreliance$

on$positivistic$concepts$of$effect$and$evidence.$From$a$likewise$(post;)$pragmatist$

standpoint,$Denzin$(2010b,$p.$25)$notes$that$a$key$feature$of$social$life$is$

interpretation.$Drawing$on$Biesta$and$Denzin$I$thus$view$education$–$along$with$

policy,$practice$and$research$–$as$value$laden$and$contestable.$It$should$be$open$to$

democratic$contestation,$and$thus$always$pushing$to$add$“…$to$which$ends?”$

whenever$“what$works”$is$articulated.$.$

These$theoretical$perspectives$are$established$here$to$set$the$stage$for$critical$

inquiries$into$dominating$trends$within$ECEC$research$and$policy.$Constructing$

open;ended$themes$and$creating$“smooth$spaces“$(Massumi,$1987,$p.$xiii)$of$

experimental$thought$and$practice$(Dahlberg$&$Moss,$2005)$is$an$aim$with$intrinsic$

value.$Moving$beyond$the$discourses$of$(post;)$positivism$and$evidence,$I$make$a$

highly$value;laden$choice$to$explore$alternatives$to$‘what$works’$in$ECEC:$

$

I$can$do$research$that$aims$to$defend$and$to$document$what$has$been$formed$in$

early$childhood$education$through$our$policies,$training$and$practices.$Or$I$can$

choose$to$explore$what$has$been$silenced$or$hidden$and$in$doing$this$become$an$

inventor$of$what$might$become$and$what$could$be$different.$In$your$own$work$as$

policy$makers,$researchers,$trainers$and$practitioners,$you$have$similar$choices$

(Mac$Naughton,$2005,$pp.$175;176).$

$

This$quote$should$be$understood$correctly.$I$do$not$want$to$tie$my$research$to$a$

particular$political$party$or$movement.$As$social$research$and$diverse$forms$of$

inquiry$are$never$outside$the$realm$of$social$life,$they$are$perceived$as$matters$of$

meaning$making$and$interpretation.$Even$the$most$strictly$planned$and$executed$

randomized$controlled$trial$(see$later)$always$rests$on$socially$constructed$

categories$(i.e.$you$have$to$define$what$counts$as$learning$in$order$to$be$able$to$

measure$learning$outcomes),$and$it$is$simultaneously$produced$by;$and$producing$

political$agendas$on$school$effectiveness,$high$quality$day;care$etc.$As$Denzin$

(2010b,$p.$23)$notes,$“all$facts$are$value;and$theory;laden;$there$is$no$objective$

truth.”$The$researcher$as$a$moral$agent$reflects$these$questions$of$power$and$

perspective,$and$is$thus$aware$of$the$ethical$choices$made$as$part$of$every$inquiry.$

The$key$lesson$to$take$from$this$is$not$that$qualitative$research$is$ethically$superior$
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to$quantitative$research,$but$that$every$approach$to$social$research$intersects$with$
larger$societal,$moral$and$thus$political$issues.$
$

Method$
The$paper$is$a$performance!text$(Denzin,$2006,$2009).$It$should$be$approached$as$

an$inter;textual$pastiche$or$bricolage$(Denzin$&$Lincoln,$2005),$with$inspiration$
from$Alvermann$(2000)$and$Mac$Naughton’s$(2005,$pp.$119;145)$experimental$
approaches$to$analysis.$I$move$across$and$between$several$writing$styles,$genres,$
and$representational$forms.$Snippets$of$words,$quotations$and$visual$texts$are$
treated$as$means$of$creating$a$dissonating$chorus$of$multiple$voices,$a$performance$
text$that$invites$to$multiple$interpretations.$
I$borrow$the$dramaturgical$vehicles$in$this$paper$from$Denzin$(2009):$Arguments$

and$points$in$traditional$academia’s$writing$style$are$in$regular$typeface$(like$this$
very$sentence).$Autoethnographical$passages$are$indented$and$italicized.$A$short$
stage$play$towards$the$end$is$formatted$accordingly$and$marked$as$a$‘dramaturgical$
insert’.$The$three$news$fragments$are$paraphrased$from$actual$content$brought$by$
various$Danish$media$around$the$time$of$writing$this$paper,$and$are$recognizable$by$
the$capitalized$word$‘NEWS’$in$the$beginning$of$every$fragment.$Biblical$references$
are$indented$and$presented$in$a$different$font.$
A$warning$to$readers:$This$text$is$messy,$and$it$does$not$conclude$with$stable$

findings$or$universal$principles$for$policy$and/or$further$research.$I$paraphrase$
Moss,$Dahlberg$&$Pence$(2000,$p.$113)$in$stating$that$rather$than$offering$a$new$
orthodoxy,$my$inquiry$leads$to$new$complexities.$
Though$the$grand$narratives$may$be$dead$as$ontological$frames$(Lyotard,$1984)$

they$can$be$reorganized$in$the$pastiche$narrative$and$thus$revitalized$in$new$ways,$
as$they$enter$into$a$dialogue$with$local/personal$narratives$and$performative$
snippets.$
The$pastiche$narrative$in$this$paper$weaves$together$three$distinct$storylines:$1)$

the$first$part$of$the$grand$deluge$myth$of$Noah’s$Ark$and$Flood$sent$by$God$to$
destroy$civilization$as$an$act$of$divine$retribution$(King$James$version,$Genesis$6:1;
22);$2)$the$dominating$discourse$of$quality$assurance$(Dahlberg$et$al.,$2007)$and$
Accountability$(Rasmussen,$2004,$2007)$(capitalized$throughout$the$paper$to$mark$
it$as$a$protagonist)$within$contemporary$policy$(a$grand$narrative$of$optimization$in$
its$own$right);$and$3)$critical$perspectives$on$trends$within$the$intersections$of$
research,$policy$and$practice$(Biesta,$2007;$Denzin$et$al.,$2006).$I$weave$in$my$
personal$experiences$as$an$external$expert$on$The$Language$Pack,$which$is$a$large;
scale$in;service$training$program$that$aims$to$bring$evidence;based$practices$into$
the$Danish$day;care$centers.$The$Language$Pack$thus$serves$as$an$empirical$
illustration$of$the$theoretical$discussion.$
The$pastiche$narrative$consists$of$scholars’$quotes$and$concepts,$not$empirical$

hypotheses$and$charts$supporting$conclusions$on$causality.$My$intention$is$for$this$
paper$to$inspire$critical$thinking$and$contribute$to$a$language$of$resistance$and$
possibilities$(Giroux$&$Giroux,$2006;$Rhedding;Jones,$2007)$beyond$“what$works”$
within$policy,$research$and$practice.$
$
Dateline:!16!June!2011:!I!am!at!the!in@house!editor’s!office!to!collect!the!proofed!
version!of!this!paper.!He!greets!me!with!an!anecdote!about!a!frustrated!academic!
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who!wrote!a!short!story!about!oranges!and!apples!to!let!off!some!steam;!he!even!
suggests!a!title!for!my!paper:!Sour!Grapes.!Then!he!leans!over!his!desk!to!make!sure!
I!pick!up!his!next!piece!of!advice:!“If!I!were!you,!I!would!seriously!reconsider!going!
public!with!this.!I!think!this!paper!is!excellent!for!an!intellectual!discussion!over!a!
glass!of!red!wine,!but!it!might!be!bad!for!your!career”!(Personal!communication,!16.!
June,!2011,!paraphrased).!He!means!well,!and!he!might!very!well!be!right.$
$
$

A$Multitude$of$Corrupted$Flesh$
$

Genesis&6:1&[…]&men&began&to&multiply&on&the&face&of&the&earth,&and&
daughters&were&born&unto&them&

$
In$Denmark,$it$is$customary$to$differentiate$between$crèche$[”vuggestue”$–$

meaning$”cradle$room”]$and$kindergarten$[”børnehave”$–$meaning$”garden$of$
children”]$which$are$often$located$in$two$separate$sections$of$a$given$day;care$
facility.$The$crèche$is$for$the$youngest$children$(approximately$between$one$and$
three$years).$The$kindergarten$is$where$the$older$children$(three$to$six$years)$go.$
96,6%$of$all$children$between$3;5$years$attended$day;care$or$similar$municipal$
child;minder$arrangements$in$the$fall$of$2008$(Statistics$Denmark,$2009).$A$child$is$
expected$to$make$the$transition$to$school$the$year$he/she$turns$six$years$old.$
Denmark$has$a$strong$tradition$of$decentralization$and$freedom$for$teachers$and$

educators$to$experiment$and$plan$as$they$see$fit.$The$1980’s$marked$a$high$point$so$
far$with$regards$to$policy$being$developed$together$with$practitioners.$Development$
projects$began$to$multiply,$and$local,$contextualized$truths,$thoughts$and$practices$
where$born$in$great$numbers,$and$policy$was$inspired$by$these$thoughts.$One$
example$is$the$so;called$”7;point$program”$of$1987,$which$is$discussed$by$
Rasmussen$(2004,$pp.$75;76).$This$program$was$initiated$by$the$government$and$
sponsored$by$the$state.$It$was$a$nationwide$framework$for$local$experimenting$with$
schools$as$local$cultural$centers.$Rasmussen$calls$this$kind$of$policy$soft$
management$strategies,$but$nevertheless$the$program$fostered$an$impressive$
multitude$of$8000+$projects$of$local$experimentation.$The$results$and$experiences$
was$collected$and$inspired$a$throughout$revision$of$the$Public$School$Act$in$1993.$
The$project$called$“Children$and$Youth’s$Active$Participation$in$the$Society”$(title$

translated$by$me,$see$Gundelach$1996$for$more$details)$was$a$politically$initiated$
day;care$development$project$in$the$same$vein$as$the$7;point$program.$A$number$of$
day;care$facilities$participated$in$the$project,$and$experimented$with$different$ways$
to$support$children’s$co;determination.$
$

A$Flood$of$Waters$
$

6:12.&And&God&looked&upon&the&earth,&and,&behold,&it&was&corrupt;&for&all&
flesh&had&corrupted&his&way&upon&the&earth.&
&
6:6.&And&it&repented&the&LORD&that&he&had&made&man&on&the&earth,&and&it&
grieved&him&at&his&heart.&
&
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6:7.&And&the&LORD&said,&I&will&destroy&man&whom&I&have&created&from&the&
face&of&the&earth;&both&man,&and&beast,&and&the&creeping&thing,&and&the&
fowls&of&the&air;&for&it&repenteth&me&that&I&have&made&them.&

$
A$still$ongoing$public$sector$reform$process,$which$was$initiated$in$Denmark$in$

the$early$1980s$and$articulated$as$modernization$(From!present!day!to!new!times,$
1986),$greatly$affects$how$the$contemporary$public$education$system$is$viewed.$
According$to$Rasmussen$(2007)$the$modernization$program$initially$focused$on$
simpler$ways$to$govern$the$public$service$providers,$and$thus$on$how$to$make$a$
transition$from$governing$by$detailed$rules$(focus$on$process)$to$governing$by$
general$frameworks$of$expectations$(focus$on$objectives/product)(p.$4).$In$the$
1990s,$the$program$evolved$into$the$now$widespread$discourses$of$Accountability$
and$quality$assurance$(p.$5).$Accountability$inscribes$the$educational$system$in$
discourses$of$effectiveness$and$quality$by$focusing$on$centrally$defined$outcomes.$
Quality$emphasizes$standardization$of$curriculum$and$competition$within$ECEC$
(Dahlberg$et$al.,$2007).$
$

*$*$*$
NEWS:$29$April$2010.$NEW$INITIATIVES$WILL$IMPROVE$CHILDREN'S$

LANGUAGE.$
Good$verbal$skills$are$paramount$if$a$child$is$to$succeed$in$school$and$in$life$in$

general.$That$is$why$the$government$has$agreed$on$a$massive$grant$to$help$Danish$
crèches$and$kindergartens$improve$the$ways$that$educators$follow$up$on$the$results$
of$the$language$assessments$(“New$Initiatives,”$2010,$p.$11,$paraphrased).$

*$*$*$
NEWS:$20$April$2011:$THE$TRANSITION$BETWEEN$DAY;CARE$AND$SCHOOL$

MUST$BE$IMPROVED.$
The$Minister$of$Social$Affairs$wants$national$standards$for$school$readiness$in$

order$to$make$the$school’s$expectations$clear$to$prevent$that$any$child$is$left$behind.$
The$Minister$states$that$the$national$day;care$curriculum$is$a$success,$and$it$is$only$
natural$to$include$the$proposed$national$standards$for$school$readiness.$(Ministry$of$
Social$Affairs,$2011a,$paraphrased).$

*$*$*$
NEWS:$14$March$2011.$FIVE;YEAR$OLDS$MUST$SAVE$THE$FINANCES.$
The$Danish$Chamber$of$Commerce$claims$that$lowering$the$age$of$school$start$

from$six$to$five$years$will$improve$the$national$finances$by$dkk$7,5$billion$.$.$.$$Geert$
Laier$Christensen,$chief$analyst$in$the$Danish$Chamber$of$Commerce,$argues$for$the$
shortening$of$the$casual$childhood$(Lynge$&$Linnebjerg,$2011,$translated$by$author).$

*$*$*$
$
Within$public$education,$Accountability$means$a$significant$interest$in$

competences$and$skills$defined$by$testable$standards.$Standards$can$be$viewed$as$
society’s$expectations$for$how$well$the$individual$child$profits$from$day;care,$school,$
etc.$Tests$are$introduced$to$determine$to$which$degree$a$given$child$lives$up$to$these$
expectations$(Rasmussen,$2004,$p.$85).$Elsewhere,$I$have$described$this$as$a$move$
towards$a$technocratic$”skills;and;testing$framework”(Jensen,$Broström,$&$Hansen,$
2010,$p.$252).$The$educator$or$teacher$is$accountable$for$delivering$quality$care$and$
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teaching,$i.e.$behavior$that$helps$the$child$meet$the$expected$standards.$Hatch$
(2002,$p.$461)$reminds$us$that$teaching$young$children$is$fundamentally$different$
from$industrial$production$”according$to$a$set$of$profit;driven$standards”.$Day;care$
facilities$and$schools$are$not$corporations$out$to$beat$the$competition,$just$as$
teachers$and$educators$are$not$’blue$suits’$who$“either$meet$corporate$quotas$or$are$
fired”$(p.$461).$Giroux$and$Giroux$(2006)$find$these$discourses$to$be$neo;
conservative$”[f]ree$market$fundamentalism”$(p.$22).$$
Accountability$is$in$search$for$better,$cheaper$and$more$effective$ways$for$ECEC;

institutions$to$contribute$to$giving$Denmark$the$competitive$edge$on$the$free$
markets$of$the$globalized$capitalism.$
The$Danish$Government$wants$to$deploy$quality$assurance$in$ECEC.$Focus$must$

be$on$"quality"$and$the$"documentation$of$results"$(Ministry$of$Finance,$2009,$p.$2).$
Seven$tools$have$been$developed$through$a$developmental$project$approach$;$and$
these$tools$are$made$to$measure$quality.$Some$of$the$tools$concern$practices$in$a$
given$day;care$facility,$and$others$are$used$to$compare$the$practices/results$of$
different$day;care$facilities.$The$tools$have$indicators$that$define$what$counts$as$
quality.$
The$quality$assurance$tools$have$yet$to$be$implemented,$by$it$is$stated$that$they$

will$function$as$sources$of$inspiration$for$local$practice.$But$from$the$year$2011$
onward,$it$is$mandatory$for$the$municipalities$to$provide$information$about$quality$
and$quality$assurance$;$to$present$their$ECEC;results$for$the$potential$customers$
(parents$and$municipality$officials),$so$to$speak$
Dahlberg,$Moss$&$Pence$(2007,$pp.$4;6)$argue$that$such$attempts$to$use$

indicators$and$predefined$tools$to$gauge$quality$silences$subjective,$value;based$and$
contextual$truths$and$understandings.$
The$development$of$normalizing$standards$and$practices$is$not$solely$a$matter$of$

policy;$the$ECEC;practitioners$request$empirically$based$knowledge$and$norm;
based$descriptions$for$their$work$with$language$acquisition$(Bleses,$Vach,$Wehberg,$
Faber,$&$Madsen,$2007,$p.$9).$Practice$is$flooded$with$norm;based$certainties.$
Even$though$standardized$aims$and$simplified$methods$are$gaining$strength$on$

the$municipal$level$(Broström,$2009,$p.$4),$it$is$important$to$clarify$that$the$current$
Danish$ECEC$sector,$with$regards$to$practice$and$policy,$is$nowhere$nearly$as$
standardized$as$is$the$case$in$the$US$and$other$countries$inscribed$in$the$standards;
based$”readiness$for$school”$model$identified$by$OECD$(2006,$p.$63).$I$agree$with$the$
observation$that$”outdoor$discovery$play$and$wide$choice$of$activities”$(OECD,$2006,$
p.$62)$are$current$features$of$Nordic$ECEC;practices,$including$Denmark.$As$
Broström$(2006)$notes,$Danish$educators$are$free$to$make$concrete$content$out$of$
the$broad$curriculum$themes.$
This$seems$about$to$change$as$the$Minister$of$Social$Affairs$collaborates$with$the$

Minister$of$Educational$Affairs$on$a$reform$initiative$that$introduces$national$
standards$that$each$child$must$comply$with$in$order$to$be$deemed$ready$for$school$
(Ministry$of$Social$Affairs,$2011).$
In$the$day;care$facilities,$the$educators$are$responsible$for$pointing$out$which$
children$are$at$risk$with$regards$to$language$acquisition$(Bleses,$Højen,$Jørgensen,$
Jensen,$&$Vach,$2010,$p.$5;$The$Day;care$Facilities$Act,$2011).$It$is$estimated$that$
25%$of$all$children$will$undergo$a$language$assessment$(Center$for$Child$Language,$
2010).$This$assessment$will$categorize$the$child$as$in$need$of$a$special,$a$focused$or$
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a$general$language$stimulation$practice$(Bleses$et$al.,$2007).$

To$sum$up:$the$curriculum$stays$broad$and$open;ended$but$the$language$

assessments$add$a$subtle$layer$of$output$measurements.$The$Accountability$

discourse$deploys$standards$and$other$quality$assurance$technologies$against$the$

perceived$decadence$and$degeneration$of$the$pre;modernized$(pre;globalized)$

welfare$state.$From$a$neoliberal$position,$the$aim$is$trimming$the$public$sector$into$a$

”minimal$state”$(Fogh$Rasmussen,$1993).$From$a$Luhmanian$position,$the$aim$is$

reducing$complexity$(Rasmussen,$2004,$2007).$Across$the$middle$of$the$political$

spectrum$the$aim$is$taming$the$growing$demands$and$expectations$of$the$public,$

together$with$ensuring$a$responsible$approach$to$the$state’s$finances.$It$is$now$more$

or$less$a$mainstream$political$project$to$produce$the$birth$of$Denmark$as$a$

competitive$economy$on$the$global$market.$As$five$year$olds$must$save$the$finances$

(Lynge$&$Linnebjerg,$2011),$the$lived$life$in$the$crèche$and$the$kindergarten$has$less$

and$less$intrinsic$value.$Educators,$children,$teachers$and$parents$are$bound$

together$as$producers$and$consumers$by$suprapersonal$connections$of$outcomes,$

performance$and$“quality”$(Dahlberg,$Moss$&$Pence,$2007),$as$the$search$for$high$

quality$day;care$practices$(Nielsen$&$Christoffersen,$2009;$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs,$

2011b)$is$on.$

$

$

An$Ark$
$

6:13K16.&And&God&said&unto&Noah,&The&end&of&all&flesh&is&come&before&me&
[…]&I&will&destroy&[the&earth].&Make&thee&an&ark&of&gopher&wood;&rooms&shalt&
thou&make&in&the&ark,&and&shalt&pitch&it&within&and&without&with&pitch.&And&
this&is&the&fashion&which&thou&shalt&make&it&of:&The&length&of&the&ark&shall&be&
three&hundred&cubits,&the&breadth&of&it&fifty&cubits,&and&the&height&of&it&
thirty&cubits.&A&window&shalt&thou&make&to&the&ark,&and&in&a&cubit&shalt&thou&
finish&it&above;&and&the&door&of&the&ark&shalt&thou&set&in&the&side&thereof;&
with&lower,&second,&and&third&stories&shalt&thou&make&it.&
&
6:22.&Thus&did&Noah;&according&to&all&that&God&commanded&him,&so&did&he.&
&
6:17.&And,&behold,&I,&even&I,&do&bring&a&flood&of&waters&upon&the&earth,&to&
destroy&all&flesh,&wherein&is&the&breath&of&life,&from&under&heaven;&and&
every&thing&that&is&in&the&earth&shall&die.&

$

Dahlberg$&$Moss$(2005,$p.$129)$use$major!politics$to$refer$to$traditional$top;down$
policy$initiatives$that$aim$to$shape/change$pedagogic$practice.$Major$politics$are$

concerned$with$provision,$the$workforce,$conditions$and$formal$expectations$

regarding$pedagogic$practices$and$institutions,$quality$assurance$and$other$

management$technologies.$$

Major$politics$creates$educational$reforms$that$impact$"the$surface$structures$and$

institutional$parameters"$(Dumont$&$Istance,$2010,$p.$26)$and$affect$what$is$"visible$

and$relatively$easy$to$change"$(p.$26).$Below$this$surface$of$schools$and$other$

educational$settings$there$is$an$important$dynamic$layer$of$everyday$practice,$

values$and$beliefs.$This$layer$is$harder$to$reach$by$Accountability$major$politics$
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reforms$that$tend$to$view$it$as$a$"black$box"$(Dumont$&$Istance,$2010,$p.$26;$
Rasmussen,$2007,$p.$6).$According$to$Dumont$and$Istance$(2010),$the$inability$of$
major$politics$school$reform$to$directly$influence$the$practice$layer’s$subtle$
dynamics$makes$it$unlikely$that$major$politics$reforms$alone$"form$a$convincing$
basis$for$profound$change"$(p.$20).$
To$avoid$misunderstanding$I$want$to$emphasize$that$I$do$not$view$major$politics$as$

’evil’,$instrumentalist$or$alienating$per!se,!and$I$concur$with$Press$&$Skattebol$(2007)$
”there$must$also$be$a$place$for$envisioning$a$positive/active$engagement$of$government$
in$the$arena$of$early$childhood”$(p.$183).$!
Even$though$experimentation$can$never$be$a$product$of$direct$legislation,$major$

politics$can$play$a$vital$role$in$securing$societal$and$economic$frameworks,$which$
support$and$foster$experimentation$that$grow$from$below$(Dahlberg$&$Moss,$2005,$p.$
187).$One$concrete$example$of$major$politics$as$a$framework$for$experimentation$is$the$
so;called$7;point$program$mentioned$earlier$in$this$paper.$
Accountability$employs$major$politics$to$create$policy$that$enhance$uniformity.$It$

views$change$in$a$cost/benefit$perspective.$Implementation$takes$the$form$of$general,$
mandatory$guidelines$for$practice$(developed$by$experts$and$consultants),$combined$
with$large;scale$”programmes$of$training”$(Dahlberg$&$Moss,$2005,$p.$184).$
Add$to$this$the$more$subtle$governmentality;perspective:$The$truths$and$

’evidence’$derived$from$experts$and/or$’objective’$research$;$brought$in$to$back$up$
policy$initiatives$;$constitutes$powerful$regimes$of$truth$(Mac$Naughton,$2005)$in$
their$own$right.$From$within$a$truth$regime$a$complex$of$values,$concepts,$beliefs$
and$practices$are$conceived$of$as$common$sense.$$There$is$nothing$so$powerful$as$
common$sense!$
The$Randomized$Controlled$Trial$(RCT)$research$design$is$medicine’s$method$par!

excellence$to$test$the$effects$of$an$experimental$treatment$(Denzin,$2010;$Howe,$
2004).$In$ECEC$RCT$could$involve:$a$number$of$randomly$chosen$;$but$comparable$;$
children$are$participating.$First,$the$participants$are$screened$for$an$isolated$
quantifiable$variable,$i.e.$vocabulary.$Then$some$of$the$children$are$left$to$proceed$
as$they$would$anyway$;$they$are$the$control$group.$The$rest$undergo$a$period$of$
specialized$pedagogical$activities$believed$to$enhance$vocabulary$;$these$children$
are$the$experimental$group$(the$pedagogical$activities$are$then$viewed$as$medicine’s$
experimental$treatment).$The$ideal$is$that$the$experimental$treatment$is$the$only$
difference$between$the$two$groups$(the$‘C’$in$RCT).$When$the$experiment$ends,$the$
participating$children$are$screened$again,$and$it$will$be$possible$to$see$whether$the$
experimental$treatment$had$a$positive$effect,$that$is,$whether$the$children$from$the$
experimental$group$do$better$than$the$children$in$the$control$group.$If$the$design$
meets$positivistic$criteria$for$validity$and$reliability,$the$findings$count$as$evidence$
with$regards$to$what$works$within$language$acquisition$practices.$$Denzin$(2010)$
notes$that$this$particular$form$of$knowledge,$connected$to$(post;)$positivist$
experimental$designs,$is$becoming$the$golden$standard$for$research$as$we$move$into$
the$next$decade$of$educational$research.$
Inspired$by$Kampmann$(2003,$pp.$88;89),$I$will$argue$that$paradigm$hegemony$

within$ECEC;research$can$stem$from$any$combination$of$1)$scientific$superiority$
(whatever$this$is);$and$2)$from$being$in$sync$with$the$dominating$approach$to$public$
management$at$a$given$historical$moment.$Research$and$politics$are$not$two$
separate$dimensions.$What$counts$as$golden$research$standards$and$evidence$(what$
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counts$as$truth)$are$important$political$and$public$matters.$
According$to$Denzin,$Lincoln$&$Giardina$(2006),$a$(post;)$positivistic,$evidence$

producing$research$paradigm$connected$to$neo;liberal/conservative$policy$agenda$
within$public$management,$has$been$growing$in$strength$for$two$decades$now.$
Questioning$evidence;based$research$is$easily$framed$as$questioning$TRUTH$and$
REASON.$Quantitative$or$experimentalist$designs$are$becoming$the$only!forms$of$
scientific$rigor,$creating$a$hostile$environment$for$qualitative$research$not$on$a$strict$
analytical$and/or$causality;exploring$path.$$
Holm$(2011a)$very$timely$illustrates$both$the$research/policy$entanglements$and$

the$hostility$towards$qualitative$research.$As$a$member$of$a$politically$appointed$
taskforce$to$improve$Danish$day;care$centers$(Ministry$of$Social$Affairs,$2011b),$he$
gives$a$presentation$on$effects$of$early$intervention.$Citing$a$range$of$meta;reviews$
of$ECEC;research$done$by$The$Danish$Clearinghouse$for$Educational$Research$at$
Aarhus$University,$he$divides$research$into$two$categories,$marked$by$a$happy$and$
an$angry$smiley$respectively.$Action$research$and$case$studies$are$among$those$
unwanted$designs$that$get$an$angry$smiley,$while$RCT;designs$and$quasi;
experiments$get$the$happy$one.$I$do$not$refer$to$professor$Holm’s$presentation$in$
order$to$judge$him$or$the$validity$of$his$work,$but$to$provide$a$concrete$illustration$
of$the$discourse$that$is$hostile$towards$qualitative$educational$research.$
What$happens$to$research$outside$the$realist$domains$of$"explicit$chains$of$

reasoning"$and$outside$a$general$interest$in$generalizability$(Danish$Clearinghouse$
for$Educational$Research,$2006,$p.$12)?$What$happens$to$research$that$does$not$
easily$lend$itself$to$“a$sophisticated$empiricist$reading”$(Cherryholmes,$1993,$p.$1)$
where$focus$is$on$generalizations$backed$by$empirical$support$and$tied$to$images$of$
evidence$and$causal$hypotheses?$
Biesta$(2007)$argues$that$the$concept$of$evidence$and$the$discourse$of$evidence;

based$practice$transform$educational$research$and$practice.$A$double!transformation$
(p.$2)$is$underway:$Educational$research$is$less$and$less$left$to$the$opinion$of$the$
researcher,$and$increasingly$linked$to$centralized$(or$strategic)$agendas$focused$on$
what!works$through$systems$of$grants,$tender$documents$and$applications.$This$is$
directly$tied$to$what$Dahlberg$&$Moss$(2005)$describes$as$major$politics.$
As$research$changes,$so$does$practice.$Pedagogic$practice$should$no$longer$be$left$

to$the$opinion$of$the$educator/teacher$(individuals$or$groups),$but$should$be$based$
on$findings$from$educational$research;$findings$that$tell$us$what$works$within$
education$(Biesta,$2007).$
The$researcher$is$governed/governing$him/herself$in$relation$to$(post;)$positivist$

norms$of$causality,$effect,$and$randomized$controlled$trials,$while$the$
educator/teacher$is$governed/governing$him/herself$in$relation$to$findings$from$
research$claiming$evidence$of$what$works.$Thus$pedagogy$remains$free$and$
decentralized,$yet$confined$within$discourses$of$quantifiable$outcomes.$
In$consistence$with$the$pastiche$narrative$approach$of$this$paper,$I$present$a$

rather$open;ended$and$subjective$critique$of$evidence$in$education.$Thus$I$do$not$
frame$my$argument$according$to$norms$of$realist$writing$that$“encourages$point;to;
point$rebuttal,$critique$of$the$other’s$position,$and$showing$how$your$own$position$
is$superior$and$smarter”$(Ellis$&$Bochner,$2006,$p.$434).$It$is$at$the$same$time$this$
paper’s$strength$and$weakness$that$it$tries$to$present$some$beginnings$and$ideas$in$
an$evocative,$highly$performative$form,$rather$than$stacking$up$claims$and$reasons$
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for$a$persuasive,$realist$argument.$
There$seems$to$be$practices$of$connecting$grants$for$research$tightly$to$policy$

initiatives,$thus$making$policy$define$research$(define$what$to$look$for,$and$thus$
indirectly$how$to$look$for$it).$Research$defines$pedagogic$practice$through$the$
notion$of$best$practice.$Working$with$“what$works”$means$working$with$someone$
else’s$(central$agenda’s)$goals$;$a$cornerstone$of$major$politics$(Dahlberg$&$Moss,$
2005).$
$

The$Language$Pack$
A$contemporary$Danish$ECEC;example$of$major$politics$inscribed$with$evidence$

is$the$so;called$Language$Pack$(LP).$LP$is$the$result$of$a$massive$government$grant$
to$make$Danish$crèches$and$kindergartens$focus$on$language$acquisition$(“New$
Initiatives,”$2010;$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs,$2010).$Dkk.$34.500.000$($$6.600.000)$
were$granted$primarily$for$in;service$training$(remember$the$connection$between$
major$politics$and$in;service$training$made$by$Dahlberg$&$Moss$(2005,$p.$184)).$
$
Dateline:!18!January!2011:!My!early!morning!train!cuts!through!an!endlessness!of!
winter@muted!farmlands,!taking!me!to!the!first!meeting!on!the!Language!Pack's!
board!of!experts.!They!invited!my!PhD!supervisor,!but!he!arranged!for!me!to!go!
instead.!And!here!I!am,!on!my!way!to!one!of!evidence@based!research's!strongholds!
with!nothing!but!a!laptop!full!of!postmodern!critique.!It!is!so!hard!for!me!to!
articulate!a!stable!and!coherent!alternative!to!what!I!am!about!to!criticize.!
Remembering!the!words!of!Israeli!educational!theorist!Ilan!Gur@Ze'ev,!I!truly!feel!
like!a!lonesome!witness!to!a!cause!that!mainstream!life!perceives!as!ridiculous!or!
unnecessary.!A!neurotic!who!refuses!to!be!cured,!but!instead!insists!on!curing!
healthy,!normal/mainstream!people!(Gur@Ze’ev,!2003,!p.!83).!I!apologize!in!advance!
for!wasting!their!precious!time.!
$
Even$though$LP$mostly$concerns$training,$research$(and$what$constitutes$valid$

knowledge)$plays$a$major$role$in$the$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs’$tender$document$
(Ministry$of$Social$Affairs,$2010).$In$what$follows,$I$will$first$examine$this$document,$
and$then$I$will$look$at$the$application$from$the$consortium$(The$Consortium,$2011)$
that$won$the$bid.$All$direct$quotations$where$translated$by$me.$
At$page$12$of$the$tender$document,$the$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs$describes$the$

general$aim$of$The$Language$Pack$(LP).$Here$we$find$words$and$phrases$such$as$
”latest$knowledge$and$research”,$”knowledge”$and$”concrete$tools”.$It$is$stated$that$
the$in;service$training$of$LP$must$be$based$on$the$latest$knowledge$and$research$
about$children’s$language$acquisition.$The$LP$must$also$define$how$to$respond$to$
the$results$of$the$language$assessments$with$the$best$available$practice.$
The$in;service$training$is$aimed$to$give$the$participating$educators$1)$increased$

knowledge$about$children’s$language$acquisition;$2)$knowledge$about$how$to$
identify$a$child$in$need$of$a$systematic$help$with$language$acquisition;$3)$concrete$
pedagogic$tools$to$promote$children’s$language$abilities.$(p.$12).$
The$tender$document$refers$to$evidence$only$once,$in$a$paragraph$where$it$is$

explained$that$LP$must$ensure$that$the$educators$will$acquire$knowledge$and$skills$
that$enable$them$”to$work$systematically$with$evidence;based$language$developing$
activities$in$the$day;care$facilities”$(p.$25).$
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To$sum$up:$The$Ministry$for$Social$Affairs’$tender$document$concerns$new$
knowledge$and$research,$a$part$of$which$is$the$ability$to$handle$evidence;based$
tools$and$activities$in$the$pedagogical$practice.$
Now,$let$me$turn$to$the$successful$application:$A$consortium$consisting$of$

University$College$Capital$(UCC),$University$College$VIA$(VIA),$University$College$
Lillebælt$(UCL),$The$Center$for$Child$Language$at$University$of$Southern$Denmark$
and$The$Center$for$Public$Competence$Development$(COK)$produced$the$
application$that$was$chosen$by$the$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs,$and$thus$this$
consortium$is$now$responsible$for$delivering$the$requested$in;service$training$
program.$
The$consortium’s$(2011)$application$states$that$the$research$base$of!every!aspect$

of$LP$will$be$secured$through$a$meta;analysis$research$review$that$follows$
international$standards$(for$what$counts$as$evidence)$(p.$6).$The$results$from$this$
systematic$review$will$be$converted$to$evidence;based$knowledge$methods$and$
tools$relevant$in$a$Danish$day;care$context$(p.$13).$The$consortium$considers$quality$
and$the$request$for$research;based$in;service$training$based$on$the$concept$of$
evidence.$The$Ministry$of$Social$Affairs$wants$research$based$knowledge;$the$
consortium$goes$the$extra$mile$to$ensure$that$research;based$means$findings$
generated$primarily$by$RCT;designs$and$meta;analyses;$that$is,$evidence;based$
knowledge.$
As$earlier$mentioned,$at$least$some$ECEC;practitioners$request$empirically$based$

knowledge$and$norm$based$descriptions$to$work$with$language$acquisition$(Bleses$
et$al.,$2007,$p.$9).$Let$us,$for$a$moment,$consider$the$situation$in$terms$of$the$hen$and$
egg$problem:$practitioners$request$norms$and$evidence$from$research$and$policy$
which$in$turn$inscribe$the$ECEC;field$in$discourses$of$norms$and$evidence…$
$
Dateline:!21!April!2011:!Dear!Tina.!Thank!you!for!your!mail!and!for!inviting!me!to!
another!meeting!on!the!board!of!experts.!I!have!thought!things!over,!and!have!
decided!to!respectfully!decline!.!.!.!I!fundamentally!disagree!with!the!Language!
Pack’s!evidence!and!concept@like!underlying!basis!.!.!.!I!wish!you!and!your!colleagues!
well!with!regards!to!the!continuing!work!on!the!project.!Maybe!our!roads!will!cross!
again!in!the!future.!Best!regards,!Anders.!(Excerpts!from!original!mail!
correspondence!@!translated!by!the!author).!
$

Epilogue:$Hot$Words$
$

6:8.&Noah&found&grace&in&the&eyes&of&the&LORD.&
&
6:18.&[…]&with&thee&will&I&establish&my&covenant;&and&thou&shalt&come&into&
the&ark,&thou,&and&thy&sons,&and&thy&wife,&and&thy&sons'&wives&with&thee.&

$
Dramaturgical!insert:!Hot!Words.$

The$scene$is$set$in$a$conference$room$where$representatives$from$the$Danish$
Council$for$Strategic$Research$(2011)$spend$the$afternoon$introducing$would;be$
grant$applicants$to$the$expectations$and$procedures.$
$
Chair:$What$is$strategic$research?$I’ll$give$you$an$example:$Why$are$
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so$many$Danish$adolescent$boys$so$poor$readers?$(Siggaard$
Jensen,$2011,$paraphrased).$

Professor$(got$a$grant$last$year):$Be$aware$of$what$is$hot!$HOT$
WORDS$(Holm,$2011b,$paraphrased).$

Audience:$.$.$.$$
Professor:$Put$these$words$in$your$application:$RCT;design,$twin$

study,$causality,$evidence$(Holm,$2011b,$paraphrased)$
Professor:$Submit$to$the$covenant.$Scrub$the$floor!$(Dylan,$2000,$

paraphrased;$Genesis,$6:18,$paraphrased).$
$
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Versatile)literacy)curriculum:)Why)and)how?)

 

Summary)

The objective of this article is to instigate a discussion of versatile literacy 

curriculum. Taking a critique of present-day limiting tendencies in education policy 

as his starting point, Biesta (2011b) poses the question: What is education for? 

Inspired by Biesta, I want to introduce this overall education philosophical discussion 

into discussions concerning literacy curriculum in early childhood education and 

care. Why literacy curriculum? I outline three grounds: 1) to become good at literacy 

(concerned with the individual benefits of being literate in contemporary society), 2) 

to be able and willing to assume certain literate identities (concerned with society’s 

benefits of its citizens being literate), and 3) to come into presence – with literacy 

(concerned with literacy in relation to comprehensive, personal development). The 

first two grounds are concerned with the adjustment of the subject (the child/pupil), 

and the third ground is concerned with liberation. The point is that versatile literacy 

curriculum must draw on all three grounds. The last section of the article offers 

examples of versatile literacy curriculum in kindergarten, a school-based free-time 

center, and the first years of school. These examples are accompanied by analytic 

commentary. 

Keywords: literacy, literacy curriculum, versatility 

Introduction)

Literacy is a broad concept that comprises a number of contextual, communicative 

competences. In a media-borne culture saturated with written language, it is 

customary with the literacy concept to distinguish not so much between spoken and 

written language, but to a greater extent between different contexts of 

communication. Language “wholes” of spoken and written language interact with 
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technology, tools, values, norms, and so forth. Therefore, literacy competence is 

complex, culture-based, and situational; it is a skill students can acquire to navigate 

these versatile language wholes. This is called a sociocultural approach to literacy 

(Gee, 2008; Hetmar, 2010). 

Literacy curriculum in the area of early childhood education and care (ECEC) is 

concerned with the practical work supporting and encouraging young children as they 

acquire different literacy competencies and participate in versatile communication 

contexts. Literacy curriculum also includes theory on this work, in particular, reasons 

for the choice of content, activities, objectives, and so forth. 

ECEC comprises theory, discourses, values, institutions, and practices related caring 

for, upbringing and educating children from birth to eight years old. Thus, the ECEC 

field consists of, among others, daycare centers, after-school free-time centers, and 

the first years of school. I draw on the world organization for early childhood 

education (Organisation Mondiale pour l'Education Prescolaire) (OMEP, 2006), 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO, n.d.), 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2001, p. 14), and 

on the literature of the field for the ages spanning birth to eight years 

Thus literacy curriculum in ECEC can be understood as both theory and practice, 

with a view to i.e. language stimulation in crèche and kindergarten, teaching 

language, phonemic awareness, elementary reading, and the study of the Danish 

language in the first years of school. School-based free-time centers also contribute to 

literacy curriculum.  

I will briefly introduce readers to the above terms, as they are relevant to 

understanding Danish ECEC and literacy curriculum: 

The municipal daycare center [daginstitution] consists of one or both of the following 

arrangements: 1) Crèche [vuggestue], for children between nine months to three 

years, 2) Kindergarten [børnehave], for children between three and six years. I 
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deliberately choose kindergarten over preschool, which is the international default 

term for this kind of facility. Kindergarten is the most accurate translation of the 

Danish term (literally meaning “garden of children”), and the preschool concept has 

an unwanted, built-in emphasis on school. 

The year a child turns six, he or she has the right to be enrolled for free in the public 

school [Folkeskole], which in Denmark unifies what is known elsewhere as primary 

and lower secondary school. Alternatives to public school do exist – private schools 

and home schooling – but the great majority of children attend public schools, which 

are subject to the Public School Act (Ministry of Education, 2010). 

The first three years of school are usually viewed together as the first years of school 

(an approximated translation of the Danish word indskoling). The period covers the 

first three years in school when children start in the kindergarten-class (grade zero), 

and then move on to first and second grade. 

As the name implies, a school-based free-time center [in Danish abbreviated as an 

SFO (skolefritidsordning), used hereafter] is a center mainly open during afterschool 

hours that children from grade zero to three (ages approximately six to nine) can 

attend. As an SFO is a unit inside the school (although not necessarily in the physical 

sense), it is subject to the Public School Act (Ministry of Education, 2010a). 

Pedagogues staff the daycare centers together with un-credentialed assistants. 

Pedagogues and assistants also staff SFOs. According to BUPL (2009), the 

pedagogues’ union, the word pedagogue holds a special meaning in Danish, one 

comparable to preschool teacher in other countries. A pedagogue holds a bachelor of 

arts degree in social education. A pair of pedagogues staffs the kindergarten-class. 

One pedagogue, the so-called kindergarten-class leader, has the main responsibility 

for teaching; the other assists and often works part time in the SFO. 

Teachers staff the rest of the public school levels. A teacher holds a bachelor of arts 

degree in education, with a focus on subject-matter curriculum theory and teaching in 
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practice. It is common for SFO pedagogues to work together with the teachers in 

grades one to two during school hours. 

Pedagogues, teachers, and un-credentialed assistants are chief among those who 

practice in the ECEC field. At times, I will refer to them collectively as the 

practitioners. 

In this article, I will highlight the importance of discussing grounds for literacy 

curriculum. With grounds for literacy curriculum, I mean providing possible answers 

to the following questions: Why do we need literacy curriculum? What is its purpose? 

How does it contribute to the objective of early childhood education curriculum in 

general, as expressed in, for example, legislation? Taking a critical view of the 

present day’s emphasis on quantifiable outcomes in education policy as his starting 

point, Biesta (2011b) asks: What is education for? Inspired by Biesta, I ask: What is 

literacy curriculum for? 

Research)context)

The points in this article are connected to my PhD dissertation concerned with the 

same subject. As one component of my research I have completed fieldwork among a 

group of committed pedagogues and teachers in a Copenhagen suburb. Some of the 

examples in the last section of this article are inspired by their work. Also included is 

inspiration from the Early Years Transition Programme (EASE) project that focused 

on literacy in the transition from kindergarten to school (EASE, 2009). 

I take a critical Didaktik perspective on literacy curriculum in early childhood 

education and care (ECEC). In this context, this means, among other elements, 

addressing the practitioner’s role in establishing goals, means, and content defining 

curriculum (Schnack, 1999). Focusing on reasons and criteria for the choice of 

content is a main Didaktik aspect (Broström, 2011; Klafki, 1996, 2005; Schnack, 

2004), as is the interest in studying control documents and political strategy papers 

(Broström, 2012; Klafki, 2005). A preoccupation with the child’s comprehensive 
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personal development (education) also stems from Didaktik and thus the motivation 

to take a critical stance towards political (and research) tendencies to limit curriculum 

rationales, thus making for a versatile, comprehensive approach to the child and 

his/her curriculum (Broström, 2009; Hopmann & Riquarts, 2000; Schnack, 2004). 

Critical Didaktik has traditionally subjected educational institutions and documents to 

a Harbermasian ideological critique to uncover “tacit societal notions that are 

demonstrably erroneous” (Klafki, 2005, p. 134, my translation). However, since then, 

more recent perspectives on discourse, authority, context and identity, also in the area 

of ECEC, have entered the scene (e.g., among others, Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; 

Dahlberg, Moss, & Pence, 2007; Mac Naughton, 2005). 

With these perspectives, the battle lines now have changed: There are no historical 

regularities and no universal benchmarks and therefore no objective positions from 

which it is possible to announce which societal notions are demonstrably erroneous. 

Dichotomies like rational > < irrational and liberating > < alienating demand 

skepticism: rational from whose point of view? 

Therefore, it may not be productive to evaluate the aforementioned educational 

institutions and documents based on whether they communicate demonstrably 

erroneous societal notions, but to a greater extent whether they contribute to 

promoting “a multiplicity of languages about early childhood” (Dahlberg et al., 2007, 

p. 4). The evaluation should consider them in comparison with everyday losses of 

freedom (Denzin, 2009), as well as in conjunction with democratic, liberating 

perspectives. The important point to understand is that a Didaktik critique is not 

expressed in absolute, universal terms, but that grand concepts about democracy, 

solidarity, and so forth are anchored in the contextualized fissures between the 

political, the personal, and the academic. Grounds for curriculum (including, of 

course, literacy curriculum) therefore cannot be determined once and for all, as a 

universal term. The discussion of grounds must be ongoing, locally democratic, and 

solidary. 
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What should we call these above-mentioned attempts to address and produce 

contextual knowledge, to generate meaning, and to transcend the boundaries between 

the academic, the personal, and the political? Without specifically subscribing to the 

concept of Didaktik, Dahlberg, Moss, and Pence (2007), call the phenomenon 

postmodernism. Mac Naughton (2005) calls it poststructuralist ideas. I am inclined to 

subscribe to Koro-Ljungberg’s (2008) pragmatic approach: “[I]t can be called 

postmodern/poststructural” (p. 222). Determining grounds is an act of authority that 

cannot (should not?) be obscured by invoking reason, evidence, or the like. 

According to Denzin (2010, p. 424), in a critique of research’s political tendencies, 

there are no “ironclad criteria regulating the production of knowledge or the 

validation of inquiry findings.” There are no “ironclad” criteria, there is no objectivity 

– there is only authority! Across ECEC research and practice, therefore, a common 

task is to create opportunities for versatile and experimental curriculum and not 

merely to demonstrate best practice and/or model other nonnegotiable ideas. 

Policy and curriculum interact, and one need not be a radical postmodernist to believe 

that to be true (see e.g., Schnack, 1992). At one time, critical Didaktik could refer to a 

Marxist understanding of history’s inexorable progress towards the fall of capitalism 

and the implementation of communism, and from this regularity, derive grounds for 

curriculum (see e.g., Broström & Rasmussen, 1981). In a (postmodern) world of 

discourses, such regularity is problematized, although the will to achieve democracy, 

diversity, and freedom of action remains unabated. 

In sum: Common to Didaktik and the postmodern perspectives I deploy are efforts 

towards democracy, diversity, self- and co-determination for practitioners and 

children, participation, and so forth. In my PhD dissertation, I describe this as lurking 

at the threshold between (modern) Didaktik and postmodern perspectives. Broström 

(2006) describes it as an attempt to bridge a gap and combine concepts from both 

modern and postmodern approaches. Dahlberg et al. (2007) speak of working with 

both modernism and postmodernism, and for Biesta (2011a), it is a matter of 

updating and connecting the respective approaches. 
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Threats)against)versatility)

The world organization for early childhood education (OMEP) mentioned earlier was 

established in 1949 for the purpose of safeguarding the interests of children under the 

age of eight across national borders. Today, the OMEP acts on behalf of pedagogues, 

teachers, researchers, and other parties from more than 70 countries and as counselor 

to vital children and education political actors such as the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the United Nations 

Children’s Fund (UNICEF). 

In their 2010 world declaration, the OMEP warns against international tendencies to 

overfocus education policy on skills, with regard to literacy, among other elements. 

Decisive aesthetic, democratic, and traditional ECEC values are at stake: 

[The political overemphasis of literacy and mathematics skills] is destroying 

the basis and the sense of early childhood education. This results in the loss 

of crucial values, creativity, imagination, open-mindedness, [and] expressive 

arts, thus deeply affecting the right and the joy to learn through play (OMEP, 

2010). 

Is the problem an emphasis of literacy as such, or is it the overemphasis of literacy as 

the learning of a limited skill? The question seems to call for an analysis of possible 

grounds for literacy curriculum, that is, possible answers to the questions: What is 

(the content of) literacy curriculum? Why do we need it? What is its objective? How 

does literacy curriculum contribute to the further objective and core values of ECEC, 

as expressed in, for example, legislation? Taking the OMEP world declaration as my 

starting point, I will thus introduce three sound reasons for even prioritizing a 

discussion of the grounds for literacy curriculum, before I subsequently outline a 

frame for discussing the grounds themselves. 
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Why)discuss)grounds)for)literacy)curriculum?)

First, pedagogues and teachers are both legally bound to, and politically/strategically 

encouraged to practicing a relatively versatile and democratic curriculum. Critical 

pedagogical passages on democracy, solidarity, comprehensive personal 

development, and so forth can be found in, for example, the Danish daycare law 

(Ministry of Social Affairs, 2011), the law of public schools (Ministry of Children 

and Education, 2010a), the pedagogical profile of Børne- og Ungdomspædagogernes 

Landsforbund (BUPL) (the pedagogues’ trade union) (BUPL, 2007), Danmarks 

Lærerforening’s (DLF) (the teachers’ trade union) “Morgendagens folkeskole [The 

Public School of Tomorrow]” (DLF, 2009), even excerpts from an Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report (Dumont, Istance, & 

Benavides, 2010). Several municipal policies affecting children and/or curriculum 

(see e.g., Møller, Baunkilde, Froberg, & Hundahl, 2007) contain binding academic 

and political declarations of intent with regard to versatility, learning and play, 

aesthetic learning processes, and so forth. 

Thus, a wide range of political documents and strategy papers from different interest 

groups appear to provide support for teachers and pedagogues for questioning 

dominant political tendencies in both their pedagogical work and as regards literacy 

curriculum. Although technical rationales and theories pertaining to outcome 

management dominate educational political strategies (Rasmussen, 2007), teachers 

and pedagogues are still encouraged and obliged be these critical documents and 

papers to discover and use numerous fissures and contradictions. Thus, I refer to what 

one might call critical policy concerning the necessity of discussing grounds for 

literacy curriculum. 

Second, it is in the children’s interest to be met with a curriculum that takes into 

account their versatility. Sociocultural studies (see e.g., Razfar & Gutiérrez, 2003; 

Street, 1995) of literacy argue that reading and writing include more than a series of 

cognitive skills and point to connections between literacy, identity, community, 

participation, and so forth. 
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Literacy as social practice poses new curriculum questions. To which extent, for 

example, can we understand reading difficulties as manifesting the child’s difficulties 

with meeting certain school/culture-related expectations, as they relate to his or her 

way of using language? Further, how can individual difficulties be understood in 

relation to the community’s (teaching/pedagogical practice) possible difficulties with 

taking a broad and inclusive view on the children’s contributions (Jensen, 2011)? 

This applies to both language and reading stimulation in early childhood education. 

For some children, the language practice they meet in literacy teaching in school is 

based on the expectations and values in which they have already been socialized at 

home via bedtime stories, conversations over dinner, and so forth. Other children are 

not as lucky (Gee, 2004; Heath, 1982, 1983) and do not receive such benefits away 

from the education setting. 

From a sociocultural perspective, written language is not merely an independent, 

universal subject that each child needs to learn to decode/apply (Street, 1995). In 

ECEC, children already have numerous culturally determined communicative 

competencies linked to, among other elements, family patterns, play universes, 

popular culture, and other aspects of everyday life (Fast, 2009; Gee, 2001). In this 

context, literacy is concerned with integrating these in a versatile curriculum 

corresponding to the diversity of the children and their experiences. From the 

perspective of school readiness, for example, this can mean a shift from 

overemphasizing an individually oriented “checklist-practice” (does the child’s 

current competence correspond to our expectations?) to community-oriented efforts 

to “make visible the children’s existing literacy expertise and then to embed this 

expertise into the curriculum...to help transform the learning of other children” 

(Kennedy & Surman, 2007, p. 106). For more information, see Jensen (2011). Thus, I 

refer to literacy as a social practice with regard to the necessity of discussing 

grounds for literacy curriculum and, hence, grounds for the form and content of this 

curriculum. 
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Third, as either a pedagogue or a teacher (but also as a fellow citizen) one must 

actively reflect on, and consider, the emerging technocratization of society and of 

ECEC institutions. In different ways, Biesta (2007, 2011b), Broström (2012), 

Dahlberg, Moss, and Pence (2007), Dahlberg and Moss (2005), and Hatch (2002), 

among others, point to tendencies of a democratic deficit with regard to education 

research and practice. The only one of the above-mentioned sources who applies the 

democratic deficit concept is Biesta (2007), but I believe that the concept is quite 

capable of summarizing critical points across the selected literature. 

Quality standards in daycare, common goals for school subjects, and expert-approved 

outlines of what constitutes appropriate behavior at a given age and stage of 

development regarding, for example, language performance, give rise to increasing 

formal and informal outcome management in day-care centers and schools. The 

democratic deficit is based on the parties directly affected – children, pedagogues and 

teachers – having, to a lesser extent, an influence on objectives and grounds for 

curriculum (Dahlberg & Moss, 2005). The democratic deficit is also based on the 

right to define what constitutes quality being reserved by an exclusive group of 

experts (Dahlberg et al., 2007), with the result being that pedagogical research (the 

experts) is reduced to playing a technical role, pointing out the effects of different 

interventions and pedagogical methods/concepts (Biesta, 2007). 

“[Quality] tells you whether the institution-as-machine is working according to 

specification: Is it producing objectives a, b, and c?” (Dahlberg et al., 2007, p. xi). In 

other words: Is it complying with objectives provided by the political/administrative 

level or experts capable of defining quality and normal child development. 

Pedagogical practice is subject to expectations and goals and to an increasing extent 

is held responsible for a satisfactory output in the form of tests and evaluations 

(Dahlberg et al., 2007; Rasmussen, 2007). 

Formally, pedagogical practice is still free and decentralized, yet caught in discourses 

on quantifiable outcomes and confined to other people’s objectives – a democratic 

deficit. When I write other people’s objectives I mean that pedagogues and teachers, 
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whether or not they desire it, are bound by more or less neoliberal political strategies 

(i.e., the modernization program described by Brydensholt, 1986) and expectations 

that the children will achieve top spots on international ranking lists (The 

Government, 2010). Pedagogues or teachers are public employees and therefore 

subject to legislation and local regulation, but that does not mean they must simply 

submissively do what they are told. On the contrary, at least to the extent that they 

consider themselves practitioners of Didaktik, pedagogues and teachers are 

responsible to uphold a professional and ethical obligation to reflect on, criticize, and 

participate in the development of goals, means, and the content on which pedagogical 

work is based (Broström, 2011; Hopmann & Riquarts, 2000; Schnack, 1999), 

whether this work is carried out in crèches, kindergartens, school-based free-time 

centers, or schools. Didaktik researchers incur the same obligations. Thus, I refer to a 

critical approach to an emerging democratic deficit with regard to the necessity of 

discussing grounds for literacy curriculum. 

The)three)objectives)of)literacy)curriculum)

The following section is inspired by Biesta (2011b). The previous section has 

provided a background to the discussion I outline below. I approach the question of 

versatile literacy curriculum by asking a supplementary question: What is the point of 

literacy curriculum? 

1) To become good at literacy. First, literacy is about the child acquiring literacy 

competencies; thus, in part, the grounds for literacy curriculum constitute a wish to 

support the child in becoming good at literacy. Here are two examples: 

• Literacy is important for success in the school system. Reading is the mother 

of all subjects – according to the debate – and success in the school system is 

increasingly important for life in contemporary Western societies. Reading is 

the key to all facility in all school subjects. 

• A free and independent life in a literacy-saturated society presupposes certain 

literacy competences. This includes, to name but two examples, doing one’s 
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income tax returns and managing the written information of everyday life 

(news, notes, signage). 

Grounding literacy curriculum with the aim of ensuring the child becomes competent 

at literacy, means accentuating the child’s opportunities with, and benefits from, 

literacy competencies – as child, pupil, and citizen. Literacy curriculum thus can be 

substantiated as a practice supporting children’s acquiring critical knowledge, skills, 

and competencies, equipping them with the qualifications needed to live a decent and 

comfortable existence – as well as increasing their future opportunities – within 

prevailing societal structures (school, civil society, and later the labor market). 

2) To be able and willing to assume certain literate identities. Second, literacy 

curriculum is about society’s need for children to assume certain literate identities: 

world-class students, enterprising, engaged with life-long learning, and literacy-

competent, a subject who, in time, can benefit the labor market as well as fit 

cohesively into the existing society in which one’s level of education – and the 

overall reputation of the education system measured on various ranking lists – is 

significant to the economy. Two examples: 

• The following passage is from the 2010 government basis (a document 

outlining the Governments strategic goals) in which the ability to read, among 

other elements, is linked to Denmark’s growth opportunities: “It is crucial to 

Denmark’s growth opportunities that we have an education system that is 

among the best in the world…therefore, it is the government’s goal that 

Danish school children in 2020 are among the five best in the world with 

regard to reading, mathematics, science, and English” (The Government, 

2010, p. 18, my translation) In other words, to assume a certain literate 

identity – a student performing at a world-class level. 

• A society such as Denmark’s, one based on a communication culture saturated 

with the written and spoken language, has a significant stake in socializing its 

citizens to assume roles within it. Therefore, the literary society’s cohesion 
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depends on as many people as possible assume the identity of a highly literate 

citizen. 

In Danish kindergartens, sowing the seeds of formal literacy competence is 

sometimes considered part of the process of readying young people for school. 

Hence, when children in school groups solve tasks on paper or are encouraged to 

write their names on their drawings, this activity substantiates children benefitting 

from acquiring of literacy competence (see the first ground). In addition, it also 

corresponds with the school’s need for children to acquire certain literacy 

competences as part and parcel of being ready for school. The education system 

needs children of a given age (in Denmark it is six years old) to assume the identity 

of a school-ready child. Part of assuming this identity is being able to act in 

accordance with the beginning reader-identity, which is the identity that the textbooks 

in the first years of school address (inspired by Gee 2001, 2004). 

Grounding literacy curriculum in the importance of the children assuming certain 

literate identities is the same as stressing society’s need for, and interest in, 

socializing the child into a literacy-saturated communication culture. 

This ground and the previous are not opposites; rather, they overlap. If the child 

becomes literate – in addition, of course, to acquiring other established cultural habits 

– both child and society benefit. These two grounds share a focus on the child 

adapting to existing norms, by either acquiring literacy as an existing technique 

(qualification) or assuming a role that reinforces the foundations of a literacy-

saturated society (socialization) (Biesta, 2011b). 

3) To come into presence – with literacy. Third, literacy curriculum is about creating 

spaces, structures, and opportunities that ensure children, in differing ways, can come 

into presence with literacy.  Coming into presence - with literacy, is about 

transgression and liberation, not adjustment. Biesta (2004) discuss coming into 

presence in relation to education in general. I will here extend his work by connecting 

it directly to literacy curriculum. 
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Coming into presence - with literacy, commits ECEC teaching practices and 

educational activities to encourage the child to develop and show where he/she stands 

as an individual subject – as part of the literacy curriculum. Thus a versatile, daily 

teaching practice that provides rich and diverse opportunities for children to think and 

feel as part of participating in literacy practices, is contingent on this third rationale. 

Compared to the previous two rationales, this third rationale directs literacy teaching 

first and foremost to challenge each child to grapple with who he/she is. It is of 

secondary importance to evaluate what the individual child can do (becoming good at 

literacy) or which premade literate identities the child is able and willing to assume. 

Coming into presence is no lone journey of self-expression; it is fundamentally about 

social relations and shared responsibilities. You come into presence as you interact 

with, listen to, act and respond to the social environment. 

In this way it is about what Dahlberg (2003) calls listening, with reference to the 

renowned ECEC of Reggio Emilia, which is a city located in Northern Italy (see also 

Rinaldi, 2006). This concept of listening captures an active and solidary practice of 

receiving and welcoming the other, and thus being open towards diversity. To listen 

is to deliberately transgress categories and classifications as the outset for social 

relations (including literacy teaching and pedagogical activities thought to enhance 

literacy competences). 

Coming into presence also connects with Honneth's (2006) recognition concept, in 

the sense of striving for a broad horizon of values as a base for social interaction 

(including teaching – please refer to Jensen 2011 for a discussion of literacy 

curriculum in relation to recognition). 

According to Biesta (2004, p. 78), "coming into presence is about being challenged 

by otherness and difference". In this way there is a certain critical thinking to the 

concept that I think connects very well with Klafki’s (2005) notion of Bildung. The 

process of Bildung (comprehensive personal development) requires the student to 

grapple with difficult, authentic societal questions (Klafki calls these core problems), 
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which have to do with sustainable development, inequality, war/peace, etc. (see 

Klafki 1996). 

I offer three examples of ways to ground literacy curriculum in the importance of 

supporting the child in coming into presence – with literacy: 

• Public school is legally bound to support the comprehensive development of 

the pupil in an everyday life characterized by “intellectual liberty, equality, 

and democracy” (Ministry of Children and Education, 2010a, my translation), 

according to the preamble. The debate in connection with the Ministry of 

Children and Education’s democracy canon (see e.g., Knudsen, 2011) has 

made it clear that democracy itself is a disputed concept; hence, no formula 

for a democratic literacy curriculum exists. By substantiating literacy 

curriculum with its support of children’s opportunities for coming into 

presence – and thus accounting for personal, comprehensive development, 

and education – is, among other elements, to attach importance to the child’s 

self- and co-determination regarding both form and content of the literacy 

activities. 

 

• Similarly, the Danish daycare act (Ministry of Social Affairs, 2011) argues 

that kindergartens as, among other elements, aesthetic children’s 

environments must prepare children for democracy and co-determination. In 

addition, they must support the child’s comprehensive, personal development 

– which has even been promoted to an independent subject on the curriculum. 

By grounding literacy curriculum with the child’s opportunities of coming 

into presence, is thus to view curriculum subjects as overlapping and not as 

delimited “minor subjects” in kindergarten (Broström, 2004). It means 

combining the content of the curriculum subject “language development” 

(where one would normally place literacy curriculum) to overlap with content 

and objectives from, among other elements, the subject on comprehensive 

personal development. This ground for literacy curriculum seems to 
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presuppose and encourage a learning environment with literacy potential 

beyond the measurable and comparable, in accordance with Biesta’s concept 

(2004). 

 

• In School Subject Publication Number 47, which is an official document from 

the Ministry of Children and Education (2010b) concerned with pupils’ 

comprehensive development across all subjects and subject themes, the 

emphasis is on the school’s obligation to create a framework for pupils to 

 

develop emotionally, intellectually, physically, socially, ethically, and 

aesthetically. This must first take place via academic teaching organized, 

so that democratic education, zest, contemplation, creativity, commitment, 

and a good relation between teachers and pupils are taken into account. At 

the same time, the school must contribute to supporting the individual 

pupil’s comprehensive development and ensure that he or she develops 

interpersonal skills, responsibility, enterprise, creativity, initiative, 

commitment, special talents, and respect for diversity (Ministry of 

Children and Education, 2010b, p. 24, my translation). 

 

In brief: The Danish government’s support of pupils in coming into presence 

is a job for subject-matter teaching; by extension, the reasons given for 

literacy curriculum should also include the child’s opportunities to come into 

presence – with literacy. 

Hence, literacy curriculum, like all other curriculum, can be grounded in three 

fundamental ways and thus can serve three overlapping purposes: 1) that the child 

becomes good with literacy; 2) that the child is able and willing to assume certain 

literate identities; and 3) that the child comes into presence – with literacy. This is not 

to say that these three grounds do (or should) carry equal weight, but rather that all 

three are necessary elements in versatile literacy curriculum. 
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In the last section of this article, I will present examples of versatile literacy 

curriculum in practice, that is, literacy curriculum that can be substantiated using the 

three above-mentioned rationales. From my Didaktik perspective, democracy, 

versatility, and comprehensive personal development are closely connected. The 

versatile therefore, among other elements, consists of activities that take as their 

starting point children’s interests and activities and combines them with curricular 

themes as well as more general social themes and problems. According to the spirit of 

Klafki (2005), working with core problems, for example, such as critical media 

awareness and ecology is necessarily related to the third ground (to come into 

presence – with literacy). This is because these themes remain unresolved social 

challenges and thus prepares the ground for versatile, democratic activities 

(Broström, 2006), and respectful, tolerating and welcoming relations (Dahlberg, 

2003). 

Amalie)hosts)the)news)(kindergarten))

It is a rainy Friday afternoon. After Vigga and Puk (the pedagogues) have 

tidied up the room, a large empty cardboard box remains. Amalie (4.8 years 

old), Line, Peter, and Niels find the box. Peter gets an idea: They can turn 

the box into a television! Vigga helps them carve out the “screen” and the 

children paint the box with crayons and colored pencils. The result is one 

impressive television! 

Children from the other two rooms join them, and they all take turns being 

speakers, talk show hosts, the cast in commercials, and so forth. Amalie 

would like to join in this activity but is reluctant. So many eyes are looking. 

Will she be able to come up with something to say? Suddenly Amalie plucks 

up her courage and makes a brief, but literate newscast, which, among other 

elements, informs us that The Disney Afternoon has been cancelled due to a 

football match and that the good weather will soon return. Amalie smiles 

contentedly at her audience – she did it! 
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The children continue to play, until their parents pick them up one by one. 

Vigga puts the television up on the shelf – now it is ready for a new round 

on Monday! 

Aside from being a cute anecdote, this vignette also contains some potential for 

literacy learning: Amalie tells her own stories and expresses her own opinions, 

experiences, and so forth. She includes elements from her surroundings (The Disney 

Afternoon and the weather) in her stories; she listens attentively to her friends’ 

stories, and is completely absorbed in her speaker role in the TV game. It is natural to 

link some of these signs with literacy (e.g., telling a story), but less obvious of course 

is the connection between literacy learning and being absorbed in a role in a game. 

How can one derive versatile literacy curriculum from this vignette? There is no – nor 

is it desirable – formulaic connection between certain signs of literacy potential and 

certain pedagogical activities. Can we instead think of relevant and meaningful 

literacy-promoting activities in continuation of Amalie’s TV debut? 

On the one hand, one can imagine activities in which literacy learning plays a central 

role, for example, one could help Amalie and her friends create a program overview, 

small speaker cards, or a poster with the weather forecast for the next five days. On 

the other hand, one could, in general although still relevant to literacy learning, make 

TV habits and experiences a recurring theme in all assemblies one week, letting both 

children and adults present their favorite programs (and those they find the dullest), 

and afterwards make a number of short parodies using the cardboard TV. One could 

perhaps make a short video using a digital camera from different locales in the 

educational setting, for example, the playground, and then insert a speaker/narrator. 

One could let the TV incident lead to content on mass media and perhaps obtain some 

old sets for children and adults to dismantle, reassemble, use in games (e.g., a remote 

control for the cardboard TV), and so forth. Another step towards contributing to 

children’s development of a critical and independent approach to mass media thus 

could be the experience of what is “behind the screen,” that is, letting them take part 

in dismantling a television, discussing the symbols on the remote control, and so 
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forth, which would stimulate the functional literacy competency required to use a 

television. 

The)story)about)a)thief)(kindergartenDclass))

It is late spring, and the sun is shining in a cloudless sky over Copenhagen. 

We are in a preschool class in a suburban school close to the city center 

(Brokvartererne). The children are on their lunch break and are in their seats 

with their packed lunches in front of them. Thomas has finished his lunch 

and wants to read a story to one of his classmates. He chooses a book from 

the basket with easy readers – he is already looking forward to it, because he 

knows this book: It is an exciting story about a thief. 

Thomas begins to read, but when all one’s classmates are listening, it is easy 

to get nervous! He hesitates…looks around, and when he continues to read, 

he stumbles over letters and words. 

Thomas refuses to give up – the other children simply must hear the story 

about the thief – so he tells the last part of the story using his own 

imagination and the pictures in the book that he displays with a solemn look, 

as the story progresses. The end result results in a really good story with a 

truck, stolen goods, and a house that has “completely disintegrated.” 

Thomas’ classmates listen attentively and naturally clap their hands when 

the story is over. 

Which signs of potential for literacy learning are evident in the story about Thomas? 

He tells a partially made-up story, pretends to actually read, and is mindful of the 

chronology. He knows the story, so to some extent Thomas is retelling it. Thomas 

shows an interest in books, is mindful of narrative structures (plot), and “reads” the 

pictures. 
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Is it possible to see literacy curriculum occurring in the above scenario? Some ideas 

could be similar reading/playing activities that enable Thomas to use pictures and 

partially known texts as a starting point for his own stories. One could allow that the 

story’s content might inspire a shared project about police work in which readings 

and discussions of children’s books are supplemented with a visit to the local police 

station. Further, the children could produce a collage with drawings, text, pictures, 

and press clippings about the police, or one could organize a joint game – adults and 

children – in which the preschool class is turned into a police station for a morning 

with “police officers” who “write” tickets and reports, draw road signs, and perform 

other related duties to thus integrate literacy elements directly into the game. 

The)restaurant)(schoolDbased)freeDtime)center))

Lise, Anna, and Dorte (three girls from the first and second grade) have 

come together to play restaurant in the school-based free-time center. They 

are very absorbed in decorating a corner of one of the rooms with a table for 

dining and an adjoining  

“kitchen.” The girls talk eagerly and help each other put a cloth on the table, 

write a menu, produce notes, and so on. They also get out some play kitchen 

tools and organize the kitchen. The restaurant also gets a “takeaway” 

section. 

At the grand opening, guests crowd around the takeaway hatch, and children 

and adults also enter the restaurant. Lise is the waitress and walks between 

the tables with the homemade menu taking orders from the guests. From the 

kitchen, one can hear singing and the rattling of pots and pans: The chefs 

Anna and Dorte are in full swing. 

Paper money changes hands. The restaurant bustles with life. 

This story contains several potential signals for literacy learning – for example, the 

girls are clearly aware of signs and the like (menu), they express actions, are curious 
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about words and letters, write words and letters as well as they can (it is evident from 

the menu that the “spesial” of the day is “tomato sup” – approximated translations of 

the children’s writing). The girls are absorbed in their respective roles (waiter, chef), 

and they communicate at the meta level about the structure of the game, thus 

continuously negotiating the game and their roles within it. 

The girls’ spontaneous restaurant game – which is naturally valuable and sufficiently 

grounded as it is – can (also) function as an occasion for versatile literacy curriculum. 

For example, the restaurant game could be the girls’ entry in the coming “health 

week” in the school-based free-time center, in which planned activities each day 

focus on the body, activity, and healthy food. In this connection, the girls and perhaps 

some of their friends and others who are interested could devise an organic restaurant, 

supplemented with a prior visit to an organic farm to buy fresh ingredients for raw 

foodstuffs and offer elaborately prepared fruit and vegetable snacks. Again, a 

restaurant setting could be arranged, menus written, and perhaps even small flyers 

and posters created for handing out and hanging up, advertising the restaurant and the 

delicious snacks. Children and adults together would prepare the food, and in the 

course of the day, the children would take pictures and – with help from an adult – 

write an entry for “ForældreIntra” (a computer-based communication system that 

connects parents, children, pedagogues, and teachers online) with pictures and text 

from the day. 

Captain)Bottle)Nose)(second)grade))

In the second grade, for some time, Per has been reading the adventures of 

Donald Duck and creating his own comics. One day in an art class, Per is 

sitting next to Allan, and they have fun with each other’s ideas. This leads to 

a long conversation about comics that slowly evolves into “and you could 

also…and also….” 

During a break, they start making a few drawings and speech bubbles for 

Captain Bottle Nose, a figure that the boys have produced little by little. 
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They do not do so quietly! The drawings are also supplied with a fair amount 

of onomatopoeic words: “ough!, aaargh!, haaiii!!!” 

This launches a mutual interest in art and wordplay that the two boys still 

pursue. The drawings are now collected in a kind of serial book that is 

numbered and supplied with a title and front page. Thus, from time to time, a 

new issue of Captain Bottle Nose is “released” for the amusement of several 

of their classmates who read the serial enthusiastically. 

The two boys capture the characteristic form of the comic book – and thus 

demonstrate their awareness of the genre. They cooperate and inspire each other, they 

keep working – and become absorbed – both in school and at home. They show an 

interest in words as well as the skills necessary to put together an exciting story, 

demonstrating narrative competence. 

Scanning the comic and letting the boys do a reading via the interactive whiteboard 

could follow this up. Captain Bottle Nose could be used as a prelude to a joint course 

on comics, perhaps with a visit from a professional cartoonist. Or it could also be the 

starting point of a course on different forms of “publication” in which the children 

individually and in groups create a funny serial for the class website (written by the 

pupils in turn, with the support of a school pedagogue or one of the two teachers in 

team-taught lessons). Or the class could brainstorm together on a weird, comic-like 

universe with cues and small drawings on a pin-up board; in subsequent weeks, the 

class could continuously return to this universe and make short oral story relays, write 

and draw stories that take place in the shared universe, perhaps even make a wall 

frieze that visualizes the universe, supplemented with data cards that describe the 

places and creatures involved, that is, a kind of storyline course (Falkenberg & 

Håkonsson, 2000). 
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Concluding)remarks)

With the three grounds thus presented for literacy curriculum (to become good at 

literacy, to be able and willing to assume certain literate identities, to come into 

presence – with literacy) I have argued in favor of a broad view on criteria for the 

content of pedagogical activities with a view to support literacy learning. Literacy 

competencies are important personal qualifications that provide children with 

opportunities both here and now and in their future lives in a society dependent on 

literacy. Such competencies are required as part of the roles children must play to be 

able to move about effectively in established systems – and that those same systems 

depend on for the child to play with and learn from, if they are not to disintegrate. 

One part of literacy curriculum in starting education aims to make the child “ready 

for school” and reading. If the child is not socialized for these roles, then, for 

example, classroom set-based reading teaching will fail to work. Finally, it is possible 

to substantiate literacy curriculum in relation to the child’s comprehensive, personal 

development and education, and I have shown that this ground is articulated in 

important control documents for both daycare and school, respectively. This means, 

among other elements, that self- and co-determination, aesthetics, creativity, and 

versatility must be (co)governing principles for literacy curriculum. 

This broad approach should inspire pedagogues and teachers to continue to think of 

language learning – orally as well as written, in kindergartens, school-based free-time 

centers, and during the first years of school – as more than just a technical matter 

oriented towards the individual child’s acquisition of basic communication skills that 

correspond to the child’s “development” and/or the requirements and expectations 

presented in curricula and subject publications – not least to the delight of the 

children, but also to the adults who strive to give them a safe, meaningful, and 

educational everyday life. 

The examples may give the impression that literacy curriculum must unavoidably be 

very resource intensive. In the example from the school-based free-time center, it 

could be difficult to incorporate a farm visit into school time – much depends on the 
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goodwill of the school, parent communication, and sufficient staffing. Similarly, 

making a video or obtaining used phones and television sets is not something one 

“just does.” And in school where the resources (among other elements, teachers’ 

hours for teaching and preparation) are based on class teaching primarily and 

preprinted readers in class sets, it can be difficult to pursue children’s changing 

interests and play themes, not to mention integrating them in a teaching module 

already brimming with expectations for a particular kind of reading-skill acquisition 

and a content that has already to a great extent been determined in annual calendars. 

I am aware of these limitations and do not wish to produce a literacy curriculum that 

will constitute yet another workload placed on the already strained shoulders of 

ECEC practitioners. I wish to contribute with a collection of ideas that can stimulate 

curiosity with regard to the literacy learning potential in meeting the children’s 

productions with formal requirements to language development, forms of expression, 

beginning reading and writing, and, overall, the content of curricula and subject 

publications. The grounds for literacy curriculum constitute an important element in 

this context. To which extent, when, and how this curiosity is expressed in the 

concrete curriculum depends entirely on the factors of interest, time, inclination, 

priority, physical and psychological working environments, existing procedures, 

routines and values, and rating. 

I deliberately address both pedagogues and teachers across kindergartens, school-

based free-time centers, and the first years of school. From research (Broström, 

2003), we know that continuity is crucial for a successful transition from kindergarten 

(perhaps via a school-based free-time center) to school. At a time when curriculum 

and education – including ECEC curriculum – is increasingly incorporated into a 

streamlined format, economic, and internationally ranked, continuity can resemble 

assembly-line work in which kindergartens are factories preparing children for (i.e., 

adjusting children to) school-based free-time centers, and then school-based free-time 

centers do the same in preparing them for school. This easily leads to an 

oversubstantiation of some of the possible grounds for curriculum, arguing that 
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children must acquire necessary qualifications and be socialized (ready for school) at 

the expense of the opportunities of curriculum to also substantiate itself with 

children’s personal comprehensive development. 

With the discussion of the three grounds for literacy curriculum, I want to encourage 

cross-professional cooperation on language, forms of expression, literacy, and daily 

practice with this content in early childhood education to consider all three grounds 

and objectives when establishing criteria for content, goals, and means in literacy 

curriculum. This is by no means controversial – as I pointed out above, versatile 

literacy curriculum is already supported by policy and legislation that can be useful to 

remember at a time when standardized expectations and test scores are also being 

raised. 
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Abstract
This paper discusses findings from the Danish contribution to the EASE project, a
European research project running from 2008 to 2010 on early literacy in relation to
the transition from childcare to school. It explores a holistic inclusive approach to
early literacy that resists a narrow accountability-oriented Danish policy (mirroring
international trends). The paper draws on Broström’s (2006a, 2006b, 2008, 2009)
re-conceptualization of early childhood education and care (ECEC), which perceives
care, upbringing and teaching as a unified whole, challenging both childcare services and
schools. The paper also draws on Gee’s (2001, 2003, 2004, 2008) sociocultural
approach to literacy, and Honneth’s (2003, 2006) concept of recognition. Emphasizing
participation and recognition as key elements, it claims that stakeholders in early liter-
acy must pay attention to how diverse early literacy opportunities empower children,
especially when these opportunities are employed in a project-based learning environ-
ment in which each child is able to contribute to shared literacy events.

Keywords
childcare, early literacy, holistic, school, teaching, unified approach

Introduction

Denmark was one of eight European countries that participated in the EASE
project (EASE, 2010). EASE is an acronym derived from ‘Early yeArs tranSition
programmE’, which was a research project running from 2008 to 2010 that
aimed at strong and equal partnerships between childcare services and schools
in order to improve educational continuity and facilitate children’s (aged five
to seven) transition from childcare to school. One key aim was to develop a
unified approach to early literacy, meaning that childcare workers and
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schoolteachers were trained together with the intent of facilitating a common
understanding of early literacy that could be adopted on both the childcare
and school sides of the transition.

To this end, the researchers collaborated on an early literacy adaptation of
the Learning Story approach developed by Margaret Carr (2005) in New
Zealand. Learning stories document children’s learning processes in the
form of small narratives often accompanied by photos, drawings or other
ways of illustrating the events documented. These stories are written on a
pre-designed sheet, which also prompts the childcare workers and school-
teachers to reflect on ‘what happened’ and ‘what could be next’ in relation to
the learning processes evident in the narrative (Carr, 2005; Mellgren et al.,
2010).

Carr’s original approach has a somewhat general focus on children’s learn-
ing and personal development. The EASE project was – in contrast – based on
a specific interest in early literacy. The participating researchers agreed on a list
of early literacy indicators that were intended to help the childcare workers
and schoolteachers discover early literacy qualities in the activities of
children. In this way the indicators had a ‘what to look for’ function. As
we wanted to emphasize a broad perspective of early literacy, the indicators
pointed to literacy aspects of children’s play, drawing and storytelling
(Broström, 2003; Davidson, 1996; Kress, 1997; Roskos and Christie,
2007), and not just conventional reading and writing activities. Together
with a slightly modified template for the narrative, photos, reflections etc.,
these indicators make up what has come to be called the Early Literacy Story
approach of the EASE project (Jensen, Hansen et al., 2010; Mellgren et al.,
2010).

In Denmark, childcare workers and schoolteachers from two municipalities
agreed to participate in the project. They were brought together for in-service
training regarding a sociocultural perspective on early literacy in general, and
on how to document early literacy using Early Literacy Stories in particular.
Then, they went back to their respective practices and tried to use Early
Literacy Stories to document early literacy. The Danish researchers visited
the participants to supervise them and to discuss their experiences with the
documentation tool.

During the project we learned that by employing a list of indicators, we
risked ‘narrowing’ the pedagogic practice. From a critical position, indicators
are viewed as promoting an undesirable so-called tick-off approach to assess-
ment (Dahlberg et al., 2007) in which the focus is on the child’s weaknesses
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or deficits as deduced from a standardized curriculum (shown by the indica-
tors). The earliest versions of the early literacy learning story template actually
had the indicators as a tick-off list next to the actual story, but this design was
eventually abandoned, as it did not connect with the underlying sociocultural
basis of the EASE approach. We even tried to do without the indicators, but
some of the childcare workers and schoolteachers objected. They found the
indicators highly useful for the task of spotting diverse strands of early literacy
in the children’s activities.

As we experienced tensions in working with a holistic sociocultural
approach supported by early literacy indicators, we began to discuss how
theory guiding early literacy teaching practice might include indicators and
teaching methods as well as an emphasis on the need to contest instrumen-
tality and standardization, thus providing the tools for questioning the rela-
tions between rationalistic/economic discourses and the image of early
literacy learning as a process of individual acquisition of cognitive skills.
Along with the childcare workers and teachers, we wanted to persevere
with inclusive teaching practices, going beyond common-sense interest in
leaving no child behind in a race to acquire skills.

I do not argue for ‘freeing’ teaching from curricula and indicators. In fact,
I believe that curricula and indicators are inevitable dimensions of institution-
alized early literacy teaching, as pedagogy is always inscribed in values and
relations of power. Thus claiming a ‘free’ practice is more like claiming a
practice of tacit indicators and hidden curricula. Instead, the real challenge
seems to be how to position early literacy teaching in relation to the domains
of policy (school effectiveness), curricula and indicators, and the children’s
own perspectives.

The rest of this paper deals with this complex challenge. I will use an
excerpt from an influential newly published Danish policy document to suggest
that the wording on this level implicitly produces a narrow image of early
literacy as the acquisition of fundamental skills and something which is closely
tied to schooling outcomes. I will then analyse an Early Literacy Story by
referring to theory drawn from sociolinguistics, ECEC curriculum studies and
critical theory to go beyond the taken-for-granted images of the policy level in
an attempt to sketch some dimensions in a holistic and inclusive approach to
early literacy teaching. In line with the aims of the original EASE project, this
approach tries to appeal to both childcare workers and schoolteachers, thus
contributing to the ongoing attempts to promote continuity throughout the
ECEC by making unified theoretical and practical concepts available to practi-
tioners (Broström, 2006a).
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Policy – and resistance!

In an international ranking of children’s reading skills conducted in 1994,
Denmark was ranked relatively low (Mejding, 1994). In the debates that
followed amongst the Danish public and professionals, this was perceived
as being very embarrassing, and influenced policy level in a somewhat
shock-like way (Laursen and Hildebrandt, 2009). Ten years into the new
millennium the shock has worn off, but a discourse on how to respond
to the growing influence of cross-national benchmarking projects has
established a dominant position. Mirroring contemporary trends in
other Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
countries, influential strands of Danish educational policy now promote
an accountability approach (Rasmussen, 2007), where schools and childcare
services are expected to explain so-called ‘schooling outcomes’ in terms
of effectiveness and quality. This discourse of quality emphasizes (1) the
standardization of curriculum and (2) the competition among schools in
the quasi-market of education (Dahlberg et al., 2007). It thus promotes
an image of learning as the acquisition of discrete skills and the notion
that this acquisition process should be the object of close scrutiny in
order to assess the effectiveness of teaching and the extent to which
the learning is in sync with what is expected for a child of a given
age. Thus, effective teaching is about employing ‘developmentally appro-
priate practices’, practices that yield good results in the realm of inter-
national comparative education.

To link these more general considerations of teaching and accountability
directly to early literacy, I will now examine an excerpt from a contemporary
Danish policy document concerned with early literacy and school
effectiveness.

The Danish government recently (2010) published a general political strat-
egy aimed at overcoming the financial crisis and at developing Denmark as a
nation, with special regard to the themes of knowledge, economic growth,
prosperity and welfare.

This political strategy is based on 10 ‘aims for Denmark’ to be reached by
the year 2020. One of these aims concerns the excellence of Danish pupils,
stating that they should be among the best in the world. More precisely,
Denmark should be in the top five in the Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) benchmarks, which compare schooling outcomes
on an international level (OECD, n.d.). The Danish government’s strategy
relies on a sports analogy to explain what is expected of the pupils: just as
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the sportsman/woman practises hard to excel, so must pupils practise to reach
the top rankings in PISA.

In formulating these aims, the Danish government has implicitly con-
structed a certain position on early literacy. Consider the following excerpt
from the political strategy, which concerns early literacy teaching:

The Government wants to prioritize reading in the lower grades. Other funda-
mental skills must likewise be in place at an early stage: Orality, literacy, and
basic competencies in mathematics, science and foreign languages. This will
mean a strong focus on leaving no child behind, including those children that
have difficulties in learning to read . . . we want to change the way we run public
schools. They must be allowed more freedom to manoeuvre; on the other hand,
we will hold them accountable for the results they achieve. (The Danish
Government, 2010: 16, translated by the author)

Several aspects of this excerpt are of particular importance. First, is the view
of reading. While it states that schools must prioritize reading in the lower
grades, the Danish government suggests that not only is reading a discrete skill
to be mastered (put ‘in place’), but it is one of several in a category of
‘fundamental skills’ and ‘basic competencies’ (Hoover and Gough, 1990;
Westwood, 2009). Second, the Danish government does not only reveal
how it defines orality and literacy, but also, by linking the teaching of these
basics to the concern for ‘leaving no child behind’, moves along a path where
pupils fall into two categories: those who have acquired the basic skills and
those whom we might call special needs children who have ‘difficulties in
learning to read’ (i.e. in acquiring the basic skills). Finally, images of a class as
a moving entity that you have to keep up with frames inclusion as a technical
matter whereby the teacher must ensure that everybody in the class meets the
requirements of a norm (a reading skill level deemed sufficient for a given
age, that is, developmentally appropriate) without relegating pupils to poten-
tially stigmatizing compensatory education (Bernstein, 1972; Madsen, 2005,
2009; Søndergaard et al., 2005). This surely satisfies the aim of keeping
schools focused on results, but what about the ethical and social consequences
of perceiving teaching as the transmission of skills and of introducing stan-
dards that schools, teachers and pupils compete to excel at (Amrein and
Berliner, 2003; Hatch, 2002; Nichols and Berliner, 2007; Noddings, 2007;
Nordenbo, 2009)?

This does not mean that a cognitive approach to early literacy is inferior,
nor does the sociocultural approach that I support mean lowering the bar with
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regards to ‘hardcore’ cognitive/academic expectations. The aim of the analysis
is to instil a general awareness of how contemporary policy (produced from
within the project of neo-liberalism in a globalized economy) re-positions
matters of curriculum theory to fit within a technical domain (Dahlberg et al.,
2007; Rhedding-Jones, 2007). This policy might improve the educational
system’s performance in international benchmarks such as comparative read-
ing and writing tests, but it is also part of a regime that potentially ‘schooli-
fies’ the childcare services by letting education (as in formal skills training)
outmanoeuvre care:

There is an effort for shaping a unity of care and education, and like this a
movement towards the educare concept. However, there is a fear for more
education than care, and to realize the idea of early school oriented learning,
what we in the Nordic countries name ‘schoolification’ . . . The educational
changes [are] based on an economic interest, and the attached political state-
ments have big impact on national initiatives, where we see distinct formula-
tions of goals and objectives close (sic) connected to a number of simplified
methods connected with pre-described tests . . . An ongoing boosting of such
tendencies will colonize the soul of the early childhood education and care
tradition, and for that reason we have to re-construct a critical early childhood
education. (Broström, 2008: 10)

Following Dahlberg et al. (2007), we have to recognize the importance of
the wordings of policy texts, because they produce systems of truths and
discourses, i.e. our understanding of what is possible and desirable within
the domain of early literacy and early childhood education as a whole. As
Lenz-Taguchi (2010) points out, it seems as if the more we know about the
complexities involved in young children’s learning and meaning-making, the
more we shape policy around narrow complexity-reducing curricula and
teaching strategies. In Denmark, there is a tendency to emphasize school
effectiveness and best practices across the field of contemporary early child-
hood education and care, even though the democratic dimensions are still
relatively strong (Jensen, Broström et al., 2010). If you do not like a particular
discourse, you must construct an alternative to that discourse (Rhedding-
Jones, 2007). It is not just a game of words: the ways we think and act are
formed by the discourses that surround and govern us.

To sum up, it is possible to identify links between policy on school effec-
tiveness and an emphasis on discrete cognitive skills within the domain of
early literacy. Early literacy is certainly about cognitive skills, but we must
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resist any overemphasis on breaking up complex identity issues and commu-
nicative competencies into discrete testable skills. What is needed is a holistic
approach to early literacy teaching that reaches beyond (but does not neglect)
the cognitive aspects of decoding, lexical comprehension, indicators and stan-
dards. I will try to sketch such an approach in the following section, where
I examine an early literacy story.

Theoretical resources

The following theoretical resources have been selected using one main crite-
rion, which is the ability to conceive of early literacy teaching (and teaching
more generally) in ways that emphasize participation, illuminating how early
literacy is inscribed in complex sociocultural processes beyond the cognitive
dimension. To some extent, the theoretical framework is composed as an act
of resistance, empowering researchers, childcare workers and teachers to
create diverse links between children, culture and the early literacy curriculum
by foregrounding an awareness of issues not being articulated in contempo-
rary early literacy policy.

Gee’s sociocultural approach to early literacy emphasizes how language-in-
use (which he terms discourse (lowercase ‘d’)) is entangled in social practices,
values and communities (termed Discourse, uppercase ‘D’). A literacy event is
thus always tied to one or more Discourses, and individuals must ‘pull off’
(enact) a Discourse (a culturally specific kind of identity) in order to be ‘in
sync’ with (act in accordance with) a given community at a given place and
time (Gee, 2001, 2008). The home, childcare and the kindergarten (kinder-
garten, also called grade zero, is the first year of the Danish public school) are
examples of three distinct communities (or social semiotic domains), each
requiring a different set of Discourses (identities) for the children to pull off,
if they want to be in sync with early literacy practices. With the concept of
Discourse, we can examine how being a literate person is about being able to
act on a text cognitively (decode, comprehend, etc.) as well as being able to act
socially and morally on this text in accordance with the practices, values, norms
and resources tied to a given community (i.e. the classroom). You are never
‘just’ a reader or a writer; you are, with varying degrees of success, acting in
sync with communities by enacting particular sorts of Discourses. This is in
line with Kress (1997: 47), who points to the identity-related question of what
kind of reader and writer we want, when we discuss theories and practices in
relation to early literacy.
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To answer Kress’s question, and to work directly with theory that ties early
literacy to a critical stance towards the above-mentioned schoolification
(which might be understood as the transformation of the childcare
Discourse to the (rigid) school Discourse, using Gee’s terms), I draw on
Broström’s re-conceptualization of early childhood education and care. It
departs from the care concept, and unifies the concepts of care, upbringing
and teaching into a critical and holistic approach, intended to be used with in
the growing cooperation of workers in childcare centres and so-called leisure
time centres (after-school programmes), and teachers in schools (including
kindergartens) (Broström, 2006a). Inscribed in the continental Bildung (lib-
eral education) tradition, concerned with deliberative education for democ-
racy (Beiser, 1998; Broström, 2009; Klafki, 2001), Broström’s
re-conceptualization challenges (1) childcare workers to work with learning
and education and (2) schoolteachers to take a caring child-centred stance on
curricula.

It is emphasized that childcare workers and teachers should collaborate on
more than just the teaching of skills and social competencies in an attempt to
facilitate a good transition from childcare to school. The work of childcare
workers and schoolteachers throughout the ECEC should be carried out under
the overarching theme of education for democracy:

On the one hand preschool teachers [childcare workers] have to take the spe-
cific school curriculum into consideration and make up a preschool [childcare
service] education which prepares children for school and helps them to school
success. Anything else would be irresponsible. However, at the same time,
preschool teachers must realize that this is not enough. Society also needs
active critical citizens, who want to use their knowledge, to show courage
and autonomy, take responsibility and seek influence . . . This calls for lively
early childhood education and care where preschool teachers create an envi-
ronment in which children can achieve democratic experiences. It is my hope –
that preschool and school in the future will be able to collaborate in order to
handle this double and co-operative purpose. (Broström, 2008: 18)

With regards to early literacy teaching, this might mean – to answer Kress’s
question – that childcare workers and schoolteachers should collaborate on
the formation of democratic readers and writers.

Axel Honneth focuses on what he calls the fight for recognition. This fight,
ontological in character, is about how every subject creates itself on the
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basis of experiences of recognition, non-recognition and mis-recognition.
These experiences lead to the formation of identity and develop important
aspects of the self, i.e. self-worth, self-confidence and self-respect (Honneth,
2003, 2006).

Holistic early literacy teaching: Thomas is a reader!

The following early literacy story was constructed during the EASE project,
making it one of several collected over a semester of observations in childcare
centres and kindergartens. The story is entitled ‘The Story about a Thief’ and
was collected in an urban kindergarten. It is about a boy who attends this
kindergarten; we can call him Thomas. Thomas is six years old, and he exper-
iments with literacy in ways that might inspire teaching practice not just in
this particular kindergarten, but also in childcare and in the first years of
school in general. This is not about Thomas being especially gifted; actually,
the following literacy event is pretty ordinary on the level of observable
behaviour. The inspiring potential unfolds as this event is approached from
sociocultural and critical positions within the realms of early literacy and early
childhood education in general. In this way, the following event functions as a
touchstone for an attempt to move from an analysis of Thomas’s ability (or
lack thereof) to decode letters and comprehend words on a simple lexical
level, to the sketching of two dimensions of a holistic inclusive early literacy
teaching practice in general.

Let us turn to Thomas:

It is lunchtime, and the children are eating at the table. Thomas has already fin-
ished his meal, and he wants to read a story aloud to his classmates.
Thomas picks up a book from the ‘‘book basket’’. The book contains pictures
and simple text, and it’s a story he knows already. It’s easy to see the excitement
in Thomas’s face: He is looking forward to sharing the action-packed tale of
The Thief!

Thomas starts to read aloud, but suddenly he becomes aware of the
audience (his classmates), who have all turned towards him on their
chairs while quietly munching on their lunches. This sudden awareness
of the audience clearly makes Thomas nervous, and he’s having trouble focus-
ing on decoding the text. But he won’t give up. Thomas ‘‘reads’’ the rest
of the story using his prior knowledge of the story, his imagination and
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the pictures on the pages and, from time to time, he pauses to show these along
the way.

In the end, it turns out to be a really exciting story. Thomas, on the spot,
narrates the ‘‘truck’’, the ‘‘loot’’, the ‘‘house in need of fixing’’ and other ele-
ments of the story in a rather new way. His classmates have laughed and nodded
at key points during the story, and they applaud at the end.

The first point to note is the end of the second paragraph, where Thomas
manages to continue reading even though he is ‘having trouble focusing on
decoding the text’. What happens is that Thomas expands the scope of the
cognitive and cultural resources he is drawing on in his attempt to narrate the
story. He is bringing in more cultural raw material to make meaning from/
with, supplementing the decoding strategies with narrative abilities (Fox,
2003). In shifting between decoding and simple lexical comprehension,
prior knowledge, imagination and pictures, Thomas is actually reaching a
level of deeper comprehension (Gee, 2004), where he is comfortable rearran-
ging (thus acting on) the otherwise preset elements. By changing his reading
strategy, Thomas manages to stay in control of the literacy event. In this way
Thomas actually succeeds as a reader – only partially in cognitive technical
terms – but to the fullest in terms of identity. This leads to the next point.

Second, it is important how the classroom community of peers responded
to Thomas’s performance as a reader. Thomas’s peers were interested in the
story and they ‘turned towards him on their chairs while quietly munching on
their lunches’, and they ‘have laughed and nodded at key points during the
story, and they applaud at the end’. It is clear that Thomas has made a valuable
contribution to the community, and his peers acknowledge it. In fact,
Thomas’s classmates came to see him as one of those (identity) ‘who read
aloud from those books in the book basket’, in the special school kind of way
(standing up while reading, pausing along the way to show pictures to class-
mates, etc.) (Gee, 2008). This distinction between success in terms of skills
and in terms of identity allows us as researchers and teachers to relate to
Thomas in advance of his actual cognitive development, and to support a learn-
ing environment of experimentation and play (‘playing a reader’), which has
intrinsic value, but which also supports cognitive development (Holzman,
1997; Vygotsky, 1978), and early literacy learning in particular (Gee,
2001). Being recognized as a reader by his peers directly influences how
Thomas sees and values himself (Honneth, 2003, 2006). With regard to
inclusion, it is noteworthy that Thomas’s success as a reader is facilitated by
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a collective activity: not the teacher bringing reading material finely adjusted
to fit Thomas’s individual level of reading skills (developmentally appropriate
learning opportunities (McCollin and O’Shea, 2005)), but the teacher having
established a tradition in the class, where the children can, in turn, play-read
aloud from the books in the book basket.

To sum up, I have made two points in the brief analysis of Thomas’s literacy
event. The first point concerns the importance of providing Thomas with the
opportunities to narrate, experiment and reach a level of deep comprehension
when working with a text. These rich opportunities are not provided as a
reading strategy (as in the ‘Searchlights Model’ discussed by Rose, 2006), and
they are not provided as an add-on or a set of more advanced activities that
can be carried out after decoding and lexical comprehension are complete.
They are provided as a means to empower Thomas to take control of the
literacy event and to put himself in the text. The second point concerns how
Thomas’s performance as a reader takes the form of a valuable contribution to
the community of peers, which is paramount in terms of recognition and
identity.

In making these points I have draw on the sociocultural theory on literacy
(Fox, 2003; Gee, 2008) as well as critical theory of recognition (Honneth,
2003, 2006). Apart from the obviously different perspectives that could have
been generated by a cognitive approach (Gough and Tunmer, 1986; Hoover
and Gough, 1990) – although the data presented are not fit for a detailed
analysis of Thomas’s decoding and comprehension skills – I think a perspec-
tive of power and subjectification might point to a relevant critique (Dahlberg
et al., 2007; Fendler, 2001). How does the transgression of skills/identity
divide function as a technology of regulation, provide a powerful tool for
governing the whole child? How do children learn to create/govern themselves
in relation to the teacher- and school-based norms that support a sociocultural
holistic interpretation of their experiments with literacy? And how is this
teaching, which supports and expects children to bring most of their cultural
resources into the teaching process, linked to the education of a flexible
creative workforce that fits into the Western world’s labour market in the
globalized economy (Giroux, 2001; Giroux and Giroux, 2006)? These
issues will not be examined within the scope of this paper, but they remain
sources of relevant critique.

In the following sections I will, in turn, explore the two analytical points in
more depth, trying to sketch some implications for a holistic inclusive early
literacy theory and practice. The practical examples accompanying each point
are inspired by research data and field experience.
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Rich early literacy opportunities empower early readers

I do not count on ‘evidence’ or scientific progress to eventually settle disputes
about what should count as teaching and/or learning early literacy (see Snow,
2008). This is because the teaching (the school) in itself is a community
linked to a certain Discourse. I will call it the Discourse of early literacy instruction
(DELI). DELI is based on certain norms, values, communicative practices and
so on, in relation to which teachers and children strive ‘to pull off’ the
expected kinds of identities. Being able to perform/play a literate person in sync
with DELI is a very important aspect of early literacy learning in school.
Cognitive skills are of course inherent parts of this performance.

To approach DELI from the critical perspective of Honneth is to emphasize
how this Discourse must be rooted in a broad/open horizon of values. Honneth
argues for the promotion of societal conditions leading to a situation where
‘every member of a society, through a radical opening of the ethical horizon
of values, is placed in a situation where his performances and abilities are
recognized so that he learns to value himself’ (Honneth, 2003: 151, translated
by the author).

A holistic and inclusive approach to early literacy teaching needs to work
through the tensions between (on the one hand) images of how a ‘normal’
child progresses through a standardized early literacy curriculum (a static and
narrow horizon of values) and (on the other) approaches aimed at recogniz-
ing the child by opening up the horizon of values.

Referring to the indicators of the Early Literacy Story approach, one might
look for ways to expand the formal curriculum with diverse literacy-relevant
activities such as drawing (Kendrick and McKay, 2004; Kress, 1997) and
playing (Broström, 1996; Christie, 1991; Davidson, 1996; Roskos and
Christie, 2007).

Broström addresses the issue of norms and values through the notion of
upbringing in his unified approach. The teacher should pursue democratic
learning environments in which children actively participate (Broström,
2006a, 2006b, 2009). It is seen as problematic when childcare workers or
teachers (often in friendly welcoming ways) force children to participate in
well-intended activities designed to support learning and/or development
(e.g. early literacy learning). Even when children carry out these activities
without objecting, some might not even understand the reasons for the activ-
ity. In any case, the children are being socialized into (or they are adjusting to)
the norms and values of a well-meant but static teacher-managed Discourse of
early literacy teaching, where the same set of activities and resources are
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repeated. Instead, the schoolteachers and childcare workers ‘have to cooperate
with the children, support them to influence their own life, and help them to
understand what they are doing and why’ (Broström, 2006a: 396).

From Gee we have learned that early literacy teaching is a Discourse com-
munity (which I have called DELI), built on (socially constructed) norms and
values. From Broström we have learned that children should participate in the
construction of these norms and values, and thus participate in the formation
of the Discourse, in order to experience a liberating democratic education.
How might we turn these insights into teaching practice regarding the expan-
sion of the scope of what counts as relevant early literacy teaching activities,
strategies and resources?

An example of how to do this is to pay attention to what resources and
practices (Discourses) children bring into their play, and discuss with them
possible ways to relate these resources and practices to the early literacy cur-
riculum. A group of five boys in first grade spent nearly every recess one week
drawing. In their drawings they created a complex sci-fi universe of striding
robots and battleships, adding to a shared ongoing narrative. The teacher and
the boys agreed to bring this narrative into the early literacy teaching. After the
boys had presented the drawings and sketched the universe to their classmates,
everybody participated in writing up some shared spin-off stories (the teacher
writing on a computer connected to a projector while the children took turns
narrating). The original drawings and new ones were used as illustrations, and
everything was eventually turned into a home-made sci-fi anthology, which
was photocopied for everybody and used in activities ranging from identify-
ing and ‘hand clapping’ syllables to small performances (did you know that
one of the warrior robots actually planned to get married?). The text was full
of words that most of the children could not decode by applying their still
limited knowledge of letter-sound relationships, but these words were
embedded in a meaningful narrative that was richly resourced beyond
those letters/words, which enabled the children to perform as readers, as
writers and as full-blown composers, not just beyond the letters, but
beyond the written story as well. This is similar to when Thomas drew on
resources external to the text in his attempt to narrate an amusing story about
the thief.

Early literacy learning making valuable contributions

According to Street (1995), traditional approaches to early literacy teaching
are inscribed in objectifying language, that is, as a specific way with words closely
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tied to the school and thus tied to what I call DELI. As the name suggests,
objectifying language is a way of treating language/literacy as a (neutral)
transcendent semiotic body (singular), imposing its autonomous non-social
qualities on its users. A distance between the child and language is constructed
through teaching practices, as Street reports in a discussion about a series of
classroom observations:

Once the language is on the board, on the worksheet, in the book, and so on, it
becomes a separate problem for the teacher and children to work on
together . . . The aim was to get children to follow her [the teacher’s] own
work processes and mimic them. There was little discussion of the meaning
of language, of alternative interpretations of texts, or of how the teacher arrived
at her sense of what they meant . . . In contexts such as these, it would seem,
the final objective is to achieve mastery and authority over the text, whose
meanings are not negotiable. (Street, 1995: 116)

Keeping in mind the point about education for democracy from the
previous section, we must challenge early literacy learning to include oppor-
tunities for children to participate in interpretations and meaning-making.
Teaching practices in childcare and school must recognize the different
Discourses of children, and strive to rethink DELI in ways that can support
each child and encourage them to draw on their Discourses and contribute to
shared early literacy events.

Broström draws on (1) Vygotsky’s (1978) original finding that learning
and development are cultural social processes, (2) the constructivism of Piaget
(1929), and (3) Lave and Wenger’s (1991) notion of situated learning, as he
attempts to sketch a broad Bildung-inspired approach to teaching. This is an
approach that perceives teaching as a matter of supporting the child’s personal
development, not merely a transfer of skills. Broström constructs a concept of
teaching and learning that emphasizes the construction of meaning through
the child’s active participation, and at the same time points to learning/mean-
ing-making as situated and therefore linked to contexts.

Self-worth stems from experiences of being recognized as a valued con-
tributor to the community (Honneth, 2006). I have already touched upon this
when I discussed the need to ensure an open horizon of values in relation to
succeeding in terms of identity, and can now I go one step further. To strive to
consider each other in ways that let individual abilities and opportunities
appear as valuable for common projects and activities might be a guiding
principle for the structuring of learning environments in line with the
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findings of Gee and Broström. This does not mean that every contribution has
equal value. It means taking an inclusive approach to teaching that captures
the important and unique aspects of the contributions from each child. With
Gee (2003), we see the importance of linking together school-, home- and
popular culture-based Discourses with regard to equal opportunities to learn.
Broström (2006a) emphasizes a participatory approach to teaching across the
whole field of early childhood education and care, and Honneth (2003)
makes it clear that the classroom as a learning environment/community
(the DELI) should frame the unique and important aspects of the contribu-
tions of each child.

What these theories might point to in relation to emphasizing valued con-
tributions to literacy teaching is the need for (1) structuring the participatory-
oriented early literacy learning processes around common flexible (linking to
multiple Discourses) projects for the whole class to work with, and (2) includ-
ing some forums, where the children, either individually or in small groups
can present, perform or otherwise act in ways that make their contributions
(to common projects) visible, and thus objects for recognition. By participat-
ing in these common projects the children can acquire new principles/tech-
niques for decoding or they might expand their lexical comprehension when
working with new words and so on; but the point is that this is done as a
function of the contributions to the common projects/practices, not as an end
in itself.

When formal early literacy learning (whether this is in childcare services or
in schools) is not first and foremost about acquiring some pre-reading pho-
nemic awareness or basic reading and/or writing skills, but is primarily about
participating in and contributing to common projects involving print, draw-
ings, computer graphics etc., each child has more opportunities to make
valuable contributions that add to their self-worth and their abilities with
literacy.

An example is a kindergarten project called ‘The City’, which ran for about
a month. In the beginning, the children collaborated on a frieze of the main
street of the city, complete with shops and townspeople. Everything was made
of cardboard, drawings, yarn, pieces of cloth, and such like. As each child
made up a character in the city, so-called data cards were written and drawn,
connecting the characters to each other and to the various stores and places in
the city. Then, the teachers and the children agreed to make a number of
events unfold in the city. Among others was a street party (the children had to
write a little song and compose a dance) and an advertising campaign (the
children had to work with layouts, text and symbols). Also, one morning,
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when the people of the city woke up, they realized there had been burglars in
the night, who had stealen various items from the stores. A detective story
unfolded (made up by the children, with the teacher as secretary and mod-
erator). Along with the participative learning processes there were rich oppor-
tunities for contributing in many different ways to the unfolding literacy
events. The children had many opportunities to be acknowledged by each
other (and the teacher) for their contributions of creative and meaningful
interpretations of printed letters and symbols, just as Thomas’s peers acknowl-
edged the contribution he made by narrating ‘The Story about a Thief’.

Closing remarks

In this paper I have tried to sketch an inclusive holistic approach to early
literacy teaching. It is holistic in the sense that it operates on a sociocultural
level where it is clear how identity, well-being and all-round personal devel-
opment are issues that are entwined in early literacy as teaching and learning
practices, practices which, of course, also include the acquisition of cognitive
skills – but are never limited to this focus. It is inclusive in the sense that it
transgresses the borders between special needs education and ‘regular’ edu-
cation by claiming that the essence of early literacy teaching is not applying
so-called developmentally appropriate practices (Jensen, 2010; Razfar and
Gutiérrez, 2003), but creating project-based, literacy-rich learning environ-
ments where (1) every child has a fair chance of making a valuable contri-
bution, and (2) rich cultural resources and activities are deployed according to
the Discourses of the children. I have examined what the DELI might look like
if it were, to a larger extent, nurtured by vibrant home- and peer-based
Discourses of the children, and to a lesser degree tied to expectations of
compliance with curriculum standards and notions of quality (Dahlberg
et al., 2007).

I address stakeholders in early childhood education in general and in early
literacy in particular, as teachers, parents, children, politicians and researchers
hold a shared responsibility for working towards providing the conditions
under which a holistic inclusive practice is possible. Even though Danish
contemporary policy promotes a narrow image of early literacy teaching,
Denmark is, along with the other Nordic countries, still largely inscribed in
a pedagogical tradition that values social competencies, all-round personal
development, and so on, over pre-set curricula (Einarsdottir and Wagner,
2006; OECD, 2001, 2006). Together with the inclusive societal conditions
(equality) provided by the traditional welfare state (Bennett and Moss, 2010;
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Dahlberg and Moss, 2005), this Nordic tradition frames the inclusive holistic
approach sketched out above relatively well. But as ‘free market fundamen-
talism rather than democratic idealism is now the driving force of economics
and politics in most of the world’ (Giroux and Giroux, 2006: 22), the stan-
dardization of curricula and teaching practices, driven forward by the mar-
ketization of education on a global scale, makes re-conceptualization of early
literacy teaching and learning practices a pressing matter for stakeholders all
over the world.
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